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Foreword

School discipline is at once very simple and
very complicated. Simple in the fact that it is not
a controversial or a questionable goal. Everyone
favors safety and order ih tlTesaifo-ls. Officials
charged with the responsibility of managing
schools certainly do. so do teachers who must
meet the needs of children in large and varied
classrooms, The public repeatedly places school
discipline as their primary concern in the na-
tional Gallup polls on education.' And children
favor discipline when it is administered fairly
when rules are applied with consistency, and
when it allows them to feel safe and to work
effectively in school.

If there is such consensus, why is there such
concern over disruption and disobedience in
schools today" Here is where the complexity lies.
For while everyone can agree on the need for
safe. orderly school, where the atmosphere is
conducive to learning and everyone respects the
rights of every one else, it has proved exceedingly
difficult to achieve this end. Unfortunately, in
our view, the attempt has far too often involved
the exclusion of children from school.

In December 1974, we published Children Out
of School in America.' a report about the nearly

Delta Kappa. lhe Gallup Polls of Amuules Toward
Education /969 a /973, Stanley Ham. ed. I Bloomington.

1973).

:A Report of the Children's Defense hind of the Washingon
Research Project. Inc (Cambridge. Mass.. 1974) See
Appendix A of that report fox an analysis ol hou
conducted the stud',.
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two million children w ho. according to 1970
United States Census data, missed all or a sub-
stantial portion of their school year. We counted
Lhildren out of school as those who hall been out
at least 45 days or one-quarter of the school y ear.
And we concluded that they were out of school.
for the most part. not by choice but because they
had been excluded. We also found many w ho
had been excluded for less than 45 days through
disciplinary mechanism.

One of the common mechanisms for putting
children out of school is exclusionary discipline
in one form or another whether it is called
suspension. expulsion, voluntary withdrawal.
blocking, barring. temporary dismissal or a
cooling-off period. We found that most of these
disciplinary exclusions were discretionary acts.
hidden from public view, with few procedures in
their routine use to ensure fairness, to'gather all
the facts, to review the decision, or to help
identify or remediate the behavior precipitating
the exclusion. We also found that many suspen-
sions were unnecessary, made no educational
sense and disserved the interests of the children
involved, In many cases, short-term disciplinary
exclusion's added up to a significant loss of
schooling and caused youngsters to drop out of
schoobpermanently.

Since the issuance of our report. we have
-received numerous inquiries and complaints
from parents..whose children have been sus-
pended or expelled and from groups who are
concerned with school discipline policies and
practices in their communities. We have also



received letters tram teachers. principals and
school boaf'd members asking \\hat should he the
school's response to -disruptie" students sho
make it difficult to teach and to learn I he recent
I lilted States Supreme Court decisions in C111

ope:. and U ood hind4ba,,e micnsi-
f ied discussion of the rights and responsibili-
ties of all parties concerned ith a student's
suspension Trim school,

In response to this concern. %c ed
this follim-up report on schoo suspension
hae obtained and analied suspension data
submitted to I I I:W's Officc or CI\ d Rights
(OCR) b 2.862 school strict., in Inch
14.INSPil el school We ha e also
dra he, l' on % hat i. learned talking to
thousands of ,parents and children in our omt
stir\ e of 010.1. 6.500 families in nine states and
the District ol Columbia and troth mole than 306
additional inter iew, %ith school officials and
eomniunit\ leader.; khich sere undertaken -in

().P, t 100: 419 t \ 4r; l (

pieparing Chihhen Out of Sc/too/ Met («I.
" c J1.1\ C 0110.11101ed in subsequent inters ioS ith
teachers. principals and parents into alternative
measures to deal \\nil discipline problems \\ha
do not remo e child' en from school.

\s (Kix oLateN lit child ten. as parents ol pre-
school and school -age children ouisekes, as
otirens and as taxpaCrS deepl concerned ith
the health!. operation of the educational process.
CD' hall seeks to contribute construeffel to
the national debate about the suspension prob.
cm and to the identification of solutions. Abme
ill. i: believe that CCf child has a need lot and

a right to an education in this soelet.
\\ e hope that school officials, parents,

students and athocates ill explore alternative
d ISL Timm approaches which help children star
in school and help theib to learn and to grim.

I saint to thank Rochelle Beek for her
coordination of the sink on this report and Paul
\ . Smith for his programming and analsis of
the Office for Cs\ 11 Rights suspension data.

Marian Wright Fdelman
sr,b, Aland. 421) t s 10S. \ (1 992 019-S1 Director
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The Many Faces of Suspension

So often we do something because we have
always done it. We.do not question a traditional
way of acting or ask if it is at:hies ing a desirable
goal Indeed, we often forget w hat the goal is. So
frequently we discuss general school problems.
policies, data, procedures a administrative pro-
cesses. budgets, legal requirements and teacher
demands, that we overlook children. Yet it is the
needs, fears, hopes. problems and futures of
individual children that schools nnist never lose
sight of.

In this report we wa'n't, to think anew about

school suspension, how we use it. why we use it.
and what it means to children. We want to start
with stories about suspended children. While
their names, the location of their schools, and all
other identify ing information have been changed
to protect their confidentiality, the information
about each of these children is true. They do not
come from a single district or state. They are not
isolated cases as the diita in Chapters 2, 3 and 4
show. They are representative of many thou-
sands of children all over America and they come
from every race, class and region.

Amos
Amos Haskins is the tallest boy in his class.

His height is often an advantage to him for it
alloWs him to pass himself off as a fifteen y ear old
when in truth he is only twelve. Asa boy of
fifteen he is able to get neighborhood jobs usu-
ally reserved for older boys. Jobs are important
for Amos Ha :aimbecause his mother is on
ss &are and the monthly ch eck she receives in no
way covers the expense of raising six children.

So Amos, claiming he was fifteen, got a good
job delivering clothes for one of the four cleaning
shops in his nc7ghborhood. One day, w hen his
delivery load was excessively large. he asked to
be excused from a last period study hall in order
to begin work early. Knowing of the economic
situation' of the Haskins family, the stud) kill
teacher readily granted Amos permission. That
day he delivered clothes without the help of a car

14

or bike from two-thirty in the afternoon until
nine-thirty that night. His dinner consisted of a
peanut butter sandwich and a glass of Kool-aid.

The next day when he entered school his
homeroom teacher informed him he had been
suspended for leas ing school early the previous,
afternoon. Amos explained that he had been
giver; permission by the study hall teacher, but
she was out of the city that day on business and
could not confirm his story. Amos was sent home
for two day,. When he returned to school, the
principal acknowledged that permission had
been granted him. He apologized to Amos and
sent a letter of apology to Mrs. Haskins:Two
years after this incident, the notice of suspension
remains on Amos Haskins' official school
records.



Lucinda

Lucinda Carver is eleven years old. If one can
say anything about her, it is that she obeys her
mother's orders to the letter. One of her mother's
orders is to go to the bathroom before she leases
for school so she w on't have to go during class
time.

Usually Lucinda follows her mother's request.
But on one N )% ember afternoon, she found
herself in middle of a soual studies class
needing to urinate Timidly she asked permission
to be excused from the class. The teacher denied
her request Several minutes later Ludndaasked
again. he teacher warned her that one more
interruption and she would be taken to the
principal's office Fearing an acddent. Lucinda
rose from her seat and left the room. Upon

returning to the classroom the teacher ordered
her to report to the principal's office. A three-day
suspension I °Bowed. The of ficia I reason. inisbe-
ILA, mg in a classroom and making it impossible
for others to pay attention to the teacher.

Tommy
ommy Trailer is twelve ears s old. For his

birthday in ,Npril his father gave him a magnify-
mg glass. Tommy soon disLoNered that if he let
the sun hit the lens just right so that the light w as
concentrated on a piece of paper or a few strands
of grass. he could start a fire.

One day after school, Tommy Trailey
demonstrated this action of the magnify .ng glass
to his friends on the small empty lot adjoining the
school's play field. Each time they set a fire, they
immediately put it out with water, for they had
carried a bucket of water from the school to the
lot. For one full hour they experimented 1,4101 the
scientific fact that sunlight can he transferred
into fire. They caused no damage and were
meticulous about their work. ['hey decided to
ask the school science teacher to tell them about
heat and light and why the magnifying glass is
able to produce the flame.

The follow ing day they eagerly went to the
science teacher., Upon hearing about their exper-
iments in the empty lot, she took all four of them ,

to the principal's office. Later that day they were
suspended, without a hearing, for three days.
There was no defense, they NS ere told, for arson.

Coretta
"Whenever I dose my eyes, and think about

my school." thirteen-year-old Coretta Maxwell
said, all I hear is the teachers say mg don't run in
the halls, don't he late to dass, don't chew gum,
don't be late, don't fight nobody, don't do this,
don't do that. Man, you'd think to hear them that
the whole st.hoord fall down if somebody was
late one morning. And every morning somebody
else A late. Every morning. Every class too,
somebody's walking in after the hell rings and the
school ain't fallen down yet. So why they worry
so much about it?"

15



But Coretta orrics a great deal about being
'late to school. Indeed she prides herself on the
fact that she's never late. that she doesn't run or
fight in the halls. and that she doesn't chew gum
or ever get into trouble. That is. until the middle
of her seventh grade year. Then she was late to
school e 'day s in a -row The school's principal
forgive her these 'transgressions because her
record had been so clean until that time. Then the
ntrct week she was late again. every morning. five
days in a row:The principal asked her to give him
a'reason for her-lateness but Coretta said_she_had
none. "Must be a reason," the principal said
kindly. "Ain't neither," Coretta replied. "Then
we'll have to suspend you for a week." the
principal said 'Then that's what you'll have to
do." Coretta said flatly. That was the end of the
so-called suspension hearing.

There w as a reason for Coretta's repeated
Lateness. one that she might hav c told some of her
teachers or her mother had they been Inv ited to
the hearing Her father's alcoholism had turned
him into an invalid needing constant nursing. not

only someone to fetch things for him but to keep
him h um committing suicide. as he threatened to
do so often. Coretta's mother was willing to
nurse her husband but her shift at the- city
hospital had been changed and she didn't return
from her job until eight-thirty in the morning,
which meant that Coretta could not leave for
lchool early enough ,to be on tune. The overrid-
ing shame and embarrassment ov er her father's
illness made it impossible for her to tell the
principal of her predicament.

Scotty
The trick that fourteen-year-old Scotty

Gerard pulled off has been performed a million
times in a million schools. Sometime at the end
of English class, as the students in the high school
milled in the second floor ha Ils.Scotty took three
hooks and a raincoat belonging to,Nancy Hard-

ick and deposited them in the open locker of
John Selwyn. At the end of the day, Nancy
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discovered that her books and expensive rain-
coat were gone, and went teary-eyed to her
teacher. "They'll be found." the teacher pro-
mised. hoping to hit the child's spirits. Three
days later, a search of the third floor lockers
produced the stolen goods. John Selwyn. who
had not the faintest idea how they had gotten
into his locker, was suspended for one week for
stealing, despite his plaintive protest.

For two days Scotty lived with the guilt of his
trick and finally he turned himself in. He was
immediately suspended. When he returned to
school, he went looking for John to apologire.
But John was furious at hay ing been the butt of
Scotty's trick and the two boys began fighting.
Both were suspended once again.

Sidney

According to sixteen-year-old Sidney North,
his fight with the mathematics teacher started
when the older man called him a dumb nigger. "I

as holding onto myself all during the words."
Sidney said "But then he comes at me with those
words. He called me a dumb nigger. White kids
were there They heard the man. They'll tell you.
They heard him say it to mc. I know no student's
supposed to make trouble for no teacher but he
called me a dumb nigger: Makes no difference
what I said or what he said up to then. He ain't
got no right to say that. Ain't nobody I know
going to stand for that. So I threw my books
right at the window hoping they'd break that
whole wall down. Guess I did break something.
Wasn't pitying no attention'to it. Man's lucky
didn't go after him and hit him upside the h -ad.
Calling me a dumb nigger. Heain't got no t."

Breaking the windows in the mathemat cs
classroom earned Sidney North a one-week
suspension. Four witnesses to the argument
stated they heard the teacher mutter the words
dumb nigger They all agreed that Sidney pur-
posely, threw the books at the window, not the
teacher. Upon interviewing the teacher, he al-
lowed as how he "might hale said something
about the boy's intelligence."

17

Gary
Gary Sanford is a muscular se% enteen-year-

old young man He is considered one of the finest
athletes the school has ever had and a sure bet to
someday become a professional baseball player.
While Es interest in baseball is intense, it is
equalled by his desire to work with handicapped
children.

On the ball field next to his school. Gary
Sanford started to gently pitch a baseball to boys
a few years younger than himself who were in a
special class for mentally retarded children. They
looked at Gary Sanford with awe and treasured
the few hours each week he spent teaching them.
baseball. He taught them a great deal and it
showed in their performance. Indeed all of them,
Gary especially, were literally jumping with
excitement when one of the boys finally hit one
of Gary's underhand pitches. The only trouble
was it went right through the boys' lavatory
window.

"There is no excuse for such an accident." one
of the assistant principals told Gary and his
parents. "The field is large enough that the boys
did not have to he anywhere near the school
building. The one-week suspension is manda-
tory, and given Gary's special status in the
school, necessary. His suspension and the equi-
table treatment shown him will set an example
for the student body."

Sarah

Fourteen-year-old Sarah was a seventh grade
student in good standing when she was suspend-
ed in February. 1974 from her,.Middle School
after the principal learned she was pregnant. In
order to continue her education during her
pregnancy she had to go to a night program.
After her child was born in July, 1974, Sarah
tried to enroll in. the day program at the high
school for the 1974-75 school year, but she was
refused admittance by the principal and superin-
tendent on the ground that existing school board
policy forbids school attendance by unwed
mothers. To wit:



-any student Who becomes a parent will he
suspended !row the school program and must
appear hetore the Board of Trustees prior to
re-entering school. ['he purpose of thisiearing
is to determine if the student is immoral and if
that tact will cause a disturbance within the
school (the tact-that a student has had child
does not necessarily constitute immorality

Small never got a heating and ssas never
readmitted. She independently sought and later
enrolled to an almost entirely adult night pro-
gram that is plainly interior to the regular day
school program.

Kathy

Kathy Monahan ssas away, hungry. She had
a condition known as "bulimia,- or an abnormal
increase in the sensation of hunger. She did not
geienough to eat at lunch, and even by snacking
on candy bars and cookies between classes, she
could not make it through the last atternoon
classes without eating more. For vseeks she was
able to hide her eating in class, but Whiny one
day she was caught and warned that she was
violating a school regulation. It happened a
second time and sin_ was warned more sternly.
Unable to control the Intense need for food, she
continued snacking in class and finally was
caught for the third time, She was suspended for
one week and told that if she wascaught again,
the suspension could he as long as a month A
good student, she wept on hearing the punish-
ment.

Kathy Monahan returned to school alter the
week suspension reallitng that there was no way
s'he could control het constant need to eat.
Within a matter of several weeks she was again
caught eating in class he punishment of a one
month suspension was handed down. Ibis time
her parents "protested, but she was suspended
nevertheless. During her time out of school a
clinical- psychologist was called in to make an
evaluation of the child lie ordered a complete
neurological examination which revealed that
Kathy had a tumor of the hypothalamus which
had caused her increased hunger. Fortunately,
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Kathy Monahan responded to medical treat-
ment and there have been no4urther d
problems at school.

ti

Louise and Erma
Louise, sixteen, suffers from occasional black-

outs that necessitate her being on large doses of
medication and she has a speech impairment. In
1972, she was certified as mentally retarded and
placed in a special education class. State regula-
tions set a maximum special class sue of fifteen
but Louise's class has nineteen children, I here
arc no teacher aides, Louise is not allowed to
pa rficipatc in the regular school program or to
Like part in activities with non-handicapped
children.

During February, 1975, Louise was suspend-
ed from school for allegedly yelling back at
children who were teasing her. Several days later,
the school nurse told Mrs. R. to keep her daugh-
wr home for a while longer. Still later, Louse's

5



teacher told Mrs R that I ouise could not conic
hack to school until she under went a ps) chologi-
cal e alum ion Hy school did not arrange for the
ealuation and Mrs R was not gkenan oppol-
tunit to challenge'l suspynsjon. Louise
was not readmitted to sch9o1 until a communit)
worker intenened on Mrs. FZ=j behalf social

eeks later.

19
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Irma. also sixteen, ;infers from periodic
epileptic SCl/lIfes winch are controlled b) medi-
cation. She ft:Lei\ e,d et) poor grades during her
first four school ) tar s so in 1972 Erma was gh en
standardised intelligence_ tests and was placed in
a class for the mentall) retarded. Although the
tester indicated that Ernia should he retested
when she was not under medication. this has
never been done.

Although she had tuner been a beim lor
problem before, Ernia has been in oh ed in a
number of altercations with other students in the
special class As a result, she has been suspended
from school for a total ol 51 da)s during the
current sear. In October. 1974, a Regional Men-
tal IlLilth Center recommended that Erma's
school placement he changed. but the school
principal has 'refused to do so or to reevaluate
Erma's program to determine whether it can he
made more appropriate to her needs.

Beedie

Sixteen-) ear -old Beedie Zaclia nits cut her 1.40
aglish cl'ass on I Lestra). Shc sta)ed on school

grounds for that period and went to the rest of
her classes that d She did the same thing on
Wednesday. lhe following I uesda and Wed-
n,sda) she cut English class again. This tune her
teacher repvi ted the absences to an assistant

Beedie was called out of her last period
Spanish class and made to report to the princi-
pal, who suspended her on the spot lor the rest of
the week.

Beedie told the principal she cut English class
on "I uc,days and Wednesda)s because students
were asked to read aloud and she read so poorly
that she was embarrassed to read in (win of her
classmates. The principal told her he belt this to
he a weak excuse, but if her reading skills both-
ered her. she should report to one of the guidance
counselors. 1314,1he suspension still was to go
into el feet. She was told to take her belongings
out of her locker and go home at once.



Chuggie
Even the most charitable teacher or student in

his junior high school would say that Chuggie
Andrews was the most disliked child they had
ev er met. Nobody seemed to like this large, heavy
set thirteen-year-old boy, and for good reason.
Everywhere he went he started a fight, menaced
someone, teased someone to the point of their
bursting into tears. Chuggie was a bully, a
roughneck who apparently could get along with
no one. Certainly his foster parents worried
about him, fought with him, and wondered what
new trouble he had found when he stayed out at
night well beyond his curfew hour.

Surprisingly, Chuggie was not a had student:
Just when he did his work, no one seemed to
know, and his grades were always passing or
better. It was the one area. fighting, that perpetu-
ally got him into trouble. Despite the fact that
anybody, who exchanged even a few words with
him knew how badly troubled he was, and how
much he needed psychological help, his school's
response to his outbursts was always a notice of
suspension. Again and again, the same pattern:
bulliness, a fight. a suspension, And when hewas
out of school fora few days or a week, he roamed
the streets flirting with disaster, taunting chil-
dren. making himself as objectionable as he
could.

Nobody helped Chuggie Andrews though
everyone said he needed help. When he was
thirteen-and-a-half, he was suspended for he
usual reasons. He never returned' to school. In
fact, it is now fourteen months since he has
attended any school.

Jody
They say it was the coldest day of the year, that

one January afternoon when the Clemson boy
"went crazy." No one seems to know to this day
what it was that got into him. The only thing
anybody knew was that when his teacher entered
her classroom to fetch her coat and purse at the
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end of the day, the room was in complete sham-
bles The blackboard had been smashed and
pulled down from the wall, the shelv es were
overturned, spilling the books everywhere. Red
paint had been thrown around, two window
panes were broken, desks were tipped over and
ink bottles broken It was like a cyclone had hit
the room, and sitting in the middle of the floor
amidst the rubble and broken objects was eleven-
year-old Jody. His legs were crossed, his fists
clenched. blood oozed from a cut on his forehead
and he was crying.

Ihe boy went crazy. that's all there was to it.
He went 'mad," is all one heard that day and
throughout the following week.,. The boy went
crazy. He was perfectly fine until something must
have snapped in his mind. Nothing could have
provoked him to do this." the principal said.

For this bizarre ep_isode, Jody was suspended
from school for three weeks. There was talk of
psychiatric consultation but no arrangements
were ever made. A three-week "cooling-off"
period would do him good. it was said. "Let him
ponder on his serious mistake," Jody's mother
was asked to make a financial cont ribution for
the expenses incurred in repairing the room: This
was difficult as Mrs. Clemson was on welfare:
there was no money to pay bills of this sort.

In desperation Jody sought to make amends
- and help his mother with her financial burden.

lie joined a small gang which was planning a

robbery They hoped to clear about one hundred
dollars each. The robbery went off without a
hitch but two hours later Jody and a friend were
pickedtpp on the street by two policemen. The
following morning he was arraigned in court.
Eventually he was placed on probation and
allowed to return to school, now with a criminal
record.

Three months later, with the bill for the school
room repairs still unpaid. and his mother unable
to meet her expenses, Jody again participated in
a robbery. He was caught a second time and
sentenced to reform school where he is now
incarcerated.

7
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Overview

Our study of school suspensions has led us to
the following broad findings and conclusions.

The use of suspensions in public schools has
reached mammoth proportions. In the 1972-
73 school year, school districts with a little
over half of the student population in this
country suspended ot a one million duldren.
These suspensions represented a loss ()lover
four million school days and over 22,000
school years.
The vast majority of school suspensions in

F's sun ey were for nondangerous, non%
olent offenses which do not have a seriously
disruptive effect on the educational process.
Many of the suspensions were for truancy.
tardiness. pregnancy, smoking. minor iota-
tions of dress codes or failure to purchase
required equipment. By contrast, less than 3
percent of the ,suspensions were .for destruc-
tion of property, the use of drugs or alcohol.
or other criminal activity.
Approximately one-third of the suspensions
involved fighting. all but a miniscule propor-
tion of these were for fights between students.
rather than for incidents of violence against
faculty or school staff.
Suspensions impact on some children more
than on others. While the largest numbers of
suspended children are white. proportion-
ately suspensions hurt more children ho are
black, poor, older and male. Most striking is
the disparate suspension of black school
children. they are suspended at twice the rate

of any other group. Twenty school districts
reported suspending one-third to one-half of
their black students; one district suspended
64 percent of its black students. another
district suspended 53 percent. Although
black suspension rates stand out, our survey
data and interviews make plain that they are
part and parcel of a pervasive intolerance by
school officials for children who are (Werent
in any number of ways.
The use of suspensions, the grounds for
suspensions. the procedures for suspensions.
and the lengths of suspensions vary widely
between school districts and, indeed, between
schools in a single district. In many districts,
there is no written code of student conduct.
or a code may contain vague prohibitions
such as "any other form of misconduct"
which can be interpreted in many different
ways.

Suspensions arc often imposed arbitrarily,
without affording the student an opportunity
to explain, or without giving his or her
parents an opportunity to be contacted. As a
result, the severe sanction of deprivation of
schooling may be imposed without a fair
inquiry into the facts which might show that'
no wrong had been committed and that
suspension was inappropriate,
Perhaps most importantly. the great major-
ity of suspensions do not serve any
demonstrated valid interests of children or
schools. Instead, they harm the children
involved and jeopardize their prospects for

9



securing a decent education. Suspension
pushes children and their problems into the
street. thereby causing more problems for
them and for the rest of us. They have become
a crutch enabling school people to avoid the
tougher issues of ineffective and inflexible
school programs: poor communications with
students. parents. and community:and a lack
of understanding about and commitment to
serving children from many different back-
grounds and with many different needs in our
public schools.
Finally. suspensions are not necessary,
except in a small minority of cases, to main-
tain order. Many school districts have devel-
oped alternatives to school suspensions that
seek to serve the purpose of achieving and
_maintaining discipline in the schools, while at
the same time responding to the legitimate
educational and psychological needs of the
children involved. Alternatites should be
supported. refined. and multiplied to meet
the needs of children and teachers in all
school districts.

Myths About Suspension

Many people assume that school suspensions
affect a few patently unruly troublemakers who
are mostly black and in large. inner-city school
districts. 'they also assume that suspensions are
an effectite educational tool. evenhandedly ad-
ministered. used only after other alternatives
hate been tried and have failed. and are an
essential deterrent to growing reports of school
violence and disruption. one of these assump-
tions is true.

How Many Children are Suspended?

According to our analysis of data submitted to
the U.S. Department of Health; Education and
Welfare's Office for Civil Rights (OCR),' one in

In the Fall of 1973. OCR included questions regarding
student suspensions in its Annual Elementary and Secon-
dary School Ci d Rights Sure which AS required under
lute VI of the Co. d Rights Act of 1964 and under Lille IX
of the Education ,Nmendments of 1972 School districts
were requested to pros Me for each school "the number of
pupils suspended ,tt least once from this school campus
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TABLE1
15 Worst States in OCR Survey Flu. All Students,

Ratiked by Percent Suspended and
by Number Suspended

Percent
Sus-

Rank State pended State

Number
Sus.

pended

1 Rhode Island 8.8 California 141,768
2 Louisiana 8.6 Florida 76.185
3 Connecticut 7.2 Louisiana '72.792
4 Pennsylvania 6.8 Texas 63.466
5 Wisconsin 6.8 Illinois 415.004
6 New Jersey 6.4 Pennsylvania 4 t842
7 South Carolina 6.2 New York 43,245
8 Idaho 6,1 North Carolina 40.615
9 Delaware 5.9 Virginia 39.365

10 Illinois 5.6 South Carolina 39.214
11 Virginia 5.4 Georgia 38,725
12 Florida 5.1 Ohio 38.566
13 Kansas 5.1 New Jersey , 36.554
14 Ohio 4.8 Maryland 32.030
15 Michigan 4.6 Michigan 31.111

Source. OCR forms OS/CR-102'i for Pall 1972 and
1 all 1973 as filed by local school districts. Sec
Appendix A fur llem.nption of data,and calcu-
lations.

every 24 children enrolled in the reporting dis-
tricts, and one in every 13 secondary students
enrolled. was suspended at least once during the
1972-73 school year.2 Thirteen states reported

during the pre mans school !..ear" and "the total number of
suspcnsion days twin this school campus during the
pre ious school year If tam OX CR 102. Items X.A..
B In addition, each district was asl.ed to include on the
"School System Summary Report" a total, by race and
ethnic group. of the number of pup ds suspended at least
once. dormorm OX CR 101. Item 111.13) OCR data ac-
t-0MA for 53 pLrLcm of the total school enrollment in the
United States, and almost 86 percent of the minority
enrollment. OCR data for 1972-73 are the must recent
nattraal data ii%ailable on suspensions.us

I hese figures understate the problem oI discipluMrs du-
sions in American schools Not included are all those
children Who

"soluntard> withdrew." "dropped out." were sent
home lor "cooling-off periods.""dismissed.""medi-
call) discharged" or "discharged." were "academi-
cal') suspended." suspended trom buses or who
underwent "proposed suspensions" which excluded
them Iron education, In addition, during the 1972-
73 school )ear. school districts reported expelling
ocr 37,000 children:

(2) were shunted till into special education classes Jr o



suspending 0% er 5 percent 01 their school popula-
tiOns. Fifteen states reported suspending ol
30,000 sehobr children. California alone re-
ported almost 142,000 suspensions e% en though
its data did not include an schools in Los
Angeles!'

Elie suspension problem is not limited to an
particular kind of school district. Although till

ITimishment purposes or because the mere "NAM%

ior" problems Black parents and school children
ones) see special education as the mom de% ke, other
than suspension, for segregating black children
OCR collects intormation On enrollment ot school
children In special education classes In race Our
anat\ sts ot this data shims that black children are
more than three times as lkels to end up in educable
mentalt% retarded (1 MR) classes as mhitc children

Muting the rhstricts reporting to OCR. the %%hue
1 MR rate ma. 1 0 percent and the black rate \si, 1 2
percent during the 197.74 school sear.
mere transt ei red hack and forth tram One school to
another itithin a school district or sent oil to not
school or other programs ot ing interior itualit
because rcgulai clasr twin tcachcrs did not mant to
deal ii ith them or because regular schools sat them
as too troublesome,

14) mere listed as dropouts but for %%honk the triggering
det, lee mar a suspension, and

in lads anti institutions he cause sc hoots too
?Riot:nil% ignored thcii needs and passed thcin on
to other adult authorities, often mutt grate
consequences

\lorcoi cr 0( R I igurcs are U MIL It om d ash lc is huts d iii
the st0 %. and reporting, not tram all ot the districts in each
01 the states \ Ian% of the reporting districts laded to report
all suspensions hir nample. an Richland C ount. South
Carolina. a complainant a rote U( R about the tact that the
suspension hgures reported to OC R (43,0S5) m ere for onh, one
01 the tc% 0 semesters in the 1972-71 school ear

OCR hgures also do not ralcct multiple suspensions but
nit her children suspended "at least once'during the 1972-71
sehool sear " Our sure 1, on childicn out 01 school ideated
Oho 16 percent ot the children mho had been suspended had
been suspended owe and 24 percent had been suspended
three or more tunes. \ lore than 50 percent of the seeondar
students had been suspended Moor more tunes in eight CO1
sire>areas 11 hadren Out of At hoottn Mern a, Append' \

p 141 )

I is ngeles reported no suspension., to 0( R lor the 1972-
'1m:hoot \ car, but in an art tcic in the \cii 1 or/ Tone) of
Januar 1, 27, 1971 (I) 27). the I Os Migeles school st, stem is

reported to hale suspended one in e \ er \ 15 children
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TABLE 2

Suspensions Rates in Selected
Louisiana School Districts

Thstrtet

Percent Pe'reent,
Suspended Suspended

-III Secondary
,Students Students

Assumptum Parish 12.5 16.9
Bogalusa City 11.6 18.2
Caddo Parish 13.1 26.2
Concordia Parhli 14.9 25.9
Fast Baton Rouge Parish 10.3 20.6
lberville Parish 14.4 23.6
Jefferson Parish 16.0 24.0
Lincoln Parish 14.0 23.3
Nag nemines Parish 13.5 27,9
St. John the Baptist Parish 11,6 18.3
Tangipahoa Parish 10.9 18.4
\Vest Baton Rowe Parish 16.7 24.5

Source OCR torn) OS/CR-102's for Tall 1972 and
1 all 1973 ,is filed by local school districts. See
Appendi \ A for description of data and caleu-
lations.

),"
largest school districts North and South
pended the largest number's of children,' the
proportions of children kicked out of school in
mans smaller districts are great. In tact, the
highest suspension rate in the nation during the
1972-73 school year was in Gridley. California,

hich suspended 40.9 percent of its 600 students.
Bridgeton. New Jerse, s. ith onl) 3.700 students.
suspended almost a third of its total student
body. Twelve of Louisiana's 66 school districts
reported suspension rates of over 10 percent.
Main were small towns and rural counties. Sec-
ondary school suspension rates in these districts
ranged from one-sixth to near)) one-fourth of
the total secondary enrollment.

Why Are Children Suipended?
A stunning lack of public information exists

on the actual grounds for most suspensions.

lOt the 21 largest sehool districts (enrollment user 10(1,00(1

students) 19 reported their suspensions to ()CR. 01 the
19, all irseept 31Baltimore City and Montgomer Count
\ la r, landind ashington, 0.C.1 mere in the top 50
distruns mhen ranked to, number 01-students suspended at
least once See \ ppendo% I) for mdi%tdual district rank-
ings \1l district data appearing chapter, not
()therm Ise identified. %%al he bound in Appendis B. inhere
the data calculations are desetibcd completel



Indeed, many school officials keep' almost no
records orrery poor records of suspensions. fills
is in large part due to their almost total discretion
in the area of discipline, the Lick of central school
reporting requirements. or any felt school need
to he accountable to the public or parents and
students. OCR asks for numbers and race of
children suspended, but it does not collect infor-
mation on the reasons for suspension. When we
asked parents and children about the reasons for
suspensions, we found that most children \\ ere
suspended for nondangerous of lenses.' Of all the,
suspensions recorded in our surrey, 63.4-percent
wet e for infractions of school rules, not for
dangerous ors iolent acts." A large proportion of
suspensions were for !aimless offenses: oserall
almost 25 percent were for truancy and tardiness,
and in some of our surrey districts, the tjumber
of children who 1\ ere suspended for truancy and
tardiness ranged from one-third to one-half of all
suspensions recorded.

A range of personal conditions pregnancy,
marriage, pa rent hood hand lea p." or povet ty -
related problems ss ere also grounds for suspen-
sion We found one child suspended for has Mg,
lice, another because he was a bed NI.ette r at night.
and another because he could not afford to pay
for a ruler he had accidentally broken in shop
class. Numerous districts resort to suspension to
correct dress or other pc rsonal habits of children.
Four black children were suspended for
not hating their gym suits. Almost 6 percent
of the suspensions in CDF's sun ey were for
smoking. According to the Michigan State Su-
perintendent of Education, "perhaps the latgest
single discipline problem faced by public schools
in Michigan, and in the nation, is the question of
student smoking."' Finally, there are a wide

'See \ PPendl 1 of this report lot the questionnaire used to
obtain data on suspension and other disciplinary
esclusions

'See I able I a-Chaplet 2 (11 this report for a detailed
breakdown 01 the reasces lot suspension Iron) ( 1)1
ut1 et

-1(csonurands(1 (km& Righis and 1(.sponsib(1-
in pispao..41 ht the Mislogan Slats

Department of I (lucatiori t Pamphlet
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satiety bit CAI \ and discretionary teasons for
suspension. 1 or example, a Portland. Maine
child was suspended lor "arrogant defiance to
authority, not \ e rba I but by look."'

Who is the Suspended Child?

Although statistically a child is more likely to
he suspended if he is black, poor, and in high
school. the majority of students susp'ended are
white and from families not receising AFDC or
other N% ella re benefits While secondary students
were suspended fling- times as frequently as
elementary ystudeht; during the 1972-73 school
year. nearly 120,000 elementary school children
wine suspended ct least once. And while officials
are most apt to exclude boys from school. "of-
fenses" like pregnancy and dress code s iolations
cause many girls to be suspended each year.
hoe is no group of children for whom suspen-

sion is not a problem.

Racial Discrimination in School
Suspensions

one is immune from suspension, but black
children were suspended at twice the rate of any
other ethnic group. Nationally, if they had been
suspended at the same rate as ss lutes, nearly 50
percent or 188,479 of the black children sus-
pended would !ist; remained in school. Al-
though black children accounted for 27.1 percent
of the enrollment in the districts repotting to
OCR, they constituted 42.3 percent of the ra-

.eially identified suspensions,`'
CD1- stirs es data, like OCR data, found

disproportionate suspensior, of black children,

'Suspension Data lor Duce SchoOl Years, Portland, Matte
Public Schools, king ,tumor Iligh Selniol 197144
School Near

'Sonic districts reported suspensions but not by race, l'or
esample, Chicago reported 28,01, Philadelphia reported
18,43 and \et% York reported 16,268 racially
lied suspensions. bor a listing of the tumor districts %%Inch
tailed to nlentils the ethnicity of suspended students. see
I able 2 in Appendis It See Chapter 4 lot 20 worst
districts in the need States lor black student suspen-
sions i he total numbcis of enrollments and suspensions

hum Much the abuse percentages o.ere com-
puted. can he bound in ppentlis It



While 4 4 percent of a I the children in our aline}
were suspended at Ice st once., the rate for black
children was 7 3 percent. At the secondary
school le% el, black students were suspended
more than three times as often as w hits students
124 percent compared with 4.1 percent.'"

Some will claim that disproportionate
suspension of black children simpI reflects their
disproportionate nusbeha%ior We reject this
view All the evidence we have seen our sun e
data our analsis of OCR data and school
district suspension reports: interviewis with
>chool ol ficials, parents, children and cOmmu-
nay groups: and review of the investigations and
literature of other groups on school discipline
makes plain that disproportionate suspension of
blacks reflects a pervasi% e school intolerance for
children who are th fierem. As Chapter 4 docu-
ments in more detail, the incidence of suspension
is more a function of school policies and piac-

4'sea //Wren ora S, It; imen,a. \ppendis I. I ablc
111,-pp P8-141
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.tices than of students' behavior. How else does
one explain two districts with similar enrollment
sires. racial compositions, and economic and
school resource characteristics, where one sus-
pends blacks and whites at the same rate and the.
other suspends blacks at twice the white rate?

he fact is that mans school districts treat
black children different1), from white children."
Some black children ate suspended for'offenses
for which white children are not suspended, or
recei\e different treatment for similar offenses.

Ar Board at 1,dut aunt:, 147 S. 481 (1954). Since
the Supreme Conn in Brost,: bound Illegal racial segrega-
tion and diserinunation against black school children in
public schools, too titan school'districts and school
all isials liac ,punt Allk..11111.1b1).111014.. tim . tr} mg to as old
its mandate than seeking to ensure that ;net-) add.
regardless of race, is treated tarry and prosided an
education tree at racial segregation and diseruninamot
See ilurgan t Hennwan, 179 Supp 410 (1) Slass
19'41 Sec also Repot t ot Mc Southern Regional (. aunt
and the Robert 1' Kenneth Memorial. Ike Student
Nihon: I 11 10/1 ul ( 0/111/111(11 Re11111/1( De/iTregii-
11,/1. In p PM)
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Black children often hear the brunt of tensions.
arising from 'desegregation.17 Discriminatory
attitudes and habits once apparent in blatantly
dual school systems now simply reflect them-
sehes hi the so-called "second generation" de-
segregation problems In% oling dikerinatory
discipline, t nicking and special education
placement,''

A black teficher in a South Boston high school
relates that white school official fears, misper-
ceptions and insensitivity result inblack children
being thrown out far more often than white
children." He relates;

I have observed . . my white colleagues, on
several occasions, express open resentment
when faced with .. . apparent misperceptions
[about black students]. In such a situation, the
usual response from black students my olve4,.
has been one of expressed reseittment in re-
turn. In many cases: this has resulted in'an
escalation of the situation resulting. in ttirn, in
a disciplinary referral. I have observed,, for
example, a white teacher challenge the posses-
sion by a black studenof a "pick" a style of
Afro comb used by many black students for"
grooming purposes. The teacher's attempt to

This is espeeially ifUe it tcaeliing and administratire stalls
are also not desegregated and it no preparation or sensi-
tiv ity trainIng is provided white teachers and administra-
tors. 1 he Boston Globe of June 17,1975, quotes an
unidenutted llostOn Headmaster's explanation (or the
disparity m suspension rates in Boston " you haxe
blacks in previously all white schools for the first time.
the teacher% don't know how to handle them they arc
not used to the [black] culture " lie was also quoted as
saying "Over the years, black youngsters were expected
to aelnexe and behave at a lower lexel. And if teachtir:.
expect poor behavior. they'll get

"The most recent discussion of tracking IN MeNel./4,V, 7(IL.
hool District, 50pgnal 1017 (5th Cir. 197.). Or

discriminatory discipline. see Ilastkins s. Colepian 3-16i
Supp, 1330 (ti,1).1 ex. 1974). On special educati,m,

see Lam P t Riles, 343 F Supp 1306 ( ti.1)7Cal 19 T.4, -

"'lime September, 19-4. Boston School offieials have
suspended 5,076 black children and 3,367 white children.
(Boston Esning Globe. Iuesday. June 17, 1975, p. 3 )
'Compared to the elative attendance rates of the two
grtnips. this raeial,disproportion could occur by dunce
ftlyLtan one in one billion times. ,
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confiscate the comb resulted in resistance by
the student and a confrontation. It is my belief
that this situation occurred solely because of
the inexperience of the people involved in
relating to those of different cultural back-
grounds. It is also my belief, based on personal
experience and observiition, that when an
incident of apparent racial strife occurs, some
white teachers see the black student as the
original aggressor and as the source of the
continuing threat to school order, even when
neither perception is true.15

Boston is not atypical. No more pressing
agenda remains than the unfinished task of
eradicating racial discrimination-and insensitiv-
ity from American schools, for suspensiOn is a
severe problem for black children in racially
sesregated districts and desegregating districts
alike.'' Desegregation simply lifts the problem to
the surface.

How Are Children Suspended?
Not only are susrensions rampant for all

children, and disproportionate in their effect on
black children, they are frequently imposed by
school officials arbitrarily anclunilaterlilly with
little effective chance for parents and children to
he heard. Parents,and children were informed of
a, right to a hearing in only 3.4 percent of the
suspensions we found in our survey.

s
Jay vas "playing around"..with another
student while waiting to board his school
bus at the end of a school day in ,a
recently desegregated school. A teacher asked
hiin to return to the building. Jay was afraid,
that he would miss his bus and be stranded in

"See affidaxit filed in support of Plaintiffs' Motion for
Further Relief Conerirning School Discipline in Morgan
v Kerman, excerpted in Chapter 4 of this report,

"1 or example, a complaint has been filed against racially
discriminatory suspension policies in Newburgh. New
York, a district that not only suspendsblack studentsat a
rate tve ice as high as the white rate, but which also has just
refused to comply with a Neve York State Board of
Education order to implement a long forestalled desegrc-,
gatuat plan. Sec the Amended Complaint filed in Russ v.
Mot; er. al. Civil Action No. 74 Civ, 5047 (J.J.C.). (filed
April 15,1975.)



an unsafe area so he refused. fie was summa-
rily suspended by the teacher and told that he
would have to bring a parent to school With
him in order to he readmitted at the end of
three darts. When he returned three days later
without his parent. the principal iefused to
admit him tight days later, Jay, his parent.
and an outisde advocate got him readmitted.
file parent who could not get to scItol earlier
had recently _undergone heart sur...ery. Jay
ne er had a hearing to explain his sloe of the
event. H is parents w ere tuner informed
either in writing or by phone of his sus-
pension.

\ When held, hearings were usually aim the
suspension and rarely involved impartial discu4,-
mons of the facts or of the Lindell> mg p1ohlems
gk\iiig rise to the suspension.'- Some schools

ei\c unresponsive es en w hen parents actkely
sout\ht help.

When Bennie began first grade in his
!vh;issippi school district in 1973. he cried a
grea\ deal of the time. After two weeks, he was
suspended ..)y the principal without a hearing.
In an `eff ort to have the school reconsider its
demi* Rennie's mother had him exanimed
by a private physician She deli% ered his diag-
nosis to \he school and asked them to readmit
Bennie. She never received an response to
these efforts. In September. 1974. she sought
to hays lit?nitie enrolled in first grade again,
but the prinpal still refused to enroll hum. As
a result, Bennie stays at -home all day by
himself and is receiving no educational ser-
lees at all." \

One principal nas,,iskei. about the pureose of .t post-sus-
penaon conference "Is \it a conference to % erth the lact
iiiipporting this -41spemyn. or is emote a conference to
determine tut urc 'flacelupit ' Ills anikti No. becausi.
.1111,0s piaccimut is nett hack ii Mo. ilic aic It Is to

COMIlitillit,11C aillie pa clu. a, part of 1115 rcPf91"1"1-
\

its, the problem th tit indits .Ind ask 10r their help Nc
inform them and th' in 1141 out %%hat direction, e can
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Not only are children suspended by unfau
means, countless children are suspended by
school districts that has e failed to pros Ric clear
or consistent guidelines of conduct. We found
almost as man, suspension policies as schools.
Within ai single school district. we found princi-
pals who did not suspend at all, principals who
suspended a little. and principals ss ho suspended
a lot We also l'ound extraordinary variation to
the length of suspensions and in the number and
kinds of suspendable offenses among school
districts and among schools in a single district.'"
In sum. a child's chances of being suspended
depend on which distuct, w filch school. and
which class he or she haslhe luck to land in.

What Purpose Do Suspensions
Serve?,

Suspension serves no purpose at all only
that it might worsen the problem. Put them on
the street and let them go downtown and
they'll begin doing the Bungs that they
wouldn't have clone if they were in school. I
don't es en consider suspension because it just
does not help the kid. Where do the kids go
when they are siispended? What do they do
during the day? All they do, they get a chance
to get involved with people who are out there
on the street. , . Ihey'll lust fall prey to a lot
of y icious kinds of things. l hat is why I don't
,understand, Why put them out in the street?:"

['Act] if they were administered fairly, without
racial or class discrimihation. only for serious
reasons, and with adequate standards of due
process and justice, would suspensions make
educational sense? Do they.soly behavior prob-
lems') Do they heIrchildren? Are they necessary
to maintain order? We think the answer to all of
these questions is no. '

'sot a single school official we interviewed
contended' suspension, helped children. One
principal said: "I just don't think we're helping
any if we stipend a kid. we just get the kid out of

'See Chapter 2 of this report for further dtscusmon of
ground. for suspension.

it,lcrItAk M1111 (Men 55 N luster leacher. wr here
School. Hartford. Connecticut. \ larch IS. 1975. .



our hair for a while." A superintendent said
"suspensions. even fora short time, don't do
much.for ids.":!2 And a not her principal summed
it up tbis wan. "If I couldn't suspend. I would
insist that the school system pros ide me with
alternatives for children wIto can't make it in a
regular class, None of us are in favor of suspen-
sion per Once we lose a child, that's ' Still

Inter% tec4 with St .1. Principal. hurl alum
Llementar% Sc hoot Neu Bedlord, Alassachoserts, De-
cember '. 19'1

Intents« with Gerard 1 Smith. Superintendent (

,011001.; Neu Bedford. Massacht6iett.., pri1 26. 1971

Inicrcieu with Donald Mac, Piincipal. Dec:ling 11 gh

School. Portland, Maine. October, 24, 1971
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another said, "the basic point to remember is that
suspension solves very little."24

Rather than justifying suspension in educa-
tional terms, almost ever) school, official we
interviewed gave as the principal rationale for
suspending children "to get parents in." The
success of this technique is dubious since 33,
percent of the suspended children we inters loved
said the) had returned to school without an
parent or school conference. Indeed, we found
the requirement that a child bring a parent to
school as a condition of ,reinstatement after a
susp6nsion resulted in sonic children losing large
amounts of schooling or never returning to
school. For ex-ample:

Suspended March. 1972, "maladjustment to
school program," continued on, suspension
pending location of (imit). Seven months
after suspension, they were still tr) mg to find
his family =6

This practice of conditioning a child's
return.on a parent's coming in imposes a particu-
lar hardship on poor parents who either must
work, cannot afford to pay a babysitter to care
for other children, or cannot afford or do not
have accessible transportation 'which middle-

.. class parents take for granted.
',('here are other ways to deal with misbehavior

and to communicate with parents, One principal
related the following incident when we asked,
"Do ) ou have to, resort to suspension to get
parents to come in to school?" He replicd,

I.et me tell you what we bine done here. We
had a kid around here who was really "terri-
ble" and we couldn't get the mother to come in.
When the student slapped a teacher, the dean
was read) to throw her out, We called her
mother to come to a pre-suspension hearing,
but once again she said she couldn't. So I

ilinercieu nth Philip A Viso. Principal, Industrial Skills
( enter. ( Imago. Illinois, Februar!, 10. 1975.

a

"Set Children Out of Srlrnol in America, Chapter 5. for
rehirences from priticipak

'See memorandum of Phyllis McClure, the NAACP Legal
Deleihe Fond. to Jean hurfax. "'Baltimore Luc efule
Justice Protect ILepeirt," Jul 11, 1971, p. I I,



suggested we hold the hearing at the girl's
home. At first the dean was against it No one
wanted to go to the chiln 'house not the
dean, the teacher who was slapped. noteven
Steve [the student ombudsman]. But there was
no other way to deal vv ith the situation, so they
all went. Everyone learned something from
that day. The mother got a firsthand report
about her daughter's conduct in school and
she realized that these people really cared
about her daughter and that she needed to take
a more act iv e role in guiding tier behavior. f he
teacher saw conditions of poverty that dis-
gusted her and gave her a feeling for the lives of
her students she had never had before. The
dean stopped assuming that some parents
were apathetic. This woman had no husband
and five small children to watch and she really
couldn't come to school. And the girl did not
get suspended. With all those people caring
about her and pressuring her to change. she
apologized to the teacher and has improved
her behavior considerably since then.

It is true that sometimes it is very difficult.
and it is true also that sometimes we misuse

' pi,irents, but there is no reason why the school,
can't go out to reach the parents.2'

We believe that suspend inga child to reach the
parent is an insufficient reason to deny a child
education. We agree with one principal who has
not suspended a child in five years, "I have never
suspended a kid Suspension is a vacation
for a kid. It is a means of getting the parents in
here I just call the parents and put the kid
on the line."=N

A few principals claimed their teachers would
not tolerate a ban on suspensions because they
needed to be reliev ed of disruptiv e students, But
this argument is faulty for at least three reasons,
First, not all teachers need, favor or use suspen-
sion. Our interviews and analysis of school
records indicate that it is a minority of teachers
who suspend large numbers of students,29 While

"Inters le% Mth 1 tither Seabrook. Prinopal. and S6.4
Klinin%k. Ombudsman. I.S. 44., Neu York City.
1973 For the full inteniess. see Chapter I of this report

`Intersicw u.ith John Caulfield. Master. Martin Luther Icing
I Ictuentar Saool, Cambridge. N1,1%SdLIlliSettS. J.11111,11-

IS, 1974,

"'In Columbia, South Carolina, a teacher in one school
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most teachers prefer to deal vv ith problems in
their classroom alone, some teachers seem to
need help in maintaining order. Fins is especially
true of inexperienced teachers or' those who are
overly rigid."' In these cases it would seem that
in- service training, team teaching and other
forms of teacher support are more to the point
than is suspending children.

Second. the definitions of what constitutes a
disruptive student varies with the teacher.
yawn of schooling ought not to be dependent on
so changeable a yardstick. As one principal
noted about demerits, but which applies equally
to suspensions: "What one teacher calls disre-
spect another teacher doesn't. A child could v e r,
quickly build up a number of demerits, if he had
a certain group of teachers and still not have a
clear, consistent view of what was acceptable
behavior."

Third. when a teacher needs a safety valve for
routine misbehavior problems. there are a 'host
of alternative in- and out-of-school programs
which could be established and used instead of
suspension." For children w ho have serious and
chronic behavior problems, it is even more
Important to refer them to alternative programs
or sere ices which have the ability to diagnose and
_prescribe treatment for the causes of the misbe-
havior. Otherwise. the child simply returns to
class again w ith the same problem. As a Spring-

reported 57 students for suspension, while all the other
teachers reported 3 In tuo other schools, the teachers
reporting the highest number of Students reported 27 and
31 respeLto Lly.1..s than 10 suspensions were reported
the aLkt highest tcathers At a fourth s4.110(ji. t 1.50 teaLhers

accounted for all the suspensions 89 in total See "Short
emu Suspension Report. December 2. 1974 January 17,

1975." Columbia; South C. arolina, 1975, (I ypeuritten.)

for discussion of this problem. Allred Alschuler and
John V Shea. "Discipline Game PI:* ins Without 'I

Andu.rst and Springfield. Massachusetts, Ottoba
1973, p. 25. I ypewritten.)

"Inters less with Christine Webb. Principal. !land Middle
. SLhool, Columbia, South C arolina. Mardi 5, 1975, I or

the lull intersiess, sec Chapter I of this report,

''See Chapter 6 of this report for descriptions of such
alternato c programs.
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held Massachusetts principal ssho has not sus-
pended a child in eight sears commented, sus-
pension is mercy "a sunple ssas to put a Lhi
out. but it doesn't clear up the problem -"

But ss hat about the small pet Lent of siolent
children' in our public schools \silo commit
crumnal acts like murder or rape. ssho cam
55 capons. push drugs orssantonls dcstros sLhool
properts Should the> he suspended? We think
not

irst, the number of trul dangerous and
s iolent children in schools is sers small " We
raise the 'Issue of s iolenee in schools c not

%, r;t1 tail.., Prink tpal I intoln `.4110,11
And Nan SL11001 opi 1111:14Cid '11.1,10111Clls -

44111h0 1. 1,4';

Aallsial I &I, alion 1,sooation ()pn1,,0n Poll A I sum
iLamto,v,i tl4,,Ith,,t1 a) 1,,dm
urrnrr 1; pt....mh sr (10,1`),..r t')' -1 c,,,dcd Itr.rl utct "r.
point A 41,$10)4k. %%AN no a

in haO! 'tr P,14, nt .1a1 rJ 44a a mint'}
pod.+1,-n, And ,allS p,r44nt saint it m.a. TmstA
rf,d'd,fri

31.
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because it caiS,es most school suspensions. but
because nuiliLs people think It does. Our analysis
of ke statistical sources on school s iolence,
including the most recent and much publiciied
Ba }!t committee report." Ns cafe& that man of
the studies ere So methodologieall> !hissed and
def mitionall ambiguous as to render suspect
an> Lonclusions drain from them. W e base
concluded that,

Fin,. No one kilos\ s host much school sic);
lcnce there is. Like most school record keeping on
most things. documentation is ettremel hap-
haiard and not uniform. One district 111:1), list
sonie of lenses as "disruption" and include them
in school s mlence figures ss Ink another ina. not,
I artier studies included political protests against
the scar in Vietnam. against siolations of the

Out \ ,K11001.- A Rcport atd In-,01001
aoleno. and andalpon l'rellnanar% 12qm I Ail 1114

S1/110,111 111111t 111% l'slie.11, 1111411114 Dc11114,111ent L 01111C

S411,11c Iktaik 1.11 0/111111114 \pld I*Y'S
\proi,, 1 101 01114 l.'s 101 the, (0111.111.



rights of minorities, and in defense of student
liberties as "disruptions" in all cas,s, even when
the protests were legal in every respect. As the
freivency of war-related protests drops off, the
studies simply drop the category without men-
tioning the decline in,mcidence(rates. Moreover.
school iolence ctata counts violent erons re-
gardless of whether students are the perpetra-
tors. Indeed, the violent incidents in which en-

, rolled students are either a victim or apart meant
are a small minority. For example. "Two gun-
men on November 29 invade cafeteria of Christ
the King High SchOol. Queens, before start of
classes and escape with 51,300" is one entry in
New York City's tally of crime in schools includ-
ing a mixture of other student and nonstudent
offenses. As District Superintendent Lee told us:
"If two youths get caught holding up a store
downtown, the headlines in the news the next
day will read 'Two Harrison High School Stu-
dents Arrested,' They may be'studets, they may
he dropouts, or former students of lhat high
school. But the words 'High School' become
permanentl appended to their name. Over time.
the public Just associates this with trouble in
schools."

Seco)d: Some studies. incldding the recent
Senate Judiciary Committee -Bavh Committee.
report only the percentage increase in the rates of
disciplinary incidents in schools without report-
frig the counts or rates of the incidents them-
selves As a result, the public learns that murders
in school have increased without also leaiing

'that the murder rate per 1.000 enrolled students
is 005 murders per year which makes school
about the safest place for a child to he other than
home.

Third. Most school iolence studies incorpor-
ate vandalism. But most vandalism occurs when
school is closed, after school hours, on week-
ends. during vacations, and not while children
are in school. Very few suspensions are for
andalism because it is usually not an internal
school discipline problem. All of the studies
indicate that major acts of vandalism are com-
mitted by intruders and strangel-s, Vandalism
rates do riot decrease with greater severity of
internal control on enrolled students, One study
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'states the relationship of xandahsm and theft to
the problem of school discipline this way.

Non-accidental property damage arises from
two main sourLes that appear to he unrelated
to the problem of order among high school
students. These exogenous sources are theft-
connected damage and damage by nonstu-
drs.".
But we all hear so much about the violence

among young people whether or not it takes
place in school. And we all hear stories about
how afraid teachers are in schools and how
intimidated they are to deal, with groups of
milling students who violate school rules. This
fear is perceived by children who commit vio-
lence as well as by those who are victimized by it,
This in turn breeds more violence. We have no

* easy answer to the fear. Many of us share it for
we have children in school or have taught there
ourselves. A first step. however, is to openly
come-to grips with its presence. Teachers, school
administrators, juvenile authorities. parents and
students should address the violence problem
openly. together. and formulate plans for dealing
with it. But finding suitable remedies will require-
thought fut. accurate and sensible analysis rather
than the wave of fear and overstatement that
characterves much of the-current debate about
school violence.

Second. most children who commit acts of
violence or vandalism are not suspended. They
are expClled. Yet the vast numbers of children
suspended have become confused in the public
mind with the relative handful of enrolled, stu-
dents who commit a chargeable offense.'' this in
turn leads to a totally useless emphasis upon
stricter application of suspension. Temporarily
rem, sing truly dangerous and disturbed chil-
dren from school with no formal responsibility
fir them vested in any agency is dangerous to the

" V \IL %Li' Chris Cham.-Dunn and Jame% Ircrant.
I he I y(01%161101 the tttrun,nnI Of Yaith. MVO/Stet th/
ate Set ondart Satool to Prohh los of Order in the 1960's
(Stanford. ('ilifornia. Stanford f 'nnerqr3,. 1971,)

-chargeable otIense- i. any ' iOlation of local, state or
federal lax.
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child and to the community. The solution for
these children may not always be found in a
public school program alone, but schools push-
ing them out into the streets, totally unsuper-
vised and without help, should not be tolerated.

The solution to school violence does not lie in
more suspensions but less, for its causes are to be
found more on the streets, where dropouts,
pushouts, and suspended students pass the time
among delinquent gangs in arms or drug trade, in
the lack of preparation for decent jobs or in the
lack of work even when students are trained, and
in the rates of illiteracy and its attendant frustra-
tion and anger.

Suspensions need to 5e replaced with fair,
educationally sound and effective disciplinary
measures. We believe the following steps are
necessary to begin that process.

I The substantive grounds for suspension
must he drastically pruned and punishable of

redefined so that only situations sthich
pose a direct and serious threat to people or
property are causes for temporari exclusion
from :school.

2 School disciplinary rules, poll( ies and
procedures, and the range of punishments lbr
breaking them, should he made available to
students and parents in writ* at the beginnihg

,of each school term or rear.
3 Racial discrimination in school dimipline

polidesnd practices must he eliminated imme-
diately th-rough strong local, state and federal
action.

4. At the very minimum, schools must pro-
vide immediate and adequate due process safe-
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guards for students before they are excluded
from school.

5. Schools must begin to provide alternative
services and educational programs for those svlw
are not benefiting from regular school programs
and therefore may disrupt school life.

Each of these major recommendations are
discussed in detail in the chapters that follow. In
Chapter I , six educators discuss their views
about school discipline and relate how they
managed to run their schools or districts while
curbing or eliminating suspensions. In Chapter
2, we outline the variety of reasons for suspen-
sion and discuss how suspension harms children.
Chapter 3 presents data on the widespread use of
suspension, Chapter 4 is about the particular
suspension problems of black children and racial
discrimination in the disciplinary process, and it
contains our detailed federal compliance pro-
posals to end racial discrimination. Chapter 5
calls for an end to suspension on substantive
grounds and discusses due process requirements
in suspension cases. In Chapter 6 we describe the
results of our visits and conversations with
school officials about alternatives to suspension.
It is followed by a postscript on effective advor
cacy for parents and children.

There are no magic formulas for ending school
suspension. It will be very hard. It will require
thoughtful, painful and nondefensive reexami-
nation by all members of the school community
about the necessity and effectiveness of the many
reasons for and' procedures by which vve use
suspensions. But if some educators are doing
that, we believe that others can and should.



Chapter 1

Educators Talk About Discipline

While this report is critical of overall school
performance in the crucial area of discipline, we
have found and been impressed with a cumber of
school officials who have taken the initiative and
shown the patience, commitment and toughness
to work with the most difficult students without
frequent resort to suspension. We include in this
chapter our interviews with some of them. We

arethat there are re teachers, principals
and superinlendents ' over the country who are
taking similar -action and who persist despite
apathy, lack of understanding, scarce resources,
community hostility and complaining parents.
And we applaud them. Internal school leader-
ship is a precondition to the needed change in
school supervision *policies.

,

Luther W. "Seabrook

When we interviewed Mr. Seabrook in spring,
1975, he had been principal of William O'Shea
Intermediate School 44 for five years. The school
is on Manhattan's West Side, enrolling some
1,375 sixth through eighth grade students: 45
percent Spanish-speaking, 29 percent black, 20
percent white, and 6 percent Haitian. Prior to his
coming to I.S. 44, he had been a teacher and
administrator in New York City Schools for I 1

years and a principal of the Highland Park Free
'School in Roxbury, Massachusetts. He is cur-
rently the Community Superintendent of Dis-
trict #5 in Manhattan.
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Luther W. Seabrook
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Steven R. Kaminsky

Steve Kaminsky has been e teacher in the New
York City School system for seven years. He
began as a health and physical education instruc-
tor and then became director of the school's drug
rehabilitation program. For the last three years,
he has been the Student Ombudsman at I.S. 44.
He acts as a student spokesman and helps to
mediate student-teacher conflicts.

Steven R, Kaminsky,



Q: How do you maintain discipline in a school
like this and not suspend Nast numbers of
children?

SEABROOK: I don't really believe that there
is a direct relationship hem een discipline in the
schools and suspensions. But this thinking is
relatively new to me. I did feel that suspensions
could, he used as a way to discipline kids. Unfor-
tunately, we all disregard the rights of the kids.
And I did this too I was sending kids home. and
saying, in effect. "Boy. bring your mother hack
to school." I was getting away with it, tndut was
working too. But Steve Kaminsky, our Student
Ombudsman, finally came to me and said,"Hey,
you can't do that." We had an argument about
whether I could or could not do it. He pointed out
to me how difficult it was for a kid in that
position. Of course Steve was right. and 1 backed
down.

Some of my feelings about how to discipline
kids come from my feelings about w hat schools
ought to be. To explain what I mean. I think I
had better tell you exactly why, or how, I started

'to get interested in what schools should be all
about at an organizational level.

In 1965. I went to work in District 6,
Manhattan. I would go from school to school
and principals would say to me, "I would have a
fantastic school, or a good school, if I could just
get rid ofJohnny."Teachers would say ."I would
have a fantastic class if I could just get rid of
Mary." Part of what bothered me was that. even
in instances when they did get rid of Johnny and
Mary, the following day or the next week there
was a_different Johnny and a different Mitry.
Now I think we all know that it's really difficult
to run a school smoothly and have children in it.
So that what we should do is either get rid of all
the kids or start designing new kinds of schools
to meet the needs of kids at least that's what
was going through my head. I wrote a proposal
w here I suggested that we put together a commu-
nity school one community school of all the
Johnnies and all the Marys, where teachers and
parents and students could get together and es-
tablish a resource center or a study place for kids,
or just a place where everyone could get together
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after school and talk about what a school should
lbok like. That proposal, of course. wasn't
funded, but I became very interested in the whole
concept of community schools. Preston Wilcox
of AFRAM came to me and asked if I would be
interested in going to Boston and talking to some
parents about community schools. I did that. I

went there a number of times, meeting with
parents. I was finally asked to become principal
of the newly designed Experimental Community
School. Initially, the parents were interested in
the "experimental" part, hoping it would make
things happen for the kids in Roxbury. Roxbury,
of course, is Boston's Harlem. I was interested in
a "community- part of the school. So we got
together and, without going too much into it, we
got a rather humanistic school. It's still
functioning.

At the end of my second year. parents from
New York came up and my ited me to come down
and visit their school in New York. I went to I.S.
44 at West 77th Street and I ran into what I like
to call the horror of liberalism. All of the Third
World kids didn't really have to go to class if they
didn't want to. they were out in the streets, they
were in the halls and bathrooms, they were
everywhere but in the classroom. No one was
very concerned with making any real demands
on them. The majority of the white kids, of
course. were in the classroom, they were getting
their Lessons, and in fact, they were going on to
the special high schools in New York. Bronx
Science, Stuy esant, Music and Art, Performing
Arts, and so on.

Another horror that I witnessed was that I saw
the white kids were really paying tuition to come
to school each day. And the black kids were
collecting. It's called extortion. I started to
understand something. that is, these black kids
were being programmed into the Atticas and
Sing Sings while the white kids were being
programmed into the Harvards and Yales. Many
of the black kids really didn't have a choice, they
almost had to be a part of that kind of thing. .

Now, the net effect of that kind of programming
is that the future of the kids is being predeter-
mined by the kind of racist society that we live in,
And the question is, can we change that society?
That's exactly what we intended to do.



Part of what I found was that the w hittajds
weregiv ing money just out of fear. It had nothing
to do with being held up. I saw both kids as being
victims victims of the iciousness that is
brought about,by the greater society in terms of
how black people are expected to behave, and
how white people should respond to that
behavior..

One of the things I did was- try to speak to some
of the white kids and say "You're just as respon-
sible as the black kid is. In fact, if you're oiler-
atik,g out (it a position of fear and y ou're willing
to give everything, even before you're asked for
it, in some instances, what you're doing is pro-
gramming that kid into Attica. I feel that you
owe that kid a little more than that."

What I did. initially, wa.Tto suspend both kids.
but I would tell both of them to go and get their
parents and set` up a mutual time when we all
could meet. At that conference there was some
talking about the responsibility of each of us to
the other I found that some of the black parents
were horrified: they had never, never thought
that their kids would he involved in something
like this. I might add that white parents were
relieved to find that black parents didn't expect
this kind of behavior from their kids. Some
dialogue would tale place. and we were able to
stop that practice in this school. Now I know that
there exists some mutuality of respect fqrdiffer-
ent life styles among the youngsters at I.S. 44.

Q: What about discipline inside the school?

SEABROOK: I found when I walked through
the school that many of the classes were being
disrupted. There had been no strategy devel-
oped within the school to do anything about the
low reading scores. There had been very little
done about making the school more humanistic
and certainly there was ho school-wide strategy
to bring this about. Classes were either very hard
and rigid or they were laissek-faire, and it
seemed to me that there was very little regard
foi what many of the students actually were do-
ing. And we know that kids react to what they
feel.

We had a dean w ho was a ptosocateur. He
attempted many times to pros okc those kids w ho
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did not behave in the way that heTelt they should
behai,e. When .piovoked some kids would be-
him: in a way that would allow him to "get
something on them,- Then, of course, those kids
would he recommended tor.suspension. We just
couldn't allow youngsters to he suspended arbi-
trarily. Kids hated the dean. The dean, in fact,
had little respect for many of the Third World
kids. In fact, he had little or no respect at all for
anyone whose life sty le was different from his life
style. Many times you would hear that the dean,
was stating that the kids threatened to kill him. I
think we know that kids issue threatsanth really
and truly don't mean them.

I did have a youngster come in, though, who
really and truly almost convinced me he meant to
kill the dean. I talked to the kid and I told him.
"Okay, you want to go ahead and kill him, fine.
Do it, go on to prison and spend the rest of your
life there, But maybe there's another way of
doing it. You can go back to class and get your
head together, go on and get out of here, go on to
high school, go on to college, get into medical
school. Who knows, someday you may become a
brain surgeon. Then one day you'll look down,
and say. 'Here comes that guy.' If you're really
going to kill him, that's the way to do it, Do it on
the operating table twenty-five or thirty years
from now." The kid latighed and went out. I

never heard about that incident again. There's a
way of dealing with kids at their level of under-
standing, starting with the interests or problems
they come in with. This is a technique that I got
from a friend of mine in Ohio, Art Thomas.- I can
think of no one w ho is more into where kids'
heads are than Art.

KAMINSKY: We don't have a dean this year.
Although we had one for years, Mr. Seabrook
felt the position was no longer necessary. When
we had a dean, we were constantly role-playing.
He was the prosecutor, I was the attorney, and
M r. Seabrook was the judge. We used to play
this game all the time. The feeling around school
about discipline has changed now. We realiie
that this isn't the way it has to he all the time. The
assistant principals, who_ know the student's
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classes and academic Mork, are now mainly
responsible for handling discipline. They're more
flexible, and they can arrange for class changes
or see, the causes of disruptive behavior more
easily thanvthe dean could,

SEABROOK: There's no question in my mind
that the values the kids bring to school and the
values the teachers bring to school are almost in
total contradiction. A clash is built into the sy s--
tem. The whole idea of this school was to lessen
that clash. We had a student lounge where any
kid could 'go instead of having a confrontation
with a teacher in class. We would talk to the kid
and to the teacher, find out w hat could be done
instead of suspending the kid. Now Steve serves
that function.

KAMINSKY: Before Mr. Seabrook came
here. there was a great deal.of hosqlity and anger

even a feeling of phylsital, endangerment
among some of the teachers and sludents. The
school had some traditional guidance people.
but there weren't enough to pros ide counseling,
and besides. they wanted more of a student
advocate or spokesman Mr Seabrook selected
me as the student ombudsman to he their
ads ovate.

I was a health and phy sical education teacher
here and when we were funded for a drug pro-
gram. I was selected' to organize it, We had
team of three people a Spanish-speaking male, a
black female and a black male, all neighborhood
youth workers who could relate well to the kids.
After a vi hile, the kids were coming to us not only
for drug problems, but with home and school
problems as well. During the course of our talks
we also started talking about some of the teach-.
ers A student might say, "You know. this
teacher picks on me, he only picks on me. and he
doesn't pick on any body else. I think he's preju-
diced and hates black kids," I would then sit
down with the student and the teacher (just the
three of us) and we would talk. During that
conversation, the teacher would see the kid in a
different light and also the kid would see the
teacher in a different way. Very rarely does the
teacher have the opportunity to sit down with the
student on an individual basis and really,talk to
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him. My arranging the meeting and sitting there
in the initial stages was usually enough. Many
times I would walk out once I saw that a new
relationship was developing.

When Mr. Seabrook made me student
ombudsman, this hicilitator role became formal.
I could try to help teachers handle kids and I am
successful because the kids trust me. Ihere are
some kids w ho just can't sit in a classroom for
forty minutes, and there are some kids w ho can't
stay in classes from nine to twelve, So ii they need
a break. they will ask to speak to Steve.

Q: What do you do when kids come to you with
problems the school can't handle?

KAMINSKY: I have established an excellent
referral system for the medical and psychological
needs of our students, We have many students
with heart conditions, sickle cell anemia, drug
problems. venereal disease and many other phy-
sical ailments. In addition, there are a number of
students who are in need of family planning and
others w ho have many emotional problems. I am
allowed to make appointments for our students
during the day at our neighborhood hospital.
The hospital knows that the students will keep
the appointment because either I or one of the
youth workers w ill accompany the student to the
hospital and sit with him or her until a doctor
comes. For psychological needs, we have the
Westside Mental Health Center which has a
storefront right around the corner. Whenever we
need their services, we can always count on them,
especially if there is a crisis. Sometimes a whole
family may need help, I know I can't always help,
but I can refer the flintily to the center.

I think it's crucial fora school to make liaisons
with other community resources. Some teachers
are on ego trips. They think they can do every-
thing. I know I can't, but I try to help these kids
using as many agencies in the community as I
can.

SEABROOK: Once a teacher came in and
wanted a kid to be suspended because the kid
yelled an obscenity at her in front of the whole
class. The kid said that the teacher had called her
stupid. What the teacher dtdn:t understand was



that the kid had a very low reading score, didn't
know what was going on in the classroom, so w as
being a little disruptive. When the teacher said,
"You're behaving in a rather stupid.way," the kid
heard the teacher calling her stupid, which prob-
ably reinforced what the kid felt anyway. So they
had an explosion. s

They came in here, and I said, "I don't know
what to do. Maybe I can give a five-day sus-
pension for the kid and a three-day suspension
for you, but instead I wish you two could work it
out." They did. They both went baek to class and
apologized to each other. That's happened more
and more; it's sort or catching on. Teachers'
attitudes are becoming, "you might cause me to
stumble a bit, but I'm going to keep working."

Q:- Many principals have said that they would
end suspensions, but their teachers wouldn't
stand for it.

SEABROOK: That's not true. But if they end
suspensions. they need to have alternatives for
teachers to use in cases of disruption. For exam-
ple, we used to have a lot of hostility because
some kids would say, "I flunked because she
didn't like me. I did all my work." When you
asked the teacher why the, student flunked, she
would answer, "He didn't do all his work." What
criteria were used to pass or fail? To minimize
this conflict, we started to use learning contracts,
where the teachers, kids and parents all agree on

-what a term's work would be and they all sign the
contract. At the end of a term, there is something
specific to talk about if a kid fails. In the last
couple of years, we haven't had one student come
in and say I failed because a teacher didn't like
me. .

You also need to provide a variety of academic
programs within a school. Hopefully, every
educator feels that every kid should be in an
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educational program in which he can function.
We move kids around from one program to
another until we find a person, group or learning
style that is suitable.

KAMINSKY: Our school is broken into
several sub-schools. For example, kids in the
eighth grade choose majors which they are inter-
ested in, and their program is constructed
around them. We also have trilingual school for
our Fren. and Spanish students. In addition,
we have a Learning Center for the kids who need
special work, in reading. We also have a terrific
Open Classroom program for those students
who function best in that type of environment.
Across the street in the basement of church, we
have a teacher and parent aides in a program for .

twenty youngsters who could not make it in our
building and required individual attention. For
other kinds of discipline problems, the district
has something called Open- Door to which we
make referrals if everything else fails.

Q: What do you think was important in
creating the alternatives and changing the atti-
tudes and tone of the school?

KAMINSKY: I think the real educational
control comes from the top, from the principal.
Here Mr. Seabrook has turned the school
around. The first year that he was here, we
almost had a riot, and the police had to be called
into the school. The whole issue of the relation-
ship of the school to the community and the
quality of education was highly volatile. Under
Mr. Seabrook's leadership, things changed. Par-
ents and community are .encouraged to be an
active force in the school. As xou drive up and
down this neighborhood, you may see lots of
kids on the street, but mostly they're not our
kids. Ours are inside the school.
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Joseph W. Lee
Joseph W. Lee is superintendent of District 19,
encompassing 25 schools enrolling 23,000 chil-
dren in Chicago. Mr. Lee, employed by the
Chicago.Public Schools for more than 18 years,
has served as a teacher, staff assistant ancl.
principal.

Q: Chicago suspended over 28,000 children ins,
1972-73. How do schools see their responsibility
toward them and what would you like to 5ee if
you had the resources to work with those
children?

LEE: We're involved in some things in this
district that I think may be responsive partly to
what you're saying. One of them would be the
Alternative Program which pis currently oper-
ating in the Froebel Branch of Harrison High
School. This program exposes youngsters to a
work-study arrangement. One of the things that
leads to suspension is the feeling of alienation on
the part of the youngster. The regular school may
not provide those experiences that he or she
believes to be useful. One of the very obvious
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Philip A. Viso

'Philip A. Viso, a veteran of over 20 years in the
Chicago Public Schools, is currently director of
the Industrial Skills Center, a school for young
men ages 16 to 20 who hate dropped out of been
kicked out of the regular school system. The
Center enrolls 350 such students, largely Black or
Hispanic, in its half-academic, half-vocational
program. A-more complete description of this
effective school is found in Chapter 6 of this
repOrt. Since our interview, M r, Viso has been
appointed to the principalship of Washburn
Trade School in Chicago.
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Joseph W. Lee

ways, then, by which schools can remedy this is
through work-study programs. The point is that
students must see a direct connection between
what they are doing in school and the real world
in which they exist. To force them to fit into a
structure that has little significance to their lives
is insensitive and fails to meet their needs.

Another program is the Outpost Program. It's
an academic program, but there's a heavy em-
phasis on trying to respond to the immediate
problem that the youngster brings to school. For
example, suppose a youngster witnessed a fight
between his mother and his father the night
before. He comes to the traditional high st.hool
and there is no one available to counsel him. His
program indicates a certain pattern of classes
that day (English, Science, etc.) yet his concerns



are personal and immediate. Of course. there are
counselors at the high school. but more are
needed Frequently. the schedules of those on
duty are filled so there is no immediate response
to a student's need.

t the Outpost. however, the youngster comes
into school and if he's really disturbed about
something. the teachers will adjust the day's
schedule of activities. They can rearrange their
schedule so that one person works with the class
while another can listen and counsel this young
man who has had some difficulty. I think this is
another way in which schools can respond posi-
tively and prevent someone with problems from
"acting out," getting into difficulty and ulti-
mately being suspended.

Q: Do you believe in suspensions? Do you
think it is necessary to have them as part of the
school routine?

LEE; No, I do not support suspensions and I
2 Have prohibited their use in Cay district. I think

that there is a better way. In some of the districts
in this city, for example. there are District Diag-
nostic Centers, which strike me as being an
excellent alternative to suspension. Youngsters
who are identified as having problems, whatever
those problems might be 'emotional. physical,
mental can go there and receive proper diagno-
sis and treatment that will hopefully prevent a

serious confrontation in the classroom. Not
every youngster who is suspended is suffering
from some special education problem. I think,
however, that one of the primary purposes of the
diagnOstic centers is to identify those who do
have those problems. The basic point to remem-
ber ii'that suspensions solve very little. Remov-
ing the youngster from the school may provide
temporary relief to the staff,.but it does little, if
anything. toward resolving the problem that led
to the student performing in a manner that
would cause a suspension.

There's another part of the discipline problem.
It's one thing to not like something a student
does and it's quite another to make it a sus-
pension issue. For example. I don't like wearing
hats in the building and. as a principal, I took
steps to discourage this practice. I feel that the
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staff of a school, in concert with the community
and students. should establish rules of behavior
which ought to obtain. The problem is: How do
-.vu go from the statement of what you think is
right or wrong to the next step of enfoicing it?I
think what happens too often is that administra-
tors unilaterally decide what is right or wrong for
their particular building and then use sus-
pensions to uphold those decisions.

'ISO: There's another way of resolving the
problem of maintaining order in the school and
that is to make the students feel that they are part
of the school family, .which is a part of the
community, and that they share in the respon-
sibility for what happens. Let me give you an
example. Last week, two young men were fight-
ing in the hall of our school. Some other students
broke up the fight and brought the fighters to my
office. I didn't ask them what the fight was about
or for their side of the story. I merely pointed out
in a lengthy conversation how the value of their
diploma. Which would decide if and 'what kind of
a job they would get, depended on the image
employers and the public had of their school. If
employers saw the school as a place where
fighting, theft and vandalism was commonplace.
could they be expected to hire students from it?
Over a period of time. how much would their
diploma be worth? How could they., depreciate
their diploma after working so hard to get it?
Were -they willing to hurt their classmates and
their younger brothers who one day would
follow them?

They shook hands and went back to class. I am_
not concerned about blaming or punishing them
for misconduct. I am interested in making them
see how their behavior affects their future and
the future of their community.

Q: Some people have said that we cannot
reduce suspensions because then schools would
become even more violent, dangerous places for
children. What do you think?

LEE: That's a profoundly misguided view of
children and schools. Schools have'been. for a
long time, among the safest places in a student's
life. I'm speaking particularly for inner-city
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youngsters, We know that schools are always
being held up as a place w here there is
But I think that w hat happens many times is that
the school is not w here the violence takes place
but that they oungsteris identified-as a student of
a given school. .A case in point. a youngster is
intulved in t`'stabbing or a robbery downtown. I f
he is a high school student, he will be identified as
such in all the news reports of the incident.
"Student of Harrison High School- will become
an appendage to his name. You read that and the
reaction is "Oh, there's more trouble up there at ,by- le people as an asset to the community.
Harrison.-

LEE: We are trying to change the quality and
image of our schools in a number of ways. First,
a school ohs lolls!) has to ,deselop academic
exeellenci:. So we have begun to take a wry
serous look at the reading success. We talk, for
example, about building self-esteem, but if
youngsters can't read, their self-esteem isn't
'going to be very high. Another of out_c-oricerns
has been to develop a res -t-Ior one's own
culture. whether it' aLls, brown, white, yellow
or red. I" min is that schools must be viewed .

Q: It is true Oar much of the violence involving
childnenfiappens outside of the., schools, but

>the-r-e are problems like fighting that happen
inside schools. Is there a better way to deal with
this than by suspension?

VI,SO4.4. It seems to me that it might he helpful to
consider the different perspective that an inner-
city community has of its school and other "es-
tablishment" organizations as opposed to the
perspective that a more pri ileged community
has of its ,institutions A y oungstcr in a poor
community looks upon a policeman ora teacher
as an authority figure to be feared. A youngster
grow mg up in a more pri ileged community
looks upon a policeman or a teacher asa friend, a
helper. Maybe the incidence of violence can he
reducdd if w,e can change the institutions and
their image. That is, where they are repressive,
ehange,,them. Where they are non-responsive,
make, them responsive. I think that youngsters
hate responded siolentlt to the schools because
they base not seen those institutioos as being a
significant part of their community. For exam-
ple, if an elementary school has a mean reading
score for its grad tia, .., of 4.5, one doesn't !lase to
he too bright to understand that this institution is
really not doing the kind of job that it's supposed
to do liter repealed failure, it's'understandable
that poop would not hold that institution in
high esteem and if angered, w ill see at as the place
to hurt.

2s
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VISO: About 12 years ago, 1 was an assistant
principal at a school where we were concerned
about the high rate of truancy: "Why don't they

-T.ome to school everyday?" we would ask. My''
perspective was that there wasn't an effective way
to force studen:s to come to school. If you pub-
licised the fact that a "streaker" would be in the
hoof at 8:00 a.m., all the students would proba-
bly be there. The point is that schoM has to be
interesting for students. If you recognize what
you're competing with out on the street. recog-
nize vv hat the problems are in the home, address
yourself to these needs, and come up with a
better product, the student will make a sensible
judgment as to where it's best for him to be. The
students the schools serve arc continually mak-
ing choices and the. fact that students earn a
diploma in school isn't always enough to make
them attend. The student must feel that school is

more valuable than the street.

Q: How do'you get teachers tobe flexible and
energetic enough to make classes that
interesting?

VISO: Nil belief is that a teacher must feel
w hat he does will make the world a better place in
which to lise. He must be like a priest or a ded-
icated surgeon. Dedication, I know, is an mer-
used term but at is crucial to teaching. A teacher
must enjoy the subject he is teaching. He must
lose children. He must recognite that lus,caring
about people is going to rub off on the child in
some way and that the child w ill care about
somebody else. These are the attitudes I look for
and try to reinforce in my teachers,



LEE: That's an interesting point. Many times
the-le-ii-ehers we might identify as being the best
those ,with the most detailed lesson plans or the
most beautiful bulletin boards may not he the

Christine Webb .

A lifelong resident of Columbia, South Caro-
ling. and a product of its public educational
system, Ms. Webb was, at the time of our
interview, principal of Hand Middle School,
enrolling 785 children, approximately half white
and half black, in the sixth through eighth
grades. She is Secretary for the South Carolina
Associafion of Student Councils and Adminis-
trative Advisor for Discipline for the school
district. The senior class at Columbia High
School now awards the Christine Webb Human-
itarian Award each year to a teacher or a student
who has love for and faith in people. Beginning
in Fall 1975. Ms. Webb will be principal of
Colunibia High School.

Q: Could you describe your work in the central
offic.e?

WEBB: The job, "Administrativ e.Adv isor.for
Discipline," took me into the schools to work
with individual teachers, at 'the principals' re-
quest, to develop timer ways to handle disrup-
tive students. I have had a meeting with the
assistant Principals or the disciplinarians every
two weeks to review procedures and policies to
help eliminate the need for suspensions.

With their help I am making a study of types of
classroom discipline problems and trying to
determine factors influencing them- Each school
has been asked to submit to me at the end of
every six-week period a statistical report
enumerating kinds of discipline problems re-
ferred to the office by. teachers. the number of
cases by time of day and the day of the week, the
number of cases referred by each teacher and the
number of student repeaters.

These 'worts have already revealed one pat-
tern of behavior. A school within the city has
found that Monday is the day on which the
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ones the students really respect. The real ques-
tion should be. What is the product? Hos does
the student feel about the teacher? What has he
received from his experience?

greatest number of cases is referred. Student's in
the city often bring with them to school on
Monday the community quarrels and tensions
which develop during the weekend. On the other
hand, a school in a rural area of this district finds
Monday its quietest lay.

I also have been meeting monthly with a group
of teachers from the middle, junior and 'senior
high schools in the district. These teachers have
good classroom situations, are flexible in han-
dling the students and have a good atmosphere,
for learning in theirtlassrooms. We have worked
on a school referral form to be used throughout
tf,e district. The purpose of the referral form is to
have the teacher do more about contacting the
home before the teacher refers the student to the
office for suspension. There is a place to check
whether the teacher had a conference with the
parents, or to put the date when he called the
parents or the date when he counseled the stu-
dent, and to report what else he has done to help
the student. Only after all those things are done
does the form go to the office and is the child
considered for a suspension.
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One of the disciplinarians commented thL\
other day about the difference it has made in his,
school: it has greatly reduced the-umber of cases
being referred to him, He said a teacher who had
never called a child's home before had called \
because .he had to call before she could refer the t,

child to the office. She was elated at the posith c
response that she had received, Nine times out of
ten the teacher gets this kind of response from the
home.. We hope the referral form w ill help
teachers do all that is possible before they resort
to suspending a child. We also plan to do more
in-sery ice w orkshops for discipline in the middle
and junior high schools. In some of them. I spent
whole mornings with the faculty and we talked
about behav for and NN, hat teachers could do with
students instead of sending them to the office.
The principal of one school told me that the work
that we started that day had continued all year.
His teachers had becdme interested in what they
Could do and they were continuing to work
together to help students.

Q: Is it true That teachers don't get together
enough to talk about a particular problem to
plan how; they can deal with it more effectively?

-WEBB: This is true. At the first meeting in
duly September with a group of experienced
teachers, they stated that in order to change pat-
terns of behavior 'I've would have to begin with
the teachers. This was their comment, not mine.
They felt there had to be some in-service sessions
on discipline and that some time in faculty
mectiiNs should he devoted to group work to
help the teacher see what could he done. Nothing
the experienced teachers studied in college had
helped with this, The skill' needed Is one in
human relations, and largely it comes from
experience.

These experienced teachers helped me to de-
velop an in-service program for a large group of
college students assigned as student teachers
within our district. The teachers asked me to
.place strong emphasis on three factors which
they consider the basis of classroom control:
planning and orgaAirjng for instruction, consis-
tency in the teacher's behavior, and maintenance
of the teacher's poise and self-control at all times.

Q: Do you have any views on the demerit sys-
tem that some schools use in which you
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accumulate so many demerits and, regardless of
the nature of the offense, y ou're out for tw ()lays?

WEBB: I'm opposed to the demerit system. I
would like very much to work out a merit sys-
tem recognition for things that have been done
well and done right We should give the child
some kind of reward or some sort of pat on the
back for good behavior. The trouble w ith a
demerit system is that it is just like class grades.
They vary -tremendously w ith the teacher's inter-
pretations. What one teacher calls disrespect
another teacher does 't. A child could very
quickly build up a nurn er of demerits if he had a
certain group of teachers and still not have a
clear, consistent view b f what N% as acceptable

behavior.
i

Q: How do you get the principals to change
their attitudes toward school discipline or sup-
port for teachers?

WEBB: I think the way to get anybody to
change anything is throligli a discussion with
questions and answers. I've worked for years
with student council persons. I've always told
them that w hen they want to he persuasive they
should use questioning- and discussion. They
should not argue because then a person builds a
wall and he defends what he believes. I think
there could he in-service sessions for principals,
And if there is leadership provided at the super-
intendent level, a sort of district-wide philosophy
against unwarranted suspension, I think the
principals would strive harder to find ways to
punish other than to suspend. I think the princi-
pal is crucial in maintaining order. As I have
often said. whatever atmosphere is in a princi-
pal's office is generally that within the building.
I t has to be stable. Sometimes principals resort to
hasty measures to create that stability. When
there are large schools with rezoning, with the
teachers not knowing all the students by na c

and the principals not even knowing all t e

teachers at the beginning of the year, the princi-
pal may try to ensure stability by tight control. I
really helieve this is why we have had sueli a
mushrooming of suspensions.

I think that the principalas the leader of the
school must provide the guiding philosophy'
under which the faculty members must work. If
the principal can concentrate on,building a sense



of pride of belonging to the school, then ma ny_of
the discipline problems will be prevented.

Look how many adults you know who go to
conventions out of tow n and do things that they
would-never do-in their oven home towns. The
same thing is true with students, especially in the
larger cities. Nobody knows them, so they try to
get by with things With the loss of a sense of
community, or pride in belonging to a particular
schobl, trouble is bound to follow. Anytime you
can call a person by name, he is far less likely to
do something that would be wrong.

Q: Even in a large group, you can make an
effort to get to know the students, their parents
and perhaps something about their problems?

WEBB: Yes. I suppose the teachers in this
school probably call home more than in any
other school I've ever seen. This certainly has a
great effect on the student. He knows that what-
ever he does someone at home is going to find out
about it, That is the first step in handling any sort
of behavior problem, letting the child know that
the parents and the school are together.

Q: Do you feel that the school has the obliga-
tion to initiate that contact?

WEBB: Yes. I think the school has to initiate it
because this is where the problem becomes
evident. If it is something the school needs to talk
with parents about, iti is something that hap-
pened in,the school. Therefore, the school should
contact the parent and let the parent know. A
child does not always act at school the way he
acts at home. Some children are very quiet in one
place and very boisterous at another. The parent
is often really surprised by the child's behavior ih
school. How could the parent know to contact
the school about this? On the other hand, if the
parent knows there is a problem, the parent
should call or come in.

. -

Q: What is your philosophy regarding disci-
plining students?

WEBB: I think discipline begins with a

person's knowing t)at he is somebody, that he is
important to hiivklf and to others. In order to
have this kind of feeling in a school, teachers and
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administrator's must let each child know that he
or she is important as an individual, even-though
he or she may have different tastes and interests.
They have to be ready to listen. When you estab-
lish the kind of environment in which a student is
free to come to see you with problems and you sit
and work with him, then there is growth. When-
ever there is growth. then self-discipline is being
learned.

Q: Do most principals share your philosophy?

WEBB: There is.a range. I think thereare still a
few of the authoritarian kind who believe, "You
do as I say. I say to do it, and that's why you do
it!" I think we go from,that to those who really
want to find ways to help students, to teach them
to be reasonable and to respect the rights of
others in the school.

Q: Other than, the referral forms you men-
tioned earlier, how have you worked with
teachers on the issue of discipline?

WEBB: As I said, we've run several in- service
programs. One afternoon we spent two hours in
role plays of different discipline situations. One
teacher played a teacher while the, other teachers
played the students. The rest of us would watch
and then suggest other possible ways in which
that situation could have been handled. After
several were tried, we talked about which would
have been better for the growth and self-devel-
opment of the child.

Q: How do you define "discipline problems"?

WEBB: At the middle school level, most of the
"discipline problems" are those within the class-
room. May be a student doesn't have his materi-
als, he talks too much, he can't sit still, he does
these things that a teacher calls disruptive. Inp
sense it's just what I would call "nuisance" kinds
of things. Some children use language that is
repugnant to the teacher, who didn't grow up
using that kind of language. These are the kirlds
9f things in this age group that the teachers
consider discipline problems.

To me, the real problem comes when we don't
respond to theseclisruptions in ways that will
help the children grow. As long as you can
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reason with them and help them figure out w hat
they did wrong and how to change, then to me it
is not a serious discipline problem.

I think that some "discipline problems" come
from cultural differences which certainly go
beyond race filings that are accepted now,
talked about publicly or on television, ar, differ-
ent from those when teachers were growing up.
The children who bring into the school the
language and the values they have received
outside can be seen as discipline problems to the
people who don't have these values and don't
approve of them. Some teachers are more flexi-
ble than others in accepting these deviations
from what they would consider the norm.

Q: If you had to estimate the different causes of
the discipline problems, how would you break it
down?

WEBB: Children are naturally active- physk
cally. so they're going to Scuffle with each other.
To me this is normal behavior, not' a real disci-
pline problem. I would say that by far the
greatest percentage of real problems comes from
unhappy home situations The child brings his
frustrations to school and he becorries rebellious
because he thinks that nobody loy es him. Par-
ents divorce, remarry and neither mother nor
father will have the child The child goes to live
with an aun,t. Even the aunt doesn't want the
child and puts the child out. What else, can the
child do but come to school, where he really has
more freedom to be himself than he does any-
where else, and not be rebellious?

As I said, we work a greatdeal with the homes,
and we have found that if the home backs us, the
problem is resolved quickly. The teachers here
do a great deal of calling at night. We tell the
parents what the problem is, and we try to give
the parents the responSibility for dealing with
their children about it We'll say, "Your son is
cutting class. The punishment is yours. We want
him in school. Can you help us?"

Q: Are there situations in which you do sus-
pend,children?

WEBB: Well,-I would reach a limit with one
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kind. Whenever a child becomes physically v io-
lent, so that other people in the school are
threatened, he is removed from the school tem-
porarily. Others, while not dangerous, need to
come out of the classroom temporarily because
they are demanding so much attention that they
are utsturbing the class to the point that nobody
else can learn. This too is a limitation. But sus-
pending for things like cutting classes is just
really rewarding a child. That's what he wants in
the first place. It's just the same as with people
who, after they've been on an alcoholic binge,
come back and the problem is still there. They
haven't eliminated their problem. If y ou sus-
pend a child for some problem, when he comes
back he brings his problem with him: the prob-
lem is still there. You haven't solved a thing. My
philosophy is that you try everything else in the
world first, working with the parents, maybe
giving other types of punishment within the
school.

I think the finest thing that could happen to us
would be to have a resource psychologist in the
building. If we could pull students out of their
classes, not out of school, sometimes for just two
weeks and put them under professional care, we
might be able to help some of them. Many time's

:Teachers will try to counsel students, but they arc
not psychologists and it's dangerous to try to
start analyzing children if you're not trained to
do so.

One plan which I suggested last fall to the
assistant principals as an alternative to sus-
pensitin is that of in-school suspension. This plan
is in operation now in several schools',in our
district. One room in the building, is set up for
this purpose. Teachers volunteer to give up their
planning periods in order to supervise the stu-
dents, who remain in the room all day. Students
do regular class work assigned by each depart-
ment, They stay busy, but they dislike the physi-
cal inactiv ity of the self-contained classroom and
the separation from their friends. While this
approach may seem negative, students, hope-
fully, learn a valuable lesson. They learn that a
person must discipline himself in order to be
accepted as partoof a group and that without this
self-discipline his life may be one of either physi-
cal or social isolation.



Kenneth W. Haskins

The Morgan Community School. enrolling 750
black elementary school children in Washington,
D.C., was one of the fifst efforts at community
Control in education and Ken Haskins was its
leader. Since then he has been the dean of
Howard University's School of Social Work and
Vice/Superintendent of Schools in Washington,
D.C. He is currently a Lecturer and Research
Associate at the Harvard Graduate School of
Education.

Q: When you were principal of the Morgan
School, you made changes in many procedures.
How did you handle school discipline?

HASKINS: First Of all 1 listened to the parents
and staff. They wanted kids to have more free-
dom, to go to the bathroom by themselves. to get
rid of a lot of arbitrary rules and regulations. The
black parents wanted Tile to make.sure their kids
were in school every day, and they didn't want
their-kids to be brutalized. They'd give permis-
sion to hit their kids, but they wanted you to like
their kids, to respect them.

I said that 1 agreed with them. I said from the
beginning that 1 wouldn't hit kids and that I
expected that teachers hitting' kids would have
no place in the.school, I also saidthat if teachers
had a habit of hitting that would be hard to break
immediately, they could not ask mb to back
them. If they hit kids, they would have to take the
responsibility for that. And if a parent came to
me saying thata teacher hit his kid, the only thing
I 'promised is that I would show the parent how
to find the teacher.

Teachers would send lots of kids to my office. I
asked my secretary how much of the paperwork
the last principal did could she do. She said, "90
percent." So 1 said, "All of that; you do." So
had more time to spend with the students and
teachers When a kid came to my office, even if I
was sitting with visitors, 1 would, say. "Excuse
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me," and 1 would take the kid right back to the
Class he canie from. I'd say to the teacher "What's
the problem that you can't work out?" "Well, he
said so and so," she'd say, I'd ask the kid, "Is that
right?" He'd say, "Yes," and I would ask the
teacher what she wanted him to do. "Well, at'
least he can apologize." I would ask him to
apologize. and he'd say no, So I'd. say, "Look,
why can't you two talk it out and get him to
apologize. If he apologizes because I tell him to, -
that won't do anything. watch your classroom
while you two talk it over," And they'd talk and
they'd come back into the room together. After a

while, teachers began to work out, things for
themselves.

The school was divided into teams: We had
two groups each of five to seven year olds, six to
eight year olds and seven to nine year olds. A
seven year old could be in any one of six groups.
If one team had trouble with a kid, I'd say, "Send
him to another teacher." Sometimes teachers
would resist that, saying it was a challenge. But
I'd tell them. "You don't need that kind of
challenge and you don't need to get along with
everybody. Who told you you have to get along
with everybody?" Sometimes they'd say that the
kid has to learn to get along with everybody. But
that's crazy. Nobody has to get along with
everybody. Once teachers didn't feel it was a bad
mark against them if they couldn't get along with
every kid, things becade easier.
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When we changed all these rules, there was a
period of about a month-and-a-half or two vb hen
kids were all over the place. You cannot take a
group of children who have been treated badly
and say you are going to treat them nicely,
without having a period of time in which they
give back to you all of the treatment that was
given to them I was frightened during that
period. There were nights when I didn't sleep.
But I knew that if I could last on through that
period things.w ould quiet down. And they did.
The kids began to catch on and to really
understand,

Q: We found such a small percentage of stu-
dents who were truly violent. Was that your
experience?

HASKINS: The school psychologist had a list
of 200 kids who had "serious" problems. I recog-
nized only 3 kids on the list. None of the others
really needed special services.

Q: What did you do with the 3?

HASKINS: They were part of the school's
community. They were ours. They presented
problems. But if the parents wanted us to keep
their kids, they had to accept the fact that we'd
have problems. One of the myths that schools
have left unchallenged, that does them a disser-
vice, is that there should be no problems in the
school. So I said to parents that we'd keep
everybody but they needed to understand 'the
consequences of that.

Q: How would you define school discipline?

HASKINS: I think the rules of your school
define a discipline problem. If you do not have a
rule that a kid has to stay in his seat, then getting
out of a seat is not a discipline problem. If you
have a rule that there is no talking in class, if you
talk you are a discipline problem. We tried to see
if we could live without rules that were particu-
larly school rules.

Q: Did you have a standard discipline code?

HASKINS: No, ive didn't have a written
discipline code I don't think they are fair. Let me
give you an example. There were two kids fight-
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ing. One of them came from another school
w here someone was always beating him up. His
mother used to tell him not to fight, she was a
follower of Martin Luther King. Finally she told
him, if any body bothers you. then you just hit
him back. The other kid in the fight had been
picking on him a long time. The first day that he
decided to hit-the kid back, they both got pun-
ished. That's not fair. The first kid deserved
praise for finally standing up for himself. You are
not able to do that following a written code.

You have to look at kids individually. I have
had kid take quarters from kids because they
desperately needed lunch money and kids who
take quarters from kids because it is a habit. Do
you treat them all the same?

Q: No, but without a written discipline code
how do you avoid unfair or racist discipline
practices?

HASKINS: When you really get to knowyour
kids, those things are not necessary. They are
only necessary in an impersonal institution
where people either don't like you or don't care
about you. If you have principals who hate kids
and want to kick them out, then rules are neces-
sary. But that's a different question.

Q: Could you have avoided the first month-
and-a-half of chaos?

HASKINS: No, I really don't think that
_institutions that need r'-aaleal changewhich is
what schools needcan be changed without a
period of chaos. And the worst thing is that no
oneparents, teachers, rio oneno matter how
Much they say that they want change, is willing to
go through a period of chaos. If I wanted to
change Boston, I would suggest closing down the
schools for a period of time, fora year. They need
a whole new definition, even though it might
mean that no one there now would have a job,
and that you'd have to deal with kids roaming
around for the yedr. That's the price that you
have to pay for years of neglect. But these
institutions are so rigid that if you try to change
them little by.little, nothing fundamental will
happen.



Q: What were the fears in the school?

HASKINS: People ask for change and y &they
are afraid of the change. That is a kind of Catch-
22 And they believe funny things about children.
They"Il say about how you've handled a seriously
disturbed child, for example, "If you are going to
let him get away with that: then all the other kids
will want to do that too." As sick as he is, no
other kid wants to be that way. And kids get
security knowing that when a kid is in need you
will pay attention, that you as an adult, will be
there.

Q: How do you deal with people who think like
that about kids?

HASKINS: I think principals are crucial.
Teachers are still hungry to be the kind of teacher
that they wanted to be when they got out of
graduate school. They feel the leadership that's
been exerted on them has prevented them from
being that. They should be given the freedom,
just like the kids, to have the responsibility for
themselves I had one teacher who heard herself
screaming at the kids, and she didn't like the
Sound She used to say that the reason she was
screaming at kids was because the principal was
screaming at her. With no one yelling at her, she
found she was still screaming. She decided that
she didn't want to be that kind of person.

Teachers have to be willing to take the respon-
sibility I had a teacher who was crazy about
dramatics She was the language arts teacher. I
tried to encourage her to forget about the books

and the grammar and to make the whole thing
dramatics It took me three months to convince
her that I meant that she could do it. When s" he
did, she was happy. the kids were reading better
in class better than anybody else's class.

Q: What did you finally do about suspensions
and expulsions?

HASKINS: During the two years that I was
there, we did not suspend or expel any child.
Neither did we have in-school suspensions, nor
crisis rooms, nor special classes, nor anything of
that sort. The idea that we tried to develop, once
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we decided that the school belonged to the
community, was the concept of inclusion rather
than that of exclusion. All of our services then

ere used to to to keep children in school and
vv ithin the flow of things that happened in
school, rather than to separate them out from
one another. We had completely heterogeneous
classes, and as I mentioned earlier, children
could be in a variety of groups. Children were
free to move around the school, and everyone
was prepared to help children with any problem
that they !Right be having at a particular time. So
that if there was a crisis, we'tried to solve it at the
point where the crisis took place with the people
that were involved in the crisis, rather than
separating the child out, and trying to solve the
problem some place other than where the prob-
lem occurred. The reason is that, most of the
time, the separation is more to remove the
problem that it presents to other people than
really to solve it for the particular child. You can
take the use of the principal's office, for exa mple.
We finally reached the point where teachers did
not send children to the principal's office for
disciplinary purposes. However, the principal's
office was open to everyone and many times
children came to the office on their own in order
to seek help with problems that they might be
facing. That's a very different use of the princi-
pal's office. Some kids would come when they
were particularly tense and wanted to be in the
office to relax until they felt better and then
return to class. There were never any questions
asked unless the child appeared to be in distress
which would evoke some question that expressed
sympathy or concern.

Basically. we tried to develop a school that was
a r ace where people could live with eachother.
All who were there were members of that school,
and it was all of our responsibility to make those
adjustments that were necessary, either tempor-
arily or on a long-term basis, to accommodate
each other, so that the que:,tion of discipline
never really fit very clearly into those terms.
Everything we did centered around how we were
behaving with each other, so that everything we,
did was disciplinary in that sense. But. on the
other hand, actions were not taken that txcluded
people from the community. Action was not
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taken that hurt other people without some 4,orn-
ment being made l'his; in essem,e. fieLame our
concept of discipline with the added knowledge
that drflerent acts meant dif erent things rth
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dilleient people. fielwioi had to he deleted in
personal hameworks rather than in rules with-
out and



Chapter 2

Why Children are Suspended and
What it Means to Them

Many school systems keep no or exceedingly
poor records of the reasons children are sus-
pended There are no national summaries of sus-
pension data with reliable, uniform categories or
definitions of offenses. Most school superinten-
dents still do not know in detail why principals in
their on districts suspend children. Asa result.
public imagination has filled in this information
vacuum with my ths about why children are sus-
pended. Specifically. many people assume that
most children are suspen, for ( I) "Lommitting
serious offenses inv °Iv ing t iolenLe to some other
teacher or student or destruction of sv-hool
property and (2) committing such serious dis-
ruptions that it is impossible for the educational
process to continue. Neither are true.

Most Children are Suspended for
Nondangerous Offenses

In our own survey we asked Lhild ren. and their
parents. the reasons causing their suspension.
While 36.6 percent were for lighting," only 1.6
percent invoked fights with teachers or other
school personnel. The overwhelming majority of
suspensions 63 4 percent were for nondan-
gero us of lenses.

Our findings that most children are sus-
pended for nonviolent offenses not only confirm
our collective experience over many years as
lawyers in school desegregation cases, parents.
teachers and community workers in and out of
schools, they are corroborated by growing
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school official data from the school districts
which do maintain records of suspensions. As
the tables on the following pages show, danger-
ous or violent acts are low on the lists of reasons
for suspension. in schools in very different
plaLes, with very different student populations,
the major reasons for suspension are for nonat-
tendanLe, insubordination, or other minor in-
fractions of school rules which could have been
dealt with in ways other than exclusion. For
example. m a recent meeting with Portland.
Maine school officials and after examination of
their suspension records a year after we surveyed
there, we still found that truancy and tardiness
were the major cause of all secondary
school suspension over 85 percent. Smoking
accounted for 30 to 62 percent of the suspensions
in three Portland junior high schools. In one
junior and in one senior high school in Portland
only about 1.4 percent of the children were
suspended for disruption and poor behavior.'

similar pattern of reasons for suspension
existed in a San Francisco high school and in
public schools in Prince Georges County,
Maryland.

In Columbia, South Carolina. another CDF
survey district, 47 Percent of the suspensions
during one month were for truancy and
tardiness.

-s

'Portland. Manic school ol mid. are making changes in their
dissiplinar practices. including elimination of amulet as
a ground for suspension
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TABLE 1

Reasons for Suspensions Found
in CDF Survey

Reason for Suspen4on

,\unzber of
(7:rhino:

Susihnded

Percent
of Total

Sospen$1vn

\anther 01

Reenonlot.Suspensrou Suspended

Percent

01 !Owl
Suspensions

lighting (physical contact):
I. Fighting with teacher.,

principals, etc.
a) Fighting with teacher
b) Accused of jumping

teacher
2. Fighting with other

students
a) Fighting with other

student
b) Fighting with other

student '(different
racial group)

c) Fighting on bus
d) Accused of starting

fight on bus

Truancy and tardiness related:
I. Played hooky
2. Cut class
3. Left school early
4. Left school grounds during

school hours
5, Walking in hall
6. Walked out of class
7. Tardy to class
8. Tardy too often

Behavior Problems:
1. Behavior problem in class
2. Acting out
3. "Bad attitude"
4. "Leacher doesn't like"

student
5. InsiMord Mat ion

4

185

11
.

36.6

24.5

6. Disobeyed teacher
7. Inattentive in class
8. Cursing
9. Wrote bad words

10. Needed "cooling off" period
11. In school bus at wrong time
12. Cutting in tuna line
13. "Unjustly accused" by

teacher
14. Writing on teacher\ desk
15. Went to lunch without

permission

Arguments (verbal confrontations):
1. Insulting teacher (and

lighting): talking back
2. Disrespect of authority

figure (principal or teacher)
3. Disagreement with teacher
4. Swore at teacher
5. Argument between

students
6. Calling other student bad

name .

Other Reasons:
I. Smoking
2. Punishment-related
3. Destruction of Property
4, Dress Codes
5. Drugs and Alcohol
6. Miscellaneous

10

5
'1
3

1

1

13,6

8.5

16.8

80 .

28

3

10
5 ,

3

215

36
45

5
9
7

31
10

144

16

19
3

50

33
24

10
3

2
27

99

51
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TABLE 2

Portland, Maine Suspension Reasons
Senior High School

1973-1974

absenteeism absenteeism
full-tune employment absenteeism
absenteeism to be married

absenteeism
absenteeism
absenteeism
wished to leave school
absenteeism
absenteeism
wishes to attend another school,
disruptive behavior in clfeteria, absenteeism
cutting classes
absenteeism
full-time employment
absenteeism
absenteeism
absenteeism
cutting classes
absenteeism
absenteeisiii
absenteeism
absenteeism
absenteeism
absenteeism
absenteeism
absenteeism
absenteeism
full-time employment
absenteeism
cutting classes
attending Portland Adult I- veiling School
absenteeism
cutting classes
absenteeism
poor behavior and not abiding by school rules
absenteeism

absenteeism, wishes employment or Evening School
full-time employment
Tull-time employment
absenteeism
absenteeism
absenteeism
absenteeism
cutting classes
Left home and school. possible ['veiling School in future
absenteeism
absenteeism
absenteeism
absenteeism
absenteeism
absenteeism

absenteinsm
absenteeism
disruptive behavior during class and lunch, cutting classes
absenteeism
absenteeism
poor behavior and absenteeism

, military service
absenteeism
attending Portland ',veiling School
absenteeism'
absenteeism
absenteeism
attending Portland veiling School
absenteeism
absenteeivn
absenteeism
cutting classes
absenteeism
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TABLE 3

Portland, Maine Suspension Reasons
Junior High School

1973-1974

Smoking in school building
Smoking in school building
Absenteeism
Absenteeism
Throwing firecrackers on school grounds
Poor and disruptive behavior, opposition to-authority
Absenteeism
Opposition to authority an: lack of cooperation
Smoking in school building
Absenteeism. Disruptive behavior.
Smoking in school building
Opposition to authority and lack of cooperation.

Smoking (1) ,
Opposition to authority and lack of cooperation, stealing.
Opposition to authority, lack of cooperation. absenteeism
,Smoking in school building
Smoking in school building
Absenteeism
Threat to harm teacher, and complete disdain, absenteeism
Opposition to authority and lack of cooperation
Opposition to authority and direct defiance:
Smoking in school building
Smoking in school building
Opposition to authority and lack of cooperation
Arrogant defiance to authority, not verbal but by look
Defiance of authority of assistant principal. (1) Smoking
Throwing firecrackers on scl.,,olgroundN absenteeism,

defiant
Smoking in school building. cutting classes
Smoking in school building
Absenteeism
Absenteeism
Opposition to authority and lack of cooperation
Absenteeism
Opposition to authority and lack of cooperation. Smoking
Smoking in school building
Disruptive behavior

Smoking in school building
Defiance of authority of assistant principal
Opposition to authority, pelting building with ice balls
Constant opposition to authority
'throwing firecrackers on school grounds
Absenteeism
Absenteeism .

Absenteeism and disrespect for teacher
Absenteeism
Smoking in school building
Smoking in school building
Opposition to authority and lack of cooperation. Smoking
Smoking in-school building
Smoking in school building
Opposition to authority. Smoking in budding. Absenteeism
Opposition to authority and lack cot-cooperation
Opposition to authority and lack of cooperation. Defiant
Smoking in school building. Absenteeism
Absenteeism
Threat to damage teacher's car
Dismptive behavior in class
Opposition to authority and lack of cooperation
Foul language,disruptive behavior and harassing teachers
Opposition to authority and lack of cooperation
Opposition to authority and lack of cooperation
Constant tardiness
Left school without permission, located it
Absenteeism
Threat, io harm teacher's car
Absenteeism
Poor behavior, and physically attacked another girl
Absenteeism, failure to keep conference appointment
Crude remarks to teacher and disruptive behavior in class
Opposition to authority and lack of cooperation
Absenteeism
Absenteeism
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TABLE 4
Suspensions in a Single San Francisco' High School

1968-1969

Reallorz jar Supcmion )"anther Pert cut'

truancy. Cutting 136 51.7
InsubordmatIon 81 30.8
Obscenity, Profanity 9 3.4
Detianse - 2.7
Attack on Student 7 2.7
Fighting 5. .19
Smoking 5 1.9
Stealing, Vandalism 3 1.1
1 stortion 3 1.1
Verbal Threats to leadiers

(Use of Weapons) 0.8
Possession of Cigaret tes. Drugs.

Akohol. eapsms 0.8
Arson
Atlas k upon "1 ea her
Verbal 1 Weals to Students

(Use of Weapons) 2

I owls 263

TABLE 5

Suspensions in Prince Georges County,
Maryland, 1973-1974, All Schools

Reasons for Suspenszon Vumbo; Percent!,
Cutting class, Truancy. tardiness,
leaving school building without
permission and failure to attend
detention 4.393 34.1
Disrespect for au t horny. use of

profane language, refusal lo obey
school regulations 2.529 19.6

bighting w1;11 students and staff 2.390 18.5
Smoking 1.4'78 11.5
Constant Class Disruption ."'726 5.6
Miscellaneous misconduct 605 4.7
bstortion, gmaohng. stealing 259 2:4)
Destruction of school property 210 1.6
Lighting fires or use of fireworks 89 0.7
1,Ne of Drugs , 61 0.5

Totals 12.897 100(0

100.0 Pertems are of total number of suspensions,

Psi s slits ate of total number of suspensions,
21e., than 1/2 01 1 percent.
it.e John cr. Chris (ha se -Dunn and ,lames

Imerartty. The Evanston of the ,Imonomy of
Youth- Responses of The Secondarr School to
Problems of Order in the 1960's, Laboratory
for SuLial Research. Stanford University. Stan-

. ford. CaliforMa. August 1971 (inuneo)."..-
Percents sere calculated by ('Pb.
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Source Suspension Summary. Office of Pupil Pers6-
nel. Prince Georges County. Md.. 1974. Per-
cents were calculated by, CDI

TABLE 6

Columbia, South Carolina
High School Suspensions'

12/2/74-1/17/75

Reason.for
Suspensum Nzunber Percent'

('lass Cutting 256 41.7
Disruption 81 13.2
Demerits 72 11.7
Disobedient 65 10,6
Assault2 45 7.3
Ludy 30 4.9
bight me ; 30 4.9
Gambling 17 2.8
Alcohol 7 1.1
Left Campus 7 1.1
Disrespect 4 0.7

rotais 614 100.0

1 Percent is 01 total number suspended.
2 Among the 8 Columbia. S.C. nigh Schools "assault" anti
"fighting" appe,fr to be alternative names for the same
events, since schools reported other "assault"-or "fight-
ing" as a reason for suspepsion, but no school ever-
reported boll' terms.

,$oinec Columbia. S.C.. PLINK Schools, "Short term
suspension report. Desember 2. 1974-January
17, 1975", Columbia.- S.C.. 1975 (typewrit-
ten). utak and percents xere calculated by
CDP front the 8 high schools listed in the
report.
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TABLE 7

N shville-Davidson, Tennessee High School Suspensions
(Grades 10-12) During 1971-197.2

kr and Race oi Students Suspended from Grades 10.12

--Bpick.,,Ilale Black,limale White Male Whyte b'emale
////

Reasinplor Suspensym
4,

Nbr Pet.' Nbr, I'd .' Nhr. l'a,' Nbr. Pct.'

Attendance .
Behavior
Smoking
'1,orderly conduct'stealing

Drugs
ureap9n

Other, or unknown

Totals
Stispensi61, in 1911.72
Was student a dropout or ex-

,__.....cluded-after,stispension?
Were legal liteSturesiakeiror--

considered for incident?

1,05
73

42
10
7
4

21

26'3

263

53
-

18

39.9
27.8
0.4

16.0
3.8
2.7
1.5
8.0

100.0

20.2

6.8 .,

31
.27

0
17

0
.1

0

80

80

14

3

38.8
33.8
0.0

21.3
0.0
1.3
0.0
5.0

100.0

100.0

17.5

3.8 ,

177
69
37
43

I'
8
1

6

342

342

49

33

62.2
20.2
10.8
12.6
0.3
2.3
0.3
1.8

100.0

100.0

'14:3,

9.6

91 68.4
11 8.3
17 12.8
S 3.8
1 0.8
2 1.5
1 0.8
5 3.8

133 100.0

133 100.0

11 8.3

8 . 6.0

Percents arc of total number suspended shown in the column.
Sourtt Binkley, I d, Ri.hard r and ( harks Bbb. 'Study o-Student Suspensions Nash ville-Davulson

Metropolitan Public School.." (Na,11% Me. I ennessee. Dec,t:,mbet. 1972i

TABLE 8

DeKalb County Schools,
Georgia-Columbia High School

First Quarter 1974-1975

Rcason

Suspensions
Nun:- Per.
her

Detennons
Vum- Pet.
her cent'

Away without leave 108 48.2 146 33.3
lighting 27 12.1 21 4.8
Rude. discourteous 22 9.8 89 20.3
Smoking , 21 0.4 55' 12.5
Skiiipmg Dctestion 18 8.0 0.' 0.0
Lack of cooper,Dion 7 3.1 16- 3.6
Disturbance 6 2.7 27 6.2
Mischief 5 2.2 12 2.7
Profanity 4 18 12 2.7
Talking 2 (.9 20 4.6
Stealing 2 0.9 I 0.2
I Ia ra +sin on t I 0.4 1 0.2
Vandalism 1 0.4 0 0.0
Tardy 0 0.0 21 4.8
Disobedient 0 0.0 11 2.5
13eligeren1 0 0.0 7 1.6

lots 224 100.0 439 100.0

Percents are r total number shown in the 4.olumn
Solute Compimace Revum of the 111.1V Offite tor.

nth RieliI., Det ember, 1974
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In Nashville. Tennessee. 68 percent of the sus-
pensions during one year were attendance re-
lated and another 12 percent involved smoking.'

During the first quarter of 1974-75 in a high
school in DeKalb County, Georgia: more than
67 percent of the children were suspended for
attendance problems and smoking.

While it is true that school officials must use
flexibility and discretion in disciplining students.
the following not atypical list of reasons that
would elicit a suspension seems so arbitrary and
without internal logic that we wonder exactly

TABLE 9

"Unofficial Suspension Regulations"
Chester-Upland, Pennsylvania

I. Smoking
2. Chronic lateness to school or classes
3. Cutting classes of cafeteria
4. Cut ting school
5. Cutting principal's late detention
6. Cursing teacher and students
7. Defiance of teacher or.secunty guard
8. Possession of magic marker or flan pen
9. Walking out of class without permission

1.ighting in or outside of school
1 I. Throw ing food in the cafeteria
12. Disruption in class

Striking a teacher
14 Eating in class
15 Chew 'frig gum if student refuses to get rid of it
16. Infraction of hall passing procedure
17. Refusing to take a paddle for an infraction
18. Throwing objects
19. Returning to school grounds while on suspension
20. Possession of drugs or alcohol
21. Defacing school property
22. Carrying food to the classroom
23. Being at lockers without permission
24 Wearing coats and hats to class
25. Being in the hail without a pass
26. Young men touching young ladies
27. Disrespect toward csic'
28. Disruption in the cafeteria or auditorium
29. Running or horseplay during hall passing
30. Overtly harrassing other students to a point of detering

class work
31. On private property
32. Causing a disturbance or disruption during a fire drill
33. Disturbing neighbors or adultsgoing to or leaving school
34. Improper dress
35. Making obscene gestures
36. Carrying concealed or exposed weapon chains. clubs.

guns. knives, etc.
37. Stealing from the school, school personnel. ur fellow

students
38. Indecent assault upon a young lady or a female

teacher
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IA kit general rules of behavior it teaches
children.

What. It Means To A Child To Be
Suspended

Jimmy

Jimmy was not one of the many children who
are suspended for trivial reasons. Four years ago.
when he was thirteen and in the eighth grade. a

group of boys had been milling in the hall outside
the arts and crafts room when suddenly several
of them began lighting. "I remember slugging
Franky Fischel. He called my sister a name.
Something. Anyway, a group of us. we was really
going at it. see. I didn't even see the teachers
coming to break. it up. All of a sudden they was
just there, you know, yelling at us. telling us to
report to Mr. Dryer. the assistant principal. I

remember him. He had nothing in that school to
do all day but punish kids.

"He threw me out. I tried to argue, I didn't
start the fight, but he didn't let me say nothing.
He just said I was fighting. there was a rule. I was
out. I think like a Week. Tuesday to Tuesday,
something like that. Then I got sick right after
that, so I missed something like nine or ten days
instead of just five days like I was supposed to.
Jesus, my old man. you know, he was furious
with me. But that wasn't so bad. The bad.thing
was Dryer. this pretend cop. throwing me out.
He didn't let me say nothing to him in his office.
He went with me and this other guy to our
lockers, stood there watching us getting our stuff
and walked us to the front door, you know. like
he had to make sure we were going. He didn't
even let me see my teacher. So I missed all my
work for two weeks.

"That was the worst part. If you ain't in school
that's maybe not that bad if you can keep up. I
was never good in school, but I did all my work.
But when you throw a person out and never let
him,conie back to get his books so's he can't do
his work, then how do they expect you to keep
up' I almost lost the vhole year because of that
one lousy five-day suspension!"

Despite his fears that he would lose the entire
year. Jimmy was able to make up the work from
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his two weeks out of school. He had passed all of
his courses except English in June and completed
the three compositions the Eiiglish teacher said
would erase his "incomplete" during the
summer.

But as the new school year began, it became
ohs ions that Jimmy's suspension was not forgot-
ten. Some of his classmates reminded him of his
earlief{' trouble and jokingly asked him w hat
trouble he had planned for the new year. Jimmy
took the iibes good-naturedly but he was hurt by
them. He was hurt esen more when he learned
from the English teacher that the incomplete
could not be retno,d from his record until one
semester had elapsed. Jimmy had handed in the
three compositions as arranged, but he now
learned tor the first time that he had been placed
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on.an unofficial probation period. I( he stayed
out of trouble, the incomplete would he
remos ed.

"I nes er thought that was fair neither. That
was like not being,able to tell Dryer my side of
the story. But I went along with it. I mean. there
wasn't no hurry about nothing. I could go to the
high school the next year if I passed. and I did the
compositions, So it was all right. It wasn't fair.
like I ,say, but I didn't say. nothing. Like, what
could you say? And who could you say some-
thing to es en if you wanted to?

"The way I saw it, the had part was that
es en body in the school, kids too. they all had me
pegged. Es ery body was waiting around for me to
get into more trouble. Lots of kids, they're
always looking 4,r trouble in the schools. It's



like, that's what the3're there for. leachers too.
especially guys like Dryer. He was always wait-
ing for me I don't know, maybe even my,. 16lks
w ere waiting for trouble !bey no er.said no-
thing about it, but maybe they were waiting for
trouble too,"

I rouble came again in mid-October. Another
scene of milling in the halls, another outbreak
between boys, and this time Jimmy was accused
of pushing over.some tree standing lockers so
that they blocked the entrance to the lavatories.
Nine boys w ere suspended Unlike his previous
experience. each boy had an opportunity to tell
Mr Dryer and Principal Ostead their side of the
story. But, according to Jimmy, it was as hip-
sided this year as it was the, previous year. The
boys talked Dryer and Ostead said nothing. Nt
the end of the session the suspensions were
announced Boys who had lie% er been sus-
pended pro iously were out for one w eek. Jimmy
and two other hogs who had been suspended
from the school once before were suspended for
two-and-a-half weeks. One boy, who ever3 one
reported had started the fracas, was suspended
for three weeks.

Jimmy received a heating from his father that
night His mother refused to hear his side of
story She asked the assistant principal and
accepted his v new about the details of the fight.

The school work that went undone during the
two and a half weeks of this second suspension
was never made up Jimmy tried. The social'
studies homework was manageable but the
mathematics and science work were impossible
to complete without being in class every day. At
fourteen. Jimmy could-see that his battle with
school was as over.

"I could tell It was only a matter of how much
longer I ike, I was almost fifteen, I wasn't even in
the high school really And all these people there.
even my mends, they acted like 1 was some sort
of criminal Jesus, the w ay they acted around me.
ou'd have thought I just got out of the pen or

something I ike I had a police record Ibe way I
see it, nobody in that school was out to help
any body , which was alright 'cause it you did your

ork like I always tried to do they'd let y ou get
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by. You had to he pretty dw ul dumb not to pass
that school. lbey didn't help nothing by

throw ing me out. They knew what they were
doing, too. They knew when they suspended me
vv hat vv ould happen. I d be all through. Fhey
knew it.

'They o en w ork oU your old man and old lady
a little, you know. Tell 'em-their kid's a hum. If
someone else said that they'd bust him in the
mouth. But if the school tells your old man
you're no good, he'll believe 'enr. Everybody
believes what the school says about you. If they
say you're a hum, you're a bum. Ehey suspended
ou, flat? Didn't let you do your work, right? So

that proves you're a hum, right?"
By the end of the ninth grade, Jimmy had

flunked science and mathematics, courses he had
never completed during the period of his sus-
pension. One of his teachers w ondered whether
Jininn should find a new school so that he could
start all over again, But Jimmy told the teacher
\\ hat Mr, Dryer had told him: No matter what he
did and where he went, the two suspensions and
the incomplete courses and failures -would he
permanent fixtures of his school record. The
teacher told Jimmy he was sorry.

"The teacher felt sorry for me. I think maybe
he was the first person in all that time who felt
bad. It was like he was saving,-'you're drowning.
man, and I feel bad. I wish I could do something
for Sou. Maybe y ou ain't such a had kid after all.
Ev en with y our lighting, you could'pass all these
courses. y ou ain't the dumbest kid here. You
really ain't. We'v e had dumber kids here than

During the middle of April in his last year in
junior high school. Jimmy saw sonic boys and
girls tussling in the school yard after school, Fhe
details of the incident are unclear. Someone said
the students were only teasing one another. One
of the girls involved said a boy was trying to have
sex with her girlfriend who was unable to resist.
She said that Jimmy had conic to her rescue even
though he barely knew the girl. A door leading to
a hallway outside the gymnasium got broken as
did several windows. All the students ran away
except one boy who turned himself in and re-
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ported the names of o'er) one he could remember
being there Some of the students were given a
warning-by the administration, others were sus-
pended. It was the third time for Jimmy.

When he returned to school, he began cutting
classes. He was_bsent nearly half of the,month
of May. By June he stopped going to school
altogether. Akizingly, he Was graduated from
junior high school and entered high school the
following autumn. He attended his high school
classes irregularly after pledging to his family
that he would do his best to stay in school. By
Christmas of his first year in high school, he had
dropped out for good. No one in the school ever
inquired about him. A letter was written to his
parents, but he never saw it. There was no
remonstration from his parents, merely the order
to find a job.

"I don't see w hat I done as quitting school," he
said. "The way I see it, they quit on me first. First
the school, then my parents. If they hadn't quit,
I'd still be there. There was a guy I know, we went
to grammar school together, he was suspended
like me once and it scared the hell out of him. He
went off the wall, he was so scared. I never felt
that way. I knew they'd let me back in, but this
guy was really out of it. So then his homeroom
teacher called him up, while he was suspended,
you know. The lad} just called him up on the
telephone, may be like two, three times. Just to
see how he was. He never forgot it. He was never
suspended again neither. He had someone look-
ing out for him, someone who was worried
whether he was going to be all right.

"I always thought, if one person in the world
had called me up, from the school I mean, to say
hello, I'd have been better off. I might have
stayed in too. But no one gave a damn. No one
calling to see whether you're okay, just to find
out even whether you're still alive, makes you
think you're not a worthwhile person, you know
what I mean" If I got one thing out of those sus-
pensions it was that I was a guy without any
worth in the world Like I was a dam bill, you
know, but no one was using those kind of dollar
bills no more I mean it. One phone call, even
from that guy Dryer, and I might still be in there
now When you just .go and suspend a kid, all
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ou're doing is say ing get the hell out of here, and
don't come back ,till we tell you to. And even
when it's all right to come back, they still don't
want you. You're still the wrong kind of dollar."

Now permanently out of school, a new
problem confronted Jimm}. On his first four
attempts to gain employ ment, the personnel
people asked for his school records. All four
contacted his high school and were told about his
three junior high school suspensions. All four
refused to hire him. They couldn't take a chance,
not with a record like his. A fifth job opened up
thanks to a friend who cons inced another friend
that he could, use Jimmy in his small grocery
store. The new employer told Jimmy he was
hiring him, suspensions and all, but that Jimmy
should think of the first sew oral months of the job
as a probation period. Jimmy's performance
there has been faultless ansl he remains on the
job.

There has been no trouble now for many
months. There is some talk about Jimmy's re-
turning to school some day, although he realizes
that the chances of it happening are reduced each
da} that he remains out of school.

"I ain't the first to quit. Won't be The last
neither. Lots of kids drop out, most of 'em are
poor, like me, but rich ones too, they quit. The
way I see it, the suspension, that first time, that
was the one that set it up fot.ine. From then on it
was a pattern. Maybe I got into trouble 'cause I
wanted attention. Maybe that's the answer, I
don't know. All I know is that no one in the
school cared nothing about what I did or didn't
do."

How Suspension Harms Children
Suspension seldom, benefits children. Unjust

suspensions hurt school officials and all children
in a school -not just those who are suspended.
Children who watch innocent children being sus-
pended because there was no hearing or because
officials did not gibe credit to students' side of the
story will learn that adults and laws are not as
fair as they proclaim to be. Children who watch
children being suspended because they are black
and poor will, rn that racism and classism areya



condoned by' adults in America. Children who
watch suspensions being given to children who
cut school or for trivial reasons will wonder
about the wisdom of their adult models. And
children who watch other children being sus-
pended because they have problems which cause
them not to fit the smooth, quiet functioning ofa
school will learn that it is all right to ignore
people with problems, to close their eyes and not
offer help when it is needed. Such lessons can
only undercut the respect for authority and
maturity that most parents want school disci-
pline to teach their youngsters.

For the children who are suspended, the harm
is even greater. In our conversations with par-
ents, children, school officials, community peo-
ple and youth services officials, they indicated
that suspensions can harm children in at least
four ways. Suspensions: (I) take away educa-
tional ;ime that may cause marginal, weak or
poorly motivated students to drop out perma-
nently; (2) label children as "troublemakers."
thereby making repeated behavior problems
more likely; (3) deny children needed help, and
(4) contribute to juvenile delinquency by putting
unsupervised children and those with problems
into the streets.

Finally, additional harm 'accrues to children
who'are mistakenly suspended, suspended arbi-
trarily or by unfair means. For the black and
other minority and poor children who are sus-
pended by officials with double-standards for
behavior and punishment, the repeated rein-
forcement of, discrimination will leave bitter
scars.

Schoolwork Missed

School officials confirm the negative impact of
missed schoolwork on some children. One
Superintendent said, "If they stay out 9, 12, 15
days in a marking period, they'll have a hard
time."2 Another school official said that in his
school students cannot make up work, including
tests, missed as a result of suspension. Still

'inter% tew aoh Gerard U Smith Superintendent ot SLhools.
ew Bedlord. lassachusetts. N. member 26. 1971.
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another said the days missed for a suspension are
recorded as unexcused absences for the purpose
of making up work.' A former school board
member in Davenport, Iowa said, "It a child is
kicked out of the same class six times, he or she
has to drop the class."4 Some districts have
attendance rules which require grade retention if
a child misses a certain number of days. suspen-
sion can thereby cause some children to lose a
whole year of school.'

Some children lose major amounts of time
from school because of susNnsion. Our analysts
of OCR data shows that in Twiggs County,
Georgia, three children were suspended for an
average of 107 days. In Casa Grande High,
Ariiona, 46 children were suspended for an
average of 48.7 days. And in Scottsbluff, Neb-
raska, 66 children were suspended for an aver-
age of 45.8 days!' While the average time for sus-
pension nationally is four days, many children
suffer back-to-back, short-term suspensions' or
are suspended multiple times." One child re-
ported that he was suspended "every other week
in the eighth grade." then was finally expelled
"because I was getting suspended too much."

'Children Our of Sr hoof iii Ameri«i. p. 136.

'Intermix with Joseph McCaffer%. ex-School Board
member. Da%enport Communit!. Schools. Da% enport.
lbwa, No%ember 7. 1973.

`Children Our of School in A Merit a. p. 136,

'See Chapter 3 and Appendix B of this report for further data
on suspensions by school district.

'CM', stir% es found multiple short-term suspensions to he
common among children who were suspended. 1 he most
extreme case was Ralph Pin:L, whose mother reported
that when he was eight ),ears old. he was "suspended three
days out of escry week.- See the profile of Ralph
beginning on page 29 in Children Om of St/poi
.4 merit

`Forty percent of the students suspended. found in our CDF
surrey. were suspended more than once, 24 percent were
suspended three or more times. See Children Out of
Sr pool in America. p. 132.
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Causes Permanent School Leaving

Almost I I percent of the children in our survey
who were out of school cited a suspension as the
triggering device. A Somerville Neighborhood
Youth Corps (NYC) worker explained the pat-
tern similar to Jimmy's in which students get sus-
pended, drop behind in their school work. cut
classes, and eventually leave school completely.9,
The Springfield NYC education director re-
ported that "if a kid is Out for a couple of months.
he can't really make up the work, so he just d rops
out.",") And Superintendent Stoddard in Sumter
County. South Carolina acknowledged that a
student who is frequently disciplined may end up
dropping out."

Labeling

Suspension often labels a child as a trouble-
maker. This label causes teaches, school officials
and other students to foster expectations that
breed misbehav for. One educational expert testi-
fied that "the labeling process. . .does carry over
from one teacher to another. . .the teacher ex-
pects a certain kind of behavior, namely rebelli-
ous behavior or negative behavior. from a
youngster, and with that kind of expectation as a
pre-set. the youngster naturally is reinforced into
producing that kind of behavior."1.7

The education director and the psychologist of
the Springfield Neighborhood Youth Corps
confirmed the labeling problem. They cited.the
case of a Forest Park Junior High student who
was suspended. "Everytime he returned if he
even opened his mouth he got booked again."

Inter% len With Jean l flee. Neighborhood \ outh Corps
(Out-of-School). 4/4)Incr% Massachusetts, o% t.nibt.r
2, 1973,

'0Interten with Barbara Jackson. I ducation Director,
Neighborhood \ outh Corps. Springfield. Massachusetts,
December 5. 1971

Inter% ic%) n tth Ilugh Stoddard. Superintendent of Schools,
Sumter C ount% No 2. South C anima laituar% lh, 1974

quoted ut Amfus 13f of IN-ILffs I and
filed in Cm%) I /opez, supra. at I5
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A Springfield attorney commented that the
Office of Pupil Services used to label all kids who
were suspended as in need of psychiatric care and
used this as a rationalisation fOr keeping kids out
because the system did not have adequate psychi-
atric care."

Suspension, once on a child's record, blocks a
child's chances of wiping the slate clean with
another teacher, another school or anothtr agen-
cy that receives his records. As an upcoming
OW-Urban Policy _Research Institute study on
school record keeping practices in Los Angeles
shows.fs children's discipline records, including
suspension. are scattered among many kinds of
people in and outside of schools. including
employers, law enforcenient agencies, and al-
most anybody who asks to see them except
parents and children.16 We found that:

No regulations govern the disposition of
discipline files. Each dean or vice principal
may destroy whatever he chooses. whenever
he chooses or keep the files indefinitely . Many
administrators keep discipline files years after
students graduate to refresh their memories so
they can prepare summaries for potential
employers. law enforcement and probation
authorities. _One junior high school principal
keeps discipline files for a y ear after the stu-
dents are no longer in his school "in case the
pace or courts need information after the

' Ifni:111o% mill Barbara Jai.k son and Donna Si.holee,
Springfield. Massachusetts, December 5, 1973

1111,-"," "1111 V`Rili-rfo \Lrilo) Al"""" Pro-
gram. Springfield. Massachusetts. August 17. 1973

i'Chtldrenibt Pile. St hew! Rewril Keepu Priu11«'s m I-03
Almelo, 1 his report n ill be a%iiilable from C'D1- and the
t than frolic% Research Institute in Iall. 1975,

NN, c route to per sonnel direLtorN 01 AIM:flea '1 5(10 largest
industrial corporations Of the companies responding to
our quer), 51 7 percent stated that they sought access to a
lob applicant's public school records. Of those seeking
access, 911 percent reported that the uerc generally
aIIo ed to see school records and 73.3 percent indicated
that poor grades, high abSellICCISM or a lush)* 01 disci-
pline problems appearing on the records %eft 111.ely to
count against the applicant, Companies chariteterued
people iords of suspension ,is "poor lob pro-
s/vas," oho Would ICCelte C C011sIdefM1011
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student has gone on to high school." At one
school, a disciplinary file was obser%ed that
spanned a ten year period. l'he vice principal's
rationale was that it contained information on
"particularly had boys" and he wanted to have
evidence of that in case FBI investigators or
employers asked him about one of them.

A few school administrators destroy all
beim% tor files after graduation because they
1u:hoe students should have another chance.

principal at for
e\ ample, stated, "What a student does when
he is 16 shouldn't he held against him when he
is 19. Youngsters do a lot of grow mg tip during
these ears." One school principal,

of Elementary
School destroys discipline files at the end of
each school year because "even students with
lepgth records deserve a fresh start."

Discipline file retention practices often a r
een among officials at the same school. One
assistant principal in charge of discipline de-
stroys behavioral records of boys when they
graduate. But the dean of women. whom he
super ises, keeps records on girls for fire
ears, some et en longer, Her supervisor is not

een aware of this inconsistency within the
same school. She continues to release informa-
tion that he behey,es has long since been
destroyed."

Denies Children Help

Many children who misbehave in school are
expressing symptoms of other kinds of prob-
lems: their own, their families', or the school's.
Suspension is particularl inappropriate in
response to a child's personal probl'em arising
from a phsical, emotional or mental handicap.
A studs of 444 students in the custod of the
Colorado Division of Youth Services in 1972-
1973 showed that 90.4 percent of them had
learning, and perceptual disabilities. The mean

heleire n ele Se el Re .rd /,typing Prae e s /,o
ins:ell's I hough the rescntis passed I (mills I duration

Right, and Prudes \ct, them- called "Buckles Amend-
., ment:' ,hould begin to correct some (i1 these abuses. It

does not attest the millions of ttles on children that has);
been opened (dreads to lass enloreement agencies,
emplosers and other, \or dues the mere passage of the
lass guarantee Its entoRement
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grade they had completed N, Its 8.8. but they
functioned at a mean grade lore! (44.6.1' A study
of 1.252 children convicted of offenses in Texas
showed that only 57. or 4.6 percent, were at their
proper educational grade level. Students in the
eleventh grade read at sixth grade leve1.0 What
does the frustration of not seeing the blackboard
or not hearing the teacher push a child to do?
/low can a child behave if he cannot perform the
basic skills needed for the work around him?
What is the, school's responsibility in these cases?
Suspension. as a school official admitted, merely
moves children's problems from the school to the
streets. He said:

All the kids who are out on the streets are
the ones who can't cope with the classrooms
and the school . . ..They're crying for help but
they're doing it in had ways.'"

Youth services workers often complain about
schools denying children the help they need and
contributing-to their getting into trouble.

I have strong' feelings about schools not
doing the jobs they're supposed to do. Schools
should he the initial barometer of problems
with kids They Ignore difficult kids, give
them social promotions or suspend and expel
them.21

A child doesn't get picked up for services
bind he's in trouble.22

'I( ( Compton, DA,Ighostit., 1,10txtluit,. mitt(
of I tailing DIabAlillts: mints as SIVVI1sol tii

of III \1111,111olls. DI% 01

out h Sc.1%14.0. D01% u. IC olorailo..lune 21. 1971,

Kenneth 1VootIsn.71(Latling rk.,dol Simkins al h est.:'.,
stud). lot the Institut,. of Politu.s. I'nntttun, Nos
Jerset, 1 larch 12. 1973

%% h Delmer S1, Assistant Principal. Smart
funior thigh School. Da enport. loan, Nosember 7.
1971

' Inter% James \Ic(mitine,A. Regional Director,
1( i.gion 1 I. Dt.pa, ol milli Srs (urutnon-
ttealth of AlassaLluiscIts, June 28, r)'l

Inters %%all I imla Guilin, Placement Director, Region.
11. Dspartniimt 01 1 outh St.r Conomirost.alth 01
11assat.husetts, August 28. 1971
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Almost gill these kids should have been
picked up as halr ing problems in schools in the
beginning They probably were belligerent
even in the first and second grades. And the
amount of legitimate evaluation and consulta-
tion these kids have had is zero when they
reach us.23

Schools conveniently forget about the
troublema kers.24

If it is a more temporary crisis because of a
family incident or problem. suspension can only
exacerbate it. And if the child's misbehavior is a
response to uninteresting classesand currieulum,
suspending'the child addresses the wrong prob-
lem. So often schools blame their own inade-
quacies on children. The results are tragic for
children and for the rest of us.

The consequences of shedding responsibility
for children can be. serious. In no area is this
more striking, than with attendance-related or-
fenses like truancy which in many states can
result in a child's institutionalizinion.23 One
juvenile judge announced that "I will no longer
commit any child to a training school whose
offense is solely truancy." He stated further that:

I believe that a radically different approach
must be taken. I feel that it is the respon-
Oility of- the Department of Education to
cievote grea ter and more imaginative resources
io this end. There will have to be a variety of
priigrams implemented to deal with the multi-
ple factors involved. There should be special
education and counseling centers-in the corn-
inunity. the involvement of trained people
from other but related disciplines. smaller
schools. street academies, testing, new and
more vdrsatile curricula, more specialists to
Work on a one to one basis. The Department of
Education is working hard in this area but
much more needs to he done because the battle
is not being won. This hard truth proves the
need.

iiteriet %%ith Duughta Baird, Director. Anker House.
Worcester, Mass :husetts. September 11.19;3,

s
'Intel% les% ith John (mrtint.r. PlaLement Diretor, ItegiOn

II. Department of South Ser.ices. Conitninm calif' of
Massachusetts. August 29. 1971,

'Sse 1ppuitia :to!) 101" Nitta Lhart on statutes relating to
truanct .



It costs the taxpayers 56,500.00 to keep one
truant in a training school for one year. With
the money that will be saved by not commit-
ting any more truants from Baltimore City
(unless their truancy is combined with com-
mitting criminal acts or other ungovernable
behavior) much more can be pourpd into..
providing the services and facilities that can be
helpful in dealing in an effective way with this
problem.

Thus, any child who -isPqn,d to be guilty of
truancy alone in the Jul/mirk:Court of Balti-
more City will be placed on probinion. Our
probiition department w ill be establishing
specialized types of programs of a remedial
and "tutorial natureto work with these children
\in addition to utililing all appropriate commu-
nity based resources. If a child 'does not
respond to our intensive program (which will
take time t develop fully) then we shall not
punish him y sending him away but will hay e
to admit o r own failure.

The trua t child is a troubled child and one
whose fut e is bleak. It is our hope in the
Juvenile Court to take what we hope to be a
more positive and enlightened approach to
this problem .and attack the social roots, for
without changing these social roots we will not
change the condition. And it is our hope that
all departments and agencies concerned with
the education and welfare of our youth will
take a fresh look at the situation and move
ahead with boldness and imagination.26

Encouragement of Juvenile Delinquency

No one has been able to identify the precise
causes of juvenile delinquency. Most social
scientists agree that the factors contributing to it
are many and interrelated. But school proiblems

whether they cause delinquency, are caused by
delinquency, or are caused by some other factors
that also cause delinquency are highly corre-
lated with more serious offenses. Officials in
Massachusetts detention and other youth facili-
ties whom we interviewed said:

'Tress statement of Robert I Il Ilanuneiman. Judge.
Supreme Bench of Baltimore Count,, Marland. June 4,
1970 fudge I lammerman 's entire statement is contained
in Appendix I

Inters ieu with James %IL Guinness, Commonwealth of
\lassachusett,, August 2)t19",3
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Ninety-eight percent of [our) children have
been involved in school problems.27

Everyone has come in with some particular
school problem.28

Nearly all have had trouble in school.29

You name it, they've had it. Some have been
itutored at home; others are put in special

classes or given social promotions. One girl
never spent a full year in school before coming
here.3°

Many administrators see the public schools as
serving the majority of children, and they
encourage nonconforming children to go else-
where or are ready to have them disappear
as long as they keep out of their schools. Chil-
dren under the supervision of the Department of
Youth Services in Massachusetts whom we inter-
viewed revealed that over 80 percent of.them had
been expelled or suspended, many of them re-
peatedly)! Two of them said:

I forgot how many times I was suspended in
the seventh and eighth grades. They'd ask for
my story but they'd always believe the teacher.
They'd say, "take a few,days vacation."

The principal said "don't bring him back, we
don't want him here." They_didn't give any
reason whatsoever. They said "we'll say we
caught you with marijuana." I continuously
called the school asking if I was terrninated
and if so, requesting that my records be'sent to
Worcester. They kept telling me to call back
next week that went on until December.
They were playing a game and I lost a year of
my life academically as a 'result.

A highly placed Department of Youth
Services official remarked.

'Inteivieu with Paul C (riburg. Stall. Anker House. Wor-
cester. lassachusett, Sentniber 11. 1973.

NInterxieu uith Jerry Couan, Director. Libert !louse.
Darner,. Nlassachus;tts, September 17. 1973.

''Ilitersiew uith Anthorn I eso, Educational Director. Prot-
estant N malt C enter, Baldwin, the. Massachusetts. Sep.
teniber 20. ITO

''01 the 40 children intemeued, 37 had been other suspend-,
ed or expelled limn school at least once. Most had been
suspended repeatedl.
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The good schools don't_like our kids, and
the had ones we don't like We find that irwe
`take our kids and place them in Boston puiblic
schools if we leave them off at 8:00, tl ey're
expelled by8.30, before school even star s.'2

Suspending child.;en leaves them to then own
deices, at honile or On the streets, often w thout
any supervision orguidance. Parents all the
districts we visited expressed serious cal qyn for
children "hanging around" the streets idly.
Schools whose primary constituency is supposed

'I men 10% %%ith an ottioal in tilt': 1),:partim.nt of 1 omit
Sen Ices. Cotrunotm call!) ol %I.tv,achtisiqts. %N,ho asked to
remain anon), mons
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to be children, by shedding themselves of the
difficult ones, thereby shun those who most need
their help. As busy as we know teachers are, we
agree with one Portland school official who
remarked:

The feeling in the system is "you can't help
these people" [problem children], but you can.
The thinking process can be changed. . . . Kids
must be made to feel that the are worthwhile.
Teachers can't continue to say, I don't hate
time . . . ."

lulu utt Ith an (a hcial in Portland. NIame. tthoasked to
rCinain anOnInOtts
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Chapter 3

The Widespread Use
of Suspensions

_ Until only a few years ago school exclusionary
devices such as suspensions were invisible.
Neither the federal, state. nor local governments
had any idea how many childreP were sus-
pended., Even school superintendents were often
ignorant of the extent of this practice in their
districts. Suspension was an administrative pro-
cess so discretionary and so informal that it was
hidden inside the offices of individual principals
and sometimes inside the classes of individual
teachers.

Beginning in 1972. OCR began collecting data
on school suspensions for the purpose of dis-
co\ cring whether suspension patterns reflected
racial discrimination within school districts with
high minority enrollments. Because of the availa-
bility of this data, it was possible for the first time
to examine the extent and nature of school sus-
pensions throughout the country.

This chapter contains our detailed analyts of
two principal sources of suspension data:
(I) 1972 -73 school year suspension reports sub-
mitted by over 2.800 school districts to OCR
covering over 24 million children:2 and (2) the

'Sec Appendix C for ourcoricspondencewith OC R Director
peter Holmes proposing changes in OCR surer forms to

-incorporate more sisal information

`she 2.862 school districts reporting to OCR for the 1972 71
school rear (see 1/4ppendix lor methodology) had
27.110 elementary schools and 11.556 secondary schools
Because of the n ar OCR collected its data. information
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results of questions about suspension from our
own household survey on children out of school.
Although as we pointed out in the Overview sus-
pension is pot the only way schools exclude
children for disciplinary reasons, we concentrate
on it here because of its widespread use and its
impact on a large number of school children.3

was obtained on 24.188.681 public school children ac-
counting for 53 percent of the total school enrollment and
86 percent of the totalnunoritr enrollment. OCR co% ered
all large cities. a sample of medium-we cities and only
thus% h111.111 SLI1001S)StellIS N3/411d1 it monitors because of
prior racial discrimination.

I he districts reporting arc not a random sample of all
school districts, Rather they are a census of all school
districts containing substantml minority enrollments.
except fur cry small (under 300 total district enrollment)
districts Fhe set of distrmsconstitute a census of school
suspension policies affecting the 24.188.681 students
enrolled in the 2.862 districts. rather than a sample of
some larger group of students.

'As we discussed in footnote 2 m the 0% erview. OCR counts
of suspensions auxin underestimation because sometimes
short-term suspensions of less than three days are called
br other names. Some suspensions ;ire not e% en rceog-
lived as such br school officials. In a Chicago Education
and Vocational Guidance Center. certain offenses are
automatic grounds for a student "being asked to stay
home for %arious amounts of time." !hese are not re-
ported to the central office as suspensions. ( Inter iew with
Stonier olpat. Assistant Principal. king Education and

ovation it Guidance (enter. Chicago ) See pp. Ill% 119
in Children Out i1 Si hoot in Ann's a for a more complete
discussion of these %arum% disciplinarr exclusions.
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How Many Children Are
Suspended?

Of the 24 million students covered by the OCR
surev. over one million or 4.2 percent of them
were suspended at least once during the 1972. 73
school

TABLE 1

Students Suspended at Least Once
During the 197Z-73 School Year

(2,862 School Drstricts Reporting)

Total
Enrollment

Number
.Suspended

One or Percent
More Tunes Suspended

Elementary and
Secondary
Schools 24,188.681 1,012,347 4.2

Secondary
Schools 11,127,028 893,276 8.0

Elementary
Schools 13,061,653 119,071

Source. OCR forms OS/CR-102's for Pall 1972 and
ali 1973 as filed by local school districts. See

Appendix A for descriptiodol data and calis-

School frays Lost
From an educational standpoint, the time lost

due to suspensions is troubling. The one million
suspended children in the OCR survey missed an
average of four days per year or a total of over
four million days. Furthermore, the average of
four days hides the many children who face long-
term. indefinite, or repeated, back -to -back,
short-term suspensions that ire in effect
expulsions often without any of the due pro-'
cess safeguards -iitaccompany those- harsher
actions.

Some children in some school districts are sus-
pended for long periods of time. For example.
suspensions in North Pike Consolidated School
District in Mississippi averaged 121.6 dav s for
each student. Bastrop. Texas suspensions aver-
aged 57.2 days each. And Baltimore, Maryland
suspensions averaged 35.0 days each for over
1.700 students. , -

'Data for indisidual districts uted throughogialhis
MO not °the/ %%Ise identified are slionn m ApfiendixB,

r
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TABLE 2

Students Suspended at Liast Once
During the 1972-73 Schgo: "ear

(2,862 School Districts Reporting)

Number
'uspended

Average
Length

' in Days
School

Dap Lost.

Elementary and
Secondary
Schools 1,012,347 4.61 4,062,408'

Secondary
Schools 893,276 4.01 3,578,891

Elementary
Schools .c."- 119,071 4.06. 483,517

Source. OCR forms OS/CR-102's for Fall 1972 and
Fall 1973 as filed by local school districts. See
Appendix A for description of data and calcu-
lations.

TABLE 3

Twenty WorstDistricts in OCR Survey ,

. Ranked by Average Length of
Suspensions in Days for All Students

Elementary and Secondary Levels Combined

Rank
Amber of

District and State Suspensions

Average
Length
in Days

Suspended

1 North Pike, Mississippi 11 121.6
2 Casa Grande Elementary,

Arizona 1 110.0
3 Twiggs County, Georgia 3 107.0
4 Beggs, Oklahoma 2 101.5
5 Goliad, Texas 4 6 80.7
6 McGregor, Texas 1 73.0
7 Louise, Texas 2 61.5
8 Bastrop, Texas 13 57.2

Linwood, Arkansas 1 53.0
10 Crockett, Texas 13 50.8
11 asa Grande lligh,

Arizona 48.7
12 Scottsbluff, Nebaska 66 45.8
13 Holmes County, Mississippi 5 44.4
14 Lake County, Tennessee 41 41.3
15 At talla,,Alabama 7 39.1
16 Grandview, Washington 2 39.0
17 Balsz, Arizona 5 38.4
18 Baltimore City, Maryland 1,790 35.0
19 klysi Fields, Texas 35.0
20 Vhar on, Texas 34 33.4

Source;

CS*

'R forms OS/CR-102's for Fall 1972 and
1a 1973 as filed by local school districts. See
Appendix A for deicription of data and caleu-
latioirs.
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Not a Localized Problem.

Substantial nu_lbers of children were sus-
pended in almost every state surveyed by OCR.5
Moreover, it is interesting to note that, judged
either by total numbers or by proportions of
students suspended, states in all regions of the
United States have overused suspensions as a
disciplinary ,toot

Suspensions are common in ailtypo of school
districts. Large city districts like Chicago, New
York City and Phitadelphia have suspended the
largest number of children, but so do large
suburban districts like Prince Georges and Balti-
more County, yarylandi, We also find many
smaller urban and suburban districts like Pitts-
burgh, Pennsylvania and Jefferson Parish. Loui-
siana promiscuously suspending students. There
is much variety in size, racial composition and
rates of suspension among the districts reporting
the greatest,numbers of suspensions.

Among school districts suspending large
numbers of children proportionate to the total

.enrollment, We find even greater variation. Grid-
ley,.Califomia, with the worst suspension rate in
the surveys a small rural high school district of
about 600 students. Thornton, Illinois (in the
Chicago metropolitan area) with 10,000 enrolled
students suspended over a fifth of its student
body,

o

Though four states Maine, Hawaii, New Hampshire and
Vermont did not report suspension data to OCR. pri-
marily because of the small percentage of rpinority sit]-

, dents. we know that children arc suspended in some of
these states. For example. see Chapter 2 for discussion of
Portland, Maine suspensions.

"Other city districts like Washington. D C.. Detroit, Michi-
gan and Ntinneapolis, !Minnesota report relatisely tow
suspension rates and. consequently, are not on the list of
the "wont twenty

TABLE 4

Number and Percent of Students Suspended
by State,' Ranked by Percent Suspended

Number Percent
Rank State Suspehded Suspended

1 Rhode Island 2,558 8.8
2 Louisiana 72,792 8.6
3 Connecticut 14,609 7.2
4 Pennsylvania 43,842 6.8
5 Wisconsin 12,759 6.8
6 New Jersey 36,554 6.4
7 South Carolina . 39,214 6.2

----------17711,,..r.064,r--tv-vetDr.c.r:8 Idaho . .

9 Delaware 3,940 5.9
10 Illinois 55,004 5.6
11 Virginia 39,365 5,4
12 Florida 76,185 5.1
13 Kansas 9,230 5.1
14 Ohio 38,566 4.8
J5 Michigan 31,111 4.6
16 Indiana 18,612 4.3
17 California 141,768 ,4.O.
18 North Carolina 40,615 3.9
19 Georgia , 38,725 '3.9
20 Marylind 32,030 3.9
21 Colorado 13,333 3.9
22 Arkansas 10,338 3.9
23 Massachusetts 9,041 3.9
24 Minnesota 4,308 3.7
25 Tennessee 20,880 3.6
26 Missouri 12,368 3.6
27 Oregon 2,820 3.5
28 Kentucky 9,746 3.4
29 Oklahoma 9,886 3.2
30 Wyoming 779 3.1
31 Texas 63,466 2.8
32 Mississippi 14,096 2.8'
33 New York 43,245 -2.7
34 Alabama 19,948 2.6
35 Alaska 1,981 ' 2.6
36 West Virginia 4,265 2.5
37 New Mexico 5,844 2.4
38 Iowa 2,923 2.4
39 Nevada 2,698 2.3
40 Utah 1,954 2.0
41 No th Dakota 58 2.0
42 Wa iington 3,459 1.9
43 Di rict of Columbia 2,657 1.9
44 mom 2,733 1.0
45 South Dakota 247 1.0
46 Montana 29 0.2
47 Nebraska 66 0.1

' No districts in Hawaii, Maine, New Hampshire, and
Vermont were surveyed by OCR.

Source: OCR forms 0§/CR-102's for Fall 1972 and
Fall 1973 as filed by local school districts. See
Appendix A for description of data and calcu-
lations.
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TABLE 5

Twenty Worst Districts in OCR Survey for All
Students by Number of Children Suspended

Elementary and Secondary Combined\_. . y.------ --
!Weein , 4 V nglog,4--!--"-rerce n t ..livraxe .

Rank District EnrollMent IllacIr4,1-1551gfientled Si:401(1M Length....,....---
1 Chicago, III. '''''"''''553.342

2. 4 NewiXokk-kii&714:17-' ll 25,449
,s,,,,...4111aidelpIia. Pa. 282.965

4 Dina! County. Ha. 113.644
5' Clevelanil. Ohio 145.196
6 Dallas. fevis 154,581
7 Jefferson Parish, La. 66.030
8 Prince Georges Cty.. Md. 161,969
9 Milwaukee. Wise. 127.986

10 Orleans Parish. La. 103.839
1 i Pittsburgh. Pa. .>'' 70.080
12 Memphis. Fenn. 138.714
13 Houston. Te%.- 225.410
14 Indianapolis, Ind. 98.076
15 Pinellas County. Ha. 90.182

.16 Baltimore County, Md. 131.987
17 Hilliboro411 County, 11a. 107.540
18 L. Baton Rouoe Parish. La. 67.342
19 Caddo Parish:'La. 52.336
20 Dade County. Ha. pi 241.809

57.1 28,645 5.2 4.8
36.0 19304, L7 4.4
61.4 18.431 6.5 3.5
32.6 12.644

...,

11.1 6.0
57.6 11.988 83 6.4
38.6 10.851 7.0 4.1
21.2 10.567 16.0 2.5
24.9 10.333 6.4 4.0
29.7 10.199 8.0 2.3
74.6 9.734 9.4 3.5
41.8 9.587 13.7 33
57.8 9.367 6.8 1.9

39.4 9.156 4.1 2.3
39.3 7.681 7.8 3.0
15.9 7,672 8.5 5.2
4.2 7,167 5.4 2.6

18.9 6,930 6.4 4.5
38.9 6.919 10.3' i 3.6
49.8 6.857 13.1 2.S
26.4 6.812 2.8 7.5

Source OCR forms OS/CR-102's for Lail 1972 and fall 1973 as tiled by loyal st.hool districts. See-

Appendi% A for description of data and calculation,.
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TABLE 6 .

Twenty Worst Districts in the OCR Survey for All
Students by Percent of Children Suspended

Elementary and Secondary Combined

Rank thstriet Enrollment
Percent

Black
Number

Suspended
Percent

Suspended
Average
Length

1 Gridley, Cal.' 631 0.5 258 40.9 0.8
2 Oroville, Cal.' 2,177 5.0 700 32.2 1.5
3 Joliet. 111.1 6.460 18.0 2,069 32.0 3.7
4 Bloom, 111' 4,880 28.3 1,529 31.3 4.1
5 Bridgeton. N.J. 6,569 40.6 2,040 31.1 3.6
6 Drew, NI iss. 1384 85.0 399 28.8 8.6
7 Proviso, III.' 8,607 17.4 2,365 27.5 6.9
8 Downe, N.J. 358 24.0 97 27.1 2

9 Central. Cal.' 1,290 1.9 340 26.4 1.9
10 N. Burlington, NJ,' 2,293 8.9 577 25.2 2.0
I I Minidoka County, Idaho 5,105 0.2 1,276 25.0 2

12 Asbury Park, N.J. 2,874 63.6 715 24.9 2.713 N. Chicago C.II.S., III.' 1,384 45.6 344 24,9 3.0
14_ llughson. Cal.' 506 0.0 125 24.7 2,0
15 13remen, III' 6,290 8.9 1,501 23.9 4.9
16 -, Lower Camden County, N.J.' 4,269 15.1 1,014 23,8 3.7
17 Roseville. Cal.' 2.747 1.4 639 23.3 2.0
18, Lemoore, Cal.' . 1,661 5.6 365 22.0 2.8
19 Thornton, III.' 10,533 24.1 2.260 21.5 5.3
20 S. Gloucester County, NJ.' 1,452 18.3 310 21.3 2.6

Thew arc regional high school districts, and contain higher than usual proportionsof secondary students.
Their suspension rates are far higher than the average secondary school suspension rate of 8.0 percent.

2 These districts failed to report the number of days of suspension.
Source: OCR forms OS /CR -102'c for 1 all 1972 an4 1 all 1973 as filed by local school districts. See

Appendix A for description of data and calculations.
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Variations are esen more striking when we
look at communities within a state or geographic
area. For example. Jackson% ilk. Florida sus-
pended twice as man} students as Nliaini. e'en
though it was about half of Miami's sae.

Similarly. in Ohio. Nines% ille. with less than
one -filth the enrollment, suspended more

- students than Canton.

Tait seeminglt similar cities within a
gccgraphical area !lase dramaticallt different
patterns in regard to suspension could reflect
different behas Loral patter ns in children. NA, hat is
more likelt is that different school administra-
tors and suspension policies accounted for the,
saried suspension rates.

TABLE 7

Comparison of Suspensions in Two Cities in Florida

Percent
Enrollment Black

Vumber Percent Average
Suspended Sus.- ended Length

Duval (Jacksonville) 113.644 32.6 12,644 11.1 6.0
Dade (Miami) 241,809 26.4 6,812 2.8 7.5

Source OCR forms OS/CR-102 \ for 1 all 1972 and fall 1973 as filed by local school
districts. See \ ppendis A for description of data and calculations.

TABLE 8
Comparison of Suspensions in Two Cities in Ohio

knrollment
Percent Vumher Percent ,lrerage

Black Suspended Suspended Length

Canton 19.701 20.8 322 1.6 4.7
Painesville 3,411 18.6 356 10.4 3.5

Source. OCR forms OS/CR-102's for Fall 1972 and I all 1973 as filed by local school
districts. See Appendis A for description of data and calculations.

Characteristics of
Suspended Children

School administrators are more likely to sus-
pend children w ho are in secondart school. ale
black, male and poor.

Secondary School Students

Suspension rates are highest among secon-
dar} school students. OCR data showed that sec-
ondart students were nine times more likely to he

73

suspended than elementary students.' CDF
stirs e} data confirmed our analysis ,of OCR
findings that the vast majority of suspensions
occurred at the secondary level. Ninety percent
01 the children we found suspended at least once
were between 12 and 17 years old.4

school cc as coded as a secondar!, school ti It contained any
grade 9 12 or it it had more grades abase 6 than belov,
()Mina' lunior highs v.t.:R. 44 /1)Nkkfed sconular>
schools

-Svc luldroi Out Si 'tool in Ini(11 ppend is 1. I able
I p



Minority Groups

OCR data show that while the majority of sus-
pended students were white (471.948 of the
927,729 suspended students whose ethnicity was
identified), the suspension rates for blacks were
much higher. In elementary school, blacks were
suspended three times as often as whites (1.5
versus 0 5) In secondary school, blacks were
almost twice as likely is whites to be suspended
(1,1.8 versus 6.0).

While black youngsters are.'the most severely
affected by suspensions, other minorities ap-
peared in OCR data to be suspended at a lower
rate than either black or white students. How-
ever. the suspension rate fur Spanish-surnamed
children appears lower chiefly because Spanish-
surnamed students are less likely than white
students to attend high school where most of
the suspensions occur For example, in Texas
the total Spanish-surnamed suspension rate was
2.2 percent while the overall white rate was 2.1
percent. But for secondary students, the
Spanish-surnamed rate was distinctly higher. at
5.2 percent. than the white suspension rate, 3.8
percent.'" Also, incomplete reports were given
OCR by a handful of very large districts with a
disproportionately large Spanish-surnamed en-
rollment."11

Indian children constituted a small minority of

4Spanish-speaking hildin h,n'. one of the high,st di op out
rates of any group About 26 1 percent do not complete
high school. See t S Bureau of the Census, Census of
Poo/anon 1971, (,eneral Sot in! and Et °nom Minn -
remit( s, Final Report P( (1)4 'wed Annes Sunman .
Fable 85

' "See Appendrc B for sent. %sorst districts for Spanish-
speaking children

"Los Angeles laded to report any suspensions at all. and 21 9
percent of its school enrollment is Hispanic. \ess York

6. sshere 2266 percent of the school enrolhnent is

Hispanic. laded to ident6 the ethnicity of 75 percent of
those suspensions it reported Chicago, Much has a
substantial( I I I percent) \demean- American and Puerto
Rican community, also laded to report ethnicity for user
28.000 :uspenstons

suspensions. However, in certain districts like
Minneapolis, Minnesota, Oklahoma City. Okla-
homa and Window Rock, Arizona, they too
suffered suspensions in substantial numbers.I2

Sex

OCR does not collect information about the
sex of suspended children. but in our own survey,
boys had higher suspension rates than girls (5,4
percent to 3.4 percent). This was true at the
primhry level as well for secondary students.°

Poverty

We also found that children from families
receiv ing AFDC or other public assistance as
their total or partial income were more likely to
be suspended. Thirty-one percent of all the
families we surveyed with school-age children
received such assistance, but 46 percent of the
children suspended lived in families receiving
AFDC.

Children in single-parent (female.-headed)
families were also more likely to be suspended.
Approximately 27 percent of all school-age
children surveyed were from female-headed
households, but 46 percent of all children sus-
pended at least once were from such
households."

Sys. Appoido, B for teclit worst di firms for Indian
children

"See Children Out of School to ,Inzerna. I able IV. pp.
127 129

''See Children Out of St hool in -linen, a, 1 able VII, p. 114
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Chapter 4

Racial Discrimination in the
Use of Suspension

Our prima') and first goal is to curb sus-
pension for all children. Our interim and urgent
goal is to eliminate its arbitrar application
against certain groups of children No more
diste)ing problem exists than the harsh impact
of suspension on black school children.

Black oungsters were suspended more than
any other group of children. ALi.ording to our
analysis of OCR data for the 1972 1973 school
year. 29 states suspended over 5 percent of their

total blai.k enrollment. °ill!, 4 states suspended S
percent of their white students. Six states sus-
pended 10 percent or more of their black stu-
dents, no state suspended Mute students at this
rate. At the seLondary level. the disproportion is
trul striking. one inpver eight black children
compared to one in ever!, sixteen white`cluldren
was suspended at least once during the 1972-1973
school year.

Man!, will sa that higher black suspension

TABLE 1

Students Suspended at Least Once
During the 1972-1973 School Year

Suspension by Race

iota!
Including
littden.
fluted White Black Spanish Winn /10att

I lemen lay and Number 1,012,347 471,948 392,437 57,402 3.955 1,987
Secondary Percent Susp. 4.2: 3.1: 6,0: 2.8:

Secondary Number 893,276 434,954 337.384 51,639 3.485 1,7k
Percent Susp. 8.0: 6.0: 11.8: 6.1: 5.6: 2A';

Elementary Number 119.071 36,994 55,053 5,763 470 201
Percent Susp. 0.9"; 0.5: 1.5: 0,4: 0.6" 0.2

Solute OCR forms OS'CR-102's for . 11 1972 and fall 1973 as filed by local school distrii.ts. Sec
1ppendrt 1 for description of data and calculations,
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rates simply reflect greater misbehat for on the
part of black students and not discrimination by
school officials. We disagree. Not only hate
black parents and school children long charged
racially discriminatory suspension practices. cit -
il rights groups and other adt ocates are increas-
ingly documenting and courts are making find-
ings of racial discrimination in suits challenging
suspension of minority children,1 I he director ot
OCR. Peter Holmes, has commented that "Just a

cursory examination of our data suggests the
probability of widespread discrimination in the
application of disciplinary sanctions.":

A recently appointed member of the Citywide
Coordinating Council to help monitor the imple-
mentation of the decree in Aforgan %. Kerrigan,
the Boston school desegregation case, concurred
with this view. He said:

I have closely 'observed the Boston public
school system since my arrival in 1973. includ-

'See a report b( the American Friends Sox ice Committee.
11ashington Research Protect. Inc . er al 17:e Stunts of
St 11001 Vesegregaium in the South I9-0. p Decem-
ber. 19701a nd h's Sol 0%eruiifwSoiiili At fund Desegre-
INtion m toris-77iree Southern Cities IR Years Ifier
Bross'', In p 1972) Spe oho Children (ha of
.Sthoo/ tit inlerl«r. Sutdem l'ushoul,\ SA('P I egal
Delcnse Lund. "1 he Pryblems of Suspension and Delin-
sIttem:).- 1. 1971 (Internal Slemorandum Hates
\Well. a Is% o-part series "Stispensons Misused
loot '" and "Abused Children, Misused Schools,- (South

Carolina) Os( eo/a..lantitir!. 24. 1975, Januar!. 11 1975. p

I. p 6 See also South Carolina Co:turnings Relations
Program of the American riciids Sr e ice Committee.
Your hoo/s, December, 1974 Jarman. 1975 (A special
report concerning suspensions tunong Suitt h Carolina'
students )

Beginning in the late 1960s, compiatnn bs cod rights
organirations and parents alerted O( R to the grossing
impact of discnininaton dIscipline on black students in

'desegregating schools Along sant) other Ln. II right,
groups, sse.urged release in 1970 of .m internal O( R
memorandum pecti:alb., prohibiting racial discrimina-
tion in the discipline process I he O( R memorandum.
captioned " 1.isk 1.orce Statement on In-School 1)iscruni-
nation. 1inal Draft tub., 14, 1970." and add d to all
school districts twin 1 Stanto Pottingcr. ,mold has,.
prohibited among other things
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ing the reaction of the system to desegregation
efforts in 1974 1975, I hate become aware of
tremendous disparities in the rates of suspen-
sion as het een black and white students hi the
Boston public school system. Based on profes-
sional work. it is my professional opinion that
the root cause of such disparities is the disbe-
lief in. and disrespect for, the findings ofJudge
Garrity as to the histor of racial discrimina-
tion in the Boston public schools, that this
disbelief and disrespect pervade the entire
structure of the Boston public schools. under
the 'active leadership of the Boston School
Committee, and are reinforced by those
aspects of the wider Boston community w ith
whom members of the Boston public schools
identify This climate and milieu within which
teachers and administrators function hear
directly on the racial disparity in suspensions,
for the entire *stem is saturated by hostility to
the court's desegregation orderand to the
black students who are perceived as having
caused the order.

Whether one is talking about school

Am act of school administrators or other responsible
persons relating to the discipline of students (including
expulsion and suspension) including but not limited to:
acts, the effect of %%inch is to dens to am student. on the
basis of race. color or national origin, notice of those
actions which constitute proscribed conduct. an oppor-
tunits for and the conduct of a lair hearing: punishment
equal to that pen other students ssith equisalent
disciphnars background determined to base s whited
the same rule or regulation. participation in student rule
formulation. and including am at (s1 formulation or
enforcement of rules or regulations the ellect of ix Inch is
in fm I to discriminate against am student or students on
the basis of raee, color or national origin, (.4rn siudeni
dress or fzrooMIng codes, huh is in fat i tnih enfort ed or
enforceable moms, snicknis of a ra iul or minimal
origin mmorns group or groups is disc rimitunorl

I his poke!, ss as nes er issued

1 samples of court reaction., to racial disproportions in
suspensions inc hide fiats /,ins s (oleman. 176 1 Supp.
1350( \ lex 1974),( Ihh (um', lid, of
Cnd New, \a 1914-65-11 (S June 26, 1973)
(unreported order in remand from I S s Ilrho%

'unit lid of lad . 454 t 2c1 1144 (5th (ir.. 1972)

Pctcr 1 M clines ty Richard 11 Boone. Direc toe. Roncn I..
Kennel} Memorial, 1% ashingion, 1) r Alas 29, 1974,
P1



discipline or any other aspect of the changes
necessary in the Boston schools in order to
bring about compliance with Judge Garrity's
order. nothing less than substantial alteration
m the central beim\ ior and ov eraff milieu
generated by the top leadership of the Boston
schools w ill bring about progressive change.
ese are racially mixed secondary schools in

the United States that are not characterized by
these pathological levels of suspension. it is a
comment on the pervasive pathology of Bos-
ton that sLhool officials and Lommunity
ion leaders have made a policy of beim% mg as
if no city has ever desegregated its schools
prior to Boston in 1975 l'he absolute levels of
suspensions, and the racial disparities within
the suspensions. are both reflections of the
continued belief by the Boston School Com-
mittee that they can say "Never- so far as
adherence to the Constitution of the United
States is concerned.'

Some school officials are ON ertl hostile to
black youngsters Others are deeply insensitive
to or ignorant about their needs. Offenses.w Inch
pertain to all children sometimes are applied
unequally against black children. 1 or example. a
black child may he suspended for fighting while
the white combatant reem es no punishment or a
lesser punishment.' A black teacher at South
Boston High relates how difficult it is for sonic of
his white colleagues to deal with black y oung-
seers or even to admit that they cannot.

Because 1 am black, I has e been approached
on a number of occasions by sonic white
colleagues who. because of their admitted
inexperience in dealing with black children.
have sought my ads ice concerning an appro-
priate method of relating to their black stu-
dents and of dealing with problem situations
involving black children. It has been my prac-
tice to explain that black children tend to
express their emotions more openly and

111+(6lt rricmn, 6.11 \ctuin No '2-9114
il) r in .uppori 01 l'hurndl% IIu for /!whet
Rt hel ,m ernmz! Stmh m Om( t.ccIsitts: kiwi Itont
tlz.irznnitt.ttt.r' ,t1Npcn,401) pron.c.,)

HIM, ,0rnpliarn,. tem. ,,1 polik.rk,. 01 11%
Oci:.41h I mint,. sK110,,I, siatcd
.1 is flttICtta .101 \ that Itt. I\ % as a kb,p,ort hc.t . n hlad.

Intl tt hit. - tu.fctit, a. ha 114 It, p, 1101,, 1,4 uhtch Cho,
sere ptuo.11,1 Black .11t: .u,pcudrd more
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loudly than their white counterparts, that
during the past year black students have found
themselves in a new and often threatening
situation which has resulted in a widespread
feeling of defensiveness, and that neither
blacks nor whites know the other with the
result that there are a lot of misperceptions on
both sides. I encourage my' white colleagues, as
I encourage both black and white students, to
keep these factors in mind and to attempt to
avoid over-reaction. in situations which may
he personally threatening. based on such
misperceptions.

I have observed other of my. white
colleagues, on several occasions, express open
resentment when faced with such apparent

Ii *tenth "in these categoric. conditioned upon an
.1d11141101r.flor ,iibiest6e interpretation of ride. and a
4,m1tontation bets% tam adminitrator and student 455 ii-
h.mt It I hol11,1,, Ditt.t01, R Rcgion IS in Or
II I linm,n, siipeimicrident of Schoo. 11. 19/S,
p 9 I
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nu.perLeptions In talt.li .Ituation. 1111.: usual
IC \pull \C !tom Mask \111(1e1)1\ 1M()11.(:(1 1141\
bLkn Th. Qv!, \\,:d II hi
Man\ t,1,r this h,ls fk:sliilcd In an

the sllll.11lull It,llilllli: III Ulf I). III .1 disk I-
rIlt1.111. Ik:h.:11.11 I ht0.i: oh \CIS 101

tt Lhanille: lilt: 1)0\ sk: \\IOU ht 4i
hii.k sttidolt of a "phj,- l ,at \I1.
OIT111/ t1\ed h\ 111,111 hl,tLF \indent \ 101 i1l,u111-
III pulvta.es I h. ts:as.11s.1%s atts.mpt to Lolltls-
sats tilt south m is.sotattss. hi thc-
,t[id:. ,Inc! It 1, ;lit hLIK

1/1.1t Tills 1IT1101011 04_1/4 quo,/ h,,ns,
OIL; Irk \rcttcrh.c pLople nooks...1.!
!JAI OIL! t,t TilIsk: kIllIk.10111 t.11111ilal h.lk

Iaisi, Ill( ht !Ii t. hasd till pt Is011.41
.,per 'click_ and ,f-etu.1 sat that u110 0i all

Int at. !it .ipp.utnt rak.tal 111.4.11111,

'Stilt: Teat. lit rs SH1(14,1! Is Till
,/i!-71T1,11 11:01,4,,1,11R1 thL (1111
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taming ducat to school order. een hen
nillhel pelLeption t, true,

It has bt.C11111% \Petletile during the ott
...h,w1 teat that these atlantic', apt! inispet -

"Plltin' "11111'11 Il'ollsche also on the part of
atinontsttatot, in Ill' school Oa of about
tlatt.11 Itri. I it. as tspontable Ian si\ th
pc nod \ttni% halt in the t,,,tteletta \ black

uthilt. oas ke(1 h a o lute touch
tt ithout appal ent pi to ()Lawn I I he black
stutltfitJ Is it situktit in wt. 'vanish class and

to lilt I I le) ttinled to %%andel dbotit the
t..1.t,104)111 4111d the \(411()(11 4111(1 I emit,. I had
1,.....lonettried to \ sasrant lead-
wasto that Wu\ srtulentl he e% diluted as a

had ttith pctial need \ of (oho %%Ise
he pn.u(1t.1 oith sonic spet.ittl help I hat(; not
1,11,e on This sttidt.nt I to he. and do noi heht..1.e
bun to be a \. 101, tit rel.oll I 0110%1,11112

..1t1 akk. Ilk. I %%as. 11di.11110.1 111. ptihtt of I s



My request that 1 be allowed to speak to him
was denied Subsequently. _ was suspend-
ed: he did not return to school for approxi-
mately one month, -Ifhe white student who
attached him was escorted upstairs. His sched-
ule was adjusted in order that he would be
unlikely to come into contact with _during
the normal course of the day. He was not sus-
pended.

On January 27. 1975. at approximately 9:10
a.m.. I was on my way to Room 205 and _
a tall black student was walking several feet in
front of me. Two white students ran from
behind me and began punching [him] in the
face and other parts of his body. I saw no
provocation from _ preceding the attack.

was caught by complete surprise and was
almost defenseless. Several policemen quickly
intervened and broke up the altercation. [1-he
black student] was suspended. the white stu-
dents were not. I submitted to the office a
signed statement describing my observations.

Following requests by black teachers and
students made in December. Dr. _ of
South Boston High School, appointed me a
guidance counselor to assist black students
with problems experienced at the school. I

have been awarded a Master's degree in coun-
seling and have completed additional work
toward a doctorate in the same field. My
counseling duties were in addition to my regu-
lar teaching duties, I was allowed to meet w ith
students for one hour in the morning and one
hour in the afternoon. Initially. 1, was p rov id ed
with no office or other location in which to
talk confidentially with students. Iry response
to my complaints. however. I was provided
with a desktin another person's office. Shortly
thereafter that desk was assigned to a secre-
tary, I was given no case load during the first
month two students were referred to me for
counseling by the central office. Since then. I
hay e seen no students in a counseling capacity.
It is my belief that my appointment was made
solely to quiet demands for a black counselor
and that no meaningful attempt was made to
enable black stu'dents to obtain any profes-
sional assistance which I may have been able
to otter.'

Hula% it iu 11.1 VW) 1. I rrigan.( own -2-911-6
\ lass I t ths Boston school -.too ur support of Plain-

tills' \lotion lot I tothsi ( tou.siiing studt.iii
Disoplins ts((king iahsl Ilomdissutulnators suspuitatill
prat. ti(co 1 lute It is (rue that the transmon I rum segre-
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Often black youngsters get into trouble for
protesting against racially' discriminatory pro-
grams and hostile school official attitudes!'
Some offenses seem partictilarly directed solely
at black dress codes or styles.

Thirteen-year-old Sheila was suspended from
her newly desegregated school for refusing to
obey the principal's order that she remove her
headscarf. She was permitted to wear her scarf
last year in her black school.

Black Suspension Rates in
Selected Districts

Of the 2.862 school districts represented in the
OCR data. 67 9 percent of them showed higher
black than w hite suspension rates. Although 32.1
percent of all the districts showed equal or lower
suspension rates for black students, some of
These districts simply had no black students.
Other districts with minority enrollments main-
tained racially comparable suspension rates.
Monesscn City. Pennsylvania. suspended 117 or
6.0 percent of as 1.949 white students and 23 or
5 8 percent of its 397 black students. West Co-
ma. California. which suspended relatively few

of its 12.3'0 students overall, suspended whites
and blacks at roughly equal rates (whites, 0.8
percent. blacks. 0.5 percent), In Framingham.
Massachusetts the black suspension rate was less
than the white (2.0 and 2.9, respectively ).

gated schools system s eSai, er bates normal school tensions

and brings to the surfaLe fears and dillerem.es in (talus:
and experts:ma. born of lung .errs of ratral separation.
rampant suspension. like lot( mac and resistaM.e, is

neither inoitable nor net.essar( I hes c problems oc,or
is hen there is or no kadership. planning, or prepara-
tion of parents. teachers and (liddren 1) responsible
officials

Iasi d,, .ids i.tottialt.ss black (bildrvn hale prim-
pated in demonstrations against racial segregation and
thserimination in and outside of schools. A recent esam-
ple of this alas the suspension of 60 black students on
\ member 19, 1974, in the Brookland-Cacce. South
( arolina II igh School after tht: sang, clapped and
ait(iiipicti to pieselit a list of griet anees. indualing the
IL( Liu tiring of a black b..h.h(r stibm.quent.t.omplaint
ti.isii11 at oh 0( R alter (light of them were arrested and
s sp(Ilsd, La( Ito the rest of tfie stint:sta.. duet for the

ear
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TABLE 2

Twenty Worst Districts in OCR Survey for Black Student Suspensions
(1972-1973)

Elementary and Secondary Schoois Combined

Rank, District

Number
Sus.

pended District

Percent
Sus.

pended

1 Cleveland. Ohio 8.412 Joliet, Ill.' 63.9
Orleans Parish, La. 7.993 Proviso. 111.", 53.1

3 Duval County. Fla. 6.628 Bloom, 111.' 49.6
4 Dallas,Independent, Tex. 6.324 Central Union. Calif.' 48.0
5 Memphis Tenn. 6.173 ZionBenton, III.' 47,2
6 Pittsburgh. Pa. 5,694 Roseville. Calif.' 43.6
7 Detroit, Mich. 5,560 Fremont, Ohio 42.2
8 Milwaukee, Wise. 5,401 Worth, III.' 40.4
9 Houston, Tex. 5,181 Thorton, [IL' 40.1

10 Indianapolis, Ind. 4.643 Merced Union, Calif.'. 40.0
11 Prince Georges County, Md. 4,438 North Chicago. HI.' 38.0
12 Caddo Parish, La, 4,262 Oroville Union, Calif.' 37.0
13 Jefferson Parish, La, 4,014 Millville, N.J. 36.5
14 Baton Rouge, La. 3.960 Monmouth, N.J.' 35.2
15 Dade County, Fla. 3,634 Itwing, N.J. 35.0
16 Atlanta, Ga. 3,354 Bremen, Ill.' 34.8
17 Richland County, S.C. 3,018 Delano, Calif.' 33.6
18 Richmond, Calif. 3,011 S. Gloucester County. N.J,' 33.2
19 Norfolk:Va. 2.882 Henderson, Ky. 33.0
20 Hillsborough County, Fla. 2,850 Sweetwater, Calif,' 32.2

The are regional high school districts ith larger than usual proportions of secondary
students. Their suspension rates are far above the average black secondary suspenston
rate of 11.8 percent.

Source. OCR forms OS/CR-102's for Fall 1972 and Fall 1973 akfiled by local school
districts. Sc e Appendix A for description of data and calculations.

Fwenty districts reported suspending one-
third to one-half of their blai.k student enroll-
ments during the 19'2 73 school y

In looking at suspension data for black
students we applied two i.riteria. the rate (the
pefcent of blaLk children who were exi.luded)
and the disproportion tbe difference between
the suspension rates for black and white stu-
dents) .Both are important in evaluating how fair

Data for mths schoot districts cued throughout this
1111d nol 01114,, doollied silo" n it* PPeri-

di
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a school system may be in its discipline practices.
Comparing Birmingham and Mobile, Alabama.
is a good illustration. Though no two cities are
ever identical. these two are as similar as two
U.S. Laws are ever Rely to be. located in the
same state, with sLhool systems roughly compar-
able in slit: and racial composition, and with
fairly slight differences in the critical demo-
graphiLs pertaining to eduLational background.
Birmingham has about equal suspension rites
for black and white children: yet Mobile sus-
pends black children at twice the rate of its white
children.



TABLE 3

Comparison of Two Alabama Cities

Characteristic- Birmingham Mobile

Number of Students - 57.719 66,263
Number of School, 92 82
Percent White Students 54.2"(
Percent of Black Students 59.4 t
Percent of Black Families Below

Poverty Level 44.5 45.lq
Median Years of Schooling 11.2 11.9
Number of Black Suspen,wiis 1,391 1,253
Percent of Black Suspensions 4.1q 4.11,
Number of White Suspensions 904 704
Percent of White Suspensions 2.0

Source; For suspension data, OCP form: OS/CR-102's
for Fall 1972 and Fall 1973 as filed by local
school districts. See Appendi \ A for description
of data and calculations. Other figures from
U.S. Bureau of the? Census County and City
Data Book, 197" (I Statistical Abstract Sup.
plementi U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C. (1913).

The IS districts in the eountr) suspending the
largest number of black students also had the
greatest dispropprtion of blacks suspended. far
exceeding the white suspension rates.'' The high-
est reported suspension rate for blacks in the
OCR sure} was in the Joliet Township High
School District (a "regional" high school district
with no elementary students) in Illinois. It sus-
pended 619 'percent of the 1.163 enrolled black
students. But Joliet Township High School
District inset was as the highest in the nation in the
difference between its black suspension rate and
its white suspension rate. It suspended 1.240 of

'01 the 20 districts ranking highest in the nation bc the
/Tn. it of black students suspended. I s 01 t hem also rank
.among the top 20 districts in the nation for the (fah:rox
bemeen the black suspension rate and the %Owe tate 01
the 20 districts ranking highest in the nation to the
minthl r 01 black students .u.ptIlded, In %%at: also in the

orst 20 %%hen ranked he the cscess numbei pt black
students suspended %chi. 11,4 h.ne been suspended
had black uspensnin rates been as Iona as %%bite rates
flier,. is an ninni,t.lkabhc pattern in our data shim mg that
the districts cc hcri. the impact 01 suspensions upon black
students as ilea c 1C.:Vrt. .11,011K districts %cher,. the relato e
dispar,,% betsven lack and c% tide rates is greatest Ihs-
trio rankings are presented in tppendrs 11
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its.4.953 white students for a white suspension
rate of 25.0 percent. The black rate, therefore.
was 38.9 percent higher than the white rate. But
the white rate was itself the seventh highest in the
nation. Two other districts in Illinois., Proviso
and Bloom. also showed the same striking pat-
tern. the were among the 20 highest in the
nation in white rates. black rates, and excess of
black over white rates.

Yet its is also clear that some districts with
substantial black enrollment do not suspend
relatively larke proportions of their black stu-
dents. In fact, some cities had both low overall
suspension rates and lower rates for blacks than
whites.

4
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TABLE 4

Selected Urbaahoul Districts

Number Percent Suspended
Enroll- Percent Sus- Over-
men't lilacb pouted White Black all

Louisville. Kentucky 49,133
St, Louis, Missouri 105,617

51.0 , 1.589 -4.0
68.8' 2,799 2.7

3.2
2.6 2.7

Source. OCR forms OS/CR-102's for hall 1972 and hall 1973 as filed bylocal
school districts. See Appendix A for dpscription of data and calculations.

II characteristics of black children were truly
responsible for high black suspension rates, we
would not find such districts where blacks are
?tin suspended disproportionately, Whether ad-
ministrators consciously enforce different forms
of segregation, whether they merely reflect com-
munity v aloes and attitudes, or whether they fail
Co deal flexibly and creatively with curricula,
teacher training, and modes of maintaining a
good learning env ironment, it is the behavior of

Fremont, with the lowest percent of blacks
has the highest suspension rate, yet the

t average length of suspension.
Samlusky only twenty miles away but with a.
larger black population had the second lowest
rate, but the longest average time suspended.
Shaker Heights, with a 30 percent black enroll-
ment, had a very low overall suspension rate. Yet
all of these cities, at whatever the level, suspend-
ed selatively more blacks than whites.9

, TABLE 5

Selected Ohio School Districts

Ontrict
Ewell- Percent
mein Mark

Number
Sus-

pouted White

Pe(cent Suspended
Over-

Black

Aver-
age

Length

hreniont 6,962 5.3 1,383 17.4 42.2 19.9 0.9
Xenia 8,271 11.3 576 6.5 1 1.0 5.48
Sandusky 6,943 24.4 362 2.7 12.5 5,2 0 12.63
Shaker 1h:iglus 7,097 30.0 153 1.4 3.9 2.1 2.63, I as Cleveland 8,168 93.8 820 4.7 10.4 10.0 3.27

Source OCR forms OS;CR;102's for Fall 1972 and 1 all 1973 as tiled by local school districts.
See Appendix A for description of data and calculations.,

. school 'administrators, rather than the behavior
,0,1 children, which is in question.

A closer look at five Ohio towns of sinularsue
but varying proportions of black enrollment
shows that there is no distinct pattern in regard
to school suspension policies except that blacks
are frequently suspended more than whites and
that varying policies and.actions on the part of
school administrators must account for the dif-
Ierent patterns,

Ot 4' ,1100,1,.1-.11 ling in Ohio, 4! had at !cast 50
black and 50 \chile ,tudents enrolled and leported their
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suspcnsanis litre acts only 2 01 those 41 tiistricts an

a WI the black suspensiwi rates dal nut caed the %%bite
rates II the probabilities for suspension acre equal for
ahttcs afki blacks. the comparison between the rates
should he analogous to flipping a lair coin. We v.ould

pea about an equal number of heads as tails. about an
ccmal ounibcr 0.1.dAstricts with higher aline rates as toll)
fughcr black talcs Instc.1.1. ac !mind higtar vhile rates
only mice in 41 district Ms of vve got heads on!), twice in
41 flips) I hat could happen.b.), chance less than once in
one hundred million tunes ho the Un.ied States. black
children Ind school suspensions a loaded coin For a
similar. but more extensive. examination 01 the sus-
pension patterns -ill Connecticut, see Appendix B. In our
mind, a prima Ia<1,1e case of discrimination should he
picsumcd in the lace 01 such iinpr4abilitie,, mail proven

cr (Ahem ise



Racial Discrimination in
CDF Survey Districts

Our CDF survey confirmed the patterns of
discrimination indicated by OCR data -to While
4.4 percent of all the.ehildren we surveyed were
suspended at least once. 7.3 percent of the black
children were suspended.

At the secondary level, black students in our
survey were suspended more than three times as
often as white students 12.8 percent compared
with 4.1 percent. Suspension rates were particu-

0 lady high in 8 of the 30 areas we surveyed where
over 15 percent of the black secondary school
students were suspended. In 6 areas over 20
percent of thcblack secondary school-age males
were suspended. In 3 areas, over 30 percent of the
black males were suspended. New Bedford,
Massachusetts Census Tract 6510 with 36 per-
cent, Sumter County, South Carolina Precinct 2
with 36 percent, and Columbia, South Carolina
Census Tract 5 with 35 percent. In two areas,
ojcr 30 percent of the black secondary school-

-age females were suspended. Denver, Colorado
\ Census Tract 41.01 with 31 percent; and New

Bedford, Massachusetts Census Tract 6526 with
33 percent."

Frequency
t

and Duration
of 'Suspension

In Ma'y, 1975, OCR reported that "minority
students are being kept out of school as a disci-
plinary measure more frequently and for longer
periods of time than non-minority students. "'=
Though minorities constituted only 38 percent of
the OCR data enrollment, they suffered 54
percent of the suspension days.

"'See Children Out of Sch,,01 m .1merua, Appendices A and
R

1,See- Children Out o/ School nt Imema. fable IV pp
127 129,

,111'W fret sheet, "Student Discipline." Office of the Secre-
tary. Office for Cm! Rights, stay. 19,

, oNlexican-American. Puerto Rican. and Portuguese chil-
dren appear to he suspended es en more often than Maas
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TABLE 6

Average Length of Suspensions for
Black and White Students

Average Length
of Suspensions School Days Lost

Eleinen- Seam- Per-100 Enrolled
Group tar) 'ovary ?bra! Students

White 3.25 3.57 3.55 11.04
Black 3.91 ,, 4.55 4.46 26.74

Source OCR forms OS/CR-102's for Fall 1972 and
Fall 1973 as filed by local school districts. See
Appendix A for description of data and cake-
Iptions.

Among those students suspended in CDFs
survey data, 60 percent were suspended only
once and 24 percent were suspended three or
more times. Black students were suspended more
repeatedly than white students." More black
students (27 percent) than white students (only
I 1 percent) were suspended three or more times.
White and black students were suspended twice
at about the same rate: 16 percent and 15 percent,
respectively Fifty-eight percent of the black
students were suspended once, but 73 percent of
the white students wern suspended once."

A discriminatory pattern seems apparent from
the frequency with which minority students are
suspended. However, we found no apparent
racial pattern to the duration of suspension in
our survey.15 We found 297 secondary students
suspended 569 times. We gathered information
on the duration of 523 of these suspensions. Of
these, 65 percent were for I to 3-days, 24 percent
tyre for 4 or 5 days, 10 percent were for 6 to 10
days and I percent were for over 10 days."'

ig-since together they comprise 15 percent of all children
sursesed and I I percent of all suspensions of secondary
students. the sample may he too small to he conclusise.
For a complete table on frequency of suspensions for kc-
ondai) school students, see Children Out of School in
inierna. Appendix T, table I.

"See Children Out of School in /inferno, p. 132,

''For a complete table on duration of suspensions forsecon-
dary school students see Children Out of School in
America. Appendix 1. table

1.See ChildrM Out of School in America. p. 132
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What Can Be Done?

Racial discrimination in the discipline process
must he investigated and attacked with great
urgency. Schools and administrators should ex-
amine the patterns of suspensions in their own
districts and pay special attention to schools
where the proportion, of suspensions seriously
exceeds the racial proportions in those schools:
While many school officials say, without real
examination, that racially disproportionate sus-
pensions do not mean racial discrimination, that
is too quick an answer, and their perception.is
not shared by many minority parents and saw!
children. Since the appearance of justice is al-
most as important as its presence, minority
parents and school children will continue to
resort to the courts, to the federal government
and to organized challenges to school systems fn
response to, their perceised and real probles-n
the use of suspensions nnless school officials take
a real look at practices. School administra-
tors can no longer,ignore the plain fact that many
teachers lack the sensitisity and experience to
meet the needs of minority children. They must
he aware of how certain offensesmay dispropor-
tionately impact on minority children and make
preparation for changes in desegregating-school
systems. Because we fear that too many school
officials will continue to take a defensise or
ostrich-like posture wheneser the issue of racial

discrimination or insensitis ity is raised, and
because the harm to so many minority children is
so great, we are urging a strong federal enforce-
ment effort in this area. State legislatures and
state departments of education should assume
much more compliance ,responsib.ility in this
area, particularly by requiring better reporting
from local school districts and written policies on
suspensions and fair hearing procedures.

A Federal ComplianCe Programo Combat
Racial Discrimination in School
Discipline Is Necessary

OCR has shirked its responsibility to
investigate and correct racial discrimination in
school discipline. In 1973 The Student Pushout
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called attention to the increasing problem of
black school disciplinary pushouts in southern
desegregating schools. But although OCR Direc-
tor Holmes acknowledged the problem of black
student pushouts in Congressional testimony
and in response to the groups issuing the r
port,'' he has dragged his feet in adoptmg-Imy
compliance policy or in undertaking any cis it
rights enforcement prbgramarrthis area. Before
July, 1975, only me-single-purpose discipline
compliance resaess had been initiated.'" To date
only four discipline reviews have been con-.
ducted. No school district has been denied fed-
eral funds because of discrumnation in school
discipline esen after a finding of discrimination
has been made.19-

l'ct:i I . liolincs. I cs.inion) bclorc Sitbcominiticc on
I coal E ducational ()ppm tuna) ul the Committee on
['ducat on and I a bor.I1 ouse of it e-presenfam es. \In 21.
19'4. and Peter L Holmes to Richard W Boone, Direc-
tor. Robert f Kennedv Memorial. W ashmgton. I) C.
\Ittv 29 19'4.

In ink 1973. R began a c onipliancc re% Ric% in Anne
uridcl Counts icsponsc to Vi Wien 1.1implainis ul

racial dociimillatIOil in M.huoldiscipinc practiccs and fur
o`pre-grant clearance wider the Frnergencv School .ltd
Act t I-S A A1 (FSAA regulations require III 45, CFR
1).5 4 ztdn4l that any school :v stern t ineligible for FSA A

fonds %chid) imposeisi discipliry r sanctions, including
L4..11.141 Or corporal or uUicr punish-
mcnt. in a manner v h,ch din!" Iminatcs against mimiritv
group children on the basis of race. color. or national
origin" I his Anne Arundel County, compliance review
has not been coMpleted because of the school officials'
(Ansa! to {.lipi.rak tiv making rule). ant documents, reco-

I Us. and pct suuncl a)ailabli. to OC R iecioired by regu-
lat..m 4'5 CI R St k. SO 6. and because ul OCR's shnshos
to respond to this lack of cooperation. In *()c ember 1974.
the Justice Department filed suit tigainst Anne Arundel
C ounkv in federal district court under Idle VI of the( evil

Rights Nct of 1964. /equesting the court-to order Anne
,Nrundel Counts school officials to cooggi-atc ssith OCR.
In Iirq 1975. the court did order ouch cooperation %sal)
the OC R investigation R is nom. in the process of
completing the re)10% anat)iang its towing, It has
made as sot no formal findings of noncompliance,

.''OC R has initiated snigle-purpose..on-.ste rev revs (i1 school
discipline practice. in four school districts Anne Arun -

I( Mankind, Akirin. Ohio. Richland ( aunts =1



On December 19. I9'4. immediately fulfusslug
publication of Children Out of Sthool in liner-
it a ss hich described once more the gross!) d is-

r( rr,rittrk,rir `..rrt itt ( strrrrrrhi and \
Vr 1 110 1112, nonkotnriistukt.

I )1I gtr.rrri,itterit!1`,JP
it I, rA. 11110,1 Ut it pi, and

p,,1 tulT .0%, ,n \ 1 rril.
( t rtrikt,r, rt. ''hr! it rr.ror 11:1".STT1 Mit din

1.1%!-T.Tt ftiL a,,,renmen?
stIltHITs Old I.1,1)1T1, In. )1,11t 111/TilTle r)1 )))))/k,))011111-

.1T1t, ,}111.)1 dls, TIM, hai, hcr.ti a fe,tilt ,1 I \
Fr. IA In 1'I -R 1hr,, .r.hrrr.1 dish ortrtor.
'1 1( r,hrmhiar sr.rrtitIr ( irrrhrtrt 1) rrArrrrti yid 10,r111

rmi r d, inrlreihl. tr. t ;Lk rr. I \ \ hinds
hu,t ise mt )111)1,01)))1 111 )t,sciplIT)), Kio
lay,k1 .1 mud I ) mvk 1%111) t. ,
th,,1 \vorl,ompi st)o I V \ \
(1)111,)(1,pl {II__ )f)d).1 110, \ I h11, 1.)( Nom! TT

)1, 01'ih mm ALlf Ithe !tic. tql1P11,1lik Th

I it romithinon in st111))),

proportionate suspension rates for minority
children shossn b) both our anaksis of OCR
19'2 '3 data and b) our imn sune) data, xe
%s rote OCR Director Holmes a detailed letter
about our findings and expressed our concern
%%nil "the striking() disproportionate impact of
Ilisciplinar) exclusions on minority children
Much require your imme(!iatc; and t omprehen-
sit e action We urged OCR to draft and d issem-
mate a specific compliance policy under I ale VI
of the Cisil Rights Act of 1964 outlawing racial
disci-1111million disciplinary policies and prac-
tiLes'and to design a specific compliance pro-
gram for adoption and enforcement so that
"thousands upon thousands of children are not
to he lost to the educational process because of
racial!) discrimmatot) or °then% ise arbitrary
and unnecessary school suspensions,"'" We set
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torth five specific ways OCR might combat
discrimination in disciplinary e \clusion from
public schools, Because three of the compliance
tests we suggested vv ere statistical. on [-arum)
14, 19'5. we fors a rdcd a second detailed letter to
director I lolmes including our analysis of how
these statistical tests would in fact operate after
applying them to 15 school districts in the State
of Connecticut." CDF staff met once with Mr.
I lohnes and subsequently with other OCR staff
on numerous occasions to discuss these issues as
well as the weaknesses in OCR's survey data and
p weed ti

fo date, no compliance policy has been
adopted In part this has been the result of past
and current negative presidential leadership on
issues of racial segregation and discrimination in
public schools: a public perception of judicial
retreat after the S. Supreme Court decision in
the Detroit scho61 case on metropolitan relief.'
and the threatened Congressional retreat re-
flected in the near passage in December, 1974 of
the Holt Amendment.''

Black leaders from \ ime \ rtindel County
Maryland, testifying at recent hearingsabout the
Holt \ mendment, complained that "Over two

\lawn I delman to Pctci I Ilts1m,s, I chniai s 14,19'5

Sec \ ppendic ( for correspondence

tfriklto'It s Bra(//ei 415 1' 1., '1' 9d' Ct 11112 (19'41

oncaessstiman \ famine Holt of \ nne model ( ountl,
I \ imapoliss. Maryland objected to III W s effort to get
'note lath about her uncooperatise school district's
moans disproportionate suspension rates alter cons.
plaints trout black community leaders. parents and school
children She introduced an Si endment to the Ili W
supplemental appropriations hill to prohibit. among
other things. the preparation or maintenance (s1 "411%
returns, ides, reports; or .tall.tic. pertaining to the
race of teachers and students She understood that it
In 55 could not collect racial Slat.:, it could not prose the
CVINi,r; *. of racial discrimination III W Secretary em-
berger. commenting on its adoption In the !louse of
ll.i.prt.scnt.it0t... ',WI that the 'km..0..1111(.11( cods ow
basic .nithoi as to cnitocc ...Isl.' tights kiss" aspci

..inKieci to ',coat,: 55.0 lot (A Al.igiiti,ort.(11.iiinian
Stibt,iinntittt, ,11 I shot .11Id 11,,ilth f du..iuou and
55 clfaic.( oninotba. on \ ppropliation%, `1,nan.11)e-
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yea's hay e passed since black parents or students
initially filed complaints with the Of free for
Rights." ['hey -thought it was crucial that poli-
tics no longer be used as a means to impede the
investigation . . . We no longer can afford to
play games about the children's education
and must sec to it that all children in Anne
Arundel County receive a good quality educa-
tion." They concluded that

It is important for Black people to have faith in
the haste fairness' of the system. We mist feel

s to air'ourthat there is an avenue open fo
grievances. HEW is quite cn, in the area of
discrimination. th 1 y option left for us.'

We agree, We place the highest priority on
OCR's adoption and enforcement of an ade-
quate compliance program in this area. While
would he easy to blame the threatened Holt
Amendment for OCR's inaction, it must he
remembeed that Anne Arundel was the first
OCR on-site investigation in the area of school

We propose OCR's adoption of the compli-
ance policy below to prevent and eliminate racial
discrimination in school discipline. under our
proposed policy. racially disparate suspension

ccnibcr 2. 1974, p I 1 I he mendinent stay
retested b!, the Senate Socious to get home for the
holidass. House members dropped their tight to get it
adopted But the political and psychological damage had
been done. \teams fide. the 1 S Department 01 Justice
hied a latasint to secure R access to the records trout
Anne \ model school OHIOAN on \ member 19,1974 On
I (Axon!, 21, 19'5i federal district lodge ruled. accord-
ing to Director I lolmes. "that no federal or state lass
restricts OCR's access to reles ant mlormantsn, including
information %%MA the school district contended ssas
confidential and therefore not releasable A I inal order is
still pending in the case "(Statement of Peter I Holmes.
Director, °thee for Cis d Rights. Department of ilcalth,
I duration and W ellare before the Subcommittee On
I (location. Committee on I a bor and Public Welfare.
1 S Senate, regarding Os ersight caring. on tht: dimn-
'stratum and Inforcement of the ('itil Rights Act in Anne
Arundel Conno, Alaratml, April 10. 1975 j

S1.11,111(.10 oh Inc ( 0.11111011 Ion link tee hciorc (tic S11k0111.

(Ilk-MIMI. 01111111lhO: on I .1bOr .111(1

N1, Oser.ight fearing, on
the \ wiiinotiation and I uluiccment 01 the (
Act in \ mit. \ (uwilt, Alai %land. April 10, 1975



rates would trigger inquiry into the objective
fairness of disciplinary procedures and policies
of a school'system Specifically, school districts
may a presumption of racial d-

nation evidenced by disproportionate racial sus-
pension figures by adopting and enforcing
objectively fair procedures as set out below and
by eliminating disciplinary offenses which dis-
proportionately impact on minority group chil-
dren In the absence of such fair procedures and
policies, a system reaching certain defined ra-
cially disproportionate suspension rates will he
presumed to he discriminatory against minority
children 'n violation of Title VI of the Ch
Rights Act of 1964.

Proposed D/HEW Office for Civil Rights.
Discipline Policy

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Title
IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, and
the Departmental Regulations (45 (f.1.R. Part
80) promulgated thereunder, prohibit discrimi-
nation on the basis of race, color, national origin
or sex in the operation of any federally assisted
programs. In 1968, pursuant to secrn 80.6(a)
and 80.12(b) of the HEW 1 ale VI Regulations,
the Office for Civil Rights issued "Policies on
Elementary and Secondary School Compliance
with 1 itle VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,"
which set out the requirements elementary and
secondary schools must follow in order to com-
ply with Title VI. The 1968 Policies apply to all
public school services, facilities, activities and
programs including school and school system
discipline policies and practices.

In recent years it has become apparent that
widespread and systematic discriminationon the
basis of lace, color, national origin and sex is
taking place in the use of school discipline
policies and practices, especially in suspension
and expulsion from school. Review of the data
collected annually by the Office for C isil Rights
from public elementary and secondary schools
serving over 50 percent of all public school
children show in maily school systems large
disproportions between minority and' non-
minority students in the use of suspension and
expulsion from school. These data also show

that minority students are being suspended for
longer periods than nonnfinonty students. 1-ur-
ther, compliance reviews conducted in several
school systems pursuant to Fide VI and to civil
rights assurances contained in Emergency
School Aid Act applications have revealed a

number of discipline practices which discrimi-
nate against minority students.

This is to supplement the 1968 Policies by
clarifying its policy Linder I itles I and IX
concerning discipline practices which interfere
with the pros ision of equal ed LICA t anla I opportu-
nities to minority students or students of a single
sex. Where discrimination in school discipline
practices exists, school systems are under an
affirmative obligation to eliminate the discrinii-
natory practices immediately and to prevent new
discriminatory practices from developingor past
ones from redeveloping.

The Office for Civil Rights annually rev iews
information on suspensions and expulsions sub-
mitted by school systems on the OCR Elemen-
tary and Secondary School Civil Rights Survey.
On the basis of that information, as well as
information derived from investigations and
from complaints, OCR should determine a

school district's compliance with Title VI and
Title IX in the imposition of discipline, under the
following standards:

I Where, in any school within a school sys-
tem, the imposition of expulsions and sus-
pensions (exclusionary discipline) results in sub -
stantially greater exclusion of minority group
students than all other students, as defined in
paragraph 2 below, the school district will he
found in violation of Title VI and or Title IX
unless it can demonstrate that its discipline sys-
tem is nondiscriminatory under the standards set
forth in paragraph 3, below.

2 A school will he considered to he imposing
substantially greater disciplinary exclusion on
students of a minority group if any of the follow-
ing factors are present:

a. The number of expulsions of students of
any minority group as a percentage of all
students in that group exceeds by 10 percent
the comparable percentage for all other
students:
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b The number of suspensions of students
of any minority group as a percentage of all
students in that group exceeds by 10 percent
the comparable percentage for all other
students;

c The average length of suspensions of
students of any minority group is greater by
one-half day than the average length of sus-
pensions of all other students.

3. Where required to do so under the terms of
paragraphs I and 2. a school system can demon-
strate that its discipline policies and practices are
non-discriminatory only if each of the following
factors are shown:

a. The school system has promulgated
written procedures go% erning the imposition
of exclusionary discipline, has distributed
them to all students at the beginning of the
school year, has posted them in a conspicuous
place in each school and has followed them in
all cases resulting in exclusionary discipline.
At a minimum. These procedures must include
the following guarantees:

( I ) Written notice of the disciplinary
proceeding. specifying that expulsion or sus-
pension is being considered. identify ing the
rule or regulation allegedly violated; stating
the facts giving rise to the proceeding; stating

' the time and place of a hearing, which may be
rescheduled upon a parent's request. and ex-
plaining the student's procedural rights.

(2) In cases of expulsion or suspension for
more than three days, the right to a hearing
before an impartial hearing officer who is not
assigned to the school attended by the student:
in the case of suspension for three days or less.
a hearing before a school official that was not
involved in the incident giving rise to the-sus-
pension. The hearing shall precede the imposi-
tion of discipline, except where the retention
of the student incschool until the hearing
would pose a serious threat to other individu-
als or to property of substantial value. In such
a case, the hearing shall be scheduled as soon
after the initial exclusion as will permit the
student to prepare and his or her parents or
guardian to attend;

(3) The right to representation by a third
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party at the hearing. the right to confront and
cross examine ad% erse witnesses and the right
to present witnesses and other e% idence
defense:

(4) Written decisions based oi3 the record of
the hearing, stating the reasons for the action
taken;

(5) Right to appeal the hearing officer's
decision.

b. The school system has adopted with the
participation of parents and students. a Code
of Student Conduct: has distributed the Code
to all students at the beginning of the school
year: has posted it in a conspicuous place in all
of as schools and has followed it in all cases
resulting in exclusionary discipline. Fhe Code
must specifically define each offense for which
exclusionary discipline may be imposed and
specify the maximum penalty that may be
imposed for each offense. 1 he Code may not
include vague or o%erly subjecti%e definition of
offenses, such as:
"Any misconduct which is in conflict with
reasonable conduct."
"Disrespect to a teacher."
"Conduct unbecoming a student."
"Insubordination."

c The school system does not use exclu-
sionary discipline with respect to any student
unless. in the past, less drastic alternative
forms of discipline have been imposed on that
student and have proved inadequate to deter
serious misconduct.

d The school system does not use
exclusionary discipline for any offense that is
committed in significantly greater numbers by
students of any minority group than by all
other children except for offenses involving
violence or threats of violence against persons
or property of substantial value.

e. The school system maintains on a current
basis a log of all exclusionary discipline which
reflects for each instance of exclusionary disci-
pline. the following information:

(I) Student's name:.
(2) Nature of offense;
(3) Description of the offense;



(4) Date and form of notice,
(5) Date of hearing and name of hearing

officer:
(6) Whether parent or guardian attended the

hearing:
(7) A description of the decision taken:
(8) Appeal proceeding, if ally,
(9) Date of student readmission.

In addition, the school system must have esta-
blished and maintained records as set forth in the
1975 Memorandum for Chief State School Offi-
cers sent by Peter F. Holmes, Director of the
Office for Civil Rights, entitled " Record Keeping
on Student-Discipline Procedures Actions in
School Districts.-26

4. Notwithstanding any of the provisions
ahoy e, a school system will he in siolation of
Title VI and Title IX, with respect to its e.(clu-
sionary discipline practices, if any of the follow-
ing conditions appear:

1 Discipline is imposed for s iolat ion of any
rule that is in fact enforceable only against
students of a particular racial or national
origin gro,ip oragainst students of a single sex.
Examples of such rules ale prohibitions on
certain height. lengths or sty les of hair (braids,
cornrows, afros, etc.). on certain instruments
ofgrooming (afro pieks), or on certain styles
of cldthing, exclusion from regular classroom
activities after a certain length of pregnancy,
restrictions can pregnant girls, married stu-
dents, and student parents which in tact only
restrict the activities of members of one sex
(-married students cannot play varsity foot-
ball" or -pregnant girls prohibited from
Honor Society membership"),

b Students are excluded from school atten-
dance on account of truancy or tardiness,
w here in any school proportionately more
minority children than all other children are in
%iolation of such a rule,

c. Students are disciplined for any offense
Which relates to coadifins of poserty and in
any school Proportionately more minority

ktrAdoNtathii4 that Ow, IIKItiolatititilit 4441,, to he
issued art ih. tlf1141/145 flpott scut to print,
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students than all other students are i n s 1018
I1011 of such rules. Examples of such offenses
are failure to buy textbooks, workbooks,
gy insults and tithe' equipment, failure to re-
place lost or broken equipment: or failure to
pay school fees:

d. There is a greater as erage length of sus-
pension of nunority students than all other
students for the same offense or for the repeti-
tion of the same offense,

e. Where any school discipline rule is en-
forced against mummy students and not en-
forced against other stments,

t. Where Ludo, idua l discrimination in disci-
plinc against at minority group student is

shown.

School systems should examine current prac-
tices which exist in their syqems to older to
assess their compliance with this policy. A school
system which determines that compliance prob-
lems currently exist should communicate imme-
diately in writing with the Office for Cis Rights
and indicate what steps are being taken to rem-
gds ti the situation. Where the Office for Cud
Rights
disciplin
tion mu,

finds discrimination in school system
practices, a plan to remedy the smia-
be des eloped by the school sy stem..1-he

plan must be submitted to and approved by the
Office for Cis d Rights, Documentation of coin-

Alliance, with the plan will he required annually.
Assistance in developing the plan may he re-
quested from the federally-funded Desegrega-
tion Assistance Centers. The plan must be w idely
distributed in the local community seised by the
school system.

It is the responsibility of the school system to
develop an appropriate plan to remedy
discrimination in school discipline practices. Its
&cols eness and continuing appros al will be
judged by the results of future discipline prac-
tices. A plan to remedy discrimination in school
discipline must include the elements set forth in
paragraph 3 a hos e and must correct any condi-
tions present which are listed in paragraph 4
abuse.

Other appropriate remedies for school sy s-
terns, to consider in addition include.
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I ln-ser \ ice training programs lor teachers
and administrators designed to improve their
skills and de\ clop alternative techniques lor
meeting the instructional and discipline needs of
minority students and students of one set with
persistent school conduct problems.

2 Development of a program fir the
diagnosis ;Ind treatment of students \\ ith persist-
ent conduct problems which result !argely from
academic difficulties caused by learning
handicaps.

3. Do elopment of a cooperatke relationship
with community agencies, both public and pH-
sate. which can provide ,upporti\ e ser\ ices,
technical assistance and ci mmunity support for
the system's program to eliminate discrimination

' in school discipline practices. _

4 De\ elopment of a program to identify.
evaluate and provide in- service training, techni-
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sal assistance and other aid to those teachers and
administrators in \\ hose classes or schools there
arc a consistently high ordisproportionate num-
ber of minority students cu, students of one sex

ho are disciplined by the teacher or administra-
tor for alleged conduct problcm.,

5. Establishment of a systemwide and or
school-parent Lommittee to plan. ad \ ise about
and O\ ersee school discipline policies and
practices.

Definitions

I. "Suspension" means the exclusion of a
pupil from school for one through twenty days
for disciplinary reasons.

2. "Expulsion" means the exclusion, of a pupil
from school for over twenty days for disciplinary
reasons.



Chapter 5

CJ

The Notion of Offense
and Due Process

Suspensions and Substantive
Due Pt:ocess

LL e belies e that important substantis e changes
must he made in the sass schools react to sus-
pension. I he Include the lollow ing first steps

1. Menses resithing in suspension shoirld be
lo rho th 110111 h 14)W

er10111 anti thait Ih11111 to peOpit.' or
-proper!):

PI-lining of lenses Is the Ise to warding oil es er-
increasing resort to ad min istratis e and judicial
hearings by parents and children. Promiscuous,
unnecessa6 and unfair grouilds for suspension
renders suspension mettectise as a disciplinar)
tool, builds resentment in the families and chil-
dren atleeted. oserhurdens the adwinistratise
proyesses of schools bs encouraging more and
more challenge, and denies children education
Shen less drastic means ire or ought to he
mailable. I he key to presenting "os
/mg" of the school s. stem is limiting e to
serious of lenses Ins ols Ing s iolence against per-

, son and 'properts, in sum, emergenc sus-
pensions.1

.s.4hL4141 4, 11,1 4'.14,4% 44(64 I s al.

ti,i141111441 ir 1,544411tn..1,41 1(4..4,4111441ns 1141/4 14, 01

11,14 Ms 411(1 p.55541 b4.11414,4, uup,ut,wi
ea 114/sItI011s tit. 144.(44.1(1 554.1/41.111,11 Oi

W11111)1,11,0 1 s tit. ( 004441 01 ( Illki Stalk 5010411
OA And All0ql,11 (ui.s Gill 111,1114

4.11(1 this 4 4\ 111,11,,111 V.S0ki,111,11 S,411001

1411111.tym ors /4 4491/44,r5 to p , 19-'41 1ct Sumbcr
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Some of lenses should he elan mated forthwith.
income-related "offenses" such as inability to
pas school fees, buy or rent textbooks and other
school materials, and status "offenses" such as
pregnancs, marriage and parenthood. Children
ss ith medical, emotional and psychologicaFfirob- ,

Tents should not he suspended. I he) should he
It:felled to the appropriate medical or mental
health sets Add we hope that mans
offenses which are currently grounds for sus-
pension sill merit some other ts pc of school
response For e \ample. exclusion from school
for tardiness and mimic), are not offenses so
disruptise of the education of others as to require
denial of education Similarly, offenses such as
smoking. ss hich result in a lot of children being
thrown out of school might he cut down or

III At morit Stialsnt I bsplasenu.nt::p ". anal \ umber
" \ on, omplrant Student p I I ( tinned of Chief

State so.bool ()nicer.. "Polities and Res)lutions,"
dupted ht ( mimed of ( Mel State S4.114401 Othcers'

144144,41 1141.4w.4. 14.51itr, St I Imams. ' irmit Islands.
'so t. 1111%1 20. 19'4 554. IN I 4.aiterslitp in I 4.1mation. I
( out:5140ns I (luLation \ attonal I cague ()tie., "1975

on I4uhht Salett Relate. to I &warm."
1d4pted at lnmral liminess SessIon, I )esember 1974.

I here Is an obi, tons and serious danger In "emergenei,"
itsp5ns40n that .tons Itss iron) the suspension itscIt than
1144114 111s p04b4141( that a suspension sill be plaLed on .4

.11(14 5 (5.54m15 as a ilistaplinar ollense I Ins should noel-
be Mu), unks Mt 4.11114's is 4. harp established Ina

held soon attct the es eat thteatemng tolemx
441 ptthh. aleti It n pr4.t.1m:11 crlICrgent.

111.1( 4..11111 lad-11114111m 44 unhiels huh lenders the
need tor Itearnigs so t nal
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eliminated simply by setting' aside a smoking
area. showing films and ha> ing classes about the
health haiards of smoking. or through some
kind of personal counseling.'

As Ken Haskins stated in Chapter I: "the rules
of your school define a discipline problem. If you
has e a rule that there is no talking in class if you
talk you are a discipline problem. We tried to see
if we could 11>e without rules that were particu-
larly school rules."' And it worked.

55, ai, oae that ohibii 1111110Is 11.0111

Nfttt,11111:' here this IN thi, taa ut 4 spot .06.010110.1,d,
hill makt students is are of the tau ilom cser in states
%%heti; 14 1, not agatitst the LINt for minors to smoke, but
cheer sralt'.1111d 10,111 hit rCgtildrions go,t prohibit smok-

ing .% hwithlegs ttt. 11.1, solid iihlt slotei
Ilonethele,,, permit teachers to smoke 55 hole me

rctogrii/c' that adults should perhaps hat e greater
in this rceard it does not iustitx the %ligation 01 a rule
( hikfi n N III !Intl a thillitth to Lotion) sI li .1 distinction

tiro +utituru ooh isoi t.rrn Print ipilk Morgan
I lementaR School, 55,4.1,000W 11) ( , to ( hapter I of
this tev..r
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2 Create Sound .-lhernant c.s ii WW1 St houL _ _

and A chip( Iles ilde Cum( ula.

Once unfair and unnecessary grounds for
discipline are eliminated. great priority should he
placed on des eloping a >army of sound akin na-
ti> e ser> ices and programs for children who do
commit offenses that should he treated as disci-
pline problems but not excluded. Care should he

1taken that these in-sf t \ mwol alterna es do not
s

become new exclusio ar1r deuces but rather
foster continuity in a child's education and a
sense of ongoing responsibility to himself or
herself and to the school community.

The single most important solution to
disupline problems is effective schooling. Chil-
dren who are able to read, are learning, and who
feel respected are unlikely to become major
discipline problems. Childien who are bored.
unable to add and subtract, read or who ha> e
special problems that go unreLoginied and un-
met w ill predictably cause difficulty in schools or
will drop out. .

Di> ersified curricula and modes of teaching
must he adopted. Schools must recognkthat
not all children fit into a single mold. They must
attempt to provide interesting and flexible cur-

.,
ricula and teaching approaches to meet the .

human amnions among their charges. Particu-
lar attention should he given to the transition
pressures for children entering junior high
school Merely the change in she of school, place
of schOol, the different scheduling and teachers
to relate to after elementary school is a major
shift for children State departments of educa-
tion and the federal government should recog-
Mit: these needs and alter their funding patterns
appropriately to make funds available for the
design, demonstration, es aluation and technical
assistance to local school districts to implement
more and better alternative programs in public
schools' In addition, continuing support f2r
teachers and principals must he provided.'

or further discussion of alb:m.111%es muffin schools, see
( hapter 6 of this report See also ( haptcr 6. South
C arolma ( onumunt% Relations Program of the Smell-
can I needs Sr cce oiMMUce., }our .S(hools,S of 6,
\o 6. Mac 1975

'Schools of education and prolessional assoctattons should
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3 II rue and Irule Th enunine DI( 011ie
Poheret,

Children and parents. as \\ ell as teachers. must
kno hat evected of them. hat the conse-
quences of breaking these eveetations are, and

'Its° 73k, R-``P'nsibilit h't Icashirav tea,heas both pre-
AVM SO h,111,1l, ,1111lif till c 11 hl disCipitn,

'erns it has htt.or sand too ntalr tin c. hef on; that
410 not cnoud) py,,101,,tt

lassro,111, :AYR In Uhl!' 1,,Imine to Is TWA 1l1
an or."1,11, Ina dasstoom ILO OR- 41

(.1.1111. ;11,4'4,111s at IiiIsist,t,,sti pi tisaaatt,,t, tot t,ashtit,_
sthlrirot arrritte. problem.
utu.ft cam TWIT 'TITO or disk tplive pr,thiefils is

el"." h'golltunv letikitsr 104,10 o,itses
altcrLr,utttttIon ,tt c'd j: it I tIkt,s and
tt tl..1hittO 0.t.1Htiltita 4.1 tic alitti.

,thhitcli 'But ,,k1, ,i, ,1]
II 154 eIT'ss tIoTClhts

tot to olls4 1,T1o1,,17.!," Q1141.1151: its ths..trca Ii Y.
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ttl.ltlt h, cit,,ictt,tkOt kttli,c1sAtw:, T.T"Ts"11".! xcrtb

pnhli..ctsol. 14 or k slloP ,tss)Its,if.ti
hht,Itut, shmild h. olki.,1 throiteh IMO, I sal,s ,111k1

IMI't,>``"41 ,Ilo,IntiatIons to hdp %at. th. I s t.lpshdda,t
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that time ill Ihd consistent and lair enforcement
of these eweLtations Good disLip'ine cannot be
actin: cd ithout clear standards. 'tt lent
t rar school b school. teacher 11 teacher rules
are both unfau and dissere the ter end the
seek I he also build in distrust of author it

°Metals should publish and %%

disseminate an . grounds for so,pension, the
PahiNhiliCht that "ill pertain "here 1":01e:
and the procedures that ill he lollked for such
azts, to all children and parents in a simple.
readable form and in the dominant language of
parents Parents and children should he in-
formed of their lesponsibilifies and of their rights
at the beginning of each school term In \ ppen-

G e include a sample discipline code for
guidance.

4. Saspenuon Should 1lttatt lie 1 (t
Retort.

Schools should slim% that the ha%ee hausted
eer less drastic means to correct a child's
discipline problem. \ Iternatie measures prior
to suspension such as conferences ith the
child and his or het parents, school counseling.
phsical check-up. pschologleal diagnosh,
placement in alter name classes of utool
should he tried prior to e \CIlls1011. We found too
man school of rcials ho used suspension as a
first rather than a last drastic means to correct a
child's beim ior problem

5. Prim Hearing for Linercuqui AutpensUni
%lust lie Protuh'd

e hae diseuSsed earlier, suspensions in
emergent:les tsi ior serious of tenses should he
accompanied b a prior hearing %%it h a chance
for children and parents to he heard or b a
prompt hearing unmediatel thereafter in Lases
of dire emergenc>. An impar tial hearing officer
or a panel consisting of students. teachers. par-
ents and administrators should he designated to
handle such proceedings in an informal bin fair.I I he parent and child should rase aarlable
an aocate ho need not. fume% Cr. he an

\, flol pi oposthe th,thriatttt% tit, at ,s 'NS ,11 MI,
h, To Iles I Ili. ft, .a. ,l OAT' rl stud, ht si fit,

his ILI,. 1111111: tl WIT air. WHO TIP k. fl k as,

s I



attoinc). unless the parLin and krhild piLtei
a ttoi ne).

6 I tf,/ent and Sertonqi Disruput Juldten
Miould \ot Be .Suspnded.

All children are entitled to a sale en) uonment
I he are also entitled to learn. School officials

air not judges or ps)chmtrists Violence perpe-
trated h) an one in a school cannot he con-
doned. Serious!) disrupt i) e children ought.
therefore, to he rem()) ed !row a class temporar-

w hen the teacher is unable to control the
child 1 he child, how c er. should not be dis-
carded 14.1, or her problem should he diagnosed
and treated.

l'or the most serious deeds which are
chargeable of under the iti) elide justice
s)stem, suspension is inappropriate, ,And in fact.
mlent children are usual!) es.pelled. or gi) en

"statutor)- suspensions of long duration. I hat
their alleged crimes took place on school
grounds need not rem()) e them from the pun le \
of the in elide authorities Murder, rape and

11121""

4.4.1101141!"

fi2

pushing drugs ale among the serious Li tines that
should be dealt with sw tl). decisi)el) and with
due pi ocess 1 hough the) are a miniscule portion
of the of lenses committed h) students, the) hold
tAt raord mar) onsequences.

Some school officials aie undostandahl)
reticent to refer children who commit serious
of tenses to alread) merloaded and of ten mei fec-
ti) e men& authorities or to the police, whom
the leel w ill pro) ide little help and do only
halm. But the solution is not the street. II we
stopped pushing mass') e numbers of children
out of school for tri)ml reasons w ho are thereb)
more like!) to get into ditlieult). perhaps our
Imenile Justice system could more elf ecti)ely
deal )Ith those who genuine!) need to he de-
terred and helped:
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c do not icon to .iigge.1 that thc problcin at m hat to do
toils children mho COMMA set-10th .11111es 01 IA ho are
.etioti.lc deranged 1. not complicated \ Mho school.,
tikc it0sittie ithti.c nor the mental health ..s.tem.11icee.-
tabliSlild PlOgiaiiIN 01 s.tteligs kit .41111.1011 .1t1,11111% 01 01



Other serious offenses that may not he suhfect
to court jurisdiction may nes ertheless preterit
serious problems that require referral to a spe-
cialired agency for Kelp. Schools themsek es lack
the competence and the ser\ ices to identify and
treat their needs Ilovsever, it is entirely inap-
propriate for a school to suspend children whose
problems are beyond its ability to handle and
dump them into the streets. They should turn
them over to the appropriate institution %%Ilia
can retain responsibility for diagnosis and treat-
ment. Protection of the child and the public so
dictates,

Suspensions and Procedural
Due Process

No amount of prOcedural protection can cure
the basic illogic and harm of using school sus-
pensioti in most disciplinary sistrat ions. But until
schools change the way they discipline students.
they must. at the very least. use suspensions in a
fair manner. -I 00 many districts have not yet
taken this minimum step. .

sulluient qualitt to help these duldren I here must he
guidelines. boueser. go ernmg the stools respon-
sthilit toward these students hetaust, under natural
pressures to protect the sato% 01 other innment
the almost cm ariabk choose to send a troubled Lhild
hon.. It idiom1 tranaterrotst reartatathtitla tor the ontm
item: at ell-bentt; t,f that trill,' to ant t,ther inttuttri,th t he
schools do not hate the t'ap;rent to dtlef num' whether a
child poses a danger to himsell or others. that's the court's
lob I he schools do not hate the capabilit:t to determine it

Child is unabht to pi oh( iron ,honting that as the men.
tal health plokssionals* lob It 4. ut the ...hoots' put Is. ta

fme% cr. to see that the duld benefits loon thes otlud oh-
'stitutions` determinations. indeed, to make sure he doe's
not tall hem een the cracks and actualk maws the that:-
nosh and treatment agreed upon 1 whet, it is the
schools' fop tnsduht% nut to ilen:t s hu cling %%hen rhos;

ho are tapable of making those de.. issons sat that the
Odd should he m school So. for esampe, nl a um antic
total does not hod a hin guitus or determtnes that he
should return to school. schoo:s snould not *new& the
Court's decision 111y suspension or other est.hisionart
Jona:s It ue arc afraid that the mental health of elide
lusuta sa stem. will not deal uith children as %tell as the
schools, then ue ought to think seriou.h about reforming
them and not Lontinne 1u plate demands on schools d
LItIllot meet
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Oa CI the y ears, suspensions hate resulted in
mans 1,111SWIN. These i. aNsuits resealed \\hat had

been going on in the schools, the utter lack of
procedural regularity that permitted. es en

encouraged. easy and uniustified resort to the
sanction of suspension. But for years the courts
would not open their eyes to these facts. Iheir
visionvsas clouded by a fog of legal doctrine that
shrouded the decisions of school administrators
to duos; out their students.

I o support their position. the administrators
could draw on a whole grab-bag of concept LI-
alisms: that attendance . ssas a prk liege
rather than a right: that . . . [the school] stood
in' loco parents~ to the student: or that the
\ ague rules . . that a student could he dis-
missed \slent:\ er the institution thought this
ad\ isable: constituted a contract that the stu-
dent had accepted.'

file power of the administ ra tors ss as absolute.
their abuse of it unre \ losable. Feu questioned
this legal orthodoxy.

One who did, Professor Warren Seas e\, 11 rote
in 1957:

[O]ur sense of justice should he outraged by
denial so students of the normal safeguards, It
is shocking ,t hat the officials -of a state educa-
tional institution, which can function proper-
ly only if our freedoms are preser\ ed, should
not understand the elementary principles of
fair' play it is equally shocking to find that a
court supports them in denying to a student
the protection gi\ en to a pickpocket.`!

In 1961, the United States Court of Appeals
for the Fifth Circuit held in Divot! v. Alabama
State Board of Education"' that "due process
requires notice and some opportunity for heal-
ing before a student . . . is expelled lit` miscon-
duct.- File court reasoned that a hearing was
required because

`( hales \ r.ght. "1 he (ors ttutto) oli ( :Iinpus." 22
I athiethdt 1 act /Zee telt 1100(19(.1))

art.0 al..aa 1)11111,,11 atildlilla Dtit 11110kLaa
.11 /!art in.! f art Res telt 140-1195'1

1)10411 liabaltla %WIC/fourth,/ / din amp'', 29.4 12d I so,
I is I 5th (ir 1961 art denied, 165 1 to
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a charge-9f misconduct, as opposed to a failure
to mesa the schOlastie standards of the college.
depinds upon a collection of facts concerning
th charged misconduct. easily colored by the

int of %tem, of the withesse.s.ii
Pt

, f

It- he 'td that a student is entitled' t9 a hearing
before the dismissal and that it must invoke"the
rudim' entS' oh an adversary proceeding- "''

SlOwl other courts adapted the Dixon,
h9Iding to other, Similar, situations. It was
applied to suspension from a state college." to
ekpulsion from a public high school".tuid, then.
tosuspension from a public high school." Dur-
irT the early 1970s prior hearings were required

lot a suspension of 40 days," and then a
suspension of 10day sr but not for a sus ension
of fire days" or three days.'`' Yet the courts
seemed to assumeuthat some kind of hearing
should be held in cases of shorter suspensions.'"

Next the courts recognized, that tw en a sus-
pensioq of a few days could work -substantial
harm a child 21 One court required a formal

Paton 4h:barna :Stale Board o/ Ldthanun. supra. -It
15A 159

'drums 4 tabantrtStat e'Board(, /l;dauaum,srpra,.0159

See. for example. rateban a Central Mauna, State (a!-
/eee, 27" F Supp 649 (55 I) \16 196.7)

Awe. lot esample, I ma:kit, Ian Buren Puldu Sahaol.10

`'111)1) 1188,(1 I) `Itch 1969)

See, lot esainple. 11 it /land'. ( /WU h(11 al hoard,
441 12d 299 (5th Car 1971)

If :Mann < Dade' ( 0107:1 Schf>til Board. staptil

Nat A Sun/ern. orth I art tilers Jr -Sr /hag, .5, /tool
It iniarn.. 470 I. 2d 957 (5th Cir 1972)

../a, A son a Ilepatsaall, 328 I Supp 1104.11(164N I)
19 'ii

"late N Awn! al Ldu«wn, 451 1 2d 975 (8th Car 1972).

Sea. vinipla. Bank a s Board Pullin blau, an non, 1(-I
I Supp 285, 292 iS I) Fla 1970)
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prix hearing fora suspension ofoertwodas.
And, mother obsera that "suspens4on of even
one hour could be quite critical to individual
student if that hour encompassed a final exami-
nation that provided for no 'make-up."-='

But, it was not until 1975 that the United
States Supreme Court decided that the Constitu-
tion protects children threatened with discipli-
nary exclusion from school. In Goss v. Lope:.24

held that suspensions of up to 10 days in
duration required at least a prior "rudimentary"
hearing. A month lyer in Wood v.SIrikland,25
the Court recognized the right of students to
recoser damages from school officials whose
actions breached a student's constitutional
rights. These two cases do not answer all or most"
of the legal questions concerning suspension. lint
they are important steps in the struggle to protect
students frOm unfdir school disciplimIty action.
Most importantly. they serve notice-on school
officials that they can no longer act,,unilaterally
or without scrutiny in the important decision to
deprive a student of edification even for short
periods of time.

What Goss Held

Goss v. Lope: says that when a state provides
education for its children, that education cannot
he taken away for, disciplinary reasons, Even

without due process of law. But the
implications of the ease go far beyond this simple
statondnt, They open the door to scrutiny of a
wide variety of school decisions including a
range of substantive-due process 4,ht.s children
may have within schools, They als ) open up for

mils arum. 148 F. Stipp 866.878 (1).1).C.
1972),

.S/n.inh a a Northeau Indeperideni s, Iwo/ basun t, supra.
at 96',-nA.

a /Lire:, 419 1 S 565, 95 S.( t -729 (1975), For a
Itsettil description of parents' and students' lights tinder

ai, ini,luding a reprint of the opinion. see A Report of
the. RI K Memorial. Suspensums and One &mess( Feb-
mart, 28. 1975)

for C sample, Shan/et a Sortheast Indiliendent
Ihtra 1. 462 I 2d 96015th (tr 19721 II anal N trI:A /and. 420 S 308, 95 S.Ct. 992 (1975).



challenge other kinds of tiichool acts. For exam-
ple. transfer or special education placement may
require more elaborate due pross protections
than are now afforded Indeed, many questions
may arise regarding the meaning of Gass, the
implementation and mill/alum of the p roce-
dints. which ft requires. and problems in its
application Some of the most common ques-
tions are:

I) Do all children hate ,a rIght lu educ (inon?
Goss does not recognise a constitutional right to
education for children in the United States. But it
is an important step towards building that right.
What Goss does is give to every public school
child the right not to he deprived. without due
process Of law, for disciplinary reasons, of the
opportunity for education w filth results from the
establishment by every state of a system of pub-
lic schools.

2) What does "due pro( ess lau mean?
Government agencies, including school districts.
are required by the I 'ruled States Constitution to
treat all people fairly Specif teal!). the Four-
teenth Amendment states that the government
may not "deprive any person. of life, liberty or
property without due process of law." Because
the Supreme Court decided in Goss that public
school students hike both a property and a
lihero interest in education. depm a lion of those
interests must be accompanied by due process.

.1n.the,context of school suspensions of under
10 days. the Court determined that due process
requit es. before suspension may' tiiike place. that
students he given oral or written notice of the
charges against them, If they deny the charges.
they must be given an explanation of the es 1-

dence against them which school officials have
and a chance to explain their side of the story.

Although it was not discussed by the Supreme
Court in Goss, due process may also prevent
serious punishment (such as suspension or ex-
pulsion) for sea minor offenses and requires
that school rules themselves be fair.2(1,

" I he 1 limed States ( onstittmon Arms state arid national
em. eminent. to impose serious punishments on eiti/ens
unit in a manner consistent with basic notions airtime,
1 tit criminal proLcedings. kir e ample. (hose noinms of
fairness requite the state to inlorm a person charged with

\
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3) liben should a hearing taA e place? The
hearing must occur beWre students are sent
home from school except fn narrowly defined
ciriminstanees. [he only exception, according to
the Court. applies to

[s]tudents whose presence [in school] poses a
continuing danger to persons or property or
an ongoing threat of disrupting [the school],
In such eases, the necessary notice and rudi-
mentary. hearing should follow as soon as
practicable.r

Under the exLeption, a hearing should he held no
later than the next school day.
' 4) What waslilule.s adequate non«, the
(harge.s? Students must be told what they are

-

accused of doing with enough detail to enable
them to defend themselves. Consequently, they
should he told. at least. when and w here the
incident took place, what specific rule has been
iolated, and exactly what they are accused of

doing,. Felling students that they have "s whited
school rules" or are guilty of "serious miscon-
duct" should not constitute sufficient notice.

5) "it e been threatened. with a 5-dal .sus-
pension and the onh w at to prove alt anuk ence
is through the statements of other
Doe.s the pro); 'pal have to ,speak to them? Goss
does Plot give students a right to call witnesses in
cases of short suspension. The Supreme Court
recogni/ed, however, that some cases may in-
volve disputes about facts and arguments about
cause and effect. In such case,, the principal may

determine himself to summon the accuser.
permit cross-examination and allow the stu-
dent to present his own witnesses. In more
difficult cases. he may permit counse1.28

a Li-11111W! Of fense of the pre4.1.4. charge against them, the

name and address of their accuser, and an opportune} to
examine and confront their accuser in open court with the
aid of a law.er In ct it matters, minims of lairness, ur
-due price.;' generall!, ((VIM, that notice of a potential
punishment and a chance to preem that punishment 1.4
presenting one's own side of the case at a healing he
I.:gen to er.err. enven

(iois s lope:, supra, at 740

`Loss , l (Or:, supra. at 741
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Thus. students do 'not have a right to these
protections but, if they feel that the principal
does not !lase the full story, they should ask that
further incestigation take place.

The Court also said that unusual
situati(ins, although insoling only a short sus-
pension. something more than the rudimentary
procedures ss ill he required,"2" The Court did not
describe V% hat was meant by "Unusual situa-
tions." but they might include, for example. sus-
pensions imposed on large numbers of students.
.Where identification is a problem, or sus-
pensions during exam periods. where-the result
could he especially damaging.

6) To what other forms of discipline does
Goss apply" Me Court did not discuss other
forms of punishment so it is difficult to say w bleb
are cosered, The, decision in Goss was based on
"total exclusion from the educational process for
more than 'a tri% ial period," Thus, being kept
alter school would probably not entitle a student

1. ..upra J1'41 (emphasis added)
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to a hearing, I, nset t led^also ate whet het t ransfei
to another school .With no loss of school time
(unless the school is inferior and the transfjr is
done for arbitrary punishment purposes). or
denial of the opportunity to pat ticipate in athlet-
ics, require a hearing. On the other hand, a
student ss ho is asked to leave the room for the
rest of he Ilay probably would be entitled to a
hearing. Even where no hearing is clearly re-
quired by Goss, howeer, one should he re-
quested if the punishment is felt to h, harsh or
unfairly imposed.

Although a particular situation may not be
included .Within the Goss holding. where the
punishment or treatment imposed by school
officials is-serious, such as in placement in special
education classes or`a change of "tracks" against
the student's w,ishes, court inters entton might he
justified on other grounds.'"

7) bo students have a rtgltt to appeal sus-
pension decisions? Where regulations exist,
many school districts pros ide for an appeal of

" litrul,lll,I nia l,s(h. 'anon lr Renuded liddren .

it ama, 3U 1 Stipp 1257 (L I) P 1971 k 14,1 Stipp,
279 1972 class minim suit brought b" the Association
and the parent; of certain mental!) retarded children
against the Penns\ Is ania State Board of I ducation,
LInt.11 it.suliLd ui this, pin 1.1011 01 at toll panoply 01 due
prow,. rights fur retarded Lbildren I Its, court accepted a
consent agreement Much stated that es en retarded
person betsseen the ages 01 sis \ and tssent",-one shall be
pio Med aux.s to a tree public program of education and
ua"o"gapplopitab. to (lux nesds.issounaspossible.but
ii llo es at lam than Ss-Ph:Into I, 19'2 With s. ilowdot
Li/aid/Am o/ MI/1u ,,/ US I Stipp, 8(yri
(I) I) C 19721 1k class action on behalf of all children
ssilh special needs es eluded Irons school Right based on
equal protection aspects of the due process clause of the
I ilth \Inendinent t S. C onstitution, and Disuict of
( olumbia statues,' and regulations. scull publu, programs
suitahls, to ,pecial n_s,ds 10 he prtoidd at tuition to
pits ate school paid b", I) C foil panoply of due process
rights required prior to special education a ssigninent,

Massachusetts (,merit I am. Annotated, Chapter IS.
Section I \I 11 otrucrlt ( hapter Thu ( I972 pros ides lor,,

placement of LillidlLn ictioning special education into
public schools or agent.", programs near their place of
residence. and to altos\ mho placements 0114 In the es ens
that suitable public programs or sers ices cannot he
pros ided It also requires school 01 1 icials to take all steps .

ucssssai to ensure that slats and local espendmires lor
special education pros Me the ma \ mum feasible benefit
to es els child recta ing or requiring special education,

0"



suspension decisions made by the principal. In
most cases, appeals are made first to the superin-
tendent and then to the school committee. In
some states, a further appeal may be made to the
state department of education.

When students feel that they have been treated
unfairly,' they should appeal to these higher
school authorities-, Additionally, suspension de-
cisions may he challenged in court, although this
may take considerably more time

. The possibility that an appeal may he
necessary or desirable should always be antic-
ipated. It is a good idea, therefore, to develop a
complete record of the case. Whenever possible,
this should include official documents, including
written notice of the charges and a written copy
of the decision to suspend with the reasons for
the decision. Additionally, notes should he kept
of the date and substance of each communica-
tion with school officials and of the student's
recollection of the incident itself,

School Officials' Resistance

School officials, in the past, have resisted the
courts intent to examine their disciplinary
policies While Strickland may reduce somewhat
their future rc;cstance, certain questions and
arguments raised by school administrators may
he expected to continue in the future. Many
officials contend that requiring,' hearing prior to
suspension w ill seriously impede school oper-
ations and will affect adversely the quality of )
educinion in the public schools. We disagree. It is
long past time when school officials can avoid/
treating children fairly in school by hiding be-,
hind unsubstantiated fears of weakened author-
ity or attacking fair hearings before they haq
tried them. For example, among the most cot \
mon claims used to avoid due process are.

Cot:let:lion 1 Goss gives to federal courts th
authority to determine the rules applicable t&
routine classroom discipline.

This is untrue. Goss in no way prevents schoo
officials from establishing rules which students
must obey or risk punishtnetit including sus-
pension, Nor does it limit the type or duration of
punishment which may he imposed on students
who hay e been found to have violated a rule.

100

Rather, the Court held only t it school officials
cannot act arbitrarily, with no-L nsideration of
the facts of an incident, v hen the ropose to
suspend a student. Goss recognises dm, to kick a
child out of school, when that child ha, done
nothing wrong or w hen there are nutiga ig
circumstances which only the student may know
is inherently unfair. It requires only that there
must be an oppoi tunny for school officials to
determine that a student in fact committed the
act for which temporary removal from school is
considered necessary.

Contention 2. Goss takes away from school
authorities their historically recognised broad
discretionary' authority in the daily operation of
public schools.

This companion argument is also without
merit School officials' discretion to determine
the course of daily school operations is largely
unaffected by Goss: The educational needs of
every child are different and can be met only by
educators who have the freedom to handle indi-
vidual problems with the flexibility which the
situation may require. But flexibility should not
mean arbitrariness or unfairness. The rudimen-
tary hearing required by Goss is an attempt to
ensure that school administrators do not act in
an informational vacuum or emotionally but,

'rather, that they have available sufficient facts to
Lrmit a disposition which will contribute to the

educational management of both the child and
the school.
I, Some critics of fair school procedures place
great faith in the experience, good intentions and
:dedication of school officials who must exercise(discretion

in resolving their schools problems.
Many school officials deserve this faith. But
many do not. And even the best and most
dedicated school officials can make mistakes.
Chances of mistakes are appreciably increased
by lack of established procedures. Just as we
would not suggest that good judges should act in
a totally discretionary fashion. we believe that
teachers and administrators do not by virtue of
their profession possess a greater claim to good
faith than do other people. That so many sus-
pensions are occurring with so much legal chal-
lenge reinforces the necessity of regularisation of
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the process so that all members of the school
community are aware of their obligations.

\dministraturs and teachers, like children,
also suffer because of unclear policies and prac-
tices klany teachers are right out of college with
no evperience in handling children, Even those
who ha% e taught for many years are confronted
with new and changing situations and with
students from widely different cultural back-
grounds. For them, the response which has been
learned through experience may not always be
educationally appropriate. Go.ss merely attempts
to ensure that w hen a school officiars discretion-
ary authority must be imposed. it is after a fair
determination of the facts and not before. It is
also a mandate to think twice before acting.

Contention 3. fhe lesson. of discipline must he
learned if a student is to be able successfully to
enter adulthocid.

We agree that children must learn discipline.
Bilk the question is tlhat the student learns about
discipline aad how?

ti

YX

also'
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Discipline that is imposed in an unfair ways or
upon an innocent child. does not teach children
good things about adult authority. Children who
are taught that they may be punished without
reason or consideration of the circumstances are
not likely to possess as adults the wisdom and
compassion necessary to function fully in an
mu-easing') impersonal en% ironment. Children
are also unlikely to understand "the necessity of
rules and obedience thereto" if they find them-
sek es punished for a rule violation which they
did not commit and %% hich they do not under-
stand. Goss %sill help to ensure that these results
do not occur.

When the federal courts first began to require
schools to hold hearings, the reaction among
school officials was shock and dismay anarchy
seemed Just around the corner. But now that
some school districts have had increasing experi-
ence with suspension hearings, some officials
ha% e found that fair proceduresactually increase
respect for authority, One principal has pre-
dicted that laJdministrators and teachers will
come to learn that-due process will strengthen,
not weaken, their positions within their school
and community." Another has written that
"when due process is followed , [t]he oper-
ation of the school can be greatly enhanced
rather than disrupted or impeded."2

Contention 4, Discipline proceedings are not.
and should not be. adversarial in nature for there
is a commonality of interest between school and
student.

In his dissenting opinion in Goss, Justice
Powell contended that the school situation was
different from othcis in w hich thel Court has
required prior hearings because those situations
in% ol% ed "a 'faceless' administrator dealing with
an equally la&less' recipient of some form of
government benefit. , . ,"" The implication that

'link. I 1 crguson. '1)ut: Process Is Nom,." \auonal
Isw,taii.1,1 0/ .Se. widar Iwo/ im 'pals litillenn.
of 5 11.ebrua. 1971), p

!lend Bruin, dutatnm and Duk: Process, /Az-
arkm.\ 4.1 90 \ cinbcr-Ocomiber 1969 p 152

'61,ss s lope., supra, at '46. n l'tmc1L ..Aitssenting).



schools are not equally "faceless" ignores the fact
that some schools today enroll os er 5.000 stu-
dents It is contended also that the role played by
teachers is. at times. one of "patent substitute."
Inds ed. school officials has c traditionally argued
that they act in foto parentis as parent
substitutes and that suspension hearings may
break down the "family" relationship berween
school officials and students. But the public
school. pa olefin! rly,.at the secondary school les-
el where the majority of suspensions Occur, is not
a family "In the modern school setting." with
hundreds or thousands of students. administra-
tors and teachers do "not and perhaps cannot
has e an individual, parent-like concern for [a]
child's welfare."'4 It is particularly inapprppri-'
ate to speak of a family relationship when offi-
cials act so often to tnrow a child out of school.
Few real parents would take such action.

A relationship of mutual respect and trust is
important in the public schools. But a hearing
requirement can build such a relationship, not
destroy it Neither respect nor trust is fostered by
one-sided decision-making so crucial to the
child. A child, and his parents. have every right
to disagree with the' determination of a school
official that suspension is in the child's interest.
One school administrator has written that sus-
pensions

do not need to become wellsprings of discord
or bitterness By ensuring that [they] take
place in accordance with due process and for
specific acts, school [officials] will earn trust as
they perform this important quasi-judicial
function."

Contention 5. The deprivation of liberty and
property occasioned by exclusion from all
schooling for a period of 10 days is not a "griev-
ous loss"' requiring constitutional protection.

This argument ignores several factors: the im-
portance of the continuity of a child's
relationship with school: the marginal academic

" Illtani CI Buss. -Procedural Due Process for School
1 )1cciphile.- I 19 i in; enni at Penn; ; /tamer Lan /?erntt
560 I 1911

`Sheldon %k insion. "I \ polsions and Dlic Prolxv,' Pht
Delta ls.appan\ ul i4 iiiinc, 19-1L p
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status of many students w ith disciplinary prob-
lems. the impact suspensions him: on these
k.hildren leasing school permanently the harm-
ful results of forced kileness, and the stigma and
labeling that often accompany suspension that
can remain in school records and affect future
jobs and higher education. These harms seem
particularly persuasis.e in the absence of any
demonstrable benefit to a child from sus-
pensions.

'Contention 6. The magnitude of the discipline
problem is such that holding hearings will take
assay from school administrators time needed
for more important tasks.

Hearings, of course. will take some time. But
the time required for a rudiinentary hearing as
required by Goss will be minimal. Indeed. we feel
Goss falls far short of assuring adequate prior
consideration before suspending a child. What
time is required for the hearings will be time well
spent. It will not be taken from an educational
function, but be for an educational function.
School officials would not suspend a student if
they did not think it, would serve a school pur-
pose. thus. resources expended on suspensions
are not unconnected to the schoors"education."

The hearing process might seem inefficient if
the test of efficiency is removing as many chil-
dren as quickly' as possible from the school
building. But public school efficiency should not
be measured only in time and numbers, but also
in fairness, good will and trust. Efficiency is
hardly served by countless mistaken sus-
pensions. An investment in hearings, therefore.
is an investment in reliable decision' making.

Coniention , A fair hearing requirement will
allow disruption in schools to continue and will
undercut.the education process.

The disruption argument is laden with
emotions and demands close scrutiny. Since we
have found that serious disruption or even threat
of serious disruption is not the cause of a major-
ity of suspensions. its continuance cannot be a
reason to deny a student a prior hearing, Many
suspensions occur for nonaggressive infractions
such as smoking. truancy. tardiness, chewing
gum or violations of dress codes. These students
are unlikely to create any serious disruption
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white they await a hearing. Students suspended
for more aggresske acts like siNearing, fighting
with another student. of talking back to a
teacher, are unlikely to remain aggressive once
they are brought to the principal's office. They
are still more Unlikely to be aggressk e if their
parent is called by phone immediately. The
countless children who are suspended on the
basis of unfair or mistaken accusations st-,ould
pose no threat at all, Normally then, for most
students who are suspended. there is time for a
hearing without serious fear of trouble. We reco-
gniie that there may be instances of disruption
and violence that would justify a delay ed hear-
ing But the threat must be genuinely imminent
and the threatened disruption substantial. In
these few exigent situations. a hearing should be
held promptly after a child has been removed
from school.

Contention 8. Hearings will undermine school
authority.

Vat

()0

Principals must hai, e authority, But they are
not meant to be, dictators. They "do not possess
absolute authority iker their students" but must
operate under a Constitution that treats children
"in school as w ell as out of school" as persons
"possessed of fundamental rights which the State
must respect."'

Many school officials hold the view that
scrutiny of their actions w ill undermine their au-
thority. They fear a hearing will allow their
commands to be questioned: it may show that
they made a mistake. and it w dl make them more
reluctant to suspend any children. These pur-
ported defenses to a hearing requirement strike
us as anathema to the educational process, and
they seem extremely flimsy when weighed
against the educational and psychological harm
to the child being thrown out of school unfairly.
A suspension hearing will affect only the deter-
mination of facts. whether or not a student
violated a particular school rule. It will not affect
a principal's power---he can act as he thinks best
once the violation is established,

It may be that the requirement ofa hearing will
cause principals to suspend fewer children.
Certainly, it should screen out suspensions that
are demonstrably unfair or mistaken. But that
will be a gain, not a loss, for the public schools. A
hearing may also require principals to think
twice about using suspensions in the more Margi-
nal cases. One principal told a conference of sec-
ondary school principals that he reexamined the
use of suspensions in his school and determined
that they were necessary in only a minority of
cases. "In some cases," he said "we realised that
out-of-school suspensions would be neededfor
example. in situations where hot tempers as a

result of a fight required cool-off time away from
s ol." But, for most other cases, he setup an
in-school suspension, center where students
could continue their studies. "Students respect
it," he concluded. "and it has cut down on many
kinds of disciplinary problems in the school.""

"linker ti Des Morner independent Cononunn School
Own( t. 391 t S. 503, 511 (1968)

'Donald 1 Johnson. "Student Discullintu% Codes What
Makes them stets" Npecch delnered to the Annual
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After Goss
Goss v. Lopez is a significant step forward in

the drive against harsh and unfair suspensions,
. for it establishes that disciplinary exclusion is

sufficiently serious to warrant constitutional
protection and warns administrators that their
actions are no longer beyond review. The
procedures mandated by the Supreme Court,
however. are only a partial answer to the sus-
pension problem. The Court's subsequent deci-
sion in Strickland gives added impetus to pre-
venting unwarranted suspensions by ensuring
that administrators can be held personally liable
for their unconstitutional acts.'s

But the procedures mandated by Goss repre-
sent. at best, the minimum necessary for the
protection of students from unwarranted and
educationally unsound exclusion on grounds of
discipline. Even prior to the decision, many
school districts had adopted paperpoficies which
meet the standards of fairness enunciated in
Goss. School administrators interviewed subse-
quent to the decision have been almost uniform
in afeir confidence that their districts will be
unaffected by the Court's action since, they
believe, current local practice meets or surpasses
what Goss holds to be constitutionally re-
quired.'" Yet even where their belief is technically

Conference of the National Association of Secondary
School Principals. Dallas. 1 eras (hebruarx 2-7. ;9733.

P' 4,

"Some may argueis does the dissenting opinion in .S irk A
land, that the decision is harsh because of as ".u.sumption
as to x% hat lax school officials know or can know about the
law and constitutional rights 95 S.Ct. at 1004. I he

mmoritx noted. hovi,ex cr. that school board members
luntardx assume the responsibilities of the office, which

requires "a high degree of intelligence and iudgment for
the proper fultillment of its duties," and that, in light of
the %attic %%ha x1%11 rights hose in our legal system, the
standard established by Strukland imposes neither an
untair nor an unwarranted burden on those u hose choice
it is to %en e 95 S.0. at 1000 1001.

"See, for example. Vest York runes (January 27. 19'5). p
27 !he ar icle quotes. among others. ()Iliad, from I os
Angeles. Caiitornia and Richmond. irginia to the Oleo
that their schools will he unaffected I)), Goss, Similarly,

correct. children often are excluded for discipli-
nary reasons in ways, and for offenses, which
shock even the most jaded sense of fairness.

While Goss may imply that suspensions
should be accompanied by substantive as well as
procedural fairness, the courts generally have
been reluctant to interfere with the broad powers
and discretion to determine the nature of of-
fenses which may he punished, and the severity
of that punishment, which is granted to local
school boards by the legislatures of the various
states.4" Normally, courts take the position that
"school disciplinary matters are best resolved in
the local community and within the institutional
framework of the school system."4, Only when
rules for student conduct, and the methods by
which they are enforced, are "arbitrary, capri-
cious, unreasonable or discriminatory"42 has
judicial interference with discipline decisions
been considered permissible.

Generally, the reasonableness of a school's
actions when those actions deprive a student of
the protected interests in education recognized in
Goss depends upon the relationship which the
action has to the school's purported objectives:"

130ston. Nlassachusetts* Code of Discipline has long
prosided that a student threatened with suspension he
gnen a prior. reasonable opportunity "to present his
ersion 01 the lacts through his own statements and the

statements of other v [messes he wishes to produce."

'See. for example. Wood StruOand. supra. at 1003:
errell Dallas hulependent District. 392 F.2d

697 (5th Cir 1968) See also support for this position' In
( eland Board ol lahwition s. La Fleur, 414 U,S. 632,
94 S.0 t. 79U 804 (1974) ( ['Quell concurring); bilker s.
Des Moines Independent School District, supra.

"Lees dine in Comm Board Edu«ition, 490 F.2d 458,
460 (5th Cir 1974).

' See. lot example. I errell s Dallas Independent
Disirui supra. Broa nice s. Bradlee County Board Of
lalutation.311 h. Supp. 1360 (.1). 1 enn. 1970),

"See. for example, Cleveland Board of Education s.
supra,.Stanlet s. Illinois. 92 S.t, t. 1208 (1972), Bell

s Burson. 91 S.Ct 1586 (1971). Paine %. Board of Reg-
ents. 355 1 . Supp 199 (15.1) 1 ex 1972) afl'd 474 1 ,2d
1397 (5th Cir. 1973).
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Thus. It has been held that the harm caused to a
student by virtue of the imposition of an indefi-
nite expulsion for intoxication outweighed the
school's interest in using that form of punish-
ment to combat alcohol problems."

Furtheplortl..,there may he such disparity
betweeirthe offense charged and the 'penalty
imposed that ,the commands of the Fourteenth
Amendment are not met ." Expulsion for the
simple offense of tardiness, for example. might
constitute such a disparity." On the other hand.
expulsion of students for participation in a class
boycott. where that participation was neither
violent nor, in some cases at least. disruptive. was
held not to he constitutionally proscribed.''

Goss leaves room for further advances in the
effort to ensure that students receive procedural
due process prior to suspensions as well.
Although it is not established that any suspen-
sion from school, for whatever length of time.
must he accompanied at least by notification of
the charges against the student and. if he or she
denies those charges. an explanation of the
evidence and an opportunity to present his or her
side of the story, the Court noted that "[I ]onger
suspensions or expulsions for the remainder of
the school term, or.permanently, may require
more formal procedures."" In some jurisdic-
lions, the procedures necessary for long-term
suspension were decided earlier by lower federal
courts. by state legislatures, or by local school
district regulations. In those jurisdictions, the
procedures found to he constitutionally man-
dated remain unaffected by Goss to the extent
that they-apply to suspensions in excess of 10
days mid require at least' that degree of due

"( ooA lalt,ard.,141 1 Supp 1117 it) \ II 19721

"Sec 1 et. 1Iatem Counit Board of him anon. %ultra. .tt
460

IV et v 11 at on ( tarn: qrrtl r.1 I ii. wird I. iqtra, aro,
n 1

1'&Ilan% t barrtreld Board o11 thrtanom492 1 al 07 (5th
Cu 1974)

-"Go ie. I ope:. supra. at 74I
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process which the Supreme Court found to be
necessary in cases of short-term suspension.

Still, fov such decisions have Indicated that
the entire gamut of procedural protections which
v.e believe to he necessary to guard against
arbitrary or unvv a minted long-term deprivations
of a student's right to education Is constitution-
ally retorred. And somejurrsd woo ns con untie to
lack any Judicial or legislative guidelines vt hatso-
ever as to what may or may not be, required.
Thus, the Supreme Court's reaffirmation of the
importance of education in modern society. as
well as its implicit in itation for renewed consid-
eration of the nature of procedural due process
required in cases of long-term suspension, make
plain that the courts have yet to see the last of the
attempts to obtain such guidelines.

Gass also enunciates another area where its
holding is subject to further de.telopment. The
Court did not

put aside the possibility that in unusual situa-
tions. although involving only a short sus-
pension, something more than the rudimen-
tary procedures will be required."

Such unusual circumstances might include, for
example, instances where a student receives
successive short-term suspensions, whether or
not imposed for the came offense. t also might
he argued that where it is known tha ispropor-
tionate numbers of black students are . 'spend-
ed.'" special circumstances exist such a,\ to re-

tom 1 opt`:. %upra. at 741

Sec, 1 or i:vimple, /Mu Ain, ( (dental:, untra,m %%Melt the
court g.t%e %%eight to etdence of racial disproportionshR
in the trequem. of suspension ,Surer 507 1-.2d
675 15th Or 1975), reteeted an argument based on
disproportionate suspension rates for black and %%line
students, staling "(t Piece w :is no showing ot arbitrar sus-
pensions ur c pulstons of black studeni, nor of a failure to
suspend or CAN:111111W students for COIldlIci".111d,
thus, the argument lacked IaLtual foundation Where .t
,tatistical slio mg is accimmaincd ti cidence of specific
incidents of arbitrar or dillerenlial treatment, lumina.
relief more comprehinisoe than that described in Dust
might be deemed neccssar Statistical claims, with such
supporting e% idence. ha% e been made in litigation cur-
rend% imilema in Boston. \lassachusetts and \
burgh, \ca furl,.
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quire more comprehensive procedures to ensure
that the pattern of suspensions is not the result of
their discriminator) imposition. Similarly. sus-
pensions following an incident in which many
students are in% ()Red with resulting problems of
identification, or suspension during an exam
period, might require more than G(l33. rudimen-
tary hearing procedures.`i

Gass v. Lopez clearly is a landmark case in the
fight to make schools more responsive to the
needs of students and more respectful of their
rights. Despite an initial outcry over the de.cision.
and its expected effect on the power of adminis-
trators to guide their schools' operations. it
appears to have been fairly well accepted during
the inter% ening months. But its meaning is no
better than its enforcement. And we fear that
school acceptance of procedures mandated by
the case may not always encompass a reco-
gnition of their underlying purpose or impol-
lance. The concern of the Supreme Court was
that students not be forced to experience the
"serious event" of suspension unilaterally and,
without due process. The Court can, and has(

. required that certain procedures he followed but
it cannot force school officials to keep the best
interests of the child in mind when suspension
decisions are made.

Patently unfair decisions should he challenged
and appealed if necessary. The unsoundness of
suspending children for certain kinds of
non iolent offenses should be questioned. Sus-
pensions without prior hearings, under the Gm.,
exception for situations inv oh ing continuing
danger or ongoing threat of school disruption,

%cc Vtanfei Ithhr, ftdon S,114,01 (nom 1.
%flow. n 4
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should be even more full) examined at the
subsequent hearing. It is important that stu-
dents, parents and community adv ocatesstrive to
use the procedures provided by the courts to go
further in ensuring that suspension is used spar-
ingly. if at all.

While recent Supreme Court decisions require
school officials to adopt minimum due process
into their administrative practices, and some
state statutes and decisions require more strin-
gent standards, it is clear that some school
officials will find ways tO\ avoid due process
procedures even when establiOed.

First. soma sch(Col officials\may not inform
parents orchildren of their rights. Second, unless
due process procedures are attached to all exclu-
sions whether called disciplinary or not, some
sch( )1 officials will simply call suspensions and
ex ulsions by other names or resort to still more

formai "pushout" tactics that will have the
same result. Third. fair hearings cannot justify
suspensions that are unnecessary or substanti-
el) unreasonable. Suspending a child for a

reason related to race or poverty is never fair,
Similarly. suspension seems overly harsh for
"offenses" like tardiness. Fourth. suspension
does not solve the problem itself it just tempor-
arily relic% es school officials of a child they are
unprepared or unwilling to deal kith for a few
days.

therefore, a fundamental reassessment of the
underlying rationale and effectiveness of sus-
pension as an educational tool must be
undertaken.



Chapter 6

W, hat Some School Districts
Are Trying As Alternatives

to Suspensions

%ariet% 01 response+ currentl% exist+ in
school %%stems across the counts w Inch pros idc
a range of ahem:ill% es to suspension for both
school and student It is not that schools do not
know or cannot learn "tom others what to do
Instead of suspending students. It is that school
othcials need to decide first that the% Ilant kruse
an alternato e response to suspension lot .1 di.-
rupto e student and then to determine which
programs are most appropriate. School adminis-
trator+ and teacher, must make a posito e. act i% e
commitment to a new approach to discipline.

teen alternative is not a costl% %ellttire.
Response, to man% behaxior problems are
common sense measure+ which should he part 01
standard school operations Ilan in a child cool
oil in the office or in a temporar% "cooling-on
room or arranging a parent-child conference
should not demand great resource+. .1nd no
amount ot mono is going to help a teacher who
dislikes or tears mmorst% group or poor children
relate to them more ellecto

1-sta Moiling better relationships with parents.
whether through 1'1 Vs. open houses.
commumt%-school me,. or parental roles
within school+. is another needed step. I cachet-%
and administrators attuned to the conditions in
which children use ma% understand better and
respond more sensitoel% to their action+ in
school (in mg parents a sense that they matter.
that school+ care about their children. which
man% do pot now belies e. ma% open the door in
some cases to more consistent home-school
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handling of children with discipline problem+. In
addition. p trent+ ma% he good resource+ to tap
w hen alternatoe program+ need higher adult-
child ratios. or (s hen additional man-hours are
needed to help coordinate actin hies or programs.

Some alternatives will regtore added
resources. I-or example. referring a child who
has a serious emotional problem to diagnostic
set.% ices should be routine, though nou it is of ten
impossible because ot the waren% ot such st:1-
%ices in man% school districts. I oeal. state and
federal tunes !Intents must respond more realisti-
call% to the need fur more funds in this area if
they expect schools to serve all children :tile-
quatel%. With increasing state and federal re:
quitements for pro% ision 01 special education
ser%Ices.%%e ma% expect more such program'. We
must continue to urge this to happen)

Below are descriptions .01 some programs we
!mind schools using as alternatives to sus-
pension and expulsion. I he range !tom tempr-
a r.. limited, in-school program+ designed is
meet speLi!ic. immediate discipline need+, to out-
ol-school programs pros iding a sepia ate setting
or troubling students, to alternatoe schools

which were designed for a wide unet% of educa-
tional reason+ other than discipline. In maim
cases. however. the% !lase become schools for

1,6.4.11 sAktf bill,r11 Is 101,11 dit,t0ii 11.41K
'4411 Mi. 5.155 .1.- .1 dk% /4,5 1,;,1, .11,41101 OW

,s11,01 1000 .1 r,1,ltol.10.n..al ...arilmaii.ora\ 01,,,V.1 a +1,, .1+1m% aatiqi 1,1 7C1.04:.4 bTallik* hit).15
t1 ;11a+.1 e+.111,111 ,A1.-.11.o 111cfap. 511 pblon



difficult students. Ironically, many alternative
schools which were not specifically structured to
deal with discipline problems are prime exam-
ples of schools which function successfully with-
out the use of suspension. Some alternative
programs focus narrowly on correcting misbe-
having students, others offer a series of alterna-
tive educational programs for man) kinds of
students, While not perfect, most alternatives we
discuss here were serving students significantly
better than the regular publi.: school classes.2

Alternatives, like anything else, are just as
good as the people administering them. We hope
teachers and administrators will not react
defensively to suggestions that they change the
ways in which they conceive of education and
discipline and will seek help and support from
their colleagues who are trying different tech-
niques. As one principal of an alternative high
school told us-, he would not think,education
successful until it had stopped thinking of ins
school as an alternative and instead thought of
the traditional high school as an alternative. His

Some alteriums es- had-pi-obit:melt-Inch demand continuing
attention. I) Most alternanYes here precariously tended.
.:worded the dubious status 01 an arm% ay outside the
regular program. Irequently physically separated from
the regular public school. and raray seen *as one among,
many equally good choices available for a teacher or
administrator or student 2) Some were misused as
dumping grounds I or children with a sanely of special
education need, that no one is meeting or as resegregation
devices for minority children. Asa result. children are
labeled, and the alternatiee's ability to sere the needs of
the poptila min originally intended is quickly limited.
3) Alternative programs were frequently squee/ed by
paradostical standards 01 "success" If they are handy
+Met) YalY es for the school-system, remoy mg m st enough
of the must troubling children to permit standard operat-
mg procedures to continue in the rest of the schools. no
one asks 11 they are helping the children in attendance
Others are 'plagued by quick, quanutatiee, bsobjectue"
assessments which seek to measure their cost-
effectlY cries, by achieYement test score gams. aYerage
daily attendance rates. disciplinary disruption level dee-
reases and so on While %Ye too considered these c acrid in
the programs we N hued. measures such as school spirit or
Joel of feat ire also unportant Alternatu es need tune to
work out thee, growing pains before obiectiee enterer are
useful And' equally rigorous standards ought to he
applied to all school programs in the district before such
tudgtnents are made
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vision of utopia was a number of different
schools w ith different programs sell ing d if ferent
kinds of children but each equally prestigious,
equally effective.' We concur vv ith hiss ision,and
we offer the following examples as immediate,
interim steps that can be taken in that di section.
Each or man) of them may not he suitable for all
places but they are a place to begin in exploring
options to current rampant resort to sus-
pension.

Disciplinary Bandaids
Many time-honored practices can he used with

varying degrees of effectiveness in schools to
confine or control disruption. They are probably 0
most appropriate as responses to normal doles-
cent conflicts not caused by any learning or
emotional problems. These solutions do not
provide diagnosis or evaluation of complicated
behavior problems, but they can provide relief
for a specific situation by either a change in
geography or personality.

"Sun After School." After-school detention is
still popular in many schools For high school
students, this punishment can he a real deterrent
to repeated infractions of school rules as students
do not like to have their free time infringed upon.
Of course, this practice can he abused. At times
entire classes are forced to stay after school
because of the misbehavior of one student. And
many high school students hold after-school jobs
which pros ideneeded income to*their families.
This ought to he considered when a school
imposes this sanction,

"Go Si! in the Principal's Office."Stud en ts are
still sent to sit for hours in the principal's. dean's,
assistant principal's, or guidance counselor's
office or in the music or shop room just to be kept
out of a class or given time to cool off. In some
situations, these actions prevent a student f om
being suspended. Hopefully, the rightful to ant
of the office will take the time to talk to the
student and help resolve the conflict that.sent
him or her there. But sitting in the office is not a
permanent solution to the cause of the
misbehavior. ,,

'Inters leyY with Philip A. Viso, February 10. 1975.



TratirlerCEsery student cannot be expected
to get ilong with every teacher with whom he or
she is placed. TeaChers.` too. have personality
conflicts with students and, at times. simply may
not he able to get along. In these situations a
student's class or entire program might he
changed Schools and school districts have infor-
mal agreements for inter - school transfers "I'll
take ten of yours this year. if yoti'll take ten of
mine."4 A change of teacher or school may-
prov ide some students an opportirnity to he rid,
of a "disrupti e" reputation. i !owes er. this prac-

/ tice should he used with care. Students should
not he moved around from school to school
without ever receiving the kind of attention.
services or follow-up that might he needed to
help. I oo of ten transfers have been used as a step
prior to throwing a child out of school. And
school records label children so negatively that a --

'InteAtcsi, svith an administratiii thi. Hoard +it I ducat ton.
1 Nc.4. ( th.1,4.110 rctitiestcd to re111:1111 .1110111111olis
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new chance is effectively frustrated to a child
who is transferred.'

Behavior Contracts
An ind is id ualiied. specially tailored, on-th-

spot contract has been used for three y ears in the
Middle School of Englewood. New Jersey (a
school which had been ins oh, ed in large-scale
school busing for desegregation) as an alterna
me to suspension for such offenses as cutting
classes or fiuhting among students: After an
incident, the students ins oh ed meet with the
assistant principal and principal. An elaborate.
legalistic - sounding contract is drawn up. which
requires a student to give his word not to repeat
the behavior. Great seriousness surrounds the
signing of the contract, which is "officially no-
ta rind- with the imprint of a formal seal!' Since
the contracts were instituted, almost no students
has e broken them, and suspensions has e been
sharply reduced, The basic format of the con-
tract is duplicated. w ith blanks lift for descrip-
tion of the specific incident and agreements
made with the individual student. Writing the
contract takes a principal no longer than writing
a letter to parents informing them of their child's
suspension.

This contract requires no funding. special
programming. screening or labeling of students.
It makes no-assumption of the need to rehabili-
tate a student. It does assume, however, that the
administration knows as students by name and
cares enough to deal with each discipline incident
inch% !dually. It also assumes flexibility and fair

I oi a discussion ill lion school rei.ords are used and abused,
sec a lorthi,inning ( 1)1 -t 1'1(1 report entitled. Childro
On bile Si /too/ Ret ord hoping l'raillies in I es An-

-,
zreles

3

' I he onlc seal the principal could lind was 111,1t of the
International 1 tidies (larnient \Vorkers t non Appar--
Ltit1). its s,inholic importance in the ceremony of the

the lai.1 that it has absolute!) no legal
or !Nucational hearing tot the students

Inter% less with Roland Betts. lorinett Assistant VrincipaL
ngicia mid \diddle School. 1 ligien mid. Nett Jere.

Innuar% 15. I975
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lodgment on tht. part of the adults tt ho arc
%suiting the tont! act,

Student Ombudsinan
One iumoi high school in Nev% York ('it\ ha,

approached the problem of school discipline h
creating a 1101 position on the prolessional
that of the student ombudsman " I he ombuds-
man Noses as a ,trident ad \ Ocate but of ten lied,
Ininsell a mediator or facilitator bctsseen stu-
dents and teachers Since the creation of this
position, the numbei suspen,ions in (he Nam)!
has bmi noticeabls loss eied lire school princi-
pal decided that the !unction of an ombudsman
ssas important enough to allot funds from regu-
Lu stall Imes lor the position, \toe,
from federal drug program, for the district sstre

used to hue communits south ssorkeis to stall
the ombudsman', office.

011 T , N1111 11011 1 V., `11.,,th1,,I, R

k.111,111,}. 111 ( 111pr, s t .1i

111

Set.ondar) school students can also function
as ads ocates or ombudsmen for each othe in
certain NthlatiOnN if the) are gi en sonic initial

,traming and sustained support lor adequately
I tilt (fling such a role. I he )(oath AdCocae
Protect in Rochester, Ness York ha, identified a
number of Neighborhood Youth Corps workers
and green them training In strident adsocac).9
I hese student, no help other students in the

cit.s's high school, to lws, their rights and
responsibilities under the discipline code,. and
the step in ss hen there is a crisis. Fitt* meet reg.-
ularl ss ith adult stall for information and guid;
mice and, II the situation gets too complicated for
a student to handle. the refer the problem to the
adult stall

I ht 101011 \thokak Plowkt t. opciaita ior
1401,,tc,

k% 11 ILI. pt tluut! d gotql bil4 k 0q 'd nds IAN' ttphh
and r tn kit tit inn)!



Peer Group Counseling

The Saint M1aria Goretti High School is one of
nine schools of the Archdiocese of Philadelphia
participating in the Shalom program, a peer
group counseling program led by nine education
specialists and an evaltiator._

A suspension means an automatic referral to a
group. which conducts 12- to 15-week courses
during which time the students are taught skills
in handling home and school problems. building
a. positive self-image, Managing their free time
and making decisions about their lives. Addi-
tional courses develop leadership skills in certain
students who become co-leaders along with the
education specialist. One school has 30 trained
student leaders.

The Shalom, program reduced recorded sus-
pensions in one school from 69 in one year to.4
the next year. Though the groups were not es-
tablished as alternatives to suspension. they help
solve problems which might lead to a sus-
pension. "So much of the acting out behavior is
simply a cry to someone to listen."10

Another peer group counseling program is the
Metropolitan School-Based Delinquency Pre-
vention Program which operates in one high
school and four junior high schools in Rock
Island, Illinois." Peer influence is mobilized to
reduce the incidence of violence and disruption,
truancy and dropouts, referrals to juvenile court
and youth involvemenittwith the police. While the
groups are guided by trained adult leaders, the
catalyst for behavior change is in "the interaction
of adolescent peers. . . . The peer group has the
strongest influence over the values, attitudes and
behavior of most youth. . . . In group sessions
and in day to day activities, the goal is to fully
involve youth in the helping process."'2

l"Inters unh Sister Marie Madeleine Boyd, Director.
Shalom Peer Counseling Program. Department of Noun)
Actv, Hies. Aechdlocese of Philadelphia. May 5 6. 1975.

11 this is an LyAA funded project administered and wafted
by the Center fur Youth Seri, ices. a non - profit corpora-
tion estabkshed to implement the program in the public
schools

llarry Vorrath and I iris K Brendtro. Posture Peer
Culture (Chicago Aldnie Publishing Company, 1974)

TABLE I

Number of Students Disciplined
in Rock Island High School'

Disciplinary Actions

Before After
Peer Peer

Counsel- Counsel.
ing ing

1972 -73 1973.74
Percent
Change

_ Suspensions 253
Within school probation

Without suspension 0
With suspension 17

Asked to withdraw
for fighting 11

for truancy 37
Expulsions

Totals 325

Enrollment.

112 55.7

15 (increase)
25 "+47.1

--1--- 90.9
4
2 71.4

159 51.1
2,485 2,316 6.8

Totals and percent change recomputed by CUP.
Source Metropolitan School-Based Delinquency Preven-

tion Program of Rock Island,,Illinois, "Applica-
tion for Grant to L.E.A.A." Rock Island Public
Schools, June 1974. (Typewritten.) See Chart
C, p. 3, "Pilot Group Project Statistical Results,
Rockland High School."

The adult group leaders identify two types of
youth for participation: the natural leaders of the
student body and the potential dropouts. These
two gi-oups meet during the first semester, while
adult leaders train personnel from each of the
schools as well as student interns from area
colleges.

Approximately 15 percent of the stusfentpop-
ulation of 4,712 in these schools are regular
participants in the counseling during the school'
year and another 5 percent are occasional partic-
ipants. Significant decreases in disciplinary Of-
fenses have occurred.°

Peer counseling is a sound concept at the sec-
ondary school level since sixteen, seventeen and i
eighteen year olds often have many adult respon-
sibilities before and after school, and they can
and should assume a much larger role in main-
taining order in their own schools.

' I here uas a 51.6 percent decrease in disciplinary incidents.
See. Metropolitan School-Based Delinquency Pre% en-
lion Program of Rock Island. Illinois. "Application for
Grant to L.E.A.A." Rock Island l'ublie Schools. June
1974. ( I ypewritten.) See Chart C, p. 3, "Pilot Group'
Project Statistical Results, Rockland High School"
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In-School Centers
While we believe every effort should be made

to mold exclusion from school. we recognize the
necessity of removing a student from a difficult
situation. Temporary programs located inside
schools can alleviate one-time flare-ups or dis-
ruptive incidents. They provide students a
cooling-off time after a fight and give teachers an
outlet during a particularly trying day They
provide relief while not denying students access
to their normal educational program. Some in- -
school programs also begin to diagnose thecause
of thc3 behavior problems to prevent the incident
from recurring though they usually lack funds
for sufficient skilled staff and have no adequate
treatment options for problems once identified.

The shop. in Dayton, Ohio is an in-.school
crisis room which teachers hoped would "repair"

---- .troubled students in a senior high school, reduce
suspensions and expulsions, and -defuse poten-
tially explosivc-:-situativ_ts.""

Students are assigned there_when they demon-
strate poor self-control. fightm;,--detacansprop-
erty or showing, disrespect or defiance of -a_
teacher. An akerage.of three students per day are
referred to The Shop for periods ranging from
one k.lass to ten days. Rap sessionsa re conducted

between students and Shop personnel, and
student-teacher or student-student conferences
are held, In addition to participating in counsel-
ing. students must keep up with their regular
classroom assignments. During its first year of
operation in 1970 71 it served 791 children, and
591 child ren.the next year.

Reported numbers of suspensions and
expulsions over a five -year period indicate The
Shop has had a positive effect in' reducing exclu-
sion." For example. suspensions in the school
dropped to the following levels:

'1 Special Report h!, the. N.ill4,11 sp.101.% otiPol on
Supplunentat (-enters and S.rtii.t'sf,Propont Prt en-.,
non (n p pill. 19751. p

'` I he Shop's apparent success as at% picai among other
lederall% -funded dropout prinention programs ) Ian%

sutler Irom pros iding to little. too 'me, or from tr, mg to
imprioc an ono': school population'. pi,ihlems With cane
kind 01 pi ogJam \ 1cn Isdcral dolIhrs....annot sulk all the
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Academe Year

1969 70
1970 71
1971 72
1972 73
1973 74

Nuntber OfSuspensions
(l-10 days)

433

536
/8/
279

212

Despite the fact that this particular program
had a successful record. there are real dangers in
having in-school centers for disruptive students
if they become islands of exclusion and stigma.
even though students are technically in a school.
Often the educational programs offered are
inferior to regular classroom work: students can
be placed in in-school detention indefinitely
without proper diagnostic screening or due pro -
cess- safeguards: and emergence from these pro-
grams back to the regular school flow is difficult.

Teacher Training
Some approaches to school discipline shift

their focus from the student to the teacher or to
the organization of the school itself. The Spring-

_
fiid. Massachusetts Public School System and
the Sehool__of Education of the University of
NlassachusettS have been collaborating on the
development of a in--1-aotype solution to class-
room discipline problems al- thejtinior high
school At the beginning of the Study., the
researchers stated:

113-

problems a district faces Approaches targeted at specific
populations %%ith carcfulk% planned techniques for a kw
goals mit!, he more effectne in the long run, Approxi-
mak% 542 million sere allocated under I ilk VIII of the
I lout:Man and Secondar% liducation Act of 1965 for
dropout ploention f Win fiscal 1969 %%lien the first grants
sere made. through fiscal 1974 when more than half of
the existing 19 prolech acre being phased out. \o mono).
%%as apprmcd for fiscal !, ear 1975 for dropout pre% cation.
and the protects that %%ere in operation during fiscal !, ear
19'5 %%cre operating on local .c,tr 1974 impounded hinds,

oosequenil) . most of the programs .111: apt to he closed
down h), the time state departments of education are at
the point of reuem,ing and appro% mg programs in dro-
pout pre% 'ninon out of fiscal 1976 funds Dropout Pre-
t en non. p 21.

1 his pi ograni is under ihe limit direction 01 Dr John V.
Shea,, Principal ol 1, an Sickle Jwuur Iligh School and 1)r.



hundreds of studies have been conducted that
ask questions like. "What are the characteris-
tics of problem -students?" We asked that
question last year and found out that such
students are more often boys than girls, pro-
portionately more in the ninth than the eighth
and the seventh grades: disproportionately
black, with lower 1.Q. scores, lower reading
scores and fram the lower social classes. You
could crtesreliSe the number of referrals to the
fr rafice by expelling all lower class black
males in the ninth grade with low I.Q.'s.

But they also asked:

What are the characteristics of teachers who
have more discipline problems? The answer. in
brief, is young first-year teachers without
tenure, The solution: Get rid of all young
teachers without tenure. Obviously, both solu-
tions are absurd. because the question is
misleading.r

Observations in the classrooms of one junior
high school in Springfield showed that students
attended to subject matter an average of only 50

- percent, of each instructional period. "The re-
mainder of the time is spent by teachers in the
battle for students' attention or in-coert inatten-
tion by students.;'"

The researchers see thishattle for attention as
game: the "attentions-discipline game." They

made a list of the 'basic moves of teacherS and
students in the classroom. and the way that
teachers and students combined these Moves in

Allred Alschuler. Professor of Education at (Am ersity of
Nlassachusetts 19,7 percent of the student hod) sere sus
pended at Van Sickle at least once during 1972, 233
students of 1.20 students During im 'a% erage semester at
Van Sickle JIIS, there arc user 9CO referrals to the front
office for disciplinary action. requiring 22 minutes per
referral M the two assistant principals. %%Inch adds up to
some I 1 1 school days of their time each semester

Alfred .11shuler and John ' Mica. 'Disopline Came
Playing Without Losers.." p 25

"Springfield (Massachusetts) Public School System, "Pro-
posal Submitted to Community Funds Advisory Com-
mince for the Implementation of a Protect to Soho thC
1)iscipline Problem in Springheld Junior Iligh Schools."
Springfield, 5/lassachusetts, January 3.1975. p, I. pe-

ritten.)

chain reactions w hich resulted in a classroom
disruption at nearly blinding speed.

The researchers have termed the analysis of
these chains of interactions as "social literacy."
They claim there is massi% e social ill/terms in
junior high schools, distributed equally among
students, teachers and administrators. Students
may not be aware of certain implicit behavior
rules, or they may not be able to control their
behavior to fit the rules. On the other hand.
teachers and administrators may not even recog-
nize that they are actually suspending a student
when they send a student home for a few days.
Since the action is not written up as a sus-
pension, nor formally called a suspension. it is
not dealt with or recognized as a suspension.

In order to break the disruption chain which
allows school people to continue to be victimized
by their social relationships. the research team
has formalized a teacher training program in
social literacy with three objectives:

(1) To teach everyone in school to recognize
the system of social relationships:

(2) To analyze classroom discipline cycles:
and

(3) To break destructive discipline cycles
through negotiated changes in relation-
ships and rules.

The project will train teachers and ad-
ministrators in a teacher center for in- service
credit. and the Springfield School System will
integrate this teacher training component into
their regular in-service activities,

Diagnosing Discipline Problems:
Special Education PrograMs

We have found ,an interesting convergence in
many cities between discipline and special educa-
tion programs. In Los Angeles. for ex-ample. the
School Board has proposed a "School Atten-
dance Review Board" to provide "a staff of
trained professionals from the fields of mental
health, probation. social work and community
relations and the schools to identify and work
with youngsters who shOw an early inclination
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toward incorrigibility."14 Under Massachusetts'
new progressive special education law, "Chapter
766," teachers or administrators can refer stu-
dents who are discipline problems for extensive
evaluations by the core team of specialed item ion
professionals)" And at a Chicago Board of
rduLat ion meeting it was stated that some 1.200
students bad been "blue-slipped" (referred for
psychological examination) and are awaiting
their tests,

lo the extent that a child's behavior problems
are caused by psychological, emotional or or-

karings Before the: Subcommittee on I,qual Opportunities
of the ( °minute,: On I ducahon and I abor. House 01
Represemato es. ) 1rd ( (ingress, Second Session on II R
o2bi and ILK 9295 ashington. DC I S ( unern-
ment Printing Office. 119'4. p

"Massakbusetts (Kw. rat I au. ( haptia I5. Sec-
tuon I NI ilormerh C hapter 19'5)
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ganc tioubles, the merging of these two domains
is helpful children may stop being punished for
exhibiting their symptoms and get the proles-

lional diagnosis and prescription for treatment
they need to ov ei come their d ifficu It les. 1 eachers
sv ill have recourse to expert advice determtn-
ing w by a child is acting out in school. fhs Is im-
portant, since teachers and administrators are
neither psychologists nor doctors and tend either
to ignore underly mg causes of nusbeha 'or or try
their own rehabilitative remedies which may not
address the problems directly.

There are dangers. however, in this
combination of discipline and special education,
First, it sets up the expectation or assumption
that "disruptions" arc caused by "problem"
children when, in fact. they may he caused by
"normal" children who have real disagreements
with each other, their teachers or school rules.
The presumption of disability and its accompa-
nying stigma may humiliate innocent children.
Second. now that there are due process require-
ments before a child can he removed from class
for disciplinary reasons, administrators may-use
the pretext of special education or diagnosis to
remove a child from class or sehool. One parent
in Chicago commented. "Parents arc now deal-
ing with the era of the blue-slip plantation.":
Third. while the diagnosis may he useful for all
disruptive students to undergo (identify ingthose
children who have other special problems and
confirming that the others do not), the tempta-
tion for schools may he to lump these two groups
together in treatment programs. Clearly. one
program for "disruptive" students ranging
from frustrated dyslexics to minimally brain
damaged to emotionally disturbed to children
who settle scores with their Its will be over-
burdened and ineffective.

Work-Study Alternatives
Industrial Skills Center

For 353 young men who left high school
without a diploma, there is a program in the

'Interc with Ida Mac I !etcher. President. United
( oncerned Parents. Chicago. Illinois, ebruari, 112. 1975
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Chicago Public School System that is successful
in meeting their needs. Hie Industrial Skills
Center ((SC') in the I aw ndale Area on the West
Side of Chicago began in September. 1969, for
students ages 16 through 20 w ho had been out of
school a few weeks, months or years. Some had
left school olunta , others were e pelled, sus-
pended. pushed out or had just returned from jail
sentences Of the 353 students currently enrolled
in (SC. 300 of them are known to the courts and
ISO have actually served time in jail, Director
Viso estimates that since enrollment in the pro-
gram. less than 10 percent of the students hate
had any new contact with the law. The student
body is 65 percent black. 22 percent Latino
(mostly Puerto Rican and Mexican) and 13
percent white. Students who are currently en-
rolled refer both friends and relate es to the
school and there is a waiting list of 500 to 1,000
students..":

Hie school combines schoolwork and voca-
tional training. with students spending half their
day study ing reading. math. science and other
academic courses and half their day working on
projects funded and supervised by leading com-
panies in Chicago for which they get paid an
hourly wage I hey go to school from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m., 5 days a week. 50 weeks a year.

The school is non-graded. Students work
individually at their ow n rate of learning in

when qui:strolled about espansion 01 the program. \1r
\ Iso replied that he had assessed the needs 10 the I .I 0-
dale \ reit in of a school for %%omen Ile found ',c00
honisii in the neighborhood. I I I" sears old, oho were
))13I of school is RICIltailtd stall and dssignsd a pio-
gram Ile aIsii idsnlitied stall and dt.sigind lino- mon,
schools for ktkuni.; men Im Lomnieration hi the Board
I he Board 01 I duca0on has been considering this pro-
posal for tour %ears I here has been no aetion taken hs the
Board tot wand lir dtipliwtc the program Into sish
Philip \ \ v,o. I ehrthirs I0. 1975

I he studsnts uotk out how. a das, h o. das sa usek Ihcs
an be paid NI 'If to $t 00 an Mho lor the 20 hours

'Mem s on the Also-age cant bon een S;i 00 and 560 00a
%seek ID si.11001, or about 52.,000 per sear I heir stork is

produced Weethsalk for an industry %%high %sant, their
products sahls. for the Islephons sompans rspaised
soloi 1,10, {,k1.11,. ,a1,4g0.1 0111,0.1i/1A . 114111 I Old

10110r ( oilman% tars. etc
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academic areas, earning credits when they com-
plete a prescribed amount of work. In addition to
14 academic staff and 3 counselors, there are,3
full-time staff from industry..2 assistant princi-
pals and I principal. -

There have been no suspensions in the six
years of the program. The school is well-kept.
clean and completely devtid of any graffiti,
vandalism or student abuse. This is particularly
striking since many of the students at 1SC had
caused trouble in their previous schools, and
there are major amounts of equipment in ISC's
shop areas which could easily he stoic% or van-
dalised, Yet at ISC, the students treat the build-
ing, its equipment. their teachers and each other
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111Th respect I he) to take pi. I mina' lc spun-
sihi(io, for keeping...RAH.. the sign posted in the
entrance to the lust Ilool "\%e'ic N umbel One
I hec monitor cacti kith1/4:1'N kAtILIIIMIlcC %%ail the

school lutes no alcohol, IIi, &hugs and neat cad,
whet cith iesjSect \ nd I )ricctiii %1st, \ tends
that teeting to his te'ilelicis Ili tells thorn at the
Matt not It) ey'0 r lespect flow stmt.:ins but to
cam it h% respecting On, schilol aid! thc studclits
\ hen their is a dill icultc stati take tune ,ill and
sit and talk to students \hilc the assistant pi nic
pal or I /lice tot .is then class !Ile
teacheis IClel\e condor II III sclelee
tialtilne. to itisulllccs 1(1 handle 111A
clefts: ti011hleN \ 1st, eaptulul then ap-
pioaeh to discipline chen lie said. I he ioh of
this school is to help studoits plohleills,
theieline. students can it he e\eludedl "Talents
ale kept informed it th.li sons' pi ogi es, and ale
i.i,elcome in the school \ isii obeli %%Ill call
them, sating, "Nom son is .1 line human being
and \AL' \Amu %oil to help its help
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I lesffils of this pi ogiain ai standard of
ealuation ale inspiring. Atina tinnier
di ()pouts hake tecei\ ed their (ugh school dtplo-
illiis mid ale toll
hut:s of u1 college lot liirthei training. I he
eoinpanies \ csting in IS( ale enthusiastic
about the students the\ get as emplo ees. as \tell
as leassuicd that then equipment and training
ale kci.. II used there is culespread piffle in the
eonuuuultc about the school. clueli teeentl
Inc Iiidcd in its lob naming program a cum se on
consti (talon and cat petitr in u.hich the students
tenmatcd a t% o-stoi building in the commit-
nit Students' leading stoles and other skill le-
\ els hair +Nen steadil I ntermg V ith scow, as
km as 4 U. all students gladqate Vith scoles
bct%ecn 10 0 to 110, ' Attendance at IS(' is
highci titan the 4t erage cutlet for ( hicago's
gcricial high schools in its ocational high

lilt is `k Fitli Philip i'. ,1,111,FIS 111



schools. 91.5 percent, S 0 percent and 57 3
percent, iespeetitely ss

I his is astounding .then one considers that
ISC students w Cie \he former truants of the pub-
lic schools stho, by then own def.:6111ns and
school records, went to school about 10 to 15
percent of the time, I he program has been so
successful in dealing "I" "ho has':
had problems that set eral fudges to ( hicago
hate asked ISC to accept students tt ho ot heft% ISe

0111(1 spend time in lard Instead of that sentence,
they art: referred to 1SC on probation Nine
students Os er the past two tears hate been so
placed and hate completed their year's proba-
tion without incident.

I he Industrial Skills Center. which is seen as
an external school alternatit e to suspension by
the central school administration, in tact is a
program which does not need to use suspension
to discipline a potentially disruptite student
body Instead of suspension, ISC uses its other
resources to make the school function well,
strong, experienced leadership b'y the director.
skilled,and humane staff, flexible programming
with nulks idualued curriculum, realistic oca-
tumid training and the opportunity to earn
money ..tt hile in school", parent int oh ement, a
monageably small student population, a racially
balanc'ed staff and plenty of time and patience
for counseling.

Career Study Centers

I he St. Paul Public School System runs two
Career Study Centers each sert mg approxi-
mately 110 set enth through twelfth grade stu-
dents. [hey function as an annex to all of the sei,-
ondary schools in the school system, with each
high school hat ing a certain number of slots
mailable for student placeinents. Students 01-

untver to participate, but they are usually those
ho are acting out, t iolent or truant.'" l'he

'hitt:n.10( \tab Philip t iso I chrthir% 10

'551111. ilk 541514.1115 Ma% ha.,. a 111.1045 01 ilit550111114.1 III

l4at111,011a1112h 55110,115, 1115 ( ,11151511.1%, 111551 01111 145 5

pidit tons 101 +.1015111 5111(11115 and 011, L0,4 tu4anss, Dist

ilk past Inc -and-one-halt ssais

Centers suspend students but at the rate of 3 to 4
students a trimester, or about 12a year. Initially
supported by ['SEA I itle III lundmg and local
foundation support, by next year both Centers
will he totally supported by the St. Paul Public
Schools.

l'he Centers comb1ne IS hours a week of
schoolwork with 10 hours a week of paid work
outside of school 'N Those students unable to

DALIAlig lli1 .1.111+.111 55551011 01 1,1)5 Slat, I cgislaturs.
substantial .oniiiint of.tundlog 55,1. rsAitiLsted .111(1 demetl
to pins ale seed mime% for more ( a reef Studs Centers
throw:Mout the state of 51innestua

I he .5051 per student in the ( .beer Studs ( enters ranges
bet ecti Y`..,-(H) and s1.1/00 compared ith .400 per
student for the aerage student in the St Paul Public
Schools I limeter. It L(1515 N9,000 per scar to malutalli a
student in the Meal ins ende correstional Wilts It mac
%icon a hit lasetions to compare per pupil vests for school
ptopalio. 1411111151 /1515011 5051 111 a 501-1511011,111,1011(%

110115151. an diato su11ool55.avins..1 piogiani such as his
( disci Studs I. Luis, is the last stop to) a %suing person
hcitth. he (.1 OIL Culler drops out of ss11001 ol 1. icfcried hs
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'handle a job participate in school programs of up
to 25 hours a week.

This program, like many discipline programs
separated from regular public schools, was origi-
nally intended to reintegrate students back into
regular school. However, the majority, of the
students stay for 20 months, receiving their
degree through the Centers, with a diploma from
the sending high schoo1.29,

The Career Study Centers, like the Industrial
Skills Center in Chicago, were set up to relieve
the system of disruptive secondary students.
However, they have evolved a far more success-
ful internal disciplinary system than the regular
school programs from which their students
come. They illustrate well that school systems
can effectively deal with children who are disci-
pline problems. How to disseminate information
about and duplicate such approaches within the
regular school programs to help more students as
well as to eliminate alternative isolation from the
mainstream is the challenge.

District-Wide Alternatives
The Walk -In School

The Walk-In School in Columbia, South
Carolina is a non-graded program with 160
students, 60 black and 100 white, between the
ages of 13 and 20. Housed in an old elementary

. school, it functions as an extension for the 18,000
students in 19 secondary schools in Columbia.
The program was designed in July, 1972, as an
alternative for students who had been disruptive
in school, who had been pregnant, who had been
suspended and expelled or had been apathetic
and unsuccessful in school. The majority of the
students in the program were dropouts. Students
who volunteered to, go to the Walk-In School
instead of being expelled were allowed to partici-

the school systeM lo a court administered program or gets
in trouble and is placed m a correctional facility. Unlortu-
nately the step between school discipline programs and
court administered facilities is wry short for many stu-
dents.

'Intersiev. with Kenneth E. Oss, old. Director. Career Studs
Centers 1 and II. St, Paul, Minnesota, May 5, 1975.
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,pate in the extracurricular activities of their
former secondary school.

Students planned the philosophy and
curriculum for the school vv 1th the staff. Each
day is divided into a number of academic mod-
ules to encourage students to pick and choose
among a wide range of high school courses.
Students enter and leave a subject as, they com-
plete their work. Learning labs with individual-
ized instruction for 13 to 20 students are avail-
able. Students can participate in a district-wide
career center or they can work 20 percent of their
time in the community and receive credit from
the school.

Teachers are selected from diversified
backgrounds and are "people who honestly care
about the kids and believe in what we're do-
ing. . . . We have real problems and need people
who have strong assets."'o Everybody in the
school teaches, Including the secretary and the
custodian, parents and students. Every staff
member functions as an advisor and personal
counselor to about 20 students and each staff
member has contact once a month with each
parent.

In its first t;vo years of existence, the Walk-In
School neversuspended a student. In the 1973-7
school year, the students completed an average.,
of 75 percent of their learning contracts, com-
pared with a past record of completing 64 per-
cent of school credits. Their attendance record
was 93 percent in 1973-74school year, compared
to a previous 68 percent. There was an average
2.4 grade level increase in reading score per
student and a 1.2 grade level increase in mathe::
matics per student. A self-concept scale test
showed a positive increase.

Students are not transferred out of this
program and while they are free to leave the
school if they choose to, few do. "There are
different kinds of ways to meet the needs of
education. Any time you mass people together,
you dehumanize and depersonalize them. Put-
ting smaller groups of students and teachers
togetherthat helps in and of itself. You have

'Interview with William Howell. Director. Walk-1n School.
Richland County School District No.1, Columbia,South
Carolina, March 20, 1975.
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soling and individual guidance is a majoi part of
the program.

Hie Outpost at the Better Boys Foundation is
in a poor neighborhood The space is makeshift.
Funding and hack -up sell ices for the task under-
taken are inadequate. It is ahtays painful to see
how obvious it is that the school system does not
want different students and would prefer that
they just go assay and not he heard from again.

City-Wide Alternative Programs
Both the Seattle. Washington Public Schools

and the Philadelphia, - Pennsylkania Public
Schools have city -wide alternative programs.
he Seattle Public Schools offer a range of 29

different alternate education progranis, for all
age levels, which encompass a wide range of
realistic choices of teaching and learning styles to
staff. students and parents. One program pro-
vides a oommunity -based alternative treatment
program for juveniles who have had contact with
the policq. Another offers five educational op-
tionswithin the staidenes own high school. There
is a free school. an open spice elementary school
program and several pi °grams for dropouts.
Instead of returning to the same situation which
might have caused his or her suspendable behav-
ior. a student has an alternative program
available.

Philadelphia has an official Alternative Pro-
grams Office to coordinate the almost 120 alter-
native programs provided for almost 10,000
students. In the formal descriptions of the
prograins, it appears that 6 programs on the
elementary ICkCI, and 20 programs on the sec-
ondary level are specifically direCted toward
students who have had disciplinary problems in
school or who has e become alienated from the
regular school programs.

Conclusion
Obsiously, we advocate developing alterna-

tives to educate children to deter, prevent or end
disruption. But the danger of.proliferating pro-
grams designed specifically for troubled children
is the temptation to label and pkiee ever-
increasing numbers of children in them. Marcus
Foster, the late superintendent of schools in
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Oakland. Cafifornia, discussed his experience as

a principal of one such school in Philadelphia.
After he \had established a sound academic
program, Cmphasiied respect for the students
and insisted on intensive, personalised support
for the students. O.V. Catto School became a
success. Howeser, when asked if he would like to
see a lot more schools like Catto so that students
with special problems could get the kind of
intense help that wasiteing provided, he replied.

. .no, I wouldn't want to see another one. The
more special schools 'for a mirticular type of
youngster are built. thel,more adept the authori-
ties become in, locating Children tcr fill them up. If
a hundred disciplinary Schools were built. they
would run around and find enough children to
fill them." He continued:

Eisen with students in-disciplinary schools. the
goal ought to be to return the youngsters to
their regular schools. Very often their prob-
lems are of a transitory nature a crisis in-the
family or a specific remediable learning prob-
lem that Ms caused a school failure and
subsequent misbehavior. Temporary isolation
vt ith intensive help and support can put many
of these youngsters hack on the right track.
But there is no question that eventually and
sooner rather than later-- they must return to
the heterogeneous mix of society at large.''

The examples in this chapter cannot possibly
give an adequate picture of the people, program
successes and ohstacles that comprise alterna-
tives to suspensions. In an increasing number of
school systems there is some new program to
cope with students who in earlier years would
have conformed, failed or been excluded. We do
not want to hold these up as models to be
dutiftuly replicated. in order for an alternative to
succeedlt needs to be impeccably tailored to the
local situation. -we merely summarized some of
these as examples, f programs currently being
tried to,help those ho want to try but do not
have alternatives at t eir disposal. We urge you
to write to a program which you think might be
adaptedto your com utility for more specific
iuformation.

°Marcus A Foster, %/Am, lutat it urA, for
hanglin! delphi I he Westminster

Press. 197 I )



Postscript

On Effectiye Advocacy

Parents must fight for their children's right to
an education. This includes demanding fair
procgdures as well as seeking to Affect sub-
stantive practices in the area of discipline. Par-
ents should systematically monitor schools' be-

- havior regardithe exclusion of their children
Trom school and question those decisions rigo-
rously No procedure and no rule, however fine.
works unless it is enforced. Few officials, how-
ever dedicated, act without outside pressure,
either because of the many demands on them or
because of countervailing political considera-
tions. Parents should seek information from
school officials. about school discipline policies,
get in% olved in organizing groups to discuss these
policies and practices. seek to work construc-
tively With school officials.widternatives to sus-
ension, and challenge nonresponsive and or
illextilschool actions. They should keep careful
records noting the dates, comments and com-
mitmentS made in all conversations with school
officials. If parents cannot make any impact With
local authorities, they should contact higher
school officials, state and federal governmental
agencies and advocates who may help.

Pay Attention to the
Selection of Principals

If we had to make ime recommendation to
parents and local advocacy groups, it would be
to seek a voice in the selection of principals and
to work with the principal to ensure consistent
and sensible discipline policies and practices.
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Principals, more than anyone else, determine the
atmosphere m a school and how discipline will be
administered. The principals we interviewed in
Chapter I are good examples of the kinds of
qualities parents might seek in those who so
influence their ehools and their children's lives.
We think there tire-many more of these commit-
ted people working in public schools today. They
need to be identified, encouraged and supported
by parents.

Know What Information
Is Available

Since 1968 OCR has conducted an annual
Civil Rights Survey collecting information to see
whether there was racial discrimination-in sus-
pension and expulsion practices as well as a host
of other aspects of schooling affecting'tninority
group youngsters) OCR surveyed every school

' I he Stirs ey Lollet.1, information by race tor each scitoot on
items such as enrollment retention in the same grade.
assignment to programs for Lducable Mentally Retarded
( R) or I minable Mentally Retarded ( rmp): emo-
tionally disturbed. socially maladjusted. underachieNers
and or slots learners: physical. health. sensory and re-
lated handicapped: specific learning, disabled. pupils sus-
pended less than 20 consecume day s. and number of sus-

, pension day s Additional information collected on each
undis idual xhuil includes grade span, number of physical
edinaition classes or sections %WI are Lomprised of fill
percent or more of pupils of one sot. number of all other
classes or sections st Inch arc comprised of 80 percent or
more of pupils of one sex. pupils transported at public
e pensa. and a %ariety of intormation on ability grouping.
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systeM which had R) percent or more minority
student enrollment and every system that had
one school with 50 percent or more minority
students enrolled. Beginning in Fall 1968 and
until the Rill 1972 survey. all school systems
enrolling 3.000 or more pupils and a large sample
of those with less.than 3.000 pupils were surveyed
every two yea rs.2 Completion of the Civil Rights
Survey was required under Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 and Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972. A willftilly false statement
on the survey is punishable by law.

Under the Freedom of Information Act.
passed by Congress in 1966 and effective July.
1967. the Civil Rights Survey forms are available
to any individual who requests them for the cost
of reproduction (06-more than 10 cents a page).
Many school systems will give parents and com-
munity organizations copies of the Civil Rights

Eor the school system as a %hole information is

reported by race on enrollment. staximded by resident
and non-resident pupils: assignment to programs for
I'M R and I \IR: emotionally disturbed. socially malad-
iusted underachioers and or slov. learners. physical.
health. sensory or related handicapped: specific learning
disabled: pupils expelled or suspended user 20 consectit-
ie days: resident pupils enrolled in another public school
system: resident pupils enrolled in non-public schools:
and dropouts Additional information collected on the
school system as hole includes number of schools in
the system. number of schools using ability grouping.
number of single JO( schools, different graduation re-
quirements according to sex. a series of questions on
numbers of and programs for non-English-speaking and
bilingual pupils, and new school construction data

1 he selection of districts to surrey v.as determined at a time
v. hen OCR had respbrisibility to identify and correct
instances of discrimination base4,o-nly on race, color, or

:national origin. SIIIC' the pass : of htle IX of the
Education Amendmentsol 1972 prohit,nings,:x discrimi-
nation and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
prohibiting discrimination against handicapped persons,
including school children. OCR has been ,nandated with
responsibility to identify and correct discrimination in
schools on the additional bases of sex and handicap.
Discrimination on the basis of sex and hapdicap can
occur in any school district regardless of minority student
enrollment, Consequently, an annual survey of all school
districts in the country is the only was OCR can fulfillats
responsibility to identify potential discrimmatton based
on all the areas race. color, national origlt sex and
handicap
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Survey forms, but they are not required to. If
your school system will not give you the forms,
request them from an OCR regional office or the
Washington, D.C. office. From these forms you
should be able to get information for each
ind 1%, idual school (Form OS CR 102) and for the
school system as a whole (Form OS CR 101). by
race (American Indian, Black American. Asian
.kmerican. Spanish Surnamed American and all
other pupils including "whites") on the number
of children suspended and expelled or any of the
other information collected.

You should also request copies of written
discipline codes, rules or procedures from your
school district. If they have none, you should
insist that they adopt them and disseminate them
among all members of the school and parent
community. Then monitor the application and
enforcement of these rules.

Make Complaints
Federal law requires OCR to investigate and

resolve every complaint it receives alleging dis-
crimination on the basis of race. national.origin.
sex and handicap)

'In 1970. HEW was sued for failure to enforce Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 in elementary and secondary
schools and institutions of higher education in the 17
southern and border states. Under the terms of a court
order in that case, Adams v. Wemberger. OCR has been
ordered to investigate and resolve complaints within 180
days or to begin 30 days after that administrative pro-
ceedings leading to federal fund termination. Specifical-
ly. in a court decree most recently updated March 14.
1974.OCR must:

I) Within 90 days after receiving a complaint or other
information of racial discriMination. determine
-whether the school system is in or out of compliance
with Title VI.

2) Where there is not a determinatioMof compliance by
the 90th day, attempt to negotiate voluntary compliz
ance daring an additional 90-day period.

3) Where compliance is not secured within 180 days of the
receipt of the complaint or other information of racial
discrimination. begin within 30 days an enforcement -.
proceeding through liciminiwattve notice of hearing
(which can end with fund telmination) or any other
means authorind-by law.

On June 4. 1975. 111:w Secretary Caspar Weinb'erger
proposed a new civil rights procedural regulation which



If you think your children are being treated
unfairly because of their race, color, national
origin, sex or handicap, write a letter to:

Peter E Holmes, Director
Offic,e'for Civil Rights
DeVartment of Health, Education & Welfare
4tli and Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington. D.C. 20201

Explain your problem in detail, that is, what,.
happened and has been happening and why you
think discrimination is involved. Try to back up
your charges with records of conversations with
school officials.

In order to help CDF keep track of whether
OCR is meeting its responsibility to respond and
resolve complaints in timely fashion, send car-
bon copies of your letters of complaint to.

Children's Defense Fund
1520 New Hampshire Menue,
Washington, D.C. 20036

Before or along with contacting the federal
government, attempt to resolve your problem.
with your" local school officials. Seek a meeting
with the principal and write a complaint to the
school board. These steps should be taken re-
gardless of whether there is an issue of racial
discrimination. If satisfaction is not obtained,
then seek outside help from your city and state
human relations Commissions or write to the
federal Office for Civil Rights.

Do Not Accept Bureaucratic
Excuses for Inaction

Ending school suspension will require a lot of
persistence and ability to get past the defensive-

would eliminate the requirement that OCR um:silt:ate
and resole csery complaint it [(Noses. I his proposed
regulation is inconsistent with federal us el rights lws.
HI'W's current regulations and the court order in Adams

Wonbersfer We do not know whether this new regu-
ration will be allowed to stand Many °rpm/futons and
indisiduals base notified IIEV of their opposition to the
change and lawyers litigating Adams s, If embower arc
challenging the regulations in court Should the proposed
regulation become OCR practice. and at this inoment,we
haseno reason to behest: It will. individuals should con-
untie to submit letters of complaint to OCR OCRfwtll
continue to respond to many complaints and C. DI. will
constantly urge OCR to ins estigate esery single com-
plaint we know about.
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ness many school people will exhibit. The en-
trenched attitudes of too many officials. their
stake in being right after all these years even in
the face of patent evidence that their policies are
not working, public ignorance about the facts
and complexities of school processes, parental
exclusion from and lack of confidence in their
ability to challenge big and awesome school
bureaucracies, and the lack of developed advo-
cacy in this area all add up to considerable hur-
dles to overcome.

But change is as necessary as it is hard. Endless
excuses will be heard to justify inaction. Though
we challenge many arguments against fair hear-
ings for school suspension in particular in Chap-
ter 5, a few more general excuses for not ending
suspensions must be anticipated and refuted. Do
not accept these if you hear them. Insist that
officials work out atternatives which discipline
children without excluding them. You may hear:

I. We educators know best: Parents and oth-
ers- do not understand the problems $veface daily
with children and we must use the discipline
techniques we choose.

If they are such experts, the suspension
problem would not have gotten out of hand and
increasing fears and concerns about school disci-
pline would not be so pervasive. It is ironic that
school officials resort so frequently to methods
which -undercut the purpose of educating
children.

Parents must begin to assert themselves more
in the educational lives of their children. Regard-

ing your child, you are and should be second to
none in expertise. Nothing is more crucial than
that parents gain the confidence to act and
understand their right to hold school officials
accountable for minimal standards of perfor-
mance and fairness. School officials are supple-
ments to, not substitutes for, parents. They
should not be permitted to exclude your child
without a valid legal and educational basis for
doing so. Demand that they give you such
reasons in writing. If you have questions about
the validity of the action, seek help to challenge
the decision keeping your child put of school.

2. Education is a privilege, not a right. Only
those children who behave properly deserve to
go to school. Troublemakers deserve to he out.
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difficult it is to stretch energy and patience to
corer 30 "good" children. But educators should
not he in the positain of choosing between
children sonic to nurture, others to ignore. We
belie% e no school child is expendable. Each one
needs an education, and if he or she ehibits a
behaior problem that infringes on the rights of
others, then it is up to the school to identify the
cause of the misbehm ior and w ork out an educa-
tional program that at once remo% es the child
from a troubling situation but does not remoe
him or her from school.

4, Improper mrtsduton: It t.c not our lob to
solve all the problems children who come
belore US. 11( hddren hay e behavtor problems, let
the famth and other insittuttons deal st ah them.

But It is the, b of school officials to educate all
children. They cannot do this by excluding them.
Children who are very difficult to handle ought
to be remoed from a class temporarily. But we
need to define v hat constitutes disruption care-
fully and think about what happens next. As a
South Carolina newspaper said about a six }ear-
old kindergarten child who had been recently
expelled from school:

Where does a six year old child go? For a
number of years the school has been looked
upon as the place where kids could go for
training, fellowship, guidance and many other
things in a preparation for life's-processes. If
the opportunity to get a proper education by
six year old kindergarten student is taken
away from him, then where does he go? Where
does a six year old Black child go? Think about

Perhaps the'question is even more important
when the child is 14, The answer is likely to be
that he will go on the streets, with no formal
agency or adult having responsibility for his
daily actions, and with learning, emotional

'1'011 01 %Itm," 11I(' ( umlaut Ilessenger.(BentietMilk.
South ( arolinak p 1 I hi, terµ {, orroborated hs

aniuhei South C arolina tic palm as %%ell. %%hul ,tated
that the expulsion had "attiaeled the attention 01 those
%elm feel that South Carolina schools and school, in
most states are nusuelng their ultimate diselplinare
tool, 01 suspension and expulsion "" School 100 Quick
to I. xpel'" the hallow Obwrter. harlotte. South

arolina Sundae. 1.ebruale 16. 19'Si
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behavior problems escalating, he will end up in
delinquent involvement.

5. Children must wukr.stand and respect au-
thorto . We cannot hack down or :lungs will get
out of hand. They take advantageof weakness.

Ground rules for learning ought to be set in
schools and strictly adhered to. There is no
question that children, particularly adolescents.
test the tolerance of adults and institutions and
need to be taught firm and consistent limits. But
teachers and principals need to reevaluate which
of the many school, rules are the legitimate
guideposts-for safety and education, and which
are there either for bureaucratic efficiency or to
artificially prop a teacher's sense of authority.

Authority does not license unfairness, such as
the racial and social clash disproportions in sus-
pension which we have found. It does not Justify
insensitivity, such as suspension for incontinen-
cy or cleanliness or being too poor to pay for
hooks or school fees. And authority does riot
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legiumire unnecessary actions. such as suspend-
ing a child for verbal confrontations which, if
handled immediately and flexibly, could he
resolved discreetly without loss of schooling.

I here are those w ho believe that obedience is
the same as authority and respect for the law.
File!, belie% e that good habits taught unwaver-
ingly at home and in schOol will make good
citirens. they lea e out any free w ill or rational-
ity in decision-making or. as Horace Mann put
it. "conscience" on the part of students Yet
increasingly schools are being asked to teach
children to sob. c problems rather than memonie
facts I he ability to reason. to question, to know
how to gather information and assess it are im-
portant both in terms of academic 'subject areas
and respect for the law As one principal told us.
"I tell my teachers. 'Don't expect the kids to
respect you just because you're the teacher. If
ou show them respect, you'll get it in return.
Ind from then on y our authority will not he

questioned It has worked in every case

Ic,t,ni, wuh Phuhp ,hi I t , 1
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You should help teachers develop the
flexibility to deal with y our children. Confer with
them when a problem arises. Support their
decision if it justified, If it isigot. show them

by it is not and suggest other was to deal with a
conflict that allows them to contiol their class
and yet does not rob tour child of schooling,

6. Lail. alternattve,s. H'Ithout the potter to
cycl and suvend, tie it uukl have no it at to
matmatti «nitro/. Clums it uulcl result.

Ellis is demonstrably untrue since many
school officials and teachers in many districts do
not suspend or expel children and Itinction quite
w et as illustrated in Chapters 1 and 6. More and
more school officials arc, resorting to in-school
disciplinary tools. kw many officials who claim
lack of alternatives have never tried to find them.
II our child's school does not hay e an alterna-
tive program or services, try to find out,what
kind of program would he useful to a large
enough number of students to constitute a class.
See if any teachers are interested in working in an
alternative setting within the public system.
Support those teachers. Volunteer. or find other

1



parents or community,people to volunteer, time
as teacher aides or teachers of specific technical
skills students are interested in learning. There
are numerous sources of materials, experiences
and part-tinie personnel availible for school

ti

fi

"children. It usually just takes the imagination
and energy to coordinate them all. Identify these
sources in your community and or make it clear
to teachers and school officials that you support
their actions in this area.
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Appendix A

Methodology

This report relies on two primary sources of
data: (1) results of an extensive household sur-
vey on children out of school which were pub.,
lished earlier by the Children's Defense Fund in
Children Out of School in America; and (2) our
analysis of information submitted by school
districts to the federal Office for Civil Rights.
The methodology used for collecting and analyz-
ing the original data on children out of school,
including information on school suspensions
and other disciplinary actions, and for our analy-

- sis of the OCR data follows:

I. CDF Survey of Children
Out of School

The 1970 U.S. Census indicated where the
most serious problems of school nonenrollment
were, and what the impact of lOcation, income,
parental education and minority status was on
the likelihood of children being out of school.
However, Census data could not tell us who

' these children were, why they were out, and what
it meant to them. We therefore decided to do a

' door-to-.door survey in various parts of the
country in order to answer these questions.

We gathered information on children out of
school and also on problems of children attend-
ing school, such as unmet special educational
needs or disciplinary actions taknagainst them.
In order to assure a measure of comparability in
the data collected, we designed a questionnaire
that was used uniformly throughout the survey.
The entire questionnaire, a copy of which is
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included at the end of Appendix A in Children
Out ofSchool in America, pp. 163-168, served as
a guide for monitors. in gathering information
about all school-age children in every household
visited. The questionnaire covered facts and
issues about children out of school; special
educational needs, programs and schools; disci-
pline; and certain family characteristics. All
household. interviews were conducted in confi-
dence and no information on individual house-
holds visited will be released to anyone outside of
the Children's Defense Fund.

Selection of Areas

Areas to monitor were selected in a combina-
tion of ways. We sought a balance of factors such
as regional variation, racial and ethnic mix,
urban and rural populations and different in-
come levels. After consulting Census data, we
asked for recommendations from individuals.
familiar with state and local situations in various
places. We chose 30 areas to survey:

Alabama
Autauga County

Beat 10
Montgomery

Census Tract 3
Northgate Housing Project

Colorado
Denver

Census Tract 1.01
Census Tract 8
Census Tract 41.01



Georgia
Hancock County

Georgia Militia Districts 102 and 113
Macon

Census Tract 127

Iowa
Davenport

Census Tract 107
Census Tract 123

Kentucky
Floyd County

Mud Creek Area

Maine
Portland

Census Tract 1 1

Census Tract 12
Census Tract 19
Bayside East Housing Project
Riverton Housing Project

Massachusetts
Cambridge

Census Tract 3524
Census Tract 3527

Holyoke
Census Tract 8114.

New Bedford
" Census Tract 6510

Census Tract 6526
Somerville

Census Tract 3512
'Springfield

Census Tract 8008
Census Tract 8018

Mississippi
Canton

Joe'Prichard Homes Housing Project

South Carolina
Columbia

Census Tract 5
Census Tract 22

Sumter County
Precinct 2
Precincts I and 26B

Washington. D.C.
Census Tract 74,04

Monitors visited at least every fourth house-
hold. Sampling was done consistently within
Census tracts and political subdivisions, but
differently among them, Households where there
was no answer or a refusal to answer were noted

and tabulated. When a monitor ldund no one
home at Ihe designated household, the Monitor
visited the preceding household in the count. (In
a few areas. the next household was visited.)The
count always resumed from the original house-
hold whether or not an interview was obtained-at

-the-preeeding_(.or next) household. If.there was
no answer at the desigtTilatmisehGleLand the
household preceding it. the monitor noted this
and continued on with the original count from
the designated household. Monitors did not go
back (or forward) more than one household
before or after the designated household.

All interviewing was done between July, 1973
and 'March. 1974. In analysing the data we
collected, the school year 1972 -73 (both semes-
ters) always was examined. However, in some
places interviewing was done a month or more
after the 1973 -74 school year had begun. In those
places, the analysis covered up to a eiree semes-
ter time period. We calculated children out of
school by two different measures: I) children.
who missed three or more consecutive months of
school, and 2) children who missed 45 days of
school, whether or not it was consecutive. The
survey analysis period for these two-measures
included 1972 -73 and that portion of the first
semester that had passed. Our calculations on
suspensions were done on this tme two- and
sometimes three-semester basis.

For a brief description of each specific place
we monitored, see Children Out of School in
America. pp. 157 162.

Suspension Data

Portions of the CDF Survey Questionnaire
School Expulsions. Suspensions 'Ind Disci-
plinary Transfers, and Pamiiy Household
Questionnairewere the sources of the sus-
pension data.

Data on children who had been suspended
were collected and summarized front our survey
following procedures similar to those used in
studying children out of school. We found some
children suspended who also met the criteria for
being counted inbur out-of-school data. These
children were counted in both summaries. De-
tailed data on childrenuspended were collected
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and fables were computed to show the following.

reasons for suspension
social and ethnic characteristics by sex for
all children and for secondary school chil-
dren
secondary school children by sex and race:
frequency and duration
Tamil y characteristics such as poverty indi-
cated by AFDC and other public assist-
ance as sole or partial support, educational
attainment of head of household and
female-headed hou,ehomlds.

Other Information

CDF staff also collected information on
school programs, policies and practices in 17
school districts where the children in our survey
went to school. We interviewed teachers. coun-
selors and officials. asking primarily about spe-
cial education. discipline and other policies
Which could exclude children from school.

Sample Questionnaire

AM monitors used an identical household
questionnaire prepared by CDF. They also re-
ceiNed an accompanying packet of materials
which included an instruction sheet, a memoran-
dum explaining the basis for the report. a set of
definitions of teems. and a guide to reasons why
children might he out of school, in special
schools. or in special programs. All monitors
participated in training sessions conducted by
CUE.: staff members before beginning the survey.

All school official interviews were conducted
by CM: and AFSC staff working from much
more detailed material.

The following two questionnaires were used in
the survey to obtain data on school discipline:

School Expulsions, Suspensions
and Disciplinary Transfers*

I. (a) Name
(b) Age
(c) Birthday
(d) Sex
(e) Race

1 iII out 101 each child Cpelled or %uspended c+en
child N in a regular program in regular school.
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2. Was child elver expelled from school?
(a) If yes, how many times?
(b) For each time explain:

( I ) When?
(2) For how long? Why?
(3) Reasons given by school officials.
(4) Parent; guardian and child's ver-

sions
3. Was child ever suspernded from school?

(a) If yes, how many times?
(b) For each time explain:

( I ) When?
(2) For how long? Why?
(3) Reason given by school officials.
(4) Parent guardian and child's ver-

sion
4. Has child ever been transferred for discipli-

nary reasons from school to school?
(a) If yes, how many times?
(b) For each time explain:

(I) When?
(2) For how long? Why?
(3) Reason given by school officials.
(4) Parent guardian and child's ver-

sion
5. Procedure:

(a) How and by whom was he notified?
(b) Race national origin of group or indi-

vidual who expelled him her?
(c) Was a hearing held with school offi-

cials? If yes, who was present?
if no, were you informed of a right to a
hearing? By whom?
Did you request a hearing? Explain.
Was child allowed, and did child have,
assistance from a lawyer or otherinde-
pendent third party?

(g) How did child get back in school?
(h) What did child do when he/she was

out of school?
6. Following expulsion or suspension was the

child enrolled in any institution or special
school? Explain.

Family/Household Questionnaire

I. Number of people who live in this house?
(a) Number of adults (18 years and over)
(b) Number of children.

2. Are children living with parents'?
(a) If not. who are they livirig with?

3. Are there children in this family who are
not living at home?
Where are they living? (Be as specific as"-
possible)

4. Language spoken in home?
5. Last year of school completed by parents or

adult responsible for child.

(d)

(e)



6. What is the source of income for house-
hold?

7. Who has a job who iies in this house')
(a) What kinds of jobs do they ha% e?

II. OCR Suspension Data
General

There were 2.862 school districts reporting to
OCR during both 1972 73 and 1973 74. In the
October 1972 filing, each district reported tilt)
number of students. by ethnicity, enrolled on or
about October I, 1972. In the October 1973
filing, each district reported the twill number of
student's suspended at least once during the
1972 73 school year, and the total number of
days of suspension for the same period. Both the
'counts of students suspended at least once, and
the counts of days were also broken out by
ethnicity.

The districts reporting are not a random
sample of all school districts in the nation.
Rather they are a census of all school districts
containing substantial minority enrollments.
except for very small (under 300 total district
enrollment) districts. The set of districts consti-
tutes a census of school suspension policies
affecting the 24,188.681 students enrolled in the
2,862 school districts, rather than a sample of
some larger group of students. Furthermore the
set of districts -represents more than 50 percent of
the total school enrollment in the nation and
almost 90 percent of the total minority school
enrollment,

The listing' in this appendix shows the 351
school districts which, when ranked by one of
four criteria for each of the five ethnic groups.
and for the total enrolled population of students
fall into the worst 50 districts in at least one of
those categories." The six categories of students
(total and five ethnic groups) are: all students.
white, black. Spanish surnamed. Indian Ameri-
cans and Asian Americans.

Indices of Incidence of Suspensions

Foreach of these six categories of students, the
districts were ranked by four attributes.

(1) Numher of Students Suspended ("N

S( SP "). this is the count of students suspended
at least once during the 1972 73 school year. The
OCR definition would imply that students sus-
pended multiple times would he counted just
once in this total. but there are some indications
that numerous dist nets counted suspensions and
not suspended students, thus somewhat

their figures.
(2) Percent Suspended ( "cc S 114): this is the

suspension rate which equals the number of
students suspended at least once divided by the
number of students enrolled ("ENROLL") and
multiplied by 100, Whenever the number sus-
pended exceeded the number enrolled the per-
cent was set to 100.0 percent. The number en-
rolled is as of a single day in October 1972. while
the number suspended is counted for the whole
of the 1972 73 school year. Consequently, it is
po.smble that more students of a group enrolled
in a system during the year. and that they (along
with the original students) were all suspended
during the year. However, the four districts that
do show a percent in excess of 100.0 percent
(Columbia County. Georgia for Spanish stu-
dents; Memphis, Tennessee and Berkeley
County. South Carolina for American Indian
students; and Cairo. Illinois for Asian-American
students) appear to be reporting errors rather
than districts with high turnover. One district.
Henry County. Georgia. reported suspending 92
Indian students, despite the fact that no Indian
students were enrolled. For this district, the
percent suspended was set to zero.

(3) Excess suspensions over white rate
("EXCESS"):this is the number of students sus-
pended who would not have been suspended had
their ethnic group's rate been as low as the white
rate. It equals the actual number suspended
minus the -product of the group's enrollment
times the white suspension rate. For the white
students, this figure is calculated differently. For
them, the base rate is the suspension rate of all
non-white students. The calculation for the "all
students" or "total" group is compared to the
white rate, but, since whites are also included in
the total group. this comparison tends not to
single out districts with very low proportions of
non-white students.
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(4) Percent higher than white rate ('
HIGH"). this is the difference between the ethnic
group's suspension rate and the rate for the white
students in the same district. Note that "EX-
CESS" would tend to single out larger districts,
merely because any discrepancy in rates affects
more students. Percent high H1611") on the
other hand. is not affected by the relative enroll-
ments in the districts, but is a pure measure of the
disparity in suspension rates. Me value for the
white students is calculated with a base percent
of all the non-white students, just as for "EX-
CESS" described above. Similarly, the figure for
totaLsiudents refers to a base for the white group,
and, since they are also a part of the total group
itself, the comparison tends not to single out
districts with very small portions of non-white
enrollment.

Limitations Imposed on the Rankings

No district was selected for ranking with
respect to the suspensions of an ethnic group if
the districthad less than 50 students of that group
enrolled and less than 10 students of that group
suspended. This was to avoid singling out dis-
tricts with so few students of some group that one
or two suspensions could largely account for the
district's place in the listing. Similarity, no dis-
trict was singled 'out for an "EXCESS" or "(i
H IGH" comparison if the white group had fewer
than 50 enrolled students and fewer than 10 sus-
pensions. Finally. regardless of enrollments or
suspension rate's, no district was selected for
ranking if it showed a figure lower than an
arbitrary limit set in advance. For the nuniber
suspended. the arbitrary limit was 20 students
'suspended. For percent suspended, the arbitrary
limit was 10 percent For excess suspensions 01. er
white rate, the limit was 10, and for percent sus-
pended above white rate, the limit was 5 percent.
These limits were used in order to present sing-
ling out districts which happened to fall among
the worst in the nation for some ethnic group,
but which showed absolute levels of performance
not much worse than the national average. These
limits primarily affected the ranking:, for Asian-
American students. since very few districts sus-
pended large numbers or high percentages of
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Asian-American students. Table I on the following
page shows the actual number of districts ranked
for each of the attributes and for each of the
ethnic groups.

Notice that only black and Spanish students
are suspended at so high a rate both absolutely
and relative to whites that at least 50 districts are
found above the cutoff levels for all. four attri-
butes. At the other extreme are the Asian Ameri-
can students whom only four districts suspend at
a rate sufficiently higher than white rates to
produce 10 or more suspensions in excess of
white rates.

Sources of Inaccuracy in Data Reported to
OCR.

Three possible sources of inaccuracya re noted
in the left margin of each district's entry in the
following listing. The note numbers appear in
parentheses just tinder the district's name, on the
same line as the state name. The notes are:

( I ) Districts with note (I) did not give the
complete ethnic breakdown for the students they
reported as suspended, or for the days of sus-
pension. If any "unknown" suspensions were
reported, the numbers appear tinder a column of
that title. Some districts-- Los Angeles, for
example did not report any suspensions in
f972 73, and so do not appear in the listingat all.
Other districts, Baltimore (city), Maryland for
example --did report suspensions but gave no
ethnic breakdown for them. Still others New
York and Chicago arc examples gave an ethnic
breakdown for only a small part of the total
numbers that they reported suspending. Table 2
shows some of the districts with incomplete data.

The consequence of non-reporting is that a
district may he shown in a too-favorable or too-
unfavorable light in the following listing. Since
there is no way for us to correct these districts
reports, we have used the data available. This is
unfortunate since, as the attached chart shows,
man) of the districts that failed to give ethnic
breakdowns were the large cities where minori-
ties are concentrated. .

(2) A district with note (2) is largely composed
of secondary students and is probably li's
consolidated ("regional") high school district for



TABLE

Number of Districts Ranked and Maximum and Minimum
Values for Each Ethnic. Group By Attribute

Attribute Limit total' White' Black Spainsh bidian Asian

Number Suspended ("N SUSI)" )
Highest Ranked Value 20 28,645 6,49 i 8,412 1,497 379 199
Loves( Ranked Value 3,103 1,499 1,400 286 20 21
Rank of lowest Value (50) (50) (50) (50) (42) (17)

'Percent Suspended (''c, SUSP")
Highest Ranked Value 10% 40.9% 44.4% 63.95 100.0%3 100.053 100.0'; 3
Lowest Ranked Value 14.9% 12.6% 22.3% 12.3,,1 10.05 11.95,
Rank of Lowest Value: (50) (50) (50) (50) (23) 0( 9)

Number Suspended in excess of White Rate ("EXCESS") . .

Highest Ranked Value 10 28,645.0 1,255.6 3,820.7 661.5 378.0 49.0
Lowest Ranked Value 960.7 56.0 752.2 63.4 10.3 21.0
Rank .0f Lowest Value (50) (50) (50) (50) (41) ( 4)

Percent Suspended above White Rate ("(1 HIGH")
Highest Ranked Value 5M 27.1% 28.8% 38.9% 100.0%3 .100.05,' 100.0;£
Lowest Ranked Value 5.0% 5.1% 13.5% 5.3q 5.6%
Rank of Lowest Value (37) (15) (50) (50 (27) ( 6)

I. Excess and' high computations for Total include whites as part of the total group.
2. Excess and % high computations for white students use all nonwhite students as the base.
3. The maxima arc from districts that report suspending inure student, of the relevant ethnic. groups than they had enrolled.

TABLE 2

Districts Which Failed to Give Complete Ethnic Breakdown
of Numbers of Suspended, Students in the OCR October 1973 Report

Rank District Name

Number of
unidentified
Slispensions District Name

Percent of
suspensions
unidentified

I chicago, Illinois 28,633 Phoenix Union High, Arizona 100.0
2 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 18.431 Bardstown, Kentucky 100.0
3 New York City, New York 16.268 Baltimore (city) Maryland 100.0
4 Rochester. New Yol k 2,825 Downes New Jersey 100.0
5 Baltimore (city) Maryland L790 Roselle, New Jersey 100.0
6 Willingboro, New Jersey 1363 Cumberland, North Carolina 100.0

A7 Waterbury, Connecticut 1,661 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 100.0
8 Peoria. Illinois 1,494 Chicago, Illinois 100.0
9 Bridgeport. Connecticut!cut 1,010 Willingboro, New Jersey 98.4

10 Port Huron, Michigan 93'2 North Bergen, New Jersey 96.6
11 Providence, Rhode Island 890 Mt. Healthy. Ohio 83.9
12 Bridgeton. New Jersey 872 New York City, New York 83.4
13 North Bergen, New Jersey 794 Waterbury, Connecticut 81.8
14 Memphis, l'ennessee 713 Peoria, Illinois 78.8
15 Cumberland County, North Carolina 689 Rudyard, Michigan 76.7

several autonomous elementary districts. Since
we are reporting district total suspension figures,
and since secondary students are suspended far
more frequently than elementary students. a
district with a '.cry high proportion of secondary
students will show up badly m the rankings. This
is tine of the feasons why we set the arbitrary
cutoir ,eels for ranked alues so that they would

be higher than them..«lllao (not combined) le\ -
els for the nation as a whole. Thus. mostly high
school districts are not unfairly included, al-
though their, position in the ranks may be
somewhat higher than they would he if compa-
risons were made for secondary students only.

(3), Because enrollment data were in the
district reports for October, 1972 and sus-
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pension data for the 1972 73 school ear w 'ere in
the district reports for October, 1973, it was
necessar to match records schoorb -school
within each district across the two .ears.
Occasionally we found that a school record was
missing for'one school year or the other, or, when
both records were present, the school had
changed grade spans during the interim. School
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districts that container: at least one such mis-
match are nagged by note (3). Obviously, the loss
of one or more school reports for a district may
either Mer- or under-represent the extent of sus-
pensions within that district. Again, we simply
flag the districts that may he affected, and report
to the reader the figures just as the districts
reported them to OCR.



Appendix B

TABLE 1
Totals front the OCR Survey of Students Suspended

at Least Once During the 1972-1973 School Year

White

Sleentary and Secondary School.]:
.:::st,r Lnr4..dt.ant: 15,163,546
SJsp.:nc:ed at Least Once: 471,948

Average Length of Suspension: 3.55 days

Percent Suspended: 3.1%

Zle-entary Schools:
Ortober Znrc11-cnt: 7,879,492

Ii:,.ev::el at '.q.st Once: 36,994

Average Length of Suspension: 3.25 diys
r'ercent Suspended: 0 0.5%

SecCndary Schools:
;.:'stel].?r Lnroll:-ent: 7,284,054

Suspended at 1.1st Once: , 434,954.

Average Length of Suspension: 3.57 days

Percent Suspended: 6.0%

Mere wore 2,062 districts reporting.

the number or districts reporting
:1]qher suspension rates for non-white
studnnts than their own white rates:*

There ore 27,310 elementary schools, 10,691 of them suspending students.
There were 11,556 secondary schools, 9,927 of them suspending students.
There were 20,59.0 ethnically unidentified students suspended at the elementary level, with 1.16 days average length.Thr° were C4,026 ethnically unidentified students suspended at the'secondary level, with 4.48 days average length.

Black Spanish Indian Asian

176,388 24,108,o.11

1,987 1,012,347

3.13 days 4.01 days

6,553,104

392,437

4.46 days

2,153,923

57,402

3.53 days

141,720

3,955

3.60 dayi
6.0% 2.7% 2.81 1.1% 4.22

3,694,591 1,306,995 79,638 100,937 13,061,653
55,053 5,763 ' 470 201. ' 119,071
3.91 days 3.35 days 3.19 days 2.08 days 4.06 eays
1.5% 0.4% 0.6%, 0.2% 0.92

2,858,513 846,928 62,082 75,451 11,127-428
337,384 51,639 3,485 1,786 893,276

4.55 days 3.55 days 3.65 days 3.25 dayo 4.01 days
11.8% 6.11 5.6% 2.48 8,01

1,944 735 285 139 2,063

Source: CCR forms OS/GB-102's for Fall 1972 and Fall 1973 as filed by local school districts. See Appendix A for descriptionof data and calculations.
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TABLE 2
SCHOOL SUSPENSION DATA FROM OCR FOR 1972-73 BY STATE

STATE NAME / ETHNIC RATIOS
TCTAL WHITE BLACK SPANISH INDIAN ASIAN UNKNOWN

RANK ORDER OF STATE'
T W B S I A

ALABAMA ENRCLL 767851 507851 259039 332 217 342 h SUSP 17 17 15 43 30 39
N SUS/ 19948 9409 10501 , 4 7 1 26 1 SUSP 4 37 36 41 21 18

WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN'. LENGTH 3.5 0 3.1 D 3.9 D 2.1 D 5.3 D 3.0 D EXCESS 17 12 20
66.1 33.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 SUSP 2.6 6 1.9 4.1 1 1.2 1 2.4 1 0.3 1 1 HIGH 25. 0 30

N.

16

ALASKA ENROLL 77007 60297 2389 491 13391 439 N SUSP 40 31 40 39 8+ 23
N SUSP 1981 1574 78 9 207 9 104 1 SUSP 35 26 311 32 2S *7*

WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.1 0 3.0 D 3.6 D 4.0 D 4.0 O ..3 D EXCESS .r, *24 40
78.3 3.1 0.6 17.4 .0.6 3 SUSP 2.6 2.6 1 3.3 6 4.8 % 1.51 2.1 3 1 hIGh 2 311

ARIZONA ENROLL 214265 181427 16087 71116 14145 1490 N SUSP 36 40 39 13 *6* 30
N SUSP 2733 1236 164 ' 514 258

1.°
557 1 SUSP 45 44 42 43 27 39

WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 6.8 D 7.1 D 11.3 D 6.1 D 5.5 C 1.5 D EXCESS 33 39 13 *2*
63.8 5.7 25.0 5.0 0.5 % SUSP 1.0 2 0.7 2 1.0 2 0.7 2 1.8 2 0.3 6. % HIGH 40 41 24 *10

ARKANSAS ENROLL 2484411 164836 102443 466 106 197 N SUSP 24 28 20 41 41 28
N SUSP 10338 3964 6361 6- 1 5 1 1 SUSP 23 28 22 39 35 5*

WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 4.8 D 4.0 D 5.3 D 3.3 0 3.0 0 3.0 D EXCESS, 21 16 *3
61.4 38.3 0.2 0.0 0.1 % SUSP 3.9 2.4 2 6.2 1 1.3 2 0.9 2.5 % 1 HIGH *10 19 *3*

CALIFCRNIA FNRCLL 3545422 2336434 421009 672145 14629 101205 N SUSP *1* 14 43 1* *1 *1*
N SUSP 141768 87204 27040 25566 625 1333 0 1 SUSP 17 12 21 17 114 15

WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.0 D 2.8 D 3.4 D 3.2 D 3.2 D 2.1 D EXCESS 12 *5* Oft 6*
65.9 11.9 19.0 0.4 2.9 I SUSP 4.0 % 3.7 6.4 3.8 2 4.3 % 1.3 1 HIGH 41 25 23 17

COLORADO ENROLL 345998 257151 20914 64022 1553 2358 N SUSP 21 19 26 *3 14 a
N SUSP 13333 6491 2787 3553 65 29 8 2 SUS, 22 24 *2* 8* *9 22

WHITE BLACK SPAN. INC. ASIAN LENGTH ).1 C 2.8 D 3.5 D 3.2 0 3.1 D 2.0 D ' EXCESS 20 24 *1* *10
74.3 6.0 16.5 0.4 0.7 % SUSP :0.9 2 2.7 2 13.3 1 5.5 1 4.2 1 1.2 1 ' 2 FIGH 19 *1* *7* *8*

CONNECTICUT ENROLL 204100 130147 53669 19666 132 416 N SUSP 19 26 23 *84. 36 31
N SUSP 14609 _5081 5392 1457 4 4 2671 2 SUSP 43 49 46 54 16 32

WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 4.0 D 4.1 D 4.5 D 4.2 D 7.8 D 5.0 D EXCESS 16 19 4.4., :
63.8 26.3 9.6 0.1 0.2 I SUSP 7.2 % 3.9 6 10.0 6 1.4 2 3.0 2 0.8 2 % HIGH *3* iv, *5*

DELEWARE ENRCLL 66626 .39911 256115 739 69 155 NI SUSP 32 33 30 32 34
N SUSP 3940 2227 1619 32 0 2 0 1 SUSP 94. *3* 20 13 17

.HITS BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.3 D 2.2 0 2.5 0 2.7 C 0.0 0 2.0 D EXCESS 40 36
60.0 38.6 1.1 0.1 0.2 I SUSP 5.9 1 5.6 1 6.5 1 '4.3 1 0.0 % 1.3 1 1 HIGH 36 37

DI51 OF COLUMBIA ENROLL 140000 4928 133634 sla 18 598 N SUS/ 38 47 28 44
N SUSP 2657 13 2641 0 0 0 2 SUS 43 45 41 45

WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.2 0 2.7 0 s2.2 0 2.0 0, 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 26 23 25
3.5 95.5 0.6 0.0 0.4 I S'ZISP 1.9 0.3 2.o-1 0.4 0.0 1 0.0 4 % HIGH *7* 33 22

FLORIDA ENROLL 1485121 1055925 344343 $0099 2108 2646 N SUS/ 42 * 2* 47 24 *9*
N SUSP 76185 39621 ,34230 1631 28 29 646 2 SUS/ 13 11 !14 31 31 24

WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 5.9 0 5.3 D 6.6 0 6.0 0 5.3 0 4.7 0 EXCESS 3* I
71.1 23.2 5.4 0.1 0.2 SUSP 5.1 1 3.11 1 9.9 % 2.0 1 1.3 1 1.1 1 2 HIGH 13 *7*



- ..-GEORGIA ENRCLL 1002 67 635296 364313 1363 518 1177 N SUSP 11N SUSP 36 25 17902 20449 103 97 18 156 2 SUSP 21
63.4 36.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 2 SUSP 3.5 2 w2Z4 12 5.6 2 7.4 2 16.7 X 1.5 2 :)T,IGT. T2

WHITE BLACK SPAN. INC. ASIAN LENGTH 5. 0 ,4.6 0 5.7 0 3.6 0 4.0 0 5.6 Q
.

10AHO ENRCLL 2607f 24216 47 2839 758 218 N SUSP 42N SUSP 1109 1633 2 50 22 2 0 2 SUSP *8*WHITE SLACK SPAN. INC. ASIAN LENGTH 0.7 0 0.5 0 0.0 0 1.3 0 5.0 0 0.5 9 EXCESS .86.2 0.2 10.1 2.7 0.8 2 SUSP 6.1 2 6.7 % 0.0 2 1.8 2 2.9 % 0.9 2 2 HIGH .
ILLINOIS ENRCLL 964689 491441 412334 73401 1924 57119' h SLSP 5*N SUSP 55004 14608 9573 627 17 52 30127 2 SUSP *10WHITE SLACK SPAN. INC. ASIAN LENGTH 4.6 0 3.8 0 5.1 0 3.7 0 5.6 0 3.4 0 EXCESS *1*49.9 41.9 7.5 0.2 0.6 2 SUSP 5.6 2 3.0-2 2.3 2 0.9 2 0.9 2 0.9. 2 A HIGH 4*
INDIANA ENROLL 428957 308434 107657 11210 .666 790 4 N SUSP 18N SUSP 18612 9763 6425 250 6 10 158 2 SUS, 16WHITE BLACK SPAN. INC. ASIAN LENGTH 3.2 0 3.0 0 3.4 0 3.6 0 5.3 0 1.3 0 EXCESS 1671.-9 25.1 2.6 4..2 0.2 2 SUSP 4.3 t 3.2 2 7.6 2 2.2 2 0.9 2 1.3 2 2 HIGH 20
IOWA ENROLL 119426 108692 6915 1046 373 200 , h SUSP 345 N SUSP 2923 2129 760 29

'it
1 6 0 1 SUSP 37WHITE SLACK SPAN. MO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.0 0 2.6 0 3.4 0 2.5 0 1.8 0\ 2.0 0 EXCESS 36'91.2 7.5 C.9 0.3 0.2 2 SUSP 2.4 2 2.0 2 6.5 2 2.8 2 1.1 I ', 0,5 2 2 HIGH 31

KANSAS
\EhRCLL 179.624 142053 29157 6489 1222 703 . N SUSP 27N SUSP 5230 5440 3461 4. 259 55 . 15 O 2 SUSP 12WHITE BLACK SPAN. INC. ASIAN LENGTH 4.9 0 4.7 0 5.2 0 4.0 0 4.0 0 7.5 0 EXCESS 2579.1 16.2 3.6 0.7 C.4 2 SUSP 5.1 2 3.8 2 11.9 2 4.0 2 4.5 A 2.12 % HIGH. 16

KENTUCKY ENROLL 268567 237305 50895 109 95 183 h SLSP 26N SUSP 9746 6808 2609 5 0 5 319 2 SUSP 28WHITE SLACK SPAN. INC. ASIAN LENGTH 2.3 0 2.1 D 2.7 0 2.2 0 0.0 D 3.4 0 EXCESS 2782.2 17.6 G.0 0.0 0.1 2 SUSP 3.4 2 2.9 2 5.1 2 4.6 X 0.0 2 2.7 2 2 HIGH 30
LOUISIANA ENROLL 149758 500098 344465 4323 366 466 N SUSP *3*N SUSP 72792 32170 40156 254 9 9 194 2 SUSP *2WHITE SLACK SPAN. INC. ASIAN LENGTH 3.3 0 3.0 0 3.5 0 3.3 0 5.6 0 3.8 D , EXCESS *5*58.9 40.5 0.5 0.0 0.1 % SUSP 6.6 2 6.4 2 11.7 1 5.9 2 2.3 2 1.9 2 2 HIGH *6.
MARYLAND ENROLL 621718 584623 227801 4560 637 4097 N SUSP 14

-

N SUSP 32030 20651 9239 104 6 30 2000 1 SUSP 20WHITE SLACK SPAN. 1h0. ASIAN LENGTH 5.1 0 3.2 0 3.6 D 2.5 0 2.5 0 3.0 0 EXCESS 2474.1 27.7 C.6 0.1 0.5 2 SUSP 3.9 X 3.5 2 4.1 2 2.3 2 0.9 2 0.7 % 2 HIGH 35
MASSACHUSETTS ENROLL 231659 61024 45055 12746 . 159 2675 N SUSP 22N SUSP 9041 5910 2750 279 5 28 . 69 2 SUSP I9WHITE SLACK SPAN. !NO. ASIAN -LENGTH 3.7 0 1.2 0 4.5 0 5.1 0 3.2 0 2.1 0 EXCESS 3073.8 19.4 5.5 0.1 1.2 2 SUSP 3.9 2 3.5 2 6.1 % 2.2 2 3.1 2 1.0 6 I 1,I0, 32MICHIGAN ENRCLL 675592 354558 295037 17542 1851 1604 h SUSP 15K. 5LSP 31111 122/4 16757 737 64 21 1228 X SUSP 15wHIT1-'8LACK SPAN. 17,0. ASIAN LENGIN 4.4 0 4.4 0 4.1 0 5.9 C 3.0 0 1.0 0 EXCESS 1453.2 43.7 2.6 0.3 0.2 .7 SUSP 4.6 2 1.4 2 5.7 2 4.2 2 3.5 1 1.3 V 2 HIGH 16

KINNE5.171 ENROLL 117160 99778 9773 2266 4868 473 I. SUSP 30N SUSP 4300 2568 665 61 251 6 30 2 SOP 24BLACK SPAN. INC. ASIAN LENGTH 2.4 C 2.5 L, 2.8 0 2.? 0 2.5 0 1.5 0 LXCESS 3285.2 6.3 1.9 4.2 0.4 2 SUSI, 3.7 7 3.0 2 6.1297 4 5.2 4 1.3 % 2 HIGH 27

*7* *7* 22 12 15
23 27 *4* *2* 13

*84 11 *5*
24 *4* *2*

37 30 25 35
t1.1* 34 19 28
*1*
*l

11 16 11 28 *4*
21 39 42 39 29

16 19' 18 32 20
19 13

14-
27, 38 20

13

34 34 33 37 ,40
36 *9* 24 34 35

30 11
*5* 16

24 25 16 16 16
*10 *3* 16 sp. p

22 17 14
3* 20 15

20 29 42 29
22 29 *10 *4*

21 23 ,

29 11

*3* *1* 17 29 24
'2. 4* *6* 23 *8*

'24.

*10

*5* 17 21 33 *6*
13 35 26 36 33

27
40

22 27 15 35 *10
15 23 29 14 25

26
26

14 *10 *9* 15 13
16 26 15 11 16

11 *9* 21
28 17 21

30 35 28 *7* 25
20 17 25 *5= 19

33 *3*
It *5

0
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Appendboi?

TABLE 2
SCHOOL SUSPENSION DATA FROM OCR FOR 1972.73 BY STATE

srAirt NAM( / ETHNIC RATICS
T(TAL MATE BLACK SPANISH INDIAN ASIAN UNKNC.4.

RANK CACIER 0F STATE148514
MISSISSIPPI ENKCLL 5C8320 24/136 260375 311 142 336 N SUSI, 20 25 18 37 42 26

bodir BLACK SPAN. INC. ASIAN
N SLSP
LINUN

14C96
4.0 P

5156
3.5 D

8934
4.2 0

1,
3.3 0

1

7.0 0
6

3.0 0
14 2 SLAP

EXCESS
32 33 37
22 17

11 40 10
19

48.6 51.2 C.1

mIS.SOUNI

0.0 0.1 1 SUP

(AREAL

2.6 t

1440J8

2.1 X

204146

3.4 t

13753v

4.5 X

$21

0.7 %

669

1.8 %

733

7. P1G6

h SUSP

2 34

23 21 22

*9+

24 26 le
3. SLSP 1234C 6504 5730 -4e AI 14 1 1 SUSP 26 16 34 l 15,9

WHITE BLACK SPAN. INS). ASIAN LENGTH 8.5 L 5.0 0 12.3 C 6.6 0 1.0 0 15.1 0 EXCESS 213

54.4 40.6 G.2 0.2 0.2 4 SLSP 1.e 1 3.1 X 4.2 t 11.9 1 3.1 % 1.9 4 % HIGH 33 :::

mCNTANA ENRUL 13066 11433 50 325 1190 68 N SLSP 47 46 34
N SLSP 29 23 C 0 6 0 v 2 SUSP 46 46 41

WHITE CLACK SPAN. INC. ASIAN LENGTH 1.1 0 1.5 V C.0 0 0.0 0 2.5 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 45 16
47.5 0.4 2.5 9.1 0.5 X SUSP 0.2 x 0.2 1 C.0 1 0.6 4 0.5 2 0.0 % 2 HIGH 45 19

N(BRASKA ENROLL
N SLSP

ten,.
6t

53454
37

12224
0

1901
25

425
4

200
0 0

N SUSP
1 SUSP

45 44

47 47
34 38

WHITE SLACK SPAN. INC. ASIAN LENCTH 45.6 0 43.2 V C.0 0 49.0 0 49.5 G 0.0 0 EXCESS 41

ili P278.4 17.9 2.8 C.0 0.3 i SUS 0.1 % 0.1 % 0.0 t 1.3 X 0.9 t 0.0 4 % HIGH 44

010A04 ENROLL 11002i 100003 110J0 4086' 2092 846 N SUSP 37 36 31 27 17 36
N SCSE 2689 1644 864 e8 51 L 0 1 SUSP 39 40 12 35 22 40

ollre CLACK SPAN. INC. ASIAN LENGTH 3.8.0 3.b G 4.1 0 3.6 0 3.1 0 1.0 0 EXCESS 35 29 11
e4.7 9.3 3.5 1.47 C.7 % SUSP 2.3 % 1.7 % b.0 4 1.7 X 2.4 1 0.2 X 1 HIGH 2S 6.1 14

NEW JERSEY FNRCLL 569913 268421 211706 67260 3C3 2203 N SUSP 13 12 11 5* 31 12
N SLSP 36554 14376 15o1b 2391 7 22 414C 2 SUSP 6 *4 15 19 24 26

wH1TE BLACK SPAN. INC. ASIAN LENGTH 4.3 V 3.6 G 4.7 0 6.0 0 4.3 0 3.3 J EXCESS 13 13
50.6 37.1 11.$ 0.1 0.4 2 SUSP o.4 t 5.0 % c'7.4 T 3.6 % 2.3 X 1.0 % rmior 11 27

NEw MEX1CC EKRELL 245763 125334 5801 93701 26324 591 h SUSI, 29 31 30 4 '3*
h SUSP 5644 2497 243 2744 358 0 ' 2 X SUSP 38 35 33 22 24

.HITF BLACK SPAN. ING. ASIAN LENGTH 2.6 C 2.5 0 2.5 0 2.7 0 2.3 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 31 37 +2.
51.0 2.4 34.1 8.3 0.2 1 SUSP 2.4 % 2.0 t 4.2 X 2.9 X I.* X 0.0 % X HIGH 34 31 14

NEK YORK ENROLL 162495C 751150 525310 118988 3318 22132 h
o
SUSP 7* 15 14 '40. 11 11

N SUSP 43245 10691 10815 1766 113 24 19616 X SUSP 34 42 4C 44 13 41
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INC. ASIAN LENGTF, 3.9 C 3.2 0 4.0 0 3.7 0 3.4 C 4.5 0 EXCESS $4* 20 V.
46.2 32.6 1S.6 0.2 1.4 X SUSP 2.7 t 1.4 % 2.0 X 0.6 1 3.3 X 0.1 x A* HIGH 17 39 .7*

NCwTH CARCLINA ENR(L1 103432. 678243 339661/ 1045 14033 I140 h SUSP *8 'es .5 36 '05.0 21
N SLSP 40615 17365 22217 IS 301 10 7C3 A SUSP 18 27 15 33 25 30

WHITE BLACK SPAN.
65.6 32.9. 0.1

!KO. ASIAN
1.4 0.1

LENGTH
X StS$

4.4 0
,3.9 %

4.0 0
2.6 X

4.6 0
6.5 2

8.4 0
4.8 1

3.9 V
2.1 1

2.7 0
0.9 V

EXCESS
I HIGH

44,
15 -15

MATH OAKOTA ENRCL1 2650 1101 0 2'. 1144 3 h SUSP 46 45 23
N SUSP 58 29 0 0 29 0 0 2 SUSI, 41 39 20

WHITE BLACK SPAN. UL). 4514N LENGTH: 3.8 0 '4.1 0 0.0 0 '0.0 0 3.5 C C.0 0 EXCESS 44 13
59.7 0.0 0.1 40.1 0.1 X SUSP 2.0 X 1.7 % 0.0 % 0.0 V 2.5 X 0.6 % 2 HIGH 37

.
13

0010 ENROLL 802179 516015 271708 12099 803 1554 h SUSP 12 *9' 5 '10 19 14

w01TE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
N SUSP
LENGTH

3856t
5.3 1

17315
4.6 0

19911
6.1 0

678
A.I P

35
6.9 0

20 ,

4.1 0
607 X'SOSP

EXCESS
14 17 168 "AO

7 7+ 18

'7* 15
64.3 33.9 1.5 0.1 0.1 % SUSP 4.8 % 3.4 X' :7.3 3 5.6 X 4.4 t 1.3 2 2 MO. *i 16 410 11



OKLAHCRA EhR1LL 312622 241471 47438 4223 16702 963 h SUSP '25 27 24 25 *4* *7*NrSUSP 9686 5073 4324 90 357 30 12 1 SUSF 2S 32 4.6+ 30 26 *2*wHITE BLACK SPAS. IND. ASIAN UNCIV 4.S L 4.4 0 5.4 0 3.4 0 4.2 P '3.9 0 EXCESS 23 18 24 02*
77.2 15.2. I. 6.0 0.3 2 SUSP 3.2 1 2.1 8 9.1 % 2.1 X 1.9 2 3.1 2 1 HIGH 21 4 25 wtw

GREGON ENRELL 79896 66568 7346 2056 707 1219 N SUSP 35 35 37 29 27 17N SUSP 2820 1816 546 58 21 15 364 2 SUSP 27 25 14 23 17 21
WHITE btACK SPAN. INC. WAN LENGTH 2.5 V 2.5 0 3.5 0 3.0 0 2.9 L 2.7 0 EXCESS 34 34 21 19
85.6 9.2 2.6 0.9 1.5 2 SUSP 3.5 % 2.6 t 7.4 2 2.8 2 3.0 2 1.2 2 % HIGH 23 12 19 16

PENNSYLVANIA ENROLL 646509 373022 25769 15036 163 588 N SUSP *6* 13 12
N31

19 39 22N SUSP 43642 13131 12014 245 2 10 18440 X SUSP *5* 14 36 32 12
wHITE BLACr SPAN. INV. ASIAN LENGTH 1.5 0 3.4 0 3.4 0 6.0 0 4.5 0 7.5 0 EXCESS *2* 2157.7 39.9 2.3 0.0 0.1 % SUSP 6.6 1 3.5 1 4.7 t 1.4 t 1.2 % 1.7 2 A HIGH *2* 35

RHODE ISLANO ENRCLL 29201 22766 5744 431 25 235 N SUSP 39 41 36 31 32N SUSP 2558 1009 605 49 1 4 890 1 MP *1* 06* 50 2 11
WHITL BLACK SPAN. INC. ASIAN LENGTH 2.2 0 2.7 0 3.4 0 2.0 0 0.0 0 1.5 V EXCESS 29 35 12
72.0 19.7 1.5 0.1 0.8 t SUSP 6.8 t 4.4 2 10.5 % 11.4 % 0.0 % 1.7 t 2 111G1. *1* *9* *2*

SOUTH c48oL1'NA ENRCLL 633622 369451 262557 595 486 532 N SUSP *10 *10 *6* 35 21 27N SUSP 39214 17264 '21866 25 1.. 33 6 0 8 SUSP *7* *5* *10 14 *4* 23
wHITUBLACK SPAN. INC. ASIAN LENGTH 3.5 0 3.4 0 3.7 0 1.3 0 3.1 0 3.3 0 EXCESS 11 *9* 1258.3 41.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 8 SUSP 6.2 2 4.7 2 6.3 2 4.2 I 6.8 8 1.1 8 1 Filo. 4,8 21 *6*

SOUTH DAKOTA LNRCLL 24026 18913 ,358 195 4442 120 N SUSP 44 43 43 40 18 41N SUSP 241 176 2 1 49 ' 1 12 % SUSP 44 43 43 '': 31
wHITE BLACK SPAN. INV. ASIAN LENGTH 3.5 0 2.E 0 42.0 0 2.7 0 5.2 0 2.0 0 EXCESS 42 2160
18.7 1.5 0.6 1e.5 0.5 S SUSP? 1.0 1 0.9 2 0.6 X , 3.6 X 1.1 4 0.6 2 X HIGH 43 *6* 20

TENNESSEE 4 ENRCLL 574375 390997 182241 364 lye 555 h SUSP 16 18 13 38 *2* 13N SLSP 20880 8665 10900 12 300 4 713 1 SUSP 25 30 24 21 4.1,1 34wHITE 6LACN SPAN. INC. ASIAN LENGTH 3.5 0 3.3 0 3.7 0 2.8 0 3.0 0 3.5 0 ExCESS 15 *10 22 *1 4.
68.1 31.7 0.1 0.0 0.1 2 SUSP 3.6 % 2.3 t 6.0 2 3.1 4 100.0 t 0.7 1 t HIGH 14 2C 15 *1*

TEXAS FNRCLL 2261253 1288046 411555 554883 2513 4256 h SLSP *4* *4* *4* *2* 20 *3*N SUSP 63466 26725 24317 12324 35 57 8 2 SUSP 31 34 25 28 3G 14
wHITE BLACK SPAN. INC. ASIAN LENGTH 3.5 0 3.5 0 3.6 0 3.2 0 5.4 0 2.5 0 EXCESS 06* A3* *3*
57.0 18.2 24.5 C.I 0.2 2 SUSP 2.6 1 2.1 5.9 2 2.2 2 1.4 X 1.3 t 1 HIGH 26 17 21UTAH ENRCLL 55654 84628 1160 6799 2437 630 N SUSP 41 39 41 14 13 37h SUSP 195 1486 77 317 72 2 C 1 SUSP 4C 32 1E *9* lb 31

wHITE BLACK SPAN. INV. ASIAN LENGTH 3.5
7

3.6 0 2.7 0 3.2 0' 5.1 0 5.0 V EXCESS 39 36 *2* *9*
68.5 1.2 7.1 2.5 C.7 t SUSP 2.0 kkk I.d 2 6.6 % 4.7 A 3.0 4 0.3 1 1 H16P 38 11 *a* *9*

VIRGINIA ENROLL 726453 4/74'426 246766 2257 860 2124 N SUSP *S. *6* 06* 23 22 *2*N SUSI, 39365 16946 20186 101 30 102 C 1 SUSP 11 06* 11 12 12 *1*
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.4. C 13.0 0 3.8 0 2.3 0 5.4 0 4.9 tp EXCESS 010 *7* 16 *I*
65.3 34.0 0.3 0.1 0.3 X SUSP 5.4 X 4.0 t 8.2 t 4.5 % 3.4 t 4.6 t : Hfol- 12 14 18 ,QA4

rdASHINGTON ENRCLL 177717 40882 16992 9050 3910 6283 01 SLSP 33 s2 32 20 *10 *5*N SLSP 3459 2342 797 135 154 31 0 1 SUSP 42 41 36 37 *10 .16
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INC. ASIAN LENGTH 2.6 0 3.0 0 1.1 0 5.0 0 2.3 D 2.0 0 EXCESS 37 31 *4*
79.3 9.6 5.4 2.2 3.5 1 SUSP 1.9 2- 1.7 t 4.7 2 1.4 1 3.9 1 '13.5 1 % H16P 35 23 *4*

*f.S1 VIRGINIA ENRCLL
N SOP

169926 11.156
4265

14302
761

161

2
99

s)
208

2 7

N SUSP 31
X SLSP 3t

29
31

33
26

45
40

38
27

wHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.5 0 3.5 13 3.5 D '1.5 D 0.0 0 3.0 0 EXCESS 38 32
91.3 8.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 X SUSP 2.5 X 2,3 I 5.3 X 1.2 I 0.0 t 1.0 % % PICK 42 22

41 141
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Appendix B

TABLE 2
SCHOOL SUSPENSION DATA FROM OCR FOR 1972-73 BY STATE

TOTAL

'' .ISCONSIN ENROLL 187176
N susp 12759

WHITE 'BLACK IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.3'D
72.0 23.2 3.3 1.2 .C.2 2 SUSP 6.1 2

WYOMING ENROLL 25462
N SUSP 779

WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.9 D
84.7 2.6 1i.2 14 0.6, X SUSP 3.1 X

DISTRICT NAME / ETHNIC RATIOS

RANK CKDER DT STATE
WHITE FLACK SPANISH IhOIAN ASIAN UNKNOWN 1 E-S 1 A

134814 43400 6250 2293 419 N SUSF 22 23 21 12 *9* 19
5755 5973 542 156 12 L,72'7I 2 SUSP *4* *7* *1* *3* *3* *3*

2.4 D 2.4 D 2.3 D 2.4 D 3.3 D EXCESS IS 15 *6* *8*
4.3 X 13.8 X 9.5 2 6.8 2 2.9 2 2 HIGH 5* *2* *3* *3*

,

2/577 660 2601 467 157 $ N SUSP 43 42 42 26 40
494 28 88 2 0 167 X SUSP 30 29 32 20 42

3.3 D 4.5 0 3.4 D 3.0 D 0.0 0 EXCESS 41 41 14
2.3 X 4.2 2 3.4 X 0.4 2 0.0 X 2 HIGH 24 32 13

Appendix B
TABLE 3

SCHD L SUSPENSION DATA FROM OCR FOR 1972.73
BY DISTRICT

TOTAIX, WHITE

AUBURN CITY ENROLL 316
ALABAMA N SUSP 405
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 1.7 D
63.0 36.8 0.2 D.0 .,0.1 2 SUSP 12.8 X

BULLOCK COUNTY ENROLL 2741
ALABAMA , N SUSP 34.
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 1.6 D

2.5 97.5 0.D D.0 D.0 2 SUSP 1.2 2

FLORENCE CITY SCHO3LS ENROLL 7413
ALABAMA ... N SUSP 283
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.7 D
79.7 20.3 0.0 D.0 0.0 , 2 SUSP 3.8 2

GTR ANCHORAGE BOROUGH SCH DIST ENROLL 33843
ALASKA 13) N SUSP 1166
WHITE BLACK SPAN., IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.5 D
$9.5 3.1 0.1 7.2. 0.1 2 SUSP 3.4 X

KENAI PENINSULA BOROUGH SCHOOL ENROLL 4839
ALASKA II/ . N SUSP' 191
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.3 0
$5.2 0.1 0.3 14.1 D.2 X SUSP 3.9 2

\
2\992

112
\2.7 D
5.6 2

69
6

2.0 D
8.7 2

5909
61

2.8 D
1.0 X

30288
1067

2.5 D
3.5 2

4125
65

2.8 D
1.6 X

BLACK SPANISH INDIAN ASIAN UNKNOWN
RANK ORDER OF DISTRICT
T W 8 S 1 A

1163 5 0 4 N SUSP
293 0 0 0 0 2 SUSP 34

1.7 D 0.0 D 0.0 D 0.0 D EXCESS
25.2 2 0.0 2 0.0 2 0.0 X 2 HIGH 15 19

2672 0 0 0 N SUSP
28 0 0 D 0 X.SUSP

1.5 D 0.0 D 0.0 D 0.0 D EXCESS
**5*1.0 2 0.0 2 0.0 2 0.0 2 2 HIGH

1503 '0 0 1 N SUSP
222 0 0 D 0 2 SUSP

2.7 D D.0 D 0.0 D 0.0 D EXCESS
14.8 2 0.0 2 0.0 2 0.0 2 2 HIGH ' 47

1052 36 2421 46 N SUSP 12
37 7 52 3 0 2 SUSP

2.4 D 0.0 D 2.4 D 0.0 D EXCESS 14
3.5 2 0.0 % 2.1 2 0.0 X X HIGH

5 15 683 11 N SUSP 39
0 0 22 D 104 2 SUS,

0.0 0 0.0 0 2.8 D 0.0 D. EXCESS 36
0.0 X 0.0 X 3.2 X 0.0 X X HIGH



NORTH STAR BOROUGH ENROLL 8557 7137 323 73 937 87 N SUSPALASKA N'SUSP 337 250 32 1 51 3 0 2 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 4.9 0 4.9 6 4.9 0 6.0 0 4.8 0 5.7 083.4 3.8 0.9 11.0 1.0 X SUSP 3.9 X. 3.5 2 9.9 2 1.4 2 5.4 2 3:4 X
EXCESS

;i

UNORGANIZEO STATE SCHOOLS\ ENROLL 17759 10538 945 246 5851 , 179 N SUSPALASKA (3) N SUSP 96 52 7 . 1 35 1 0 2 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 5.7 0 5.9 0 3.0 0 3.0 0 6.1 0 5.0 059.3 5.3 1.4 32.9 1.0 X SUSP 0.5 2 0.5 2 0.7 X 0.4 2 0.6 2 0.6 X
EXCESS

13

16

21

COOLIOGE HIGH 084 ENROLL 771 468 71 162 67 3 N SUSPARIZONA (2) N SUSP'- 51 33 9 2 7 0 0 X SUSP 19WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.0 0 3.0 0 3.0 0, 3.0 0 3.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS60.7 9.2 21.0 8.7 0.4 2 SUSP 6.6 2 7.1 X 12.7 5 1.2 2 10.4 2 0.0 2 I HIGH
FLAGSTAFF HIGH SCHOOL 01ST ONE ENROLL 2613 1618 108 465 402 20. N SUSP 32ARIZONA (2) N SUSP 157 77 13 40 27 0 0 2 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH .6 0 2.4 0 2.7 0 2.3 0 3.7 0 0.0 n EXCESS61.9 4.1 17.8 15.4 0.8 X SUSP 6.0 2 4.84 12.0 2 B.6 2 6.7 2 0.0 2 I HIGHt

NOLAN OASIS 140 ENROLL 996 37 2 0 . 957 0 N SUSP 41ARIZONA N SUSP 22 2 0 0 20 0 0 2 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN., INO. ASIAN LENGTH 2.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 2.6 0 0.0 0 EXCESS3.7 0.2 0.0 96.1 0.0 2 SUSP 2.2 2 0.0 2 0.0 2 0.0 2 2.1 % 0.0 X X HIGH
SAHUARITA HS OISTRICT 130 ENROLL 455 312 7 136 0 0 N SUSPARIZONA (2) N SUSP 23 23 0 0 0 0 0 X SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.3 0 3.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS68.6 1.5 29.9 0.0 0.0 X SUSP 5.1 X 7.4 X 0.0 X 0.0 X 0.0 2 0.0 X X HIGH *7*
TUBA CITY HIGH 015 ENROLL 565 48 5 1 511 0 N SUSPARIZONA (2) N SUSP 30 4 1 0' 25 0 0 2 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 3.2 0 0.0 0 EXCESS8.5 0.9 0.4 90.4 0.0' 2 SUS 5.3 % 0.0 'X 0.0 2 0.0 2 4.9 X 0.0 2 2 HIGH,..s.

WINOOW ROCK ELEM S:HOOL 01ST ENROLL 2585 243 0 4 2338 0 N SUSPARIZONA (3) N SUSP 125 11 0 0 114 0 0 X SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.0 0 3.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 3.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS9.4 0.0 0.2 90,4 0.0 X SUSP 4.8 X ' 4.5 X 0.0 2 0.0 X 4.9 X 0.0 2 2 HIGH
EARLE SCHOOL OISTRICT ENROLL 1409 373 1031 4 0 1 N SUSPARKANSAS N SUSP 212 31 181 0 0 0 0 X SUSP 49WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 7.3 0 8.1 0 7.1 0 0.0 0 '0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS26.5 73.2 0.3 0.0 0.1 2 SUSP 15.0 2 8.3 2 17.6 2 0.0 2 0.0 2 0.0 2 X HIGH 19
LITItLE ROCK --Th

ENROLL 22348 11921 10362 28 25 12 N SUSPARKANSAS (3) N SUSP 1474 309 1165 0 0 0 0 2 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. 'ASIAN LENGTH 6.3 0 5.5 0 6.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS53.3 46.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 X SUSP 6.6 2 2.6 2 11.2 2 0.0 2 0.0 2 0.0 X X HIGH
41

A 8 C UNIFIEO ENROLL 22108 16438 360 4746 54 510 N SUSP 29CALIFORNIA N SUSP 1444 1007 32 397 4 4 0 % SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. 1140. ASIAN LENGTH 6.2 0 6.4.0 3.2 0 6.0 0 4.5 0 1.5 0 EXCESS 3274.4 1.6 21.5o 0.2 2.3 2 SUSP 6.5 2 6.1 % 8.9 2 8.4 I 7.4 X 0.8 2 I HIGH
ALHAM8RA CITY ELEMEN ENROLL 17828 9852 61 5985 21 1909 N SUSP 38CALIFORNIA N SUSP 661 300 0 354 0 7 0 % SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.0 0 2.7 0 0.0 0 3.3 n 0.0 0 2.1 D EXCESS 1655.3 0.3 33.6 0.1 10.7 2 SUSP 3.7 2 3.0 2 0.0 X 5.9 X 0.0 % 0.4 X 2 HIGH

1
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Appendix B

TABLE 3
SCHOOL SUSPENSION DATA FROM OCR FOR 1972 -73

BY DISTRICT
OISTRICT NAME / ETHNIC RATIOS

TOTAL WHITE BLACK SPANISH INOIAN ASIAN UNKNOWN
RANK ORDER OF
I W B S

OISTRICT
I A

ANAHEIM UNION HIGH ENROLL 37340 33112 81 3433 458 556 N SUSP 45 15 32CALIFORNIA (2) (3) N SUSP 3374 2965 8 384 2 15 0 % SUSP
WHITE *LACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.1 0 3.1 0 4.3 3 2.6 0 2.0 0 3.3 0 EXCESS * 43
88.7 0.2 9.2 0.4 1.5 X SUSP 9.0 K 9.0 g 9.9 A 11.2 4 1.3 A 2.7 7 1 HIGH

ANTIOCH UNIFIEO ' ,ENROLL 8433 7114 10 1128 91 90 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA ' N SUSP 297 263 1 33 0 0 0 E,SUSPWHITE 8LACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.9 0 3.9 O 0.0 0 3.5 1) 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 31

84.4 0.1 13.4 1.1 '1.1 X SUSP 3.5 7 3.7 % 0.0 7 2.9 7 0.0 A 0.0 X A HIGH

AZUSA UNIFIED ENROLL 12097 8290 69 3639 17 82 N SUSPCALIFORNIA (3) N SUSP 414 302 3 107 0 2 0 4 SUSPWHITE FLACK SPAN. 140. ASIAN LENGTH 2.1 1' 2.0 1 7.0 1' '2.1 3 0.0 I 1.0 0 EXCESS 4d
68.5 0.6 30.1 0.1 0.7 1 SUSP 3.4 A '3.5 Z 4.5 A 2.9 . 0.0 4 2.4 7. ;: MI614

BASSETT UNIFIED ENROLL 8069 3441 522 ,402* 24 62 H SUSP 15
CALIFORNIA N SUSP 1297 484 103 704 2 4 0 1 SUSP 35 35 27
WHITE SLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 1.4 0 1.2 0 2.0 0 1.4 0 0.0 0 1.0 0 EXCESS 24
42.6 6.5 . 49.8 0.3 0.8 7 SUSP 16.1 7 14.1 7 19.7 7 11.5 7 0.0 7 6.5 X I HIGH

BELLFLOWER UNIFIEO ENROLL 11314 10148 25 985 24 132 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA (3) N SUSP 319 294 0 22 3 0 0 % SUSP
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 2.8 0 2.8 0 0.0 0 2.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 36
B9.7 0.2 8.7 0.2 1.2 X SUSP 2.8 7 2.9 Z 0.0 % 2.2 7 0.0 7 0.0 7 % HIGH

BURBANK UNIFIED ENROLL 14154 12326 16 1670 29 113 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA N SUSP 629 571 0 57 0 1 0 7 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO.. ASIAN LENGTH 1.4 0 1.4 0 0.0 0 1.2 0 0.0 0 1.0 0 EXCESS 15

87.1 . 0.1 11.8 0.2 0.8 7 SUSP 4.4 7 4.6 7 0.0 7 3.4 7 0.0 % 0.9 7 7 HIGH

CALEXICO UNIFIEO ENROLL 4238 340 13 3822 1 62 N SUSPCALIFORNIA N SUSP 168 2 0 166 0 0 0 X SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 2.3 0 3.0 0 0.0 0' 2.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 22
8.0 0.3 90.2 0.0 1.5 1 SUSP 4.0 2 0.6 7 0.0 A 4.3 % 0.0 7 0.0 7 X HIGH

CENTINELLA VALLEY JN ENROLL 6857 5448 98 1130 29 152 N SUSPCALIFORNIA (2) N SUSP 528 394 16 98 14 6 0 7 SUSP *4*
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.0 0 3.0 0 5.4 0 2.9 0 0.4 0 1.2 0 EXCESS 3579.5 1.4 16.5 0.4 2.2 % SUSPt. 7.7 1

.
7.2 1 16.3 Z

o
8.7 7 48.3 X 3.9 X 7 HIGH *3* .

CENTRAL UNION HIGH ENROLL 1290 754 25 459 14 38 N SUSPCALIFORNIA (2) . N SUSP 340 188 12 138 2' 0 0 7 SUSP *9* *8* *4* *6*WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 1.9 0 2.0 0 1.3 0 1.8 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS58.4 1.9 35.6 1.1 2.9 7 SUSP 26.4 7 24.9 X 48.0 Z 30.1 X 0.0 X 0.0 X X HIGH 13 50

CHAFFEY UNION HIGH ENROLL 11602 9764 135 1646 14 43 N SUSPCALIFORNIA, (2) wsps. 741 548 16 176 0 1 0 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. 1NO. ASIAN LENGTH 2.6 0 2.5 0 3.2 0 2.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 4084.2 1.2 14.2 0.1 0.4 Z SUSP 6.4 % 5.6 Z 11.9 1 10.7 Z 0.0 Z 0.0 Z Z HIGH



I

CLOVIS UNIFIED ENROLL 9365 7179 135 1845 99 107 20CALIFORNIA N SUS ,,750 507 19 187 36 1 0 til :nil: 5WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 2.2 0 1.9 0 2.4 0 2.9 0 1.9 0 1.0 0 EXCESS 976.7 1.4 19.7 1.1 1.1 x SUSP 8.0 2 7.1 X 14.1 X 10.1 X 36.4 X 0.9 X, x HIGH
\

.04

COALINGA JOIN) UNIFI ENROLL 2591 1672 12 898 1' 8 N SUSPCALIFORNIA (3) N SUS 156 126 1 31 0 i 0 0 X SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 2.2 0 2.1 0 0.0 0 2.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 4264.5 0.5 34.7 0.0 0.3 X SUSP 6.1 X 7.5 X 0.01 3.5 X 0.0 X 0.0 X x HIGH

COMPTON UNIF ENROLL 37461 823 32612 3878 60 88 N SUSP- 28CALIFORNIA N SUSP 2481 10 2399 72 0 0 0 X SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.5 0 3.7 0 3.5 0 3.4 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 ExCESS 22 162.2 87.1 10.4 0.2 0.2 2 SUSP 6.6 S 1.2 x 7.4 X 1.9 X 0.0 x 0.0 x X HIGH 31

CORONA -NORCO UNIFIED ENROLL 15952 12074 49 3749 24
CALIFORNIA N SUSP 857 649 11 194 2
wHIYE,BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.1 0 3.2 0 5.2 0 2.7 0 0.0 0
75.7 0.3 23.5 0.2 0.4 X SUSP 5.4 X 5.4 X 22.4 X 5.2 X 0.0 x

56 N SUS
1 0 x SUSP 49

1.0 0 EXCESS,
1.8 X x HIGH 31

COVINA-VALLEY UNIFIE ENROLL 15828 13904 76 1611 66 L71 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA N SUSP 1256 1113 5 133 0 5 0 X SUSP
WHITE SLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 1.6 0 1.6 0 3.2 0 1.5 0 0.0 0 2.8 0 EXCESS 327.8 0.5 10.2 0.4, 1.1 X SUSP 7.9 X 8.0 ; 6.6 X $.3 X 0.0 X 2.9*X X HIGH

CULVER CITY UNIFIED ENROLL, 6584 5065 82 950 13 474 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA N SUSP 297 258 5 32 0 2 0 ,x SUSP
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.0 0 2.9 0 3.2 0 3.1 0 0.0 0 2.5 0 EXCESS 19
76.9 1.2 14.4 0.2 7.2 X SUSP 4.5 X 5.1 X 6.1 X 3.4 X 0.0 X 0.4 X X HIGH

DAVIS JOINT UNIFIED ENROLL 5527 4912 90 329 13 183 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA . N SUSP 79 79 0 0 0 0 0 X SUSP
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.7 0 2,.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 33
88.9 1.6 6.0 0.2 3.3 X SUSP 1.4 X 1.6 x ,0.0 I 0.0 x 0.0 2 0.0 2 X HIGH

OELNORTE COUNTY UNI ENROLL 3938 3471 19 95 , 341 12 N SUSP 18
CALIFORNIA (3) N SUSP 240 195 1 5 , 39 0 0 X SUSP 12
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 4.6 0 4.6 0 0.0 0 2.4 0 4.5 0 0.0 O. EXCESS 128.1 0.5 2.4 8.7 0.3 X SUSP 6. X 5.6 x 0.0 x 5.3 X 11.4 X 0.0 2 2 HIGH 21

,

OELANO JOINT UNION H ENROLL 1868 682 110 910 10 156 N SUSP 14
CALIFORNIA (21 (3) N SUSP 261 71 37 126 2 25 0 X SUSP 17 42 7
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 4.3 0 3.9 0 4.8 0 4.5 0 0.0 0 3.8 0 EXCESS
36.5 5.9 48.7 0.5 8.4 X SUSP 14.0 X 10.4 2 33.6 X 13.8 X 0.0 X 16.0 X X HIGH 12 6

EAST SIDE UNION HUH ENROLL 15916 9166 1124 5242 49 335 N SUSP 4
CALIFORNIA (2) (3) N SUSP 2453 1104 339 985 10 15 0 x SUSP 44 23 23 8
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN .LENGTH 7.8 0 7.5 0 8.2 0 8,0 0 6.0 0 4.7 0 EXCESS 10
57.6 7.1, 32.9 0.3 2.1 X SUSP 15.4 X 12.0 X 30.2 X 18.8 X 20.4 X 4.5 X X NIGH 25 33 11

EL MONTE UNION HIGH ENROLL 7352 4278 4 2985 12 73 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA (2) N SUSP 813 445 0 367 0 1 0 x SUSP
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.1 0 3.1 0 0.0 0 3.1 0 0.0 0 1.0 0 EXCESS
58.2 0.1 40.6 0.2 1.0 X SUSP 11.1 5 10.4 4 0.0 2 12.3 4 0.0 2 1.4 X X HIGH

.

iEL RANCHO UNIFIED ENROLL 13563 3640 2 9834 10 77 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA N SUSP 572 152 0 415 0 5 0 x SUSP
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 1.9 0. 1.4 0 0.0 0 2.1 0 0.0 0 2.0 0 EXCESS
26.8 0.0 72.5 0.1 0.6 . X SUSP 4.2 % 4.2 X 0.0 x 4.2 4 0.0 5 6.5 X X HIGH

.145
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1 Appendix B

TABLE 3

SCHOOL SUSPENSION D4TA FROM OCR FOR 1972-73 BY DISTRICT
DISTRICT NAME / ETHNIC RATIOS

.

ELK GROVE UNIFIED
CALIFORNIA :13)
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
84.1 2.5 9.9 0.9 2.6

ENROLL
N SUSP
LENGTH
Z SUSP

TOTAL

10395
489

2.4 0
4.7 %

WHITE BLACK

8746 259
432 I 15

?.3 0 3.7 0
4.9 * ' S.8 t

ESCONDIDO UNION SCHOOL DIST; * ENROLL 9259 7844J 20
CALIFORNIA (3) N SUSP l84 i 14311 2
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 2.5 0 i2.4 0 0.0 0
84.7 0.2 12.8 1.6 0.7 I SUSF .2.0 Z 1.8 ' 0.0 %

ESCONDIDO UNION HI3H
CALIFORNIA 12/

ENROLL
N SUSP

5421
642

4752( 11

571 2
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.8 0 2.7 0 0.0'0
87.7 0.2 10.8 1.1 0e3 X SUSP 11.8 Z 12.0 7--' 0.0 Z

FOLSOMCORDOVA UNIF1 ENROLL 12026 10633 722
CALIFORNIA N SUSP 535 503 18
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.5 0 2.5 0 2.2 0
88.4 6.0 3.3 0.8 1.5 Z SUSP 4.4 Z 4.7 X 2.5 T.

FREMONT UNIFIED ENROLL 32857 28983 251
CALIFORNIA (3) N SUSP 2100 1749 9
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.1 0 3.0 0 1.4 0
88.2 0.8 9.4 0.3 1.3 % SUSP 6.4 % 6.0 % 3.6 Z

FRESNO CITY UNIFIED ENROLL 54990 37665 5137
CALIFORNIA (3) N SUSP 2615 1629 423
WHITE SLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.7 0 2.8 0 2.5 0
68.5 9.3 20.5 0.1 1.5 % SUS? 4.8 % 4.3 Z 8.2 Z

GALT JT UNION ELEMEN ENROLL 1277 1102 3
CALIFORNIA N SUSP 78 75 1

WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.2 0 3.0 0 0.0 0
86.3 0.2 13.0 0.2 0.3 X SUSP 6.1 I 6.8 I 0.0 I

GARDEN GROVE UNIFIED ENROLL 51382 43994 206
CALIFORNIA (31 N SUSP 2451 2017 11
WHITE BLACK cPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.3 0 3.2 0 2.1 0
85.6 0.4 12.1 0.3 1.6 I SUSP 448 I 4.6 % 5.3 I

GLENDALE UNIFIED ENROLL 23762 20792 6
CALIFORNIA N SUSP 704 644 0
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 1.4 0 1.2 0 0.0 0
11705 0.0 10.11' 0.3 1.4 4 I SUSP 3.0 I 3.1 I 0.0 I

GRIDLEY UNION HIGH ENROLL 631 532 3
CALIFORNIA (2) (3) N SUSP 258 236 0
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 0.8 0 0.6 0 0.0 0
84.3 0.5 13.3 0.5 1.4 I SUSP 40.9 I 44.4 I 0.0 I

'

HACIENDA -LA PUENTE UNIFIED ENROLL 30439 19691 832
CALIFORNIA (31 N SUSP 1442 886 104
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 1.7 0 1.5 0 1.5 0
64.7 2.7 31.2 0.2 1.2 'Z SUSP 4.'1 I 4.5 X 12.5 X

SPANISH INDIAN ASIAN UNKNOWN

1032 90 268
36 3 3 0

3.6 D 1.3 0 2.3 0
3.5 A 3.3 Z 1.1 7

1184 144 67
23 16 . 0 0

2.9 0 2.1 0 0.0 0
1.9 % 11.1 7 0.0 x

584 59 15
64 % 5 0 0

2.8 M' 2.6 n 0.0 0
11.0 I 8.5 Z 0.0 I

397 96 178
14 0 0 0

2.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 0
3.5 I 0.0 Z 0.0 1

3094 93 436
333 2 7 0

3.4 0 4.0 0 5.6 0
10.8 t 2.2 Z 1.6 %

11268 69 851
549 1 13 0

2.4 0 3.0 0 3.5 0
4.9 1 1.4 I 1.5 Z

166 2 4
2 0 0 0

10.5 0 0.0 0 0.0 0
1.2 Z 0.0 Z 0.0 I

6239 142 801
401 6 16 0

3.5 0 3.0 0 2.6 0
6.4 I 4.2 I 2.0 I

..''

2575 64 325
53 6 1 0

3.5 0 6.5 0 2.0 0
2.1 7 9.4 I 0.3 I '

84 3 9
21 0 1 0

2.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 0
25.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I

9484 70 ,362
433 1 18 0

2.0 0 7.0 0 1. 0
4.6 * 1.4 X 5.0 *

RANK ORDER OF DISTRICT
T W B S I A

N SUSP
t SUSP
IXC1:SS 18
A h161I

N SUSP
Z SUSP 13

28EXCESS
+8*

N SUSP
Z SUSP
EXCESS 44
Z HIGH

N SUSP
I SUSP
EXCESS .1,9*

% HIGH

N SUSP
Z SUSP
EXCESS
% HIGH

N SUSP
I SUSP
EXCESS
I HIC:i

N SUSP
t SUSP
EXCESS
I HIGH

N SUSP
I SUSP
EXCESS
I HIGH

N SUSP
Z SUSP
EXCESS
Z HIGH

38 41

21

43 18

49
15

31 28

29

13

N SUSP
x SUSP 4,14, 4,1,* 12
EXCESS 21
I HIGH *2*

,N SUSP 26
I SUSP
EXCESS
I HIGH

18



HAYWARD UNIFIED ENROLL 25139 17759 1467 4961 210 742 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA (3) N SUSP 1258 991 66 ,193 3 5 0 Z SUSP
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.4 D 1.9 D 2.9 D 4.4 D 6.0.0 2.2 D EXCESS 4,6*

70.6 5.8 19.7 0.$ 3.0 Z SUSP 5.0 Z 5:6 Z 4.5 Z 3.9 Z 1.4 Z 0.7 Z Z HIGH

HEALDSOURG UNION HIGH ENROLL 1674 1252 15 382 19 6 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA (21 N SUSP 324 224 7 85 8 0 0 Z SUSP 26 20 16
WHITE 81ACKSF.N. IND. ASIAN LENGTH. 5.7 D 6.1 D D.0 D 4.5 D 0.0 D 0.0 D EXCESS
74.$ 0.9 22.$ 1.1 0.4 Z SUSP 19.4 Z 17.9 Z 0.0 Z 22.3 X 0.0 Z 0.0 Z Z HIGH

HUGHSDN UNION HIGH ENROLL 506 451 0 51 0 4 N 'SUSP
CALIFORNIA , (2) N SUSP 125 121 0 4 0 0 0 Z SUSP 14 +4*
WHITE BLACK-SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.0 D 2.0 D 0.; D D 3.3 D 0.0 D 0.0 D EXCESS 27
9.1 0.0 10.1 0.0 0. Z SUSP 24.7 t 26.8 % 0.0 Z 7.8 Z 0.0 Z D.0 X a34,X HIGH

INGLEWOOD UNIFIED ENROLL 12533 5188 5809 1163 67 306 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA N SUSP 1685 387 1163 122 4 9 0 Z SUSP
WHITE BLACK SPAN. 1ND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.5 D 1.9 D. 2.7 D 2.4 D 1.3 D 1.7 D ' EXCESS

2341.4 46.3 9.3 0.5 2.4 Z SUSP 13.4 Z 7.5 Z 20.0 % 10.5 Z 6.0 Z 2.9 Z

JEFFERSON UNION HIGH ENROLL 7837 5903 572 947 81 334 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA (2) N SUSP 1526 1149 147 168 3 59 0 Z SUSP 25 15 33 26
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.3 D 2.3 D 2.3 D 2.9 D 2.0 D 2.3 D EXCESS
75.3 7.3 12.1 1.0 4.3 Z SUSP 19.5 Z 19.5 Z 25.7 Z 17i7 Z 3.7 t 17.7 Z Z HIGH

. ,

JURUPA UNIFIED ENROLL 8877 6498 953 1350 4'1 35
CALIFORNIA N SUSP 998 595 . 203 196 4 0 0

N
Z 36

WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.0 D 3.1 0 3.0 D 2.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 D EXCESS 45
73.2 10.7 15.2 0.5 0.4 Z SUSP 11.2 Z 9.2 Z 21.3 Z 14.5 Z 0.0 Z 0.0 X 2 HIGH 47

a

KERMAN UNION HIGH ENROLL 698 460 1 228 0 9 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA 12) N SUSP 110 59 1 48 0 2 0 X SUSP 40 45 18
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.3 D 2.4 D 0.0 0 2.2 D 0.0 0 0.0 D EXCESS
65.9 0.1 32.7 0.0 1.3 1 SUSP 15.8 Z 12.8 Z 0.0 Z 21.1 Z 0.0 Z 0.0 Z Z HIGH 25

KERN COUNTY JOINT JNION HIGH ENROLL 19715 14728 1462 3345 72 108 N SUSP 25 31
CALIFORNIA (2) (3) N SUSP 2989 2185 412 387 5 , 0 0 % SUSP 45 31 29
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 2.8 D 2.4 D 4.6 D 2.9 D 5.4 D 0.0 D EXCESS
74.7 7.4 17.0 0.4 0.5 Z SUSP 15.2 t 14.8 % 28.2 Z 11.6 Z 6.9 Z 0.0 Z Z HIGH

KING CITY JOINT UN H ENROLL 956 598 2 356 0
4

o N SUSP
CALIFORNIA (2) N SUSP 61 21 0 40 D 0 0 Z SUSP
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 2.8 D 3.3 0 0.D D 2.6 D 0.0 D 0.0 D EXCESS
62.6 0.2 37.2 0.0 0.0 X SUSP 6.4 I 3.5 Z , 0.0 X 11.2 Z 0.0 Z 0.0 X Z HIGH 47

. .

KLAMATH TRINITY UNIF ENROLL 1321 769 1 25 522 4 N SUSP 25
' CALIFORNIA N SUSP 54 20 0 .1 32 1 0 Z SUSP

WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH', 4.0 C' 3.8 0 0.Q 0 0.0 0 4.2 D 0.D n RXCESS 14
58.2 0.1 1.9 39.5 0.3 % SUSP 4.1 ' 2.6 % 0.0 t 1.0 S 6.1 t 0.0 X Z HIGH

LAGUNA SALADA UNION ENROLL '8355 6827 256 990 61 221 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA . N SUSP 287 201 28 43 5 10 0 Z SUSP
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 1.8 D 1.6 D 2.3 o 2.3 D 2.4 D 2.1 D EXCESS
81.7 3.1 0.7 2.6 Z SUSP 3.4 X 2.9 Z 10.9 Z 4.3 % 8.2 Z 4.5 t Z HIGH 27

LAKEPORT UNIFIED ENROLL 1190 1062 0 67 59 2 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA N'SUSP 51 4D 0 4 7 0 0 Z SUSP 11
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.9 0 4.0 D 0.D D 3.0 D 3.7 D 0.0 D EXCESS
89.2 0.0 5.6 5.0 0.2 Z SUSP 4.3 Z 3.8 Z 0.0 t 6.0 X 11.9 Z 0.0 Z Z HIGH 12
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Appendix B

TABLE 3
SCHOOL SUSPENSION DATA FROM OCR FOR 1972-73

BY DISTRICT
kAUK OF clsigicT

-TOTAL wrilTE cSLACK SPANISH INDIAN ASIAN UNKNON 7 ti 4SIA
LAKESIDE UNION ELEM ENROLL 4001 3718 3 225 43 13 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA N SUSP 112 94 0 8 10 o 0 t SUSP
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.8 0 3.6 0 0.0 0 3.6 0 6.1 0 0.0 0 EXCESS
92.9 0.1 5.6 1.1 0.3 t SUSP 2.8 1 2.5 t 0.0 t 3.6 2 23.3 t 0.0 I t HIGH

*1*

*5*

LEMDORE UNION HIGH ENROLL 1661 1305 93 238 7 18 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA (2) N SUSP 365 262 25 69 8 I 0 2 SUSP 18 14 30 9
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.8 0 3.0 0 2.6 0 2.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS
78.6 5.6 14.3 0.4 1.1 t SUSP 22.0 % 20.1 2 26.9 t 9.0 t 0.0 2 0.0 2 2 HIGH 21

LONG BEACH UNIFIED ENROLL 63838 50892 7100 4680 128 1038 N SUSP 26 11 33 6CALIFORNIA N,SUSP 4677 3148 1089 379 6 55 0 2 SUSP
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 1.8 0 1.9 0 1.6 0 .7 D 2.2,0 2.2 0 EXCESS 37
79.7 11.1 7.3 0.2 1.6 2 SUSP 7.3 1 6.2 2 15.3 2 8 12 4.7 X 5.3 t 2 HIGH

LYNW000 UNIFIED ENROLL 8413 4648 1342 2276 71 76 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA N SUSP 643 192 304 144 I 2 0 % SUSP 47WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 1.8 0 2.0 D 1.6 0 2.1 0 3.0 0 3.0 0 EXCESS

55.2 16.0 27.1 0.8 0.9 2 SUSP 7.6 t 4.1 2 22.7 2 6.3 2 1.4 t 2.6 t 2 HIGH 23

MANTECA UNIFIED ENROLL 8642 w6866 77 1503 28 168 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA N SUSP 289 246 4 34 0 5 0 2 SUSP
WHITE SLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.2 0 3.4 D 3.0 0 2.5 D 0.0 D 2.0 D EXCESS 30
79.4 0.9 17.4 0.3 1.9 2 SUSP 3.3 1 3.6 2 5.2 1 2.3 t 0.0 X 3.0 t 2 HIGH'

MARTINEZ UNIFIED ENROLL 4800 4282 78 389 * 23 28 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA N SUSP 204 191 2 11 0 0 0 2 SUSP
WHITE SLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.1 0 2.1 0 1.5 D 2.1 D 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 28
89.2 1.6 8.1 0.5 0.6 2 SUSP 4.3 2 4.5 2 2.6 2 2.8 2 0.0 2 D.0 2 2 HIGH

MENDOTA UNION ELEMEN ENROLL 1338 213 39 1072 7 7 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA N SUSP 165 10 2 151 0 2 0 t SUSP 39
WHITE SLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 1.8 0 2.7 0 0.0 0 1.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 33
15.9 2.9 80.1 0.5 0.5 i SUSP 12.3 2 4.7 t 0.0 t 14.1 % 0.0 2 0.0 2 t HIGH 13 18

MERGED UNION HIGH ENROLL 6230 4519 455 1133 30 93 N SUSP . )149
CALIFORNIA (21 N SUSP 1265 790 182 287 1 5 0 t SUSP 22 21 10 *10
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 4.3 0 3.9 0 6.3 0 4.2 0 0.0 0 1.6 0 EXCESS 38
72.5 7.3 18.2 0.5 1.5 t SUSP 20.3 2 17.5 t 40.0 2 25.3 t 0.0 2 5.4 2 2 HIGH 14 26

MODESTO CITY HIGH ENROLL 20884 17405 522 2704 101 152 N'SUSP
CALIFORNIA (3) N SUSP 534 486 14 30 I 3 0 2 SUSP
WHITE SLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN- ENGTH 2.6 0 2.6 O' 2.7 0 2.3 0 1.0 0 0.7 0 EXCESS 11
83.3 2.5 12.9 0.5 0.7 SUSP 2.6 2 2.8 t 2.7 2 1.1 t 1.0 2 2.0 2 t HIGH

mONTEBELLD UNIFLE0 EN OLL 24564 89.96 17 14121 206 1224 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA (3) N USP 1173 458 3 695 10 7 0 2 SUSP
WHITE SLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH '3.1 0 3.2 0 0.0 D 3.0 0 6.3 0 2.9 D EXCESS
36.6 0.1 57.5 0.8 5.0 2 SUSP 4.8 2 5.1 2 0.0 2 4.9 t 4.9 2 0.6 2 2 HIGH

16

4



MONTEREY PENINSULA U
CALIFORNIA (3)
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
69.5' U.S 4.1 0.1 5.7

ENROLL 18281 12707 3259 1254 27 1034
N SUSP 581 313 211 27 2 28
LENGTH 3.7 0 4.0 0 3.7 0 2.0 0 0.0 0 2.0 0
% SUSP 3.2 X 2.5 % 6.5 % 2.2 2 0.0 % 2.7 ;

0

MORGAN HILL UN:FIE3 ENROLL 4870 3285 13 1383 32 157.
CALIFORNIA . (31 N SUSP 329 178 3 145 2 1. 0WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.9 0 2.8 0 0.0 0 3.0 0 0.0 0 3.0 0

67.5 0.3 28.4 0.7 3.2 X SUSP 6.8 X 5.4 X 0.0 X 10.5 X 0.0 X 0.6 X

NEW HAVEN UNIFIED ENROLL 7312 4309 215 2534 34 220CALIFORNIA (31 N SUSP 752 559 12 180 0 I r 0WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 0.8 0 0.7 0 1.9 0 1.2 0 0.0 D. 0.0 058.9 2.9 34.7 0.5 ..3.0 2 SUSP 10.3 I 43.0 X 5.6 X 7.1 X 0.0 2 0.5 X
4.

NORWALK-LA MIRADA UNIFIED ENROLL 27742 1994 39 7371 118 266CALIFORNIA N SUSP 1179 ' 728 0 447 0 4 0WHITE.8LAtK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.2 0 2.0 D 0.0 0 2.4 0 0.0 0 2.0 071.9 0.1 26.6 0.4 1.0 X SUSP 4.2 X 3.6 1 0.0 2 6.1 I 0.0 2 1.5 X

OAK GROVE ELEMENTARY ENROLL 12452 10378 240 1553 41 240CALIFORNIA (3) N SUSI 220 195 8 16 0 1 0WHITE BLACK SPAN. IMO. ASIAN LENGTH 0.7 0 0.6 0 1.5 D 1.6 D 0.0 0 0.0 D83.3 1.9 12.5 0.3 1.9 X SUSI 1.8 X 1.9 X 3.3 1 1.0 X 0.0 2 0.4 1

OAKOALE JOINT UNION ENROLL °195I 1726 0 218 2 5CALIFORNIA (2) N SUSP 236 221 0 17 0 0 0WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.2 0 2.2 0 0.0 0 1.8 0 0.0 0 0.0 088.5 0.0 11.2 0.1 0.3 X SUSP 17.2 1 12.8 2 0.0 2 7.8 2 0.0 1 0.0 X

OAKLAND CITY UNIFIED ENROLL 65189 16048 39121 5412 622 3986CALIFORNIA (3) N SUSP 3666 487 2824 248 7 100 0WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.0 0 2.5 0 3.2 0 2.7 D 1.9 0 3.1 024.6 60.0 8.3 1.0 6.1 2 SUSP 5.6 X 3.0 1 7.2 2 4.6 2 1.1 2 2.5 X.

OROVILLE CITY ELEMEN ENROLL 2650 2280 206 92 59 13CALIFORNIA N SUSP , 140 104 24 6 6 0 0WHITE SLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.3 0 3.4 0 3.4 0 1.8 0 2.3 0 0.0 086.0 .7.8 3.5 2.2 0.5 2 SUSP 5.3 X 4.6 1 11.7 2 6.5 X 10.2 Z 0.0 X

ORPVILLE UNION HIGH ENROLL 2177 1897 108 92 71 9
CALIFORNIA (2) (3) N SUSP 700 606 40 18 35 1 0
WHITE.SLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 1.5 0 1.2 Cl 4.5 Co 2.3 0 3.5 n 0.0 0
87.1 5.0 4.2 3.3 0.4 2 SUSP 32.2 2 31.9 1 37.0 X 19.6 2 49.3 I 0.0 X

DXNARD UNION HIGH ENROLL 15886 12136 524 2898 67 241
CALIFORNIA (21 N SUSP 1866 1388 101 325 1 51 0
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 1.3 0 1.3 0 '1.6 0 1.3 0 1.0 0 1.4 0
76.4 3.3 18.2 0.4 1.6 2 SUSP 11.7 2 11;4 2 19.3 % 11.2 % 1.5 % 19.5 2

PACIFIC GROVE UNIFIE
CALIFORNIA
WHITE BLACK SPAN.
89.5 2.2 4.2

IND.
0.1

ASIAN
3.9

N SUSI
X SUSP.
EXCESS
X HIGH

N SUSP
% SUSP
EXCESS
2 HIGH

N SUSP

46

13

X SUSP 43
EXCESS 4194,

1 HIGH .84,

N SUSP 24
.2 SUSP
EXCESS 14
X HIGH

N SUSP
1 SUSP
EXCESS 40
X HIGH

N SUSP
X SUSP 46
EXCESS 25
2 HIGH 12

N SUSP 38 22 *2*
2 SUSP
EXCESS 30 21 39
X HIGH

N SUSP
2 SUSP 20
EXCESS
2 HIGH 72

N SUSP 2?
1 SUSP +2* *24. 12 19 *3*
EXCESS 33
2 HIGH .7.

N SUSP 43 *8*
X SUSP *4*
EXCESS *3*
% HIGH .5*

ENROLL 3395 3040 76 143 5 131 N SUSP
N SUSP 95 75 13 5 0 2 0 2 Susi,

SUSP 2.8 2 2.5 17.1 3.5 X 0.0 X 1.5 ix2Crsi

LENGTH 1.1 0 1.1 0 1.3 0 1.6 0 0.0 0 1.5 0

PALM SPRINGS UNIFIED ENROLL 6940 5047 582 1177 59 75 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA N SUSP 645 428 '115. 95 6 1 0 2 SUSP
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH' 1.4 0 1.3 0 1.4 0 1.7 0 2.8 0 1.Q 0 EXCESS
72.7 8.4 17.0 6.9 1.1 SUSP 9.3 2 8.5 2 i9.8 2 8.1 I 10.2 2 1.3 X 2 HIGH

149

39

21
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Appendix B
TABLE 3

SCHOOL SUSPENSION DATA FROM OCR FOR 1972.73
BY DISTRICT

DISTRICT NAME / ETANIC RATIOS

TOTAL

PALMDALE ELEMENTARY ENROLL 3945
CALIFORNIA N SUSP 130
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 1.0 0
89.0 2.9 4.8 0.5 0.8 S SUSP 3.3 5

PASADENA CITY UNIFIE ENROLL 26225
CALIFORNIA (31 N SUSP 1927
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 4.6 0
47.8 38.1 11.0 0.2 2.8 S SUSP 7.3 5

PITTSBURG UNIFIED ENROLL 6240
CALIFORNIA (3) N SUSP 1129
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 2.8 0
48.0 29.4 19.7 0.3 2.6 X SUSP 18.1 X

POMONA UNIFIED ENROLL 21106
CALIFORNIA (3) N SUSP 1625
WHITE/MACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 4.9 0
55.5 23.8 20.0 0.2 0.,6 X SUSP 7.7.5

PORTERVILLE UNION HI ENROLL 3240
CALIFORNIA (2) N SUSP \ 516
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 1.9 0
74.1 0.2 23.1 1.0 1.5 X SUSP 15.9 5

RICHMOND UNIFIED ENROLL 39952
CALIFORNIA N SUSP 6647
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN" LENGTH 3.. 0
60.1 30.3 6.2 0.1 3.2 SUSP 16.6 5

ROSEVILLE JT uNiaN H ENROLL _2747
-CALIFORNIA (21 (31 N SUSP 639
WHITE SLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.0 0
87.1 1.4 10.3 0.3 0.9 X SUS, 23.3 5

ROWLAND UNIF ENROLL 15150
CALIFORNIA (31 N SUSP 725
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 7:7 0
46.0 2.7 30.3 0.2 0.9 2 SUSP 4.8 X

SACRAMENTO CITY UNIF ENROLL 48774
CALIFORNIA (3) 44 SUS, 3155
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.0 0
62.0 16.8 12.8 0.1 8.2 A SUSP 6.5 X

SALINAS UNION HIGH ENROLL 9107
CALIFORNIA (2) N SUSP 759
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH. 2.4 0
48.2 i 1.5 24.7 0.2 3.4 2 SUSP 8.3 X

WHITE BLACK SPANISH 1NOIAN ASIAN UNKNOWN

3511
123

1.0 0
3.5 X

12523
473

3.6 0
3.8 X

2994
491

2.0 0
16.4 X

113
I

2.0 0
0.9 X

269

1.3 0
2.2 X

10036 2879
1221 220

5:1 0? 3.8 0
12.2 X 7.6 X

1833
400

4.2 0
21.,3 X

11716 5018
528 769

5.4 0
4.5 5 15.3 5
44.6 0

2402
385

1.9 0
16.0 5

24021
3097

3.6 0
12.9

2392
529

2.0 0
22.1 5

10003
503

2.3 0
5.0 X

30247
1416

2.7 0
4.7 X

6209
493.

2.2
7,9 X

1210/1
3011
.0

24.0

39
17

1.9 0
43.6 t

402
42

5.3 0
10.4 X

8201
109,

3.5 0
13.4 X

138
,I8

1.7 0
13.0 X

20
0

0.0 0
0.0 2

57
0

0.0 0
0.0 X

32
0

0.0 0
0.0 X

730
13

3.2 0
1.8 X

N SUSP
0 % SUSP

0

1228 20 165
214 3 21 0

2.4 0 0.0 0 2.0 0
17.4 X 0.0 X 12.7 X

4211
326

4.3 0
7.7 5

747
119

2.2 0
15.9 5

2483
472

3.5 0
MO X

283
90

2.3 0
31.8 X

4588
178

3.2 0
3.9 X

4242
564

2.9 0 2.60 3.0 0
9.0 X 12.5 X 1.7 X

2429 ,21 310
224 0 24

2.6 0, 0.0 0 3.4 0
9.2 X 0.0 X 7.7 X

33
0

0.0 0
0.Q 5

33
7

0.0 0
0.0 5

51
16

6.2 0
31.4 X'

128
2

4.5 0
1.6 X

50
4

0.0 0
8.0 X

1291
51

3.8 0
4.0 5

9 24
'0

0.0 0 0.0 0
0.0 5 0.0 2

A
0.0 O.
0.0 X

130
2

3.0 0
1.5 2

64 -4020,,
8 65

0

0

0

0

0

0/*

0

PAAK CROER OF DISTRICT
T W 8 S I 4

EXCESS
.2 HIGH

N SUSP
% SUSP

45

EXCESS 46 31
X HIGH

N SUSP 17
% SUSP 29 24 28 os*
EXCESS
X HIGH

N SUSP 42
S SUSP
EXCESS 25
X HIGH

N SUSP
% SUSP 38 27 34
EXCESS
t HIGH

N SUSP 21* 12 18 23 t94.
2 SUSP 32 44 35 21 $6,
EXCESS 35 27 20
X HIGH 39 +6*

N SUSP
% SUSPo717 12 .64. *4*
EXCESS
X HIGH 15 15

N SUSP
2 SUSP
EXCESS 38
X HIGH

N SUSP 48 17 *34
t SUSP. 4.10
EXCESS 11
X HIGH 13

N SUSP 16
2 SUSP
EXCESS
2 HIGH



SAN DIEGO CITY UNIFI ENROLL 124487 91725 16492 14052 220 199g. N SUSP 24 13 31 10 36 7
CALIFORNIA (3) N SUSP 6261 3039 2254 891 24 53 0 X SUSP 15
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.6 0 3.4 0 3.8 0 3.9 0 3.0 0 3.4 0 EXCESS 21 19 5 17,
73.7 13.2 11.3 0.2 1.6 2 SUSP 5.0 4 3.3 X 13.7 % 6.3 X 10.9 4 2.7 X X HIGH 14

SAN FRANCISCO UNIFIE ENROLL, 81970 26067 25055 11511 249 19088 N SUSP 46 33 35 *1*
CALIFORNIA (3) N SUSP 3338 678 2076 369 16 199 0 X SUSP
WHITE SLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.3 0 2.4 0 2.3 0 2.4 0 2.0 0 2.7 0 EXCESS 44 29: 47
31.8 30.6 14.0 0.3 23.3 X SUSP 4.1 4 2.6 Z 8.3 X 1.2 X 6.4 4 1.0 X % HIGH

SAN JOSE CITY UNIFIE . .__ ENROLL 37146 26288 513 9432 80 833 N SbSP 34
CALIFORNIA (3) N SUSP 997 593 26 372 2 4 0 4 SUSP
WHITE SLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.5 0 2.2 0 4.5 0 2.8 0 1.0 0 2.0 0 EXCESS 18
70.8 1.4 25.4 0.2 ...2 X SUSP 2.7 % 2.3 1 5.1 4 3.9 t 2.5 % 0.5 X X HIGH

SAN JUAN UNIFIED ENROLL 53116 50522 300 1561 318 475 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA (3) N SUSP 1366 1329 4 32 0 1 0 X SUSP
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.6 0 2.6 0 2.8 C 2.2 0 0.0 0 3.0 0 EXCESS 2*
95.1 0.6 2.8 0.6 0.9 % SUSP ?.6 X 2.6 4 1.3 X 2.1 X 0.0 1 0.2 X X HIGH

SAN LEANDRO UNIFIED . ENROLL 8780 7194. 46 1230 34 276 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA N SUSP 427 364 1 57 0 5 0 % SUSP
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.6 0 1.6 0 0.0 0 3.5 0 0.0 0 2.4 0 EXCESS 34
81.9 0.5 14.0 0.4 3.1 X SUSP 4.9 4 5.1 % 0.0 % 4.6 X 0.0 4 1.8 X % HIGH

SAN MATEO UNION HIGH ENROLL 11693 10352 245 541 21 532 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA (2) N SUSP 431 353 44 28 1 5 0 % SUSP
WHITE ~LACK SPAN. INC., ASIAN LENGTH 2.8 0 2.E 0 4.o ( 3.5 0 0.3 0 2.2 0 EXCESS
88.5 ?.I 4.6 0.2 4.5 X SUSP 3.7 4 3.4 T. 1.4.0 4 5.? 4 0.0 % 0.9 % 40t HIGH

SANTA ANA UNIFIED ENROLL 27014 14223 2468 9979 69 275 N SUSP 40
CALIFORNIA (3) N SUSP 754 305 108 341 0 0 0 % SUSP
WHITE SLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.4 D 1.7 O. '3.9 0 2.5 0 6,0 0 0.0 0 26
52.7 9.1 36.9 0.3 1.0 X SUSP 2.8 % 2.1 4 "4.4 % 3.4 X 010 X 0.0 X

EXCESS

68

% HIGH
Y

SANTA CLARA UNIFIED ENROLL 22756 18208 212 3591 677 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA N SUSP 1014 834 9 163 5 3 0 X SUSP
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.2 0 3.0 0 0.9 0 4.5 0 3.4 0 2.0 0 EXCESS 22
80.0 0.9 15.8 0.3 3.0 2 SUSP 4.5 X 4.o I 4.2 X 4.5 % 7.4 X 0.4 X X HIGH

SANTA CRUZ ''CITY ECM ENROLL 8318 7466 172 543 28 109 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA

1'
N SUSP 1306 1202 39 62 0 3 0 X SUSP 42 26 45

WHITE SLACK SPAN. IND. AS1Aft LENGTH 1,.2 0 1.1 0 2.4 0 2.9 0 0.0 0 1.0 0 EXCESS *7*
89.8 2.1 6.5 0.3 110 X SUSP 15.7 I 16.1 4 22.7 '4 11.4 X 0.0 X 2. % 4 HIG4

SANTA ROSA CITY ELEM
CALIFORNIA !

N SUSPENROLL 13725 12338 291 804 196' 96 26
(3) N SUSP fria,_ 1186 39 78 32 3 0 X SUSP *9*

WHITE SLACK SPAN. IND. SIAN LENGTH 5.0 0 --5.J 0 4.12 0 4.8 0 4.5 0 2.0 0 29
89.9 2.1 5.9 1.4 0.7 X SUSP 9.7 % 9.6-1-- 1344til 9.7 X 16.3 X 3.1 X

EXCESS
X HIGH 17

SEQUOIA UNION HIGH ENROLL 11738 9098 734 665 47 194 N SUSP
CALIFORNIA (2 N SUSP 857 441 363 40 7 6 0 X SUSP
WHITE SLACK SPAN. IND. iASIAN LENGTH 3.4 0 2.5 n 4 5 0 2.6 0 0.0 0 3.5 0 -.- EXCESS
77.5 14.8 5.7 0.4 1.7 X SUSP 7.3 t 4.8 X 20 9 X 6.0 % 0.0 X 3.1 % 4 HIGH . 33

SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO ENROLL 13358 10313
SUSP

306 2132 38 569 N SUSP
NCALIFORNIA 867 690 40 116 3 18 0 % SUSP

WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.1 0 3.1 0 .0 0 3.1 0 0.0 0 3.4 0 EXCESS 26
77.2 2.3 lk.0 0.3 4.3 X SUSP 6.5 X 6.7 X 1 I X 5.4 X 0.0 X 3.2 X 4 HIGH

.151
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TABLE 3
SCHOOL SUSPENSION DATA FROM OCR FOR 1972.73 BY DISTRICT

DISTRICT NAME / ETHNIC RATIOS
TOTAL WHITE

STOCKTOCITY UNIFIE ENROLL 31406 17970
CALIFORNIA N SUSP 1371 551
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 4.4 0 4.2 0
57.2 15.1 24.0 0.3 3.4 8 SUSP 4.4 % 3.1 t

SWEETWATER UNION HIG ENROLL 22254 15888
CALIFORNIA (2) N SUSP 3999 1995
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. LENGTH 3.8 0 3.8 0_ASIAN
71.4 1.5 25.1 0.3 1.6 % SUSP 13.9 % 12.6 X

TORRANCE UNIFIED ENROLL 31433 27752
CALIFORNIA (3) N SUSP 1108 997
WHITE BLACK Spa.- IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.4 0 2.3 0
88.3 0.2 5:9 0.2 5.4 t SUSP 3.5 2 3.6 X

TULARE UNION HIGH ENROLL 2813 1944
CALIFORNIA (2) N SUSP 350 217
WHITE BLACK SPAN., INO. ASIAN LENGTH 4.5 0 4.5 0
69.1 7.0 23.5 0.1 0.4 1 SUSP 12.4 2 11.2 8

TURI.00K JOINT UNION ENROLL 2062 1 -793
CALIFORNIA (2) N SUSP 264 234
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.7 0 3.8 0
87.0 0.2 10. 1.4 0.7 8 SUSP 12.8 t 13.1 8

UKIAH UNIFIED ENROLL 6106 5487
CALIFORNIA (3) N SUSP 289 213
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 1.90 2.2 09.9 1.4 4.0 4.0 0.7 I SUSP 4.7 t 3.9 t

ETNA UNION ELEM , ENROLL 15481 9361
CALIFORNIA N SUSP 1426 662
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.1 0 3.0 0
60.5 26.8 4.7 0.3 7.7 8 SUSP .9.2 8 7.1 t

WALNUT VALLEY UNIF ENROLL 5014 4484
CALIFORNIA (3) N SUSP 257 238
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.9 0 3.8 0
89.4 0.5 9.2 0.1 0.8 r t SUSP 5.1 I 5.3 %

WASCO UNION HIGH ENROLL 859 558'
CALIFORNIA (2) N SUSP 120 83'
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.0 0 2.0 D'
65.0 10.8 23.9 0.1 0.2 X SUSP 14.0 8 14.9 2

WASHINGTON UNIFIED ENROLL 5449 3988
CALIFORNIA N SUSP 340 268
WHITE BLACK SPAN. (NO. ASIAN LENGTH 4.4,0 4.2 D
73.2 1.8 21.9 1.2 1.9 t SUSP 6.2 X 6.7 I

WHITTIER UNION HIGH ENROLL 14027 10311
CALIFORNIA (2) (3) N SUSP 1536 1057
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 6.3 0 6.2 0
73.5 0.1 25.3 0.3 0.8 t SUSP 11.0 2 10.3 t

BLACK SPANISH INDIAN ASIAN UNKNOWN

' 4757 7524 86
494 21 1

4.6 0 4.5 0 3.0 0
E0.4 % 4.3 z 1.2 %

g

338 5594 72
109 947 5

3.5 0 3.8 0 5.2 0
32.2 X 16.9 % 6.9 8

1069
4

2.5 0
0.4 %

362
,43

5.0 0
11.9 I

N SUSP
O t SUSP

EXCESS
% HIGH

N SUSP
O t SUSP

EXCESS
% HIGH

57 1852 62 1710 N SUSP
0 97 0 14 0 t SUSP

0.0 0 3.5 0 0.0 V 3.5 D EXCESS
0.0 X 5.2 t 0.0 t 0.8 X 8 HIGH

196 660 3 10 N SUSP
57 76 .0 0 0 8 SUSP

5.2 0 .4.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS
29.1 2 11.5 X 0.0 t 0.0 X 8 HIGH

5 222 28
0 28 0

0.0 0 3.6 0 0.0 0
0.0 t 12.6 % 0.0 8

87 247 245
8 41 26

2.1 0 0.4 0 1.7 0
9.2 t 16.6 8 10.6 8

4147 733 48
671 62 2

3.3 0 2.6 0 0.0 0
16.2 8 8.5 % 0.0 8

26 461 4
2 . 16 0

0.0 D 5.6 0 0.0 0
0.0 % 3.5 % 0.0 X

93 205 I

14 23 0
2.0 0 2.0 0 0.0 0

15.1 % 11.2 2 0.0 X

100 1195 65
9 61 2

12.0 0 4.1 0 3.0 0
9.0 2 S.I X . 3.1 t

7 3548
0 479

0.0 0 6.3 0
0.0 I 13.5 X

14
2

0.0 D
0.0 %

N SUSP
O S SUSP

EXCESS
8'HIGH

40 N SUSP
1 0 t SUSP

,EXCESS
X HIGH

0.0 0
0.0 %

1192 N SUSP
29 0 f SUSP

3.5 0 EXCESS
2.4 t. t HIGH

39 N SUSP
1 0 t SUSP

0.0 0 EXCESS
0.0 % t HIGH

2 N SUSP
0 0 t SUSP

0.0 0 EXCVSS
0.0 t 2 HIGH

101 N SUSP
0 0 t SUSP

0.0 0 .EXCESS
0.0 t t HIGH

40 119
0 , 0

0.0 0 0.0 0
0.01 0.0

N SUSP
O t SUSP

EXCESS
HIGH

RANK ,1PJER OF DISTRICTTWBSIA
44

36

33 *8* *10
50 ;20 29 *9*

12

18

17

2611

27,

41

35

30

39

48

33
31 18

18
*9* 16

21
45
28

12



YU$A CITY UNIFIED ENROLL 7853 6861 63 726 13 190 N SUSPCALIFORNIA
v (3) N 'Sup 341 305 5 19 0 12 0 2 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.6 0 3.5 0 14.0 0 3.9 0 0.0 0 2.8 0 EXCESS 50

87.4 0.8. 9.2 0.2 2.4 Z SUSP 4.3 % 4.4 2 7.9 % 2.6 % 0.0 1 6.3 2 2 HIGHs.YUCAIPA JOINT u1JIF1E ENROLL 4462 4262 ` 14 173 4 9 N SUSPCALIFORNIA N SUSP 339 334 0 4 1 0 0 Z SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.0 0 3.0 0 0.0 0 3.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 ,EXCESS 12
95.5 0.3 3.9 0.1 D.2 % SUSP 7.6 2 7.8 2 0.0 2 2.3 4 0.0 2 0:0 2 X HIGH 11

ADAMS COUNTY SCHOOL 01ST 14 ENROLL 6062 5826 96 2039 49 52 N SUSPCOLORADO ' N SUSP 475 271 8 194 2 0 0 2 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.3 0 3.2 0 3.5 0 3.5 0 0.00 0.0 0 I EXCESS72.3 1.2 25.3 0.6 '0.6 2 SUSP 5.9 2 4.7 2 8.3 4.= 9.5 X 0.0 2 0.0 2 2 HIGH
34

COLORADO SPRINGS ENROLL 35853 29853 2233 3314 127 326 N SUSPCOLORADO (3) N SUSP 1275 787 220 260 1 7 0 % SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.4.0 3.4 0 3.5 0 3.5 0 .1.0 0 284 0 EXCESS 15
83.3 6.2 9.2 0.4 0.9 4 SUSP 3.6 2 2.6 4 9.9 2 7.8 % 0.8 % 2.1 2 % HIGH 48'..

mONTEZumA-CORTE2 SCH DIST ENROLL 2847' 2238 0 183 426 0 N SUSP 10
COLORADO N SUSP 117 65 0 10 42 0 0 2 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.7 0 3.6 0 0.0 0 5.5 0 3.3 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 878.6 0.0 6.4 15.0 0.0 2 SUSP 4.1 2 2.9 Z 0.0 2 5.5 2 9.9 2 0.0 2 2 HIGH 15DENVER 01 ENROLL 91616 53420 15729 21389 393 685 N SUSP 22 19 27 *1*
COLORADO (3) N SUSP 6622 2662 2418 1497 14 11 0 2 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.: D 2.6 D 3.5 0 3.5 0 2.4 0 1.7 0 EXCESS 23 22 658.3 17.2 23.3 0.4 0.7 2 SUSP 7.2 4 5.0 2 15.4 2 7.0 % 3.6 % 1.6 % % HIGH
MONTROSE COUNTY ENROLL 4154 3607 5 , 537 2 3 N SUSPCOLORADO ' ._ N SUSP 163 131 0 52 0 0 0 % SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.7 0 2.3 0 0.0 0 3.4 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS66.6 0.1 12.9 0.0 0.1 % SUSP 4.4 2 3.6 2 0.0 Z 9.7 2 0.0 Z 0.0 Z 4 HIGH
PUEBLO CITY ENROLL 26947 15464 611 10753 70 49 N SUSPCOLORA00 (3) N SUSP 1539 667 43 827 1 1 0 4 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.7 0 2.6 0 3.0 0 2.0 0 5.0 0 0.0. 0 EXCESS57.4 2.3 39.9 0.3 0.2 2 SUSP 5.7 2 4.3 2 7.0 Z '7.7 Z 1.4 2 0.0 Z 2 HIGH
BRIDGEPORT ENROLL 24310 10770 8343 5149 17 31 N SUSP 34 47 14
CONNECTICUT (1) (3) N SUSP 3820 542 1545 720 0 3 1010 2 SUSP 41 41
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.5 0 2.8 0 3.0 0 3.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 15 37 444.3 34.3 21.2 0.1 0.1 Z SUSP 15.7 4 5.0 I 18.5 % 14.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 I 4 HIGH 8 50 20

41

12

9

HARTFORD PUBLIC SCHOOLS ENROLL 26069 8130 13855 6023 21 40 N SUSPCONNECTICUT (3) N SUSP 2104 541 1171 392 0 0 0 2 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 5.7 0 5.5 0 5.8 0 5.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS29.0 49.4 21.5 0.1, 0.1 % SUSP 7.5 2 6.7 2 8.5 2 6.5 Z 0.0 Z 0.0 Z Z HIGH
NORWALK PUBLIC SCHOOLS ENROLL 17157 13207 3131 770 0 - 49 N SUSPCONNECTICUT N SUSP 1666 828 769 91 '0 0 0 4 SUSPWHITE BLOCK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.1 0 3.1 0 3.0 0 3.4 0 0.0 D 0.0 D EXCESS77.0 18.2 4.5 0.0 0.3 Z SUSP 9.8 2 6.3 4 24.6 2 11.8 2 0.0 Z 0.0 X Z HIGH
WATERBuRY . . ENROLL 17802 12636 3622 1510 16 16 N SUSPCONNECTICUT (1) . (3) N SUSP 2031 183 153 33 1 0 1661 2 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.2 0 4.1 0 4.8 0 4.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 2771.0 20.3 8.5 0.1 0.1 % SUSP 11.4 % 1.4 % 4.2 % 2.2 % 0.0 2 0.0 4 % HIGH 10

153

30

36

24 45
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. 154pendix B
TABLE 3

SCHOOL SUSPENSION DATA FROM OCR FOR 1972-73
BY DISTRICT

OISTRICT NAME / TUNIC RATIOS
6.:1K UNOLR Of OISTRICT

TOTAL WRITE BLACK SPANISH INDIAN ASIAN UNICIOWN TWASIA
0 C PUBLIC SCHOOLS ENROLL 140000 4928 133638 818 18 598 N SUSP 24GIST OF COLUMBIA . (3) N SUSP 2657 , 13 2641 3 0 0 0 X SUSP
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 2.2 0 2.7 0 2.2 0 2.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 D EXCESS 18 13

3.5 95.5 0.6 0.0 0.4, X SUSP 1.9 X 0.3 X 2.0 X 0.4 X 0.0 X 0,0 X X HIGH
\

. ABREVARD COUNTY ENROLL 62283 54718 6961.'" 401 71 132 N SUSP 42 17.
FLORIDA , N SUSP 3413 2753 643 16 0 1 0 X SUSP
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 4.4 0 4.0 0 5.8 0 6.4 0 0.0 0 6.0 0 EXCESS
87.9 11.2 0.6 0.1 0.2 X SUSP 5.5 Z 5.0 X 9.2 X '4.0 Z 0.0 X 0.8 X X HIGH

AIROWARD COUNTY . ENROLL 128889 97249 29363 2001 111 165 N SUSP 31 30 34-
FLORIOA , (3) N SUSP 4120 2025 2065 24 6 0 0 X SUSP
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 6.9 0 6.0 0 7.7 0 6.2 0 5.5 0 0.0 0 . EXCESS 37 26
75.5 22.$ 1'.6 0.1 0.1 X SUSP 3.2 X 2.1 X 7.0 Z 1.2 X 5.4 X 0.0 X X HIGH

DAOE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS ENROLL 241809 116939 63826 60210 236 598 N SUSP 20 24 15 *9*
FLORIDA (3) N SUSP 6812 2237 3634 939 1 1 0 X SUSP
WHITE BLACK SPAN. !NO. ASIAN LENGTH 7.5 0 5.8 n 8.8 0 6.7 0 10.0 0 3.0 0 EXCESS 19 12
41.4 26.4 24.9 0.1 0.2 X SUSP 2.8 Z 1.9 X 5.7 Z 1.6 X 0.4 X 0.2 X X HIGH

DUVAL COUNTY SCHOOL BOARD ENROLL 113644 76544 37100 0 0 0 N SUSP'*4* 3* *3*
FLORIDA - (3) N SUSP 12644 6015 6628 0 0 1 0 X SUSP

e WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 6.0 0 5.7 0 6.2,0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS .Q 2*
67.4 32.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 2 SUSP 11.1 Z 7.9 X 17.9 X 0.0 X 0.0 X 0.0 X ' 2 HIGH

ESCAMBIA COUNTY ENROLL 47947 33988 13459 169 79 252 N SUSP
FLORIOA (3) N SUSP 2389 999 1365 21 1 3 0 X SUSP 49
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 5.5 0 5.2 0 5.8 0 1.2 0 13.0 0 4.3 0 EXCESS 49 40
70.9 28.1 0.4 0.2 0.5 X SUSP 5.0 Z 2.9 X 10.1 X 12.4 Z 1.3 X 1.2 X X HIGH 17

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY ENROLL 107540 80136 20367 6534 283 220 N SUSP 17 *8* 20 46
FLORIDA /"-111 (3) N SUSP 6930 3764 2850 307 5 4 .0 Z SUSP_
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 4.5 0 4.1 0 4.7 3 3.3 0 6.8 0 3.8 0 EXCESS 24 17
74.5 18.9 6.1 0.3 , 0.2 X SUSP 6.4 X 4.7 t 14.0 Z 4.7 X 1.8 Z 1.8 X Z HIGH

T

.ORANGE CO ENROLL 86407 68831 16060 1102 209 205 N SUSP 36
FLORIDA , (3) N SUSP 3013 1820 1162 20 4 7 0 Z SUSP
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 6.7 0 6.9 0 6.4 0 2.540 1.5 0 2.3 0 EXCESS
79.7 18.6 1.3 0.2 0.2 X SUSP 3.5 % 2.6 % 7.2 Z 1.8 Z .1.9 Z 3.4 2 ' Z HIGH

PALM BEACH COUNTY ENROLL 67030 45080 19172 2731 12 35 N SUSP 45
FLORIDA N SUSP 2707 1029 1407 71 0 0 0 X SUSP
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 7.4 0 6.2 n 8.3 0 4.8 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 45 35
61..3 28.6 4.1 0.0 0.1 Z SUP. 4.0 % 2.3 Z 8.4 Z 2.6 % 0.0 Z 0.0 X Z HIGH

PINELLAS COUNTY ENROLL 90182 75294 14313 334 150 91 N SUSP 15 *5* 23
FLORIDA (3) N SUSP 7672 4901 2756 14 0 1 0 Z SUSP
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 5.2 0 5.11 0 5.4 0 5.6 0 0.0 0 1.0 0 EXCESS 25 ,18
83.5 15.9, 0.4 0.2 0.1 X SUSP, 8.5 X 6.5 Z 19.3 X 4.2 Z 0.0 X 1.1 X Z HIGH



POLK COUNTY ENROLL 57006 43936 12510FLORIDA (3) N SUSP 3015 1761 1244WHIT BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 8.0 0 7.3 0 8.9 077.1 21.9 0.7 0.2 0.1 % SUSP 5.3 2 4.0 1 9.9 %

ST LUCIE COUNTY ENROLL 11428 5870 5492FLORIDA N SUSP 1488 405 1082WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 10.2 0 7.6 0 11.2 U.51.4 48.1 0.4 0.1 0.1 % SUSP 13.0 % 6.9 1 19.7 1

ATLANTA CITY ENROLL 96006 21683 73985GEORGIA (3) N SUSP 4236 872 3354WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.9 0 3.1 0 2.8 022.6 77.1 0.3 0.0 0.1 1 SUSP 4.4 1 4.0 % 4.5 X

CHATHAM COUNTY ENROLL 34998 16894 18012GEORGIA N SUSP 4349 1499 2844WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 13.6 0 13.0 0 14.0 048.3 51.5 0.1 ,0.0 0.1 1 SUSP 12.4 X 8.9 7 15.8 7

CLAYTON COUNTY ENROLL 29981 28457 1394GEORGIA ,

(3) N SUSP 1948 1737 204WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.2 0 3.1 0 4.2 094.9 4.6 0.2 0.1 0.1 1 SUSP 6.5 X 6.1 2 14.6 1

CULuMBIA COUNTY BOARD OF ED ENROLL 6848 5256 1516GEORGIA (3) N SUSP 258 159 74WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.5 0 3.7 0 3.1 076.8 22.1 0.4 0.2 0.6 X SUSP 3.8 X 3.0 1 4.9 1

DEKALB COUNTY ENROLL 86963 28181 8412GEORGIA. (3) N SUSP 2329 1610 712WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 4.6 D 3.3 0 7.7 089.9 9.7 0.2 0.0 0.2 2 SUSP 2.7 X 2.1 I 8.5 X

HENRY COUNTY ENROLL 6270 3734 2532GEORGIA (3) N SUSP 475 236 147WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 4.9 0 4.6 0 5.9 059.6 40.4 0;0 0.0 0.1 X SUSP 7.6 7 6.3 % 5.8 %

HOUSTON COUNTY ENROLL 16006 12184 3650GEORGIA N SUSP 734 425 300WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.4 0 3.4 n 3.5 076:1 22.8 0.4 0.4 0.2 I SUSP 4.6 % 3.5 % 8.2 %

musCOGEE COUNTY ENROLL 38349 24988 13131GEORGIA N SUSP 2867 1285 1563WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 5.0 0 . 4.4 0 5.6 065.2 34.2 0.3 0.0 0.3 % SUSP 7.5 1 5.1 7 11.9 7

WAYCROSS CITY ENROLL 4081 2108 1973GEORGIA N SUSP 840 32p 515WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.2 0 3.1 0 3.3 051.7 48.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 2 SUSP 20.6 X 15.4 % 26.1 7
4

AMERICAN FALLS JT 381 ENROLL 1273 1124 0IDAHO N SUSP 17 12 0WHITE BLACK SPAN. Irk. ASIAN LENGTH 8.8 0 6.2 0 0.0 088.3 0.0 7.5 4.0 0.2 1 SUSP 1.347 1.1 7 0.0 7

:155

418 10) 41 N SUSP 3710 0 0 0 % SUSP
7. 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS-2. 2 0.0 % 0.6` I X HIGH

8 11 7 N SUSP
0 0 1 0 % SUSP

0.0 0 0.0 D 0.0 0 EXCESS
0.0 t 0.0 % 0.0-1 t HIGH 22

27 6 60 N SUSP 30 16
1 0 0 0 7 SUSP

6.8 1 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS
3.7 0.0 % 0.0 1 X HIGH

39 7 46 N SUSP 28 50 21
6 0 0 0 X SUSP

0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 41 33
0.0 I 0.0 2 0.0 7 X HIGH

64 32 34 N.SuSp 39
7 0 0 0 X SUSP

3.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 . EXCESS
10.9 X 0.0 7 0.0 1 2 HIGH

25 11 40 , N SUSP
25 0 0 0 7 SUSP

3.0 D .0 0 0.0 D 4EXCESS
100.0 1 '.0 7 0.0 X X HIGH

186 27 157 N SUSP 46
4 0 3 0 %.:51JSP

3.0 0 0 0 0 3.3 D. EXCESS
2.2 X 0.' 7% 1.9 , 2 HIGH

0 0 4 N SUSP
0 92 0 0 X SUSP

0.0 0 4.1 0 0.0 0 EXCESS
0.0 1 0.0 % 0.0 %

64 69 39
9 0 0

3.0 D 0.0 D 0.0 0
14.1 % 0.0 X 0.0 1

0

105 18 107
15 1' 3 0

5.0 0 0.0 0 8.3 0
14.3 X 0.0 7 2.8 7

0, 0 0
0 0 0 0

0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0
0.0 2 0.0 2 0.0 2

95 51 3
0 5 0 0

I*

% HIGH

N SUSP
% SUSP 40
EXCESS
I HIGH 12

N SUSP 46
2 SUSP 37
EXCESS 42
7 HIGH 19

N SUSP
7 SUSP 21 29 31
EXCESS
2 HIGH 36

N SUSP
7 SUSP

0.0 0 15.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS
0.0 X 9.8 X 0.0 X X HIGH

*7

*10



DISTRICT NAME / ETiNIC RATIOS

,BLACKFOOT 55
IDAHO
WHITE SLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
81.3 0.1 4.4 13.2 1.0

MINIOOKA CO SCHOOL GIST 331
IDAHO
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
85.3 0.2 13.0 0.7 0.7

BLOOM TOWNSHIP HIGH SCHOOL
ILLINOIS (2)
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
65.0 26.3 6.3 0.3 0.1

COMM HS (WORTH) 218
ILLINOIS (I1a(2)
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
79.9 17.1 2.5 0.3 0.1

BREMEN
ILLINOIS 12)
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
89.9 8.9 0.7 0.2 0.3

CAIRO SCHOOL DISTRICT NO ONE
ILLINOIS
WHITE BLACK. SPAN. IND. ASIAN
29.0 70.5 0.0 0.1 0.5

CHICAGO
ILLINOIS (1) (31
WHITE BLACK SPAN., IND. ASIAN
30.8 57.1 11.1 0.2 0.8

JOLIET TOWNSHIP HIGH SCHOOLS
ILLINOIS (2)
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
76.7 18.0 4.9 0.4 0.1

LOCKPORT TWP HS DIST 205
ILLINOIS 11) (21
WHITF RLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
88.3 10.7 0.9 0.0 0.0

MOLINE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
ILLINOIS
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND.
94.4 1.1 4.1 0.2

;.*

15penclix B

TABLE 3
SCHOOL SUSPENSION DATA FROM OCR FOR 1972-73

BY DISTRICT

TOTAL WHITE BLACK SPANISH INDIAN ASIAN UNKNOWN

ENROLL 3811 3100 3 168
N SUSP 37 21
LENGTH 2.6 0 3.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0
Z SUSP 1.0 % 0.7 % 0.0 i 0.0 X

ENROLL 5105 4355 12 '666
N SUSP 1276 1273 l 2
LENGTH 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 Q 3.0 0
SUSP- 25.0 % 29.2 Z 0.0 % 0.3

ENROLL 4880 3174 1383 306
N SUSP 1529 775 686 66
LENGTH 4.2 0 3.8 0 4.8 0 3.5 0

SUSP 31.3 t 24.4 Z 49.6 i 21.6

ENROLL 7438 5946 1274 188
N SUSP 1227 683 515 28
LENGTH 4.0 0 3.4 0 3.9 0 3.2 0
% SUSP 16.5 t 11.5 % 40.4 % 14.9 %

ENROLL 6290 5656 5o0 46
N SUSP 1501 1301 195 2
LENGTH 4.9.0 4.7 0 6.5 0 0..0 0
N SUSP 23.9 t 23.0 Z 34.8 Z 0.0 %

ENROLL 1327 385 935 U
N SUSP 64 14 15 0
LENGTH 2.7 0 1.1 0 1.3 0 0.0 0
X SUSP 4.8 Z 3.6 Z 1.6 Z 0.0 %

ENROLL 553342 170373 315940 61423
N SUSP 28645 0 12 0
LENGTH 4.8 0 .0.0 0 8.1 0 0.0 0
Z SUSP 5.2 % 0.0 Z 0.0 % 0.0 %

ENROLL 6460 4953 1163 315
N SUSP 2069 1240 743 78
LENGTH 3.7 0 2.8 0 5.2 O 3.8 0

SUSP 32.0 Z 25.0 Z 63.9 % 24.8 Z

ENROLL 2467 2179 265 0 22
N SUSP 234 150 81
LENGTH 5.5 D 5.0 J 5.0 0 0.0 0
% SUSP 9.5 1 6.3,1 30.o t 0.0 1

ENROLL 12000 11325 130 491
N SUSP 762 747 5 10

ASIAN LENGTH 0.6 0 0.6 D' 2.2 0 0.8 D
0.2 % SUSP 6.3 % 6.6 Z 3.8 % 2.0 2

503
16

2.1 0
3.2 ;

36
0

0.0 0
0.0 %

I3K
0

0.0 0
,0.0

23

0.0 0
0.0 %

37
0

0.0 0
0.0 '1

N SUSP
O i SrcP

EXC1S.:
% HIGH

36 N SUSP
0 0 % SUSP

0.0 0 EXCESS
0.0 t % HIGH

4

2

0.0 0
0.0 %

17,

0
0.0 0
0.0 X

12 16
2 1

0.0 0 0.0 0
0.0 t 0.0 Z

6
O 35

0.0 0 3.9 0
0.0 Z 100.0

1153
0

0.0 0
0.0 Z

4453
0

0.0 0
0.0 %

RANK ORDER OF DISTRICT
T W B S I A

11 311
N SUSP

O S SUSP 4
EXCESS
% HIGH 18 6

9 3 17

N SUSP
O % SUSP 33 S 35

EXCESS
Z HIGH 37 5
N SUSP

SUSP 15 10 16
EXCESS
% HIGH

N SUSP
O S SUSP

EXCESS
Z HIGH

N SUSP 1
28633 Z SUSP

EXCESS 1
Z HIGH 35

23 6 N SUSP
O 8 0 Z SUSP 3 's7s I 13

0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS
0.0 ,; 0.0 i Z HIGH 16 T

0.0
0.0

0
O 0
O 0.0 0
Z 0.0

29
0

0.0 0
0.0 X

25
0

0.0
0.0 Z

N SUSP
O % SUSP

EXCESS
Z HIGH

N SUSP
O Z SUSP

EXCESS 3
HIGH

22

11

31



NORTH CHICAGO COMMUNITY HIGH ENROLL 1364 699 '631 41 4 9 N SUSPILLINOIS (21 N SUSP 344 91 240 13 0 0 0 3 SUSP 13 42 11 5WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.0 0 3.0 0 3.0 0 3.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS50.5 45.6 3.0 0.3 0.7 X SUSP 24.9 % 13.0 3 38.0 3 31.7 3 0.0 3 0.0 % % HIGH 6 7 5
.:

.PEORIA PU8LIC SCHOOLS OISTRICT ENROLL 25064 19363 5525 107 22 47 N SUSPILLINOIS (11 (3) N SUSP 1897 191 209 3 0 0 1494 X SUSPWHITE, BLACK SPAN.; INO. ASIAN LENGTH 4.5 0 3.6 0 6.0 0 6.3 D 0.0 D 0.0 D EXCESS 32J7.3 22.0 0.4 0.1 0.2 1 SUSP 7.6 X 1.0 X 3.8 X 2.8 X 0.0 X 0.0 X % HIGH 20
PROVISO TOWNSHIP HIGH ENROLL 6607 6926 1495 161 7 16 N SUSP 48ILLINOIS (2) N SUSP 2365 1526 794 36 5 2 0 X SUSP *7 13 2 15WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 6.9 0 5.9 0 9.0 0 7.8 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS80.5 17.4 1.9 0.1 0.2 2 SUSP 27.5 I 22.1 3 53.1 * 22.4 4 0.0 2 0.0 X X HIGH 30 3
ROCKDALE PUBLIC SCHOOL ENROLL 371 299 1 69 2 0 N SUSPILLINOIS . N SUSP 33 31 0 2 0 0 0 X SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.0 0 2.0 0 0.0 0 1.5 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS80.6 0.3 16.6 0.5 0.0 X SUSP 6.9 X 10.4 X 0.0 X 2.9 X 0.0 X 0.0 X 1 HIGH 6
ROCKFORD 60 OF EC, DIST 205 ENROLL 41364 35131 5636 441' 86 70 N SUSPILLINOIS (3) N SUSP 1879 1102 , 735 38 0 0 X SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 4.8 0 3.9 0 6.1 0 4.3 0 12,0 D 0.0 0 EXCESS64.9 13.6 1.1 0.2 0.2 X SUSP 4.5 X 3.1 X 13.0 X 6.6 8 4.7 8 0.0 X 3 HIGH 46
THORNTON TWP H S ENROLL 10533 7851 2536 109 18 17 N SUSPILLINOIS (21 N SUSP 2260 1228 1017 IL 3 1 0 3 SUSP 19 28 9WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 5.3 0 5.3 0 5.2 0 5.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS74.5 24.1 1.0 0.2 0.2 X SUSP 21.5 3 15.6 3 40.1 % 10.1 3 0.0 S 0.0 3 *3 HIGH 26 9
ZION-BENTON TWP HS 6126 ENROLL 2349 '2010 231 25 2 1 N SUSPILLINOIS (21 (31 N SUSP 3I6 192 109 15 0 0 0 2 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 1%9 0 1.8 D 2.0 0 1.3 0 S.0 0 0.0 D EXCESS69.0 9.6 1.1 0,1 0.0 X SUSP 13.5 X 9.2 X 47.2 X 60.0 t. 0.0 3 0.0 X XHIGH
GARY COMMUNITY SCH CORPORATION ENROLL 44630 9910 31200 3636 34 50 N SUSPINDIANA , (11 (31 N SUSP 1590 260 1069 93 2 9 157 % SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.9 0 3.6 0 2.9 D 2.9 0 0.0 0 . 0.9 0 EXCESS22.1 69.6 6.1 0.1 0.1 3 SUSP 3.5 % 2.6 X 3.4 3 2.6 * 0.0 3 16.0 3 X HIGH

5 2
2 2

INDIANAPOLIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS ENROLL 96076 59079 36522 259 57 159 N SUSP 14 14 10INDIANA (31 N SUSP 7661 3025 4643 12 0 1 0 *'SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.0 D 2.6 D 3.2 0 1.9 0 0.0 0 5.0 0 EXCESS 14 1060.2 39.3 0.3 0.1 0.2 X SUSP 7.6 X '5.1 X 12.1 2 4.6 X 0.0 X 0.6 X X HIGH
KOKOMO CENTER TWP CONS SCH COR ENROLL 12443 11151 1144 125 4 19INDIANA N SUSP 673 496 463 14 0 0WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.9 0 3.9 0 4.1 V 3.2 0 0.0 0 0.0 069.6 9.2 1.0 0.0 0.2 3 SUSP 5.4 % 4.4 % 14.2 X 11.2 X 0.0 X 0.0 X

N SUSP
0 SUSP

EXCESS
HIGH

MICHIGAN CITY AREA SCHOOLS ENROLL 13000 10657 2278 51 4 10 N SUSPINDIANA N SUSP 1126 664 459 0 2 0 I * SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.3 0 2.0 0 2.8 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS62.0 17.5 0.4 0.0 0.1 3 SUSP 8.7 X 6.2 3 20.1 X 0.0 * 0.0 X 0.0 3 X HIGH
FORT DODGE COMMUNITY ENROLL 7428 7106 241 68 4 9 N SUSPIOWA (3) N SUSP 97 81 11 5 0 0 0 3 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 1.9 0 2.0 0 1.5 0 2.4 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS95.7 3.2 0.9 0.1 0.1 3 SUSP 1.3 X 1.1 X 4.6 3 7.4 3 0.0 * 0.0 3 3 HIGH

157

32

36

4

0
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Appendix B

TABLE 3
SCHOOL SUSPENSION DATA FROM OCR FOR 1972.73

BY DISTRICT
DISTRICT NAME / ETHNIC RATIOS

TOTAL WHITE

KANSAS CITY 'ENROLL 32947 20318
KANSAS (3) N SUSP 2988 1427
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 4.7 0 4.3.0
61.7 34.3 3.7 0.2 0.1 X SUSP 9.1 X 7.0 X

LAWRENCE USD 497 ENROLL 7692 6863
KANSAS N SUSP 301 229
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.7 0 3.8 0
$9.2 6.5 1.7 1.8 0.7 X SUSP 3.9 X 3.3 X

WICHITA UNIFIED 259. ENROLL 57254 45942
,KANSAS (3) N SUSI'. 3580 2084
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 4.7 0 4.7 0
$0.2 16.4 '2.4 0.7 0.3 % SUSP 6.3 Z 4.5 X

HENDERSON CITY ENROLL 2168 2180
KENTUCKY N SUSP 541 314
WHITE /MACK SPAN. 'IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.7 0 2.6 0
76.0 24.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 X SUSP 18.9 1 14.4 11

JEFFERSON COUNTY PUBLIC SCH ENROLL 95742 91923
KENTUCKY (1) (3) N SUSP 2879 2333
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.2 0 2.2 0
96.0 3.9 . 0.0 0.0 0.0 X SUSP 3.0 1 2.5 Z

LOUISVILLE INDEPENDENT ENROLL 49133 24011
KENTUCKY (3) N SUSP 1589 968
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 1.6 0 1.0 0
48.9 51.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 X SUSP 3.2 1 4.0 I

CA000 PARISH ENROLL 52336 26044
LOUISIANA (3) N SUSP 6857 2587
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.8 0 2.8 0
49.8 49.8 0.3 0.1 0.1 % SUSP 13.1 1 9.9 X

CONCORDIA PARISH ENROLL 5382 2535
LOUISIANA N SUSP 804 , 254
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 4.5 0 5.2 0
47.1 52.11 0.0 0.0 0.0 X SUSP 14.9 X 10.0 X

EAST BATON ROUGE PARISH SCH $0 ENROLL 67342 40751
LOUISIANA (1) (31 N SUSP 6919 2761
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.6 0 2.9 0
60.5 311.9 0.4 0.1 0.1 X.SUSP 10.3 X 6.8 X

JEFFERSON PARISH ENROLL 66030 50627
LOUISIANA (3) N SUSP 10567 6436
WHITE SLACK SPAN. IND, ASIAN LENGTH 2.5 0 2.5 0
76.7 '21.2 1.7 0.2 Q.2 X SUSP 16.0 X 12.7 X

SLACK SPANISH INDIAN ASIAN UNKNOWN

11316 1223 62 28
1456 102 3 0 0
5.2 0 3.6 0 4.3 0 -0.0 0

12.9 Z 8.3 1 4.08 1 0.0 X

500 134 139 56
54 5 12 1 0

3.7 0 3.2 0 ^3.2 0 2.0 0
10.8 X 3.7 % 8.6 X 1.8 X

9367 1372 384 189
1398 61 31 6 0

4.7 0 4.7 0 4.7 0 4.8 0
14.9 X 4.4 X 8.1 X 3.2 X

687 1 0 0
227 0 0 0 0

.2.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0
33.0 X 0.0 X Q.0 X 0.0 X

'3725 20 34 40
*274 4 0 3 265
2.8 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0
7.4 % 0.0 X 0.0 X 0.0 X

25078 12 17 15
620 f 0 0 1 0

2.4 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0
2.5 X 0.0 X 0.0 X 0.0 X

26064 173 27 28
4262 7 1 0 0

2.8 0 4.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0
16.4 X 4.0 I 0.0 1 0.0 X

2844 2 1 0
550 0 0 0 0

4.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0
19.3 X 0.0 X 0.0 X 0.0 1

4
261114 2411 68 91
3960 12 1 1 184

4.0 0 2.9 0 15.0 0 1.0 0
15.1 X 4.8 X 1.5 X 1.1 X

139112 1135 163 123-
4014 114 0 3 0

2.6 0 2.6 0 0.0 0 6.0 0
28.7 X 10.0 X 0.0 X. 2.4 X

N SUSP
I SUSP
EXCESS
X HIGH

N'SUSP
SUSP

EXCESS

AA'MK URGER a
T W U S

48

DISTRICT
I A

X HIGH 24

N SUSP 40 27 28
SUSP

EXCESS 48 39 26
X HIGH

N SUSP
X SUSP 28 34 19
EXCESS
X HIGH 22

N SUSP 23
I SUSP
EXCESS
I HIGH

N SUSP
X SUSP
EXCESS 4'4*

I HIGH

N SUSP 19 21 12
X SUSP
EXCESS 31 4 20
X HIGH

N SUSP
X SUSP 50
EXCESS
X HIGH

N SUSP IS 16 14
SUSP

EXCESS 17 15
X HIGH

N SUSP 7* 2 13
X SUSP J6 48 211

EXCESS 20 14"

HIGH 35



LAFOURCHE PARISH
LOUISIANA
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN
85.0 15.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

ORLEANS PARISH
LOUISIANA (3)
WHITE BLACK SPAN. (NO. ASIAN
23.6 74.6 1.6 0.0 0.1

TERRE8ONNE PARISH SCHOOLS
LOUISIANA (3)
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN
80.7 1942 0.1 0.0 0.0

WEBSTER PARISH SCH 80
LOUISIANA
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN
59.5 40.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

WEST BATON ROUGE PARISH SCH
LOUISIANA
WHITE BLACK SPAN.
38:0 61.9 0.1

ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY
MARYLAND
WHITE BLACK SPAN.
86.8 12.6 0.2

INO. ASIAN
0.0 0.0

(3)
IND. ASIAN
0.1 0.3

BALTIMORE CITY PUB SCH
MARYLAND (1) (3)
WHITE BLACK SPAN. (NO. ASIAN
30.7 69.3 0.0 0.0 0.0

BALTIMORE COUNTY
MARYLAND (1) (3)
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
95.2 4.2 0,2 0.0 0.3

HARFORO COUNTY
MARYLAND (3)
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN
89.6 9.2 0.5 0.2 0.4

MONTGOMERY COUNTY PU8 SCH
MARYLANO (1) (3)
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
89.8 6.4 2.1 0.2 1.5

PRINCE GEORGES COUNTY
MARYLANO (3)
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN
73.5 24.9 0.7 0.1 0.7

BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
MASSACHUSETTS (3)
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN
59.6 33.0 5.3 0.1 1.9

ENROLL
N SUSI
LENGTH
X SUSP

ENROLL
N SUSP:
LENGTH
X SUSP

ENROLL
N SUSP
LENGTH
X 'SUSI.

ENROLL
N SUSP
LENGTH'

SUSP

ENROLL
N SUSP
LENGTH
8 SUSP

ENROLL
N SUSP
LENGTH
X SUSP

ENROLL
N SUSP
LENGTH

SUSP

ENROLL
N SUSP
LENGTH
X SUSP

ENROLL
N SUSP
LENGTH
X SUSP

ENROLL
N SUSP
LENGTH
X SUSP

ENROLL
N SUSP
LENGTH

SUSP

ENROLL
N SUSP
LENGTH
8 SUSP

19,750

1140
2.1 0
5.8 2

103839
9734

3.5 0
9.4 X

21499
2093

5.1 0
9.7 X

10103
635

2.1 0
6.3 X

3867
647

3.5 0
16.7 f

77083
2801

4.5 0
3.6 X

14782
517

2.1 0
3.1 X

24535
1649

3.5 0
6.7 X

17339
1170

.4.2 0
6.7 X

2958
423

2.0 D
21.1 X

77504
7993

3.5 0
10.3

9 1

0 0
0.0 0 0.0 0
0.0 X 0.0 X

1622 37 141
90 0 2

4.0 0 0.0 0 3.0 0
5.5 X 0.0 % 1.4 X

0
0

0.0 0
0.0 X

4135 19 1

923 0 0
6.4 0 0.0 0 0.0 0
22.3 X 0.0 X 0.0

6009 4091 1

422 213 0
1.9 0 . 2.4 0 0.0 0
7.0 X 5.2 X

1471
188

3.5 0
12.8 %

66881
2031

4.1 0
3.0 8

0.0 X

8

0
0

0.0 0
0.0 X

2394 2 0
459 0 0

3.5'0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0
19.2 0.0 % 0.0 * 0.0 X

N/SUSP
0 X SUSP

,'EXCESS
8 HIGH ZS

N SUSP 10 42 *2*
O X SUSP

EXCESS 13 *9*
X HIGH

5 N SUSP
O 0 X SUSP

0.0 0 EXCESS
0.0 X X HIGH

2
0

0.0 0
0.0 X

0
0

9713
754

5.4 0
7.8 8

182
12

3.0 0
6.6 X

93 214
1 3

3.0 0
1.4 2

3.0 0
1.1

186600 57350 129250 0 0
1790 0 0 0 0

35.0 D 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0
1.0 % 0.0 X 0.0 X 0.0 X 0.0 * 0.0 X

N SUSP
0 8 SUSP

EXCESS 24
X HIGH

N SUSP
O 2 SUSP

EXCESS
*_HIGH

31 47

N SUSP 29
O % SUSP

EXCESS
8 HIGH

N SUSP
O 1790, 8 SUSP

EXCESS 26
HIGH

0.0 0

131987
7167

2.6 0
5.4 X

32416
1470

2.1 0
4.5 X

126707
1974

2.2 0
1.6 *

161969
10333
4.0 0
6.4 I

96239
4090

2.9 0
4.2 8

125677
6491

2.6 0
5.2 X

29062
1325

2.0 0
4.6 X

113795
1606

2.1 D
1.4 X

119033
5842

3.9 0
4.9 X

57405
2049

2.5 0
3.6 8

1:§9

5604
452

3.0 0
8.1 X

2994
143

2.9 0
4.8 X

8131
329

2.4 0
4.0 X

0397
4438

4.1 0
11.9 X

1728
19/9

3.4 0
6.0 8

260 51 395
10 1

2.5 D 1.0 0 2.6 0
3.8 X 2.0 X 1.3 X

159 58 145
2 0

3.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0
1.3 X 0.0 X 0.0 X

5 208

0

2690
32

2.0 0
1.2 X

1137
38

3.0 0
3.3 X

5138
106

2.7 0
2.1 %

194 1897
1 6

5.0 0 . 1.8
0.5 X 0.3 *

191
2

1.5 0
1.0 X

97
4

3.3 0
4.1

1211
13

3.9 0
1.1 X

1871
12

1.9 0
0.6

N SUSP 16 *1
X SUSP
EXCESS
X HIGH

N SUSP
O X SUSP

EXCESS 4L
8 HIGH

N SUSP 47
O % SUSP

EXCESS
* HIGH

N SUSP
O 8 SUSP

EXCESS
% HIGH

N SUSP
O % SUSP

EXCESS
N HIGH

* $ *

50

37

44 11

16 11

32 28 36

47
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Appendix B

TABLE 3
SCHOOL SUSPENSION DATFROM OCR FOR 1972-73

BY DISTRICT
DISTRICT NAME / ETHNIC RATIOS

TOTAL WHITE

FRAMINGHAm ENROLL 15442 14779
MASSACHUSETTS (3) N SUSP 442 430
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 1.7 0 1.6'0
95.7 1.9 1.9 0.0 0.4 2 SUSP 2.9 1 2.9 2

NEW 8EOFORO ENROLL 16918'% 14259
NASSACHUSETTS N SUSP 1860 1626
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.4 0 2.3 0
84.3 13.0 2.6 0.0 0.1 SUSP 11.0 Z 11.4 2

BENTON HARBOR AREA SCHOOLS ENROLL 10911 4103
MICHIGAN N SUSP 1028 144
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.5 0 3.8 0
37.6 61.7 0.4 0.2 0.1 2 SUSP 9.4 2 3.5 2

OETRO(T PUBLIC SCHOOLS ENROLL 276655 84396
MICHIGAN (1) (3) N SUSP 6396 785
WHITE ()LACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 4.6 0 10.4 0
30.5 67.6 1.6 0.1 0.2 2 SUSP 2.3 2 0.9 2

FLINT CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT ENROLL 46115 24611
MICHIGAN N SUSP 3676 1353
WHITE FLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 6.4 0 6.1 0
53.4 44.4 1.8 0.1 0.2 % SUSP 8.0 2 5.5 2

GRAND RAPIOS ENROLL 33890 24037
MICHIGAN (1) 13) N SUSP 2654 1227
WHITE BLACK SPAN. (NO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.9 0 3.7 0
70.9 25.6 2.8 0.6 0.2 I suse 7.8 3 5.1 I

HIGHLANO PARK CITY FNROLL 7306 638
MICHIGAN N SUSP 908 87
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 2.3 0 2.5 0

8.7 90.9 0.2 0.1 0.2 % SUSP 12.4 % 13.6

KALAMAZOO CITY ENROL1 16041 12646
MICHIGAN N SUSP 1990 1216
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.9 D 2.6 D
78.8 19.6 0.9 0.2 0.4 2 SUSP 12.4 2 9.6 %

PORT HURON AREA SCH DIST ENROLL 16173 14927
MICHIGAN (1) (3) NSUSP 1484 483
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 1.8 D 3.8 0
9213 5.4 2.0 0.3 0.1 2 SUSP 9.2 % 3.2 %

SAGINAW'CITY SCHOOL OISTRICT ENROLL 23478 12572
MICHIGAN * (3) N SUSP 1516 433
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 5.2 0 6.5 0
53.5 37.1 9.1 0.1 0.1 2 SUSP 6.5 2 3.4 2

BLACK SPANISH INDIAN ASIAN UNKNOWN

297 296 7 63
6 5 1 0 0

4.8 0 3.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0
2.0 2 1.7 2 0.0 2 0.0 2

2192 439 7 21
187 45 0 2 0

2.6 0 2.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 0
8.5 2 10.3 2 0.0 % 0.0 2

6729 41 25 13
881 2 1 0 0

3.5 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0
13.1 X 0.0 2 0.0 2 0.0 2

186994 4512 213 540
5560 46 3 2 0

3.6 0 5.2 0 3.7 0 2.0 0
3z.0 1 1.0 1 1.4 % 0.4 %

20493 846 52 113
2276 47 0 0 0

6.6 0 6.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 0
11.1 2 5.6 i 0.0 2 0.0 X

8670 933 198 52
1318 92 16 1 0

3.6 0 2.0 0 6.8 0, 6.0 0
15.2 9.9 % 8.1 % 1.9 %

6638 11 4 15
820 1 0 0 0

2.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0
12.4 4 0.0 2 0.0 2 0.0 2

3140 148 36 71
739 2P 6 4 0

3.2 0 3.7 0 0.0D 1.5 0
23.5 2 16.9 2 0.0 2 5.6 2

872 316 41 17
55 13 0 1 932

3.3 0 2.5 0 0.0 0 0.0 0
6.3 2 4.1 2 0.0 2 , 0.0 2

8716 2138 22 30
946 137 0 .0 0

4.1 0 8.8 0 0.0 0 0.0 0
10.9 X 6.4 2 0.0 X% 0.0 2

N SUSP
2 SUSP
EXCESS
2 HIGH

RANK ORDER OF DISTRICTrwesIA

16

N SUSP 45
SUSP

EXCESS 54
2 HIGH

N SUSP
2 SUSP
EXCESS
% HIGH 25

N SUSP 23 Az,
SUSP

EXCESS A74. *1*
% HIGH

N SUSP 37 30
SUSP

EXCESS 46 36
HIGH

N SUSP
2 SUSP
EXCESS 43
% HIGH

N SUSP
% SUSP
EXCESS
HIGH

N SUSP
2 SUSP
EXCESS
2 HIGH

N SUSP
I SUSP
EXCESS 50
% HIGH 24

N SUSP
'2 SUSP
EXCESS
2 HIGH

37

41 30

45 30

50



...'SAULT STE MARIE PUBLIC SCH ENROLL 5018 4582 6 8 405 11 N SUS/MICHIGAN N SUSP 20 5 0 1 14 4 0 8 SUSPWHITE BLACK sAN. IND. ASIAN' LENGTH 2.3 D 1.6 D 0.0 D 0.0 0 2.1 0 0.0,J EXCESS91.4 0.1 0.2 8.1 0.2 X SUSP 0.4 8 0.1 8 0.0 8 0.0 X 3.5 X 0.0 2 8 HIGH
CASS LAKE ENROLL 924 501 2 0 421 0 N SUSPMINNESOTA N SUSP 22 4 1 0 17 0 0 8 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 4.5 0 2.8 D 0.0 D 0.0 D 4.9 0 0.0 D EXCESS54.2 0.2 0.0 45.6 0.0 X SUSP 2.4 8 0.8 8 0.0 8 0.0 .3 4.0 X 0.0 8 8 HIGH
MINNEAPOLIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS .ENROLL J61565 51822 6510 552 2330 351 NAUSPMINNESOTA (3) N SUSP 2404 1629 583. 23 165 4 0 2 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.0 D 1.8 D 2.7 D 1.6 D 2.0 0 1.3 D EXCESS84.2 10.6 0.9 3.6 0.6 X SUSP 3.9 8 3.1 A 9.0 8 4.2 8 7.1 1 1.1 8 X HIGH
PARK RAPIDS ENROLL 2107 2092 0 2, 211 2 N SUSPMINNESOTA 13) N SUSP 58 35 0 0 23 0 0 8 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 4.1 D 4.1 D 0.0 D 0.0 D 4.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS90.7 0.0 0.1 9.1 0.1 X SUSP 2.5 % 1.7 % 0:0 X 0.0 X 10.9 X 0.0 X 8 HIGH
ST PAUL 0625 ENROLL, 41059 42476 3259 1709 498 117 N SUSPMINNESOTA (1) (3) N SUSP 1762 1251' ' 81 38 33 2 357 8 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN: IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.9 0 3.4 0 3.2 0 2.5 0 2.9 0 2.0 0 EXCESS88.4 6.8 3.6 1.0 0.2 1 SUSP 3.7 8 2.9 8 2.5 8 2.2 8 6.6 8 . 1.7 1 i HIGH

DREW MUNICIPAL SEPARATE SCHOOL ENROLL 1384 207 1177 0 0 0 N SUSPMISSISSIPPI N SUSP 399 53 346 0 0 0 0 X SOSP 640WHITE BLACK SPAN. IMO. ASIAN LENGTH 6.6 0 4.0 0 9.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 D 0:0 0 EXCESS15.0 65.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 X SUSP MS i 25.6 i 26.4 i 0.0 8 0.0 % 0.04 i HIGN
HUMPHREYS COUNTY SCHOOLS ENROLL 3664 359 3300 0 0 5 N SUSPMISSISSIPPI (21 N SUS, '143 31 112 0 0 0 0 "4 SUSPWHITE SLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 4.4 0 4.) 0 4.3 ) 0.0 0 0.0 0 J.0 0 EXCESS9.3 90.1 '0.0 0.0 0.1 X SUSP $.9 2 G. 2 s.4 2 0.0 1 0.0 T 0.0 X 4. HIGH

0.6.1144S1UN R-I ENRJEL 1012 1,37 11'5 4 0 0 N SOSO.;Sf.t"Al
'', SUS" J4 137 /1, J ,..

... 0 4 SUSP 4S4MITr BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH '2.1 n 4.9 P ,.1 , 0.J n 0.0 ::' 0.0 n tXL;SS56.9 43.1 0.0 0.0 3.0 X SUSP 15.5 2 12.0 X (S.5 4 0.3 ' 0.0 I 0.0 1 . oIGH
KANSAS CITY 33 ENROLL 65414 29836 15513 0 0 0 N SUS 49MISSOURI (1) (3) N SUSP 3107 1287 1726 76 13 3 0 I SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.4 D 3.6 D 3.0 0 2.6 0 2.2 D 0.0 D EXCESS45.6 54.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 X SUSP 4.7 i 4.3 8 4.9 i 0.0 i 0.0 i 0.0 X II HIGH

NORMANDY SCHOOL DISTRICT ENROLL 8662 4633 3976' 17 18 18 N SUSPMISSOURI N SUSP 1411 '276 630 1 1 1 0 % SUSP 14WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 4.5 0 4.5 0 4.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 D EXCESS53.5 45.9 0.2 0.2 0.2 II SUSP 16.3 i 16.6 i 15.6 i 0.0 i 0.0 X 0.0 II X HIGH
ST LOUIS CITY SCHOOL DIST ENROLL 105617 32632 72629 203 54 99 N SUSPMISSOURI 13) N SUSP 2799 696 111118 5 0 0 0 II SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 24.6 D 14.3 D 29.3 D 74.2 D 0.0 D 0.0 D EXCESS30.9 68.8 0.2 0.1 0.1' 2 SUSP 2.7 1 2.7 X 2.6 'X 2.5 X 0.0 X 0.0 X X HIGH
WELLSTON o

ENROLL 2133 67 2061 1 1 '0 N SUSPMISSOURI N SUSP 114 0 114 0 0 0 0 X SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.0 0 0.0 0 3.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS3.1 96.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 X SUSP 5.4 X 0.0 X 5.5 X 0.0 I 0.0 X 0.0 8' X HIGH 33

161

P

/ 25

e

44 3
3
37
16
139
23

15

4,64. 24

13

44

42

42 30

23

37
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Appendix B

TABLE 3
SCHOOL SUSPENSION DATA FRO OCR FOR 1972-73

BY DISTRICT
OISTRICT NAME / ETHNIC RATIOS

ELKO COUNTY SCH 01ST ENROLL

TOTAL

4144

WHITE

3447

BLACK

6

SPANISH

215

INOIAW

462

ASIAN UNKNOWN

14

RANK OROER OF DISTRICT
T W B S I A

N SUSPNEVAOA (3) N SUSP 45 20 2 5 18 0 0 Z SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 2.9 0 3.1 0 0.0 0 2.8 0 2.7 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 2083.2 0.1 5.2 11.1 0.3 S SUSP 1.1 0.6 X 0.0 I 2.3 X 3.9 X 0.0 X X HIGH

WASHOE COUNTi. ENROLL 29705 27544 676 632 546 307 N SUSP 35NEVAOA (3) N SUSP 829 741 45 18 25 0 0 2 SUSPWHITE SLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 2.9 0 2.8 0 4.7 0 2.2 0 3;2 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 4192.7 2.3 2.1 1.8 1.0 S SUSP 2.8 X 2.7 6.7 X 2.6 X 4.6 X 0.0 X X HIGH

ASBURY PARK ENROLL 2874 871 1829 162 1 11 N SUSP
NEW JERSEY (3) N SUSP 715 101 573 41 0 0 0 X SUSP 12 21 11WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN

'5.6
LENGTH 2.7 D 3.0 0 2.7 0 3.0 0 0.0 D 0.0 0 EXCESS

30.3 63.6 0.0 0.4 X, SUSP 24.9 % 11:6 S 31.3 25.3 x 0.0 2 0.0 X 2 HIGH 42 17 7
BRIOGETON ENROLL 6569 3682 2664 165 17 41 N SUSP
NEW JERSEY (1) (3) N SUSP 2040 668 480 16 3 1 872 X SUSP 5 18
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.6 D 3.4 0 4.3 0 4.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS
56,1 40.6 2.5 0.3 0.6 X SUSP 31.1 5 18.1 3 18.0 9.7 X 0.0 X 0.0 X Z HIGH 3

OOWNE TOWNSHIP ENROLL 358 260 86 10 0 2 N SUSP
NEW JERSEY (11 N SUSP 97 0 0 0 0 0 97 X SUSP 8
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 0.0 u 0.0 0 0.0 D 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS
72.6 24.0 2.8 0.0 0.6 X SUSP 27.1 X 0.0 X 0.0 X 0.0 X 0.0 X 0.0 X X HIGH 1

EAST ORANGE ENROLL 11738 852 10716 119 8 43 N SUSP
NEW JERSEY N SUSP 1392 119 1260 13 0 0 0 X SUSP 36
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 2.6 0 2.2, 0 2.7 D 2.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS
7.3" 91.3 1.0 0.1 0.4 S SUSP 11.9 X 14.0 X 11.8, X 10.9 X 0.0 X 0.0 X X HIGH

0

ESSEX CO VOC SCHOOLS ENROLL 2074 847 1021 208 0 3 N SUSP
NEW JERSEY () N SUSP 226 17 169 40 0 0 0 X SUSP 20,
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH '1.5 D 0.8 0 1.5 0 1.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS
40.6 49.2 10.0 0.0 0.1 S SUSP 10.9 X- 2.0 X 16.6 2 19.2 X 0.0 X 0.0 X X HIGH 11 41 6

EWING TOWNSHIP ENROLL 5489 4389 1065 17 9 9 N SUSP
NEW JERSEY N SUSP 1085 711 373 0 0 0 1 I SUSP 24 25 15
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 2.8 D 2.7 0 3.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS
80.0 19.4 0.3 0.2 0.2 S SUSP ,19.8 16.2 "X 35.0 X 0.0 i 0.0 0.0 X X HIGH 21

FLORENCE TOWNSHIP ENROLL 1638 1453 181 0 0 4 N SUSP
NEW JERSEY N SUSP 90 89 0 0 0 0 X SUSP
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 1.5 0 1.5 0 2.0 0 0.0 D 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 29
88.7 11.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 X SUSP 5.5 6.1 X 0.6 X 0.0 X 0.0 X 0.0 X X HIGH 9

FRANKLIN TOWNSHIP ENROLL 6811 4991 1676 82 2 60 N SUSP
NEW JERSEY N SUSP 245 107 132 6 0 0 0 % SUSP,
WHITE SLACK SPAN. NO., ASIAN LENGTH 4.1 0 3.1 0 4.9 0 6.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS
73.3 24.4 1.2 0.0 0.9 X SUSP 3.6 2.1 X 7.9 X 7.3 X 0.0Y o.p % % HIGH 49



g

GLASSBORO PUBLIC SCHOOLS ENROLL 2713, 2060 607 20 0 4 N SUSPNEW JERSEY N SUSP 404 277 123 3 0 1 0 X SUSP 3,WHITE SLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.0 0 2.6 0 3.9 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS74.7 22.4 0.7 0.0 0.2 X SUSP 14.9 X 13.3 X 20.3 0.0 X 0.0 X 0.0 X X HIGH

GREATER EGG HARBOR REG HIGH ENROLL 2602 2176 34 79 b 0 N SUSPNEW JERSEY (2) N SUSP 352 254 $ 15 0 0 0 6 SUSP 3, 22

,
WHITE SLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 1.7.0 1.7'0 .7 2.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS3.6 13.3 3.0 0.0 0.0 s SUSP 13.5 X 11.7.8 2 .9 X 19.0 X 0.0 X 0.0 X X HIGH 29
HILLSIOE ENROLL 3754 3014 630 83 0 27 N SUSPNEW JERSEY . (3) N SUSP 371 277 3 11 0 0 0 8 SUSP 46WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 5.4 0 5.5 0 4.9 0 4.2 0 0.0 0 0.0.0 EXCESS0.3 14. 2.2 0.0 0.7 4 X SUSP 9.9 X 9.2 X 3.2 X 13.3 X 0.0 X 0.0 X X HIGH

KEYPORT PUBLIC SCHOOLS ENROLL 1977 1691 150 122 1 13 N SUSPNEW JERSEY N SUSP 210 169 21 20 0 0 0 8 SUSP 32WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 4.9 0 4.5 0 5.7 0 7.8 0 0.0 0 0.0 05.5 7.6 6.2 0.t 0.7 X SUSP 10.6 X 10.0 $4.0 X 16.4 X 0.0 X 0.0 X :TV( 36E

Y "tLAWNSIOE SCHOOL OISTRICT ENROLL 498 1 496 1 0 0 N SUSPNEW JERSEY N SUSP 75 ' 0 75 0 0 o- 0 8 SUSP 48WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 1.0 0 0.0 0 1.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 o.o, 0

:TV(
0.2 99.6 0.2 0.0 0.0 X SUSP 15.1 X 0.0 X 15.1 X 0.0 X 0.0 X 0.0 %,

LAWRENCE TOWNSHIP ENROLL 500 285 209 6 0 0 N SUSPNEW JERSEY N SUSP 86 38 47 1 0 0 0 8 SUSP 30 38 48WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 8.5 0 7.8 0 9.2 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 057.0 41.8 1.2 0.0 0.0 X SUSP 17.2 X 13.3 X 22.5 X 0.0 t 0.0 X 0.0 X
EXCESS

LONG BRANCH ENROLL 5562 3265 1692 569 2 34 N SUSPNEW JERSEY (3)' N SUSP 768 305 395 61 0 0 0 t SUSP laWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.9 0 3.9 0 4.0 0 4.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS56.7 30.4 10.2 0.0 0.6 X SUSP 13.8 X 9.3 X 23.3 X 12.0 t 0.0 X 0.0 t X HIGH 44

LOWER CAMOEN CO REGL HS OIST 1 ENROLL 4269 3561 644 44 17 3 N SUSPNEW JERSEY (2) N SUSP 1014 813 188 '13 0 0 0 : SUSP 16 11 25 iWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.7 0 3.9 0 2.8 0 4.2 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS83.4 15.1 1.0 0.4 0.1 % SUSP 23.8 % 228 % 29.2 % 29.5 % 0.0 X 0.0 X X HIGH 34
MATAWAN RE /ZONAL SCHOOL 01ST ENROLL 6756 5949 718 67 4 18 N SUSPNEW JERSEY N SUSP 553 380 172 1 0 0 0 8 SUSP 38WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 4.0 0 4.0 0 4.0 0 3.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 088.1 10A 1.0 0.1 0.3 XSUSP 6.2 8 6.4 X 24.0 X 1.5 X 0.0 6 0.0 % VTIFigsHIGH 29

MILLVILLE PUBLIC SCHOOLS ENROLL 5851 5198 469 173 6 5 N SUSPNEW JERSEY (3) N SUSP 555 375 171 9 0 0 0 X SUSP 13 ,WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.9 0 3.9 0 3.9 0 3.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 CXCESS8.8 8.0 3.0 0.1 0.1 X SUSP 9.5 X 7.2 X 36.5 X 5.2 X 0.0 X 0.0 X X HIGH 4
MONMOUTH REGIONAL HS ENROLL 1438 , 1120 284 19 0 15 N SUSP

, NEW JERSEY (21 N SUSP 230 128 100 1 0 1 0 6 SUSP 37 14WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.8 0 3.4 0 4.4 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS77.9 19.7 1.3 0.0 1.0 X SUSP 16.0 X 11.4 t 35.2 X 0.0 X 0.0 X 0.0 X % HIGH 10%I* .

4EW BRUNSWICK ENROLL 6254 2294 3103 836 2 19 N SUSPNEW JERSEY (3) N SUSP 988 333 562 87 0 6 0 % SUSP 39 33WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH. 4.0 0 3.2 0 4.6 0 3.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS1 36.7 49.6 13.4 0.0 0.3 t SUSP 15.8 I 14.5 % 18.1 X 10.4 X 0.0 X 0.0 X 6 HIGH

163 I
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Appendix B

TABLE
SCHOOL SUSPENSION DATA FROM OCR FOR 1972.73

BY DISTRICT
OISTRICT NAME / ETINIC RATIOS

TOTAL WHITE BLACK SPANISH INDIAN ASIAN UNKNOWN
RANK OROER OF DISTRICT'
T W B S I A

NEWARK ENROLL 78492 9638 5674 11981 21 116 N SUSP 35
NEW JERSEY (3) N SUSP 2333 117 200'4 211 0 1 0 f SUSP
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 6.5 0 6.4,. D 5.7 0 14.1 0 0.0 0 1.0 0 EXCESS 40 32 48
12.3 72.3 15.3 0.0 0.1 X SUSP 3.0 2 1.2 2 3.5 Z I.r 2 0.0 2 0.9 2 % HIGH A

NORTH BERGEN PUBLIC SCHOOLS ENROLL 7302 6513 10 751 2 26 N SUSP
NEW JERSEY (1) (3) N SUSP 822 22 0 6 0 0 794 2 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 1.8 0 1.7 0 0.0 0 1.8 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS89.2 0.1 10.3 '0.0 0.4 % SUSP 11.3 2 0.3 2 0.0 2 0.8 2 0.0 2 0.0 2 2 HIGH 7

NORTHERN BURLINGTOW COUNTY-REG ENROLL 2293 2042 203 26 2 20 N SUSPNEW JERSEY 12/ N SUSP 577 526 46 3 0 1 1 SUSI 10 5 46WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 2.0 0' 2.1 0 1.2 0 ' 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 23
89.1 8.9 1.1 0.1 0.9 % SUSP 25.2 2 '25.8 2 22.7 2 0.0.8 0.0 2 0.0 2 % HIGH 10

PASSAIC PUBLIC SCHOOLS ENROLL 8461 2984 2756 2667 6 4 N SUSP 50NEW JERSEY N SUSP 1072 287 49 286 0 1 0 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 6.8 0 4.6 0 .5 0 6.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS35.3 32.6 31.5 0.1 0.6 2 SUSP 12.7 8 9.6 2 18.1 2 10.7 2 0.0 2 0.0 2 2 HIGH

pATERSON ENROLL 27548 7554 13867 .6086 7 34 N SUSPNEW JERSEY (1) N SUSP 1312 137 1025 150 0 0 0 2 SUSP
WHITE SLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 5.1 0 5.0 0 4.0 0 4.4 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 427.4 50.3 22.1 0.0 0.1 2 SUSP 4.8 2 1. 2 7.4 2 2.5 2 0.0 2 0.0 2 X HIGH

PENNS GROVE-UPPER PENNS NECK ENROLL 3043 2249 708 82 0 4 N SUSP
NEW JERSEY $ SUSP 379 182 142 15 0 0 0 V SUSP 32 25WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 4.7 0 4.2 0 5.4 0 2.8 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS

73.9 23.3 2.7 0.0 0.1 2 SUSP 12.5 2 8.1 2 25.7 2 18.3 2 0.0 2 0.0 2 Hip 2 13

RAHWAY PUBLIC SCHOOL'S ENROLL 4989 .3651 1180 131 8 19 N SUSP
NEW JERSEY N SUSP 755 534 208 13 0 0 0 2 SUSP 46 32WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 4.5 0 4.2 0 5.2 0 3.5 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS

73.2 23.7 2.6 0.2 0.4 2 SUSP 15.1 2 14.6 2 17.6 2 9.08 0.0 2 0.0 2 X HIGH

ROSELLE ENROLL 3453 2007 1346 81 2 17 N SUSP
NEW JERSEY II/ N SUSP 411 0 0 0 0 0 411 SUSP
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS
58.1 39.0 2.3 0.1 0.5 X SUSP 11.9 2 0.0 2 0.0 2 0.0 2 0.0 2 0.0 2 2 HIGH S*

SOMERVILLE PUBLIC SCH ENROLL 2960 2481 411 60
,,

0 8 N SUSP
NEW JERSEY N SUSP 263 209 43 11 0 0 0 2 SUSP 24
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.3 0 3.4 0 3.0 0 3.0 0 U.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS
83.8 13.9 2.6 0.0 0.3 2 SUSP 8.9 2 8.4 2 10.5 2 18.3 2 0.0 2 0.0 2 2 HIGH 14

SOUTHERN GLOUCESTER COUNTY REG ENROLL 1452 1150 265 27 3 7 N SUSP
NEW JERSEY 12/ N SUSP 310, 210 88 12 0 , 0 0 2 SUSP 20 17 1 3
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IMO. ASIAN LENGTH 2.6 OW 3.0 0 2.0 0 1.8 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS
79.2 18.3 1.9 0.2 0.5 2 SUSP. 21.3 24 18.3 2 33.2 2 44.4 2 0.0 2 0.0 2 X HIGH 3 3



TEAKECK ENROLL 7451 5389 1861 135 2 64 N SUSPNEW JERSEY N SUSP 261 144 102 15 0 0 0 SUSPWHITE 8LACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.6 0 3.4 0 4.2 0 1.8 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS22.3 25.0 1.8 0.0 0.9 i SUSP 3.5 S 2.7 S 5.5 2 11.1 0.0 i 0.0 HIGH

TRENTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS ENROLL 17246 3608 11891 1532 8 7 N SUSPNEW JERSEY N SUSP 1265 332 864 69 0 ,.! 0 2 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND: ASIAN LENGTH 4.8 0 7.6 0 3.7 0 4.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 43.22.1 68.9 8.9 0.0 .3.0 % SUSP 7.3 % 8.7 2 7.1 % 4.5 2 0.0 2 0.0 % )Ti7n
. .

VINELAND CITY ENROLL 11976 8201 '293 2468 4 10 N SUSPNEW JERSEY 4' (3) N SUSP 752 . 340 257 153 1 1 0 % SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.7 0 3.7 0 3.7 0 3.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS68.5 10.8 20.6 0.0 0.1 2 SUSP 6.3 2 4.1 2 19.9.2 6.2 2 0.0 2 0.0 2 2 HIGH

WEST NEW MURK ENROLL 6544 2231 58 4224 1 '30 N SUSPNEW JERSEY N SUSP 285 L39 3 143 0 0 0 2 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 4.9 0 4.9 0 5.0 0 4.9 0 0.0 0 0.0 D34.1 0.9 64.5 0.0 0.5 2 SUSP 4.4 2 6.2 2 5.2 2 3.4 2 0.0 2 0.0 2

wILLING80R0 TOWNSHIP ENROLL J4591 11500 2821, 180 11 79NEW JERSEY (1) N SUSP 1791 1E 11 0 0 1 1763WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.5 0 1.3 0 1.2 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 1.0 078.8 19.3 1.2 0.1 0.5 2 SUSP 12.3 4 0.1 2 0.4 2 0.0 1 0.0 2 1.3 y

ALBUQUERQUE ENROLL 86658 49764 02221 32574 1828 271NEW MEXICO N SUSP 2494 1111 63 1279 41 0 0WHITE 8LACK SPAN. IND. AS1A LENGTH 2.2 0 2.0 0 2.3 0 2.5 0 2.3 0 0.0 057.4 2.6 37.6 2.1 0.3 % SUSP 2.9 2 2.2 2 2.8 6 3.9 2 2.2 2 0.0 2

CENTRAL, ENROLL 4863 742 8 44 4068 1NEW MEXICU N SUSP 60 10 1 1 48 0 0WHITE 8LACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 2.4 0 1.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 2.7 0 0.0 015.3 0.2 0.1 83.7 0.0 2 SUSP 1.2 1 1.S f 0.0 % 0.0 1 1.2 2 0.0 2

CLOVIS ENROLL 9355- 6461 839 1954 14 674EW MEXICO N SUSP 910 483 115 312 0 0 0WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 0.9 0 0.7 0 0.7 0 1.2 0 0.0 0 0.0 D69.1 9.0 20.9 0.1 0.9 4 SUSP 9.7 1 7.5 2 13.7 2 16.0 2 0.0 2 0.0 2

NEW MEXICO (1) wSuSP 148
81.1

14
18 , 5023 393
0 111 23

0
0

E5PXNuLA ENROLL 6246

0
WHITE 8LACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 2.7 0 2,1 0 0.0 0 2.8 0 2.4 0 0.0 013.0 0.3 80.4 6.3 0.0 2 SUSP 2.4 % 1.7 2 0.0 2 2.2 2 5.9 2 0.0 2

GALLUP ENROLL 12874 2728 83 1699 8337 27aw wrxICo (3) N SUSP 322 59 3 69 191 0 0WHITE BLACK SPAN. 180. ASIAN LENGTH 2.1 0 7,7 C 2.3 0 2.9 0 2.0 D 0.0 021.2 0.6 13.2 64.8 0.2 2 SUSP 2.5 4 2.2 Z 3.6,1 4.1 2 2.3 % 0.0 %

24

36

EXCESS 47
2 HIGH

N SUSP
2 SUSP
EXCESS 28
2 HIGH *4*

N SUSP
2 SUSP
EXCESS
t HIGH

N SUSP
% SUSP

*4*

*2*

17

14

EXCESS
2 HIGH

N SUSP 45
2 SUSP 33
EXCESS 17
* HIGH 23

N SUSP 38

LSCiaPS 19
2 HIGH

N SUSP *2*
1 SUSP
EXCESS 38
2 HIGH

8ELLP0R1 ENROLL 4218 2706 1236 196 3
-

17 N SUSP41W YuKK N SUSP 542 222 897 17 0 6 0 2 . "SP 37WHIT, BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 4.1 0 3.6 n 4.o 0 2.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS65.:, 2v.3 4.6 0.1 0.4 V2 SUSP 12.1 1 8.0 2 24.0 1 8.7 2 0.0 1 '0.0 2 2 HIGH 34
't

BUFFALO PUBLIC SCHOOLS ENROLL 64296 35275 26548 1844 537 92 N SUSP 50NEW mu( (1) 13) N SUSP 2428 474 1400 38 7 0 509 2 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 4.4 0 4.4 0 4.9 0 3.0 0 4.3 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 34 3d54.9 41.3 2.9 0.8 0.1 Z.SuSP 3.8 ; 1.3 Z 5.3 1 2.1 2 1.3 2 0.0 2 % HIGH



DISTRICT NAME / ETHNIC RATIOS

CENTRAL ISLIP PUBLIC SCHOOLS
NEW YORK
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
74.3 13.9 11.5 0.1 0.2

HEMPSTEAD
NEW YORK
WHITE BLACK SPAN.
13.1 81.8 4.3

HUNTINGTON
NEW YORK
WHITE BLACK SPAN.
89.4 7.6 2.5

IND.
0.1

IND.
0.1

ASIAN
0.8

13)
ASIAN

0.4

LA FAYETTE
NEW YORK
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
77.0 0.1 0.0 22.9 0.0

LACKAwANNA
NEW YORK
WHITE BLACK SPAN.
78.5 16.2 5.1

IND.
0.1

ASIAN
0.0

MOUNT VERNON
NEW YORK
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
35.5 61.5 2.4 0.1 0.6

NEW YORK CITY
NEW YORK 111 131
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
35.6 36.0 26.6 ,0.0 1.6

NIAGARA WHEATFIELD CENTRAL
NEW YORK 131
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
91.9 1.7 0.1 6.2 0.1

OSSINING
NEW YORK 111
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
78.1 17.7 3.8 .0.1 0.3

ROCHESTER
NEW YORK (1) 131
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
56.0 37.9 5.6 0.3 0.2
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TABLE 3
SCHOOL SUSPENSION DATA FROM OCR FOR 1972-73

BY DISTRICT

TOTAL WHITE BLACK SPANISH INDIAN ASIAN UNKNOWN

ENROLL 7382
N SUSP '48
LENGTH 3.4 0
% SUSP 10.1

ENROLL 5687
N SUSP 746
LENGTH 4.5 0
8 SUSP 13.1

ENROLL
N SUSP
LENGTH

SUSP

ENROLL
N SUSP
LENGTH
% SUSP

ENROLL
N SUSP
LENGTH

SUSP

ENROLL
N SUSP
LENGTH
8 SUSP

5482.
575

2.9 D
10.5

1026
94

5.4 0
9.2

745 4o53
38 674

7.1 0 4.3 0
5.1 Z 14.5

851
79

4.4 0
9.3

242
33

4.4 0
13.6

7 16
0

0.0 0
0.0 Z

0
0:0 0
0.0 Z

5
0

0.0'0
0.0

44
1

0.0 0
0.0

N SUSP
O % SUSP

0

d025 7176 612 203 5 29
121 48 44 29 0 0 0

3.5 0 3.5 0 3.7 0 3.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0
1.5 8 0.7 8 7.2 8 14.3 1 0.0 8 0.0 8

1587
91

2.5 0
5.7

5497
212

5.2,D
3.9

11838
1343

3.4 D
11.3 %

ENROLL 1125449
N SUSP 19504
LENGTH 4.4 0

SUSP 1.7

ENROLL
N SUSP
LENGTH

SUSP

5676
426

3.7 0
7.5

ENROLL 5466
N SUSP 662
LENGTH 2.0 D.
I SUSP 12.1

ENROLL 43347
N SUSP 3756
LENGTH 3.2 0
SUSP 8.7

1222 1

59 0
2.6 0 0.0 0
4.8 % 0.0 %

4316
78

4.9 0
1.8

.4205
422

3.0 0
10.0 Z

400495
420

4.3 0
0.1

5216
366

3.7 0
7.4 %

892
108

5.1 0
12.1

7275
863

3.7 0
12.1

405177
1837

4.6 0
0.5

0

0
0.0 0
0.0 %

282
26

6.3 0
9.2 %

281'
37

3.2 0
13.2

296903
975

3.9 0
0.3

95 5
9 0

1.7 0 0.0
9.5 Z 0.0

364
32

2.4 0
8.8 %

5

0
0.0 0
0.0

0
O 0

0.0 0
0.0 %

0
0.0 0
0.0

7 70
O 1

0.D D o 3.0
0.0 I 1.4

400
0

0.0 0
0.0

353
31

3.8 0
8.8

20474
4

4.5 0
0.0

7

0
0.0 0
0.0

0

0

16266,

N SUSP
O Z SUSP

EXCESS
HIGH

RANK OROER OF DISTRICT
T W B S I A.

N.10E-SS 37
ZHIGH

N SUSP
Z SUSP 43
EXCESS
Z HIGH 12 22

N SUSP
Z SUSP 38
EXCESS
% HIGH *8*

N SUSP.
y SUSP

27

EXCESS 23
Z HIGH

N a SUSP
Z SUSP
EXCESS

HIGH 26

N SUSP
Z SUSP 47
EXCESS
I HIGH

.N SUSP *2* 38 *7*
Z SUSP
EXCESS *3* 30 *1*
XHIGH

4267 970 206 4 3 18 N SUSP
381 261 0 0 0 0 X SUSP

0.5 0 1.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 D EXCESS
8.9 X 29.0 X 0.0 X 0.0 1 0.0 X X HIGH

24271
353

3.4 0
1.5

16440
546

3.6 0
3.3

2426
33

5.0 D
1.4

121 87
O 1

0.0 o' 5.0
0.0 Z 1.1

N SUSP 35
2825 s SUSP

EXCESS 11
HIGH 14

29

27

16



SOUTHAMPTON ENROLL 1008 1319 374 12 102 1 N SUSPNEW YORK N SUSP 114 62 40 1 11 0 0 X SUSP 17WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 2.9 0 2.6 0 3.3 0 0.0 0 3.5 0 0.0 0 EXCESS73.0 20.7 0.7 5.6 0.1 2 SUSP 6.3 X 4.7 X 10.7 X 0.0 X 10.8 X 0.0 X XHIGH 20

EAST RAMAPO CENTRAL SO ENROLL 16608 14753 1629 162 3 61 N SUSPNEW YORK , N SUSP 376 226 123 22 4 1 0 2 SUSP 44WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 2.7 0 2.6 0 2.8 0 2.9 0 0.0 0 2.0 Q EXCESS66.8 9.8 1.0 0.0 0.4 2 SUSP 2.3 2 1.5- 2 7.6 2 13.6 2 0.0 2 1.6 2 2 HIGH .,'*10

HOKE COUNTY ENROLL 4760 1586 2495 1 678 . 0 N SUSP 42NORTH CAROLINA N SUSP 182 50 112 0 20 0 0 2 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 2.0 0 1.8 0 2.0 0 0.0 0 2.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS33.3 52.4 0.0 14.2 0.0 2 SUSP 3.8 2 3.2 2 4.5 2 0.0 2 2.9 2 0.0 2 2 HIGH

MECKLENBURG CO- CHARLOTTE CITY ENROLL 79813 53629 25821 166 151 46 N SUSP 41 32NORTH CAROLINA (31 N SUSP 3516 1378 2135 3 0 0 ''> 0 2 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 4.2 0 3.4 0 4.8 0 3.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 36 2567.2 32.4 0.2 0.2 0.1 2 SUSP 4.4 2 2.6 2 8.3 2 1.8 2 0.0 I 0.0 2 I HIGH

NORTH WILKESBORO CITY ENROLL 2047 1764 278 1 0 4 N SUSPNORTH CAROLINA N SUSP 395 333 60 2 0 0 0 2 SUSP 27 16WHITE SLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 1.3 0 1.1 D 2.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 D. EXCESS86.2 13.6 0.0 0.0 0.2 2 SUSP 19.3 2 18.9 2 21.6 2 0.0 2 0.0 2 0.0 2 2 HIGH

PITT COUNTY ENROLL 12176 5536 6637 2 0 1 N SUSPNORTH CAROLINA , N SUSP 1209 e 247 962 0 0 0 0 2 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 1.3 0 1.6 0 1.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS45.5 54.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 2 SUSP 9.9 2 4.5 2 14.5 2 0.0 2 0.0'2 0.0 2 I HIGH 29

RED SPRINGS CITY ENROLL 1823 513 835 0 475 0 N SUSP 19NORTH CAROLINA. N SUSP , 96 14 44 0 38 0 0 2 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 4.3 0 5.3 0 4.1 0 0.0 0 4.1 0 0.0 0' EXCESS *1026.1 45.8 0.0 26.1 0.0 2 SUSP 5.3 I 2.7 % 5.3 2 0.0 % 8.0 2 0.0 2 8 HIGH 24

ROBESON COUNTY ENROLL 13042 2585 2915 4 7537 1 N SUSP *5*NORTH CAROLINA N SUSP 270 63 $7 1 119 0 0 X SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 4.2 0 4.4 0 3.7 0 0.0 0 4.5 0 0.0 0 EXCESS19.8 22.4 0.0 57.8 0.0 I SUSP 2.1 2 2.4 2 3.0 2 0.0 I 1.6 2 0.0 % % HIGH
.

SCOTLAND'CO ENROLL 7103 3524 3079 0 499 1 N SUSP 24NORTH CAROLINA N SUSP 584 196 355 0 33 0 0 2 SOSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.4 D 3.3 CI 3.4 0 0.0 0 3.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS49.6 43.3 0.0 7.0 0.0 I SUSP 8.2 2 5.6 2 11.5 2 010 I 6.6 2 0.0 X 8 HIGH

TYRRELL COUNTY ENROLL 1040 465 571 0 2 2 N SUSPNORTH CAROLINA N SUSP 157 22 . 135 0 0 0 0 X SUSP 47 40WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 5.7 0 7.4 0 ' 5.4 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 D EXCESS44.7 54.9 0.0 0.2 0.2 2 SUSP 15.1 2 4.7'2 23.4. 2 0.0 2 0.0 2 0.0 2 X HIGH *9* 20

AKRON CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT ENROLL 54329 38483 15679 58 10 99 N SUSPOHIO (31 N SUSP 1176 905 270 0 0 1 0 X SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.6 0 3.3 0 4.4 0 OA 0 0.0 0 5.0 D EXCESS *1070.8 '28.9 0.1 '0.0 0.2 X SUSP 2.2 X 2.4 2 1.7 X 0.0 X 0.0 2 1.0 I X HIGH

CINCINNATI ENROLL 77878 40763 "'.36808 88 26 193 N SUSP 47 43OHIO II/ (31 N SUSP 3255 1225 1642 0 0 0 38B X SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN tEN011 4.4 0 4.1 0 5.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS52.3 47.3 0.1 0.0 0.2 % SUSP 4.2 2 3.0 % 4.5 I 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 X X HIGH

8 16`.7

t
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Appendix B

TABLE 3
SCHOOL SUSPENSION DATA FROM OCR FOR 1972.73

BY DISTRICT
OISTRICI NAME / ETHNIC RATIOS

TOTAL

.

WHITE BLACK SPANISH INDIAN ASIAN UNKNOWN
kANK ORDEPINAS!OF OISTRICT

A

CLEVELAND CITY SCH 01ST ENROLL 145196 58189 83596 2844 319 248 N SUSP *5* *10 *1*OHIO (3) N SUSP 11986 3401 84)2 151 19 5 0 3 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 6.4 0 4.4 0 1.2'0 5.7 0 5.3 0 5.0 0 EXCESS *9* *5*40.1 57.6 2.0 0.2 0.2 1 SUSP 8.3 2 5.8 % 10.1 X 5.3 3 6.0 X 2.0 2 3 HIGH
DAYTON .ENROLL 52162 28698 23254 84 57 69 N SUSP 43 41 40OHIO (3) N SUSP 3390 . 1650 1735 4 0 1 0 I SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 6.4 0 5.5 0 7.3 0 9.0 0 0.0 9 5.0 0 EXCESS55.0 44.6 0.2 0.1 0.1 3 SUSP 6.5 8 5.7 X 7.5 X 4.8 X 0.0 X 1.4 2 8 HIGH
EAST CLEVELAND ENROLL 8168 469 7660 16 11 12 N SUSPOHIO N SUSP 820 22 798 0 o . 0 0 3 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.3 0 3.6 0 3.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS5.7 93.8 0.2 0.1 0.1 3 SUSF 10.0 8 4.7 2 10.4 X 0.0 2 0.0 X 0.0 X 8 HIGH 34
ELYRIA CITY ENROLL 14037 11900 2026 73 17 15 N SUSPOHIO (3) N SUSP 1143 724 415 2 1 1 0 8 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 4.2 0 3.6 0 5.2 0 2.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 D EXCESS84.8 14.4 0.5 0.1 0.1 X SUSP 8.1 X 6.1 3 20.5 8 2.7 X 0.0 X 0.0 X , X HIGH 42
FZEMDNT ENROLL 6962 5901 367 689 0 5 N SUSPOHIO N SUSP 1383 1027 155 201 0 0 0 X SUSP 23 22 *7* *8*WHITE 81.ACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN, LENGTH 0.9 0 0.9 0 0.8 0 1.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 4184. 5.3 9.9 0.0 0.1 2 SUS 19.9 X 17.4 X 42.2 % 29.2 1 0.0 X 0.0 X X HIGH *S* 11
MANSFIELD ENROLL 11101 8579 2441' 51 7 23 N SUSPOHIO N SUSP 831 488 337 6 0 0 0 X SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 5.8 0 5.7 0 6.0 0 6.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS77.3 22.0 p.5 0.1 0.2 X SUSP 7.5 X 5.7 X 13.8 X 11.8 3 0.0 X 0.0 3 2 HIGH 40
SANDUSKY CITY SCHOOLS ENROLL 6943 5173 1697 65 5 3 N SUSPOHIO N SUSP 362 142 ,212 8 0 0 0 X SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 12.6 0 12.8 0 12.7 0 8.0 D 0.0 D 0.0 D EXCESS74.5 24.4 0.9 0.1 0.0 X SUSP 5.2 X 2.7 8 12.5 X 12.3 3 0.0 X 0.0 X X HIGH 16

/TOLEDO PUBLIC SCHOOLS ENROLL 61694 42773 16816 1950 24 131 N SUSP \DH1D N SUSP 2889 1485 1336 66 0 2 0 % SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.7 0 4.0 0 3.5 0 4.5 0 0.0 0 3.0 0 EXCESS 5069.3 27.3 3.2 0.0 0.2 X SUSP 4.7 X 3.5 1 7.9 X 3.4 X 0.0 X 1.5 X X HIGH
YOUNGSTOWN ENROLL 24114 12365 10780 693 31 45 N SUSPOHIO (3) N SUSP 1563 399 1111 47 4 2 0 3 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 5.4 0 4.4 0 5.9 0 4.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 4951.3 44.7. 3.7 0.1 0.2 1 SUSP 6.5 X 3.2 X 10.3 % 5.3 % 0.0 % 0.0 % 1 HIGH
LAWTON ENROLL 21006 15670 3427 815 676 418 N SUSPOKLAHOMA (3) N SUSP 316 109 179 7 19 2 0 X SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.9 D 2.8 D 4.5 D 3.1 D '5.6 D 2.5 D EXCESS 2474.6 14.3 3.9 3.2, 2.0 Z SUSP 1.5 X p.7 X 5.2 X 0.9 X 2.8 X 0.5 X X HIGH



MILW000 1-37
OKLAHOMA (2)
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
20.4 79.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

OKLAHOMA CITY
OKLAHOMA
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
70.1 26.3 1.0 2.5 0.1

SHAWNEE,
OKLAHOMA
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
87.1 3.9 0.9 8.0 0.1

TULSA CITY
OKLAHOMA (31
WHITE, BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
79.9 15.4 0.8 3.7 0.2

PORTLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS
'OREGON (11 (3)
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
86.0 10.6 1.1 0.7 1.5

CHESTER-UPLAND SCH DISTRICT
PENNSYLVANIA (3)
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
27.9 71.0 1.0 0.0 0.0

COATESVILLE AREA
PENNSYLVANIA (3)
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
71.6 27.3 1.0 0.0 D.1

CORNELL
- PENNSYLVANIA (3)

WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
83.9 16.1 0.D 0.0 0.0

HARRISBURG CITY SCHOOLS
PENNSYLVANIA (1)
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN
35.2 62.9 1.7 0.0 0.1

KENNETT CONSOLIDATED
PENNSYLVANIA
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
82.2 12.7 5.0 0.0 0.0

PHILADELPHIA
PENNSYLVANIA (1) (3)
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
35.2 61.4 3.4 0.0 0.0

PITTSBURGH CITY
PENNSYLVANIA . (3)
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN
57.8 41.8 0.2 0.D 0.3

ENROLL
N SUSP
LENGTH

SUSP

ENROLL
N SUSP
LENGTH

SUSP

ENROLL
N SUSP
LENGTH
% SUSP

ENROLL
N SUSP
LENGTH
I SUSP

ENROLL
N SUSP
LENGTH
2 SUSP

ENROLL
N SUSP
LENGTH

SUSP

ENROLL
N SUSP
LENGTH
2 SUSP

ENROLL
N SUSP
LENGTH
2 SUSP

1013
100

5.2 D
9.3 2

219
a

4.0
3.7 %

60275 42224
5299 2516

4.4 D 4.1 D
8.8 % 6.0

5174 4504
82 60

12.8 D 10.3 0
1.6 % 1.3

71190
1954

6.3 D
2.7

68632
2557

2.4 D
3.7 2

56859
1030

6.2
1.8 X

59049
1656

2.5 0
2.8

12104 3381
1759 342

4.3 0 4.7 0
14.5 2 10.1

8459
532

5.3 0
6.3 2

1697
246

2.7 0
14.5

ENROLL 11668
N SUSP 1701
LENGTH 1.8 0
2 SUSP 14.6 2

ENROLL 3053
N SUSP 293
LENGTH 2.8 0
2 SUSP 9.6 2

ENROLL 282965
N SUSP 18431
LENGTH 3.5 D

' SUSP 6.5

ENROLL
N SUSP
LENGTH
SUSP

6060
'252

4.7 0
4.2 2

1423
189

2.7
13.3

4110
362

1.8 0
8.8 1

2511
233

2.8 0
9.3 2

99541
0

0.0 D
0.0 %

70080 40484
9587 3884

3.3 0 2.9 0
13.7 2 9.6

54
92

5.3 0
10.8 2

158.69
2540

4.8 D
16.0

203
5

56.D 0
2.5

10950
859

6.6 0
7.8 2

7307
542

3.5 D
7.4 2

8596
1410

4.2 0
16.4

2307
271

5.8 0
11.7 2

274
56

2.6 0
20.4 2

7344
1324

1.0
18.0

388
41

2.9 D
10.6 2

173874
0

0.0 D
0.0

29274
5694

3.6 D
19.5

169

0
0

0.0 0
0.0

628
67

3.0 0
10.7 2

45
1

0.0
D.0 2

563
4

8.3 D
0.7

786
25

3.0
3.2

123
7

3.0 0
5.7 2

85
9

5.2 0
10.6 2

0

1

0.0 0
0.0 2

197
15

2.0 D
7.6 2

154
19
D

12.3 2

9550
0

0.0 D
0.0

O 0
O 0

0.0 0 0.0
0.0 2 0.0

1487 67
151 25

3.3 D 3.8
10.2 2 37.3 2

416
16

9.2 D
3.8 It

2654
59

5.9
2.2 2

6
0

0.0,D
D.0

164
2

7.0 D
1.2

463 1027
16

3.0 D 6
3.5 2 1.3

0

0
0.0 0
0.0 2

1

0.0 0
0.0

0

0.0 0
0.0

4
0

0.0 0
0.0

0
0

0.0 D
0.0 2

0
0

0.0
0.0 2

4

0
0.0 0
0.D 2

6
0

0.0 0
0.0 2

0

0
0.0 D
0.0 2

13
0

0.0 D
0.0 2

0
0

0.0 D
0.0

N SUSP
O i SUSP

0EXCESS
HIGH

N SUSP
O 2 SUSP

EXCESS
HIGH

N SUSP
O 2 SUSP

EXCESS
HIGH

a

N SUSP
O % SUSP

EXCESS
I HIGH

\ N SUSP
305 2 SUSP

EXCESS
2 HIGH

SUSP
O 2 SUSP

EXCESS
2 HIGH

N SUSP
O 2 SUSP

EXCESS
I HIGH

N SUSP
SUSP

EXCESS
2 HIGH

28

25 22 26 *4 15
22 2*

29 24 4 *4*
2*

N SUSP
O i SUSP

EXCESS
I HIGH 27

N SUSP
O 2 SUSP

EXCESS
I HIGH

0
0 18431

0.0
0.0

120 12 190
1 0 2

2.0 0 0.0 0 12.0
0.8 2 0.0 2 1.1

N SUSP *3
SUSP

EXCESS *2
HIGH 21

40

40

49

N SUSP 11 7* *6*
6 2 SUSP

EXCESS 12 .7
HIGH

35

50

a.

39

*10

37
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Appendix B

TABLE 3
SCHOOL SUSPENSION DATA FROM OCR FOR 1972-73

BY DISTRICT
DISTRICT wAmf / ETHNIC RATIOS

TOTAL

NEWPORT ENROLL 6248
RHODE ISLAND N SUSP 255
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 1.4 0
85.8 11.8 0.8 0.2 1.3 X SUSP 4.1 %

PROVIDENCE ENROLL 22953
RHODE ISLAND (1) 131 N SUSP 2303
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.3 D
75.8 21.8 1.7 0.0 0.7 X SUSP 10.0 X

BERKELEY COUNTY ENROLL 18493
SOUTH CAROLINA N SUSP 702
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.5-0
60.9 38.2 0.3 0.0 0.5 X SUSP 3.8 X

CHARLESTON COUNTY SCHOOL 01ST ENROLL 55562
SOUTH CAROLINA (3) N SUSP 4272
WHITE CLACK SPAN. 1NO. ASIAN LENGTH 2.B D
50.8 48.5 0.3 0.1 0.3 8 SUSP 7.7 X

*

GREENVILLE COUNTY ENROLL 56930
SOUTH CAROLINA (3) N SUSP 3754
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.5 D
77.6 22.3 0.1 0.0 0.1 X SUSP 6.6 X.

OCONEE COUNTY ENROLL 10417
SOUTH CAROLINA N SUSP 460
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.4 D
88.3 11.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 X SUSP 4.4 2

RICHLAND COUNTY 01 ENROLL 36074
SOUTH CAROLINA (3) N SUSP 4085
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.2 D
43.1 56.7 0.1 0.0 0.1 X SUSP 11.3 X

YORK COUNTY 03 ENROLL 12383
SOUTH CAROLINA N SUSP 965
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 4.7 D
66.5 32.9 0.0 0.5 0.0 X SUSP 7.8, %

RAPID CITY ENROLL 13787
SOUTH OAKDTA (1) 131 N SUSP 186
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.4 D
89.1 0.5 0.7 9.3 0.4 ° X SUSP 1.3 X

MEMPHIS CITY SCHOOLS ENROLL 138714
TENNESSEE 112 (3) N SUS 9367
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.9 D
42.D 57.8 0.0 0.0 0.1 X SUSP 6.8 X

RANK UtioRR uE DISTRICT
wHITE BLACK SPANISH INDIAN ASIAN UNKNUwN T K 8 S I, A

5360 738 52 15 83
202 41 12 0 0 0

1.3 D 1.8 D 1.6 D 0.0 D ^.0 D
3.8 X S.6 X 23.1 X 0.0 X 0.0 X

17406 5006 379 10 152
807 564 37 1 4 890

3.1 D 3.5 0 2.1 D 0.0 D 1.5 D
4.6 X 11.3 8 9.8 X 0.0 X 2.6 X

11271 7072 54 8 88
363 319 5 g 15 0 0

2.3 D 2.7 D 3.0 0 2.5 D 0.0 D
3.2 2 4.5 X 9.3 X 100.0 2 0.0 X

28241 26965 155 47 154
1927 2329 11 3 2

02.7 D 2.9 D 2.6 D 0.0 D 3.0 0
6.8 X 8.6 X 7.1 2 0.0 2 1.3 X

44164 12660 41 11 32
1953 1800 1 0 0 0

3.1 D 4.0 D 0.0 D 0.0 D 0.0 0
4.4 X 14.2 X 0.0 2 0.0 X 0.0 X

9195 1216 3 3 0
253 207 0 0 0 0

3.0 D 3.8 D 0.0 D 0.0 0 0.0 D
2.8 X 17.0 X 0.0 X 0.0 X 0.0 X

15562 20458 22 6 26
1067 3018 0 0 0, 0

3.0 D 3.3 D 0.D D 0.0 D 0.0 0
6.9 X 14.8 X D.0 X 0.0 X 0.0 X

8238 4077 2 60 6
368 590 0 6 1 0

4.2 D 5.1 D 0.0 D 4.3 D 0.0 0
4.5 X 14.5 X 0.6 X 10.0 X 0.0 X

12287 67 103 1281 49
151 0 7 28 0 0

2.3 D 0.0 D 2.7 D 2.4 0 0.0 D
1.2 X 0.0 X 6.8 X 2.2 X U.0 X

58309 80158 48 28 171
2099 6173 2 379 - 1 713

2.3 0 3.1 D 0.0 D 3.0 0 1.0 0
3.6 3 7.7 2 0.0 2 100.0 X 0.6 X

, N SUSP
X SUSP
EXCESS
X HIGH

N SUSP
X SUSP

14

4

EXCESS 42
8 HIGH 32

N SUSP
X SUSP 2
EXCESS 22
X HIGH 42 2
N SUSP 29 35 29

SUSP
EX

X HIGH
.

N SUSP 3o 34 39
X SUSP
EXCESS 43 34
X HIGH

N SUSP
X SUSP
EXCESS
8 HIGH 43

N -SUSP 33 17
X SUSP
EXCESS 33 23
11-HIGH

M SUSP
X SUSP 23
EXCESS
X HIGH 23

N SUSP 31
2 SUSP
EXCESS 34
X HIGH 44

N SUSP
X SUSI,
EXCESS
X HIGH

12

4
26 5
6

2
*I11



NASHVILLE-DAVIDSON CO ENROLL 85406 61402 23866 38 18 82 N SUSP 39 32 44TENNESSEE (3) 'N SUSP 3643 2013 1628 0 2 0 0 1 SUSPWHITE CLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 4.4 0 4.0 0 5.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 4571.9 27.9 0.0 0.0 0.1 5 SUSP 4.3 % 3.3 X 6.8 t 0.0 X 0.0 2 0.0 X X HIGH
ALDINE INDEPENDENT SCH GIST ENROLL 28909 20282 5036 3443 29 119 N SUSPTEXAS (3) 'N SUSP 882 353 4'03 125 0 1 0 1 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.1 0 2.7 0 3.5 0 3.0 0 0.0 0 3.0 0 EXCESS70.2 17.4 11.9 0.1 0.4 1 SUSP 3.1 X 1.7 1 8.0 1 3.6 X 0.0 1 0.8 % % HIGH

49

AUSTIN INOEP SCH GIST ENROLL 55861 35214 8359 12115 25 148 N SUSP 19TEXAS (3) N SUSP 2646 1037 1095 514 0 0 0 % SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 1.9 0 1.9 0 1.9 0 1.8 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 47 44 1963.0 15.0 21.7 0.0 0.3 1 SUSP 4.7 1 2.9 1 13.1 % 4.2 % 0.0 % 0.0 % % HIGH
CORPUS CHRISTI IND SCHOOL 01ST ENROLL 45567 18798 2517 24172 50 30 N SUSPTEXAS (3) N SUSP 1650 571 213 860 0 6 0 % SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 6.5 0 6.5 D 6.3 D 6.5 D 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS41.3 5.5 53.0 0.1 0.1 X SUSP 3.6 % 3.0 X 8.5 1 3.6 X 0.0 t 0.0 X t HIGH

11

27

DALLAS INDEPENDENT SCH GIST ENROLL 154581 78214 59438 15908 523 i 298 N SUSP *6* *9* *4* *5*TEXAS (3) fi SUSP 10851 3426 6324 1086 13 2 0 X SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 4.1 0 3.8 0 4.4 0 3.7 0 2.9 0 4.5 D EXCESS *5* *3* *7*50.6 38.6 10.3 0.3 0.2 % SUSP 7.0 1 4.4 % 10.6 t 6.8 % 2.5 2 0.7 5 % HIGH
EDGEW000 IND SCHOOL GIST ENROLL 22590 716 1299 20544 5 26 N SUSPTEXAS N SUSP 618 43 90 485 0 0 0 t SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.2 0 2.3 0 2.3 0 3.5 0 0.0 () 0.0 0 EXCESS3.2 5.8 90.9 0.0 0.1 X SUSP 2.7 X 6.0 X 6.9 I 2.4 % 0.0 X 0.0 t X HIGH
EL PASO IND SCHOOL GIST ENROLL 62404 24096 1866 36026 55 361 N SUSPTEXAS (3) N SUSP 2058 590 92 1369 1 6 0 X SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 1.6 0 1.0 0 4.0 0 1.6 0 0.0 0 1.0 0 EXCESS18.6 3.0 57.7 0.1 0.6 I SUSP 3.3 t 2.4 X 4.9 X 3.8 X 1.8 t 1.7 X X HIGH
FORT WORTH INDEPENDENT SCHOOL ENROLL 82268 48839 24416 ' 8789 109 115 N SUSPTEXAS ,(3) N SUSP 2756 1280, 1100 369 1 6 0 X SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 4.6 0 4.7 0 4.5 0 4.7 0 5.0 0 3.5 0 EXCESS59.4 29.7 10.7 0.1 0.1 X SUSP 3.4 % 2.6 % 4.5 X 4.2 % 0.9 X 5.2 X t HIGH

20

*2*

*3*

36

23

HARLANDALE ISO ENROLL 18404 5203 64 13108 11 18 N SUSP 47TEXAS N SUSP 489 184 0 303 0 2 0 % SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 0.9 0 0.8 0 0.0 0 1.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS 4628.3 0.3 71.2 0.1 0.1 4 SUSP 2.7 % 3.5 % 0.0 % 2.3 X 0.0 5 0.0 5 X HIGH
HOUSTON INDEP SCH GIST ENROLL 225416 98282 88871 3/281 157 $19 N SUSP 13 20 *9* *3*TEXAS N SUSP 9156 2604 5181 1360 0 11 0 X SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.3 0 2.2 0 2.5 0 2.2 0 0.0 0 1.3 0 EXCESS *10 *8* *8*43.6 39.4 16.5 0.1 0.4 t SUSP 4.1 % 2.6 % 5.8 t 3.6 X 0.0 1 1.3 5 8,HIGH
.LANEVILLE INOEP SCH GIST ENROLL 412 139 260 13 .0 0 N SUSP`TEXAS "N SUSP 35 25 10 0 0 0 0 % SUSP 19WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.0 0 3.0 D 3.0 D 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS33.7 63.1 3.2 0.0 0.0 t SUSP 8.5 t 18.0 % 3.8 2 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0 % % HIGH *4*
LAREDO INDEPENDENT SCH GIST ENROLL 18982 1373 28 17575 2 4 N SUSPTEXAS (3) N SUSP 538 57 2 479 0 0 0 t SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 1.6 0 1.7 0 0.0 0 1.6 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS7.2 0.1 92.6 0.0 0.0 X SUSP 2.8 % 4.2 X 0.0 A 2.7 t 0.0 X 0.0 X X HIGH

171

22
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Appendix B

TABLE 3
SCHOOL SUSPENSION DATA FROM OCR FOR 1972.73

BY DISTRICT
4AMC / ETANIC RATIOS NAM< URGER ar OISTeECT

TOTAL wrilTt BLACK SPANISH INDIAN ASIAN UNKNOWN I W B S I A

MEXIA ISO ENROLL 1876 1105 753 17 0 1 N SUSPTEXAS , N SUSP 230 59 171 0 0 0 0 X SUSP 44WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3,4 D 3.2 D 3.4 0 0.0 D 0.0 D 0.0 D EXCESS58.9 40.1 D.9 0.0 0.1 X SUSP 12.3 t 5.3 X 22.7 2 0.0 X 0.0 X 0.0 X X HIGH 17 30

PASADENA IND SCHOOL DIST ENROLL 35018 3134$ 16 3510 70 74 N SUSPTEXAS N SUSP 741 676 0 64 0 1 0 X SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 4.4 D 4.5 D 0.0 0 3.4 D 0.0 D 3.0 D ExCESS 2069.5 0.0 10.0 0.2 0.2 X SUSP 2.1 X 2.2 X 0.0 X la X 0.0 X 1.4 2 X HIGH

SAN ANTONIO ISO ENROLL 72305 14173 11443 46464 26 179 N SUSPTEXAS (3) N SUSP 1558 263 572 722 0 1 0 X SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 2.3 0 2.3 D 2.2 D 2.3 0 0.0 D 3.0 D EXCESS19.6 15.8 64.3 0.0 0.2 X SUSP 2.Z % 1.9 % 5.0 % 1.6 X 0.0 I 0.6 2 i HIGH

SOUTH SAN ANTONIO ISO ENROLL 10642 3420 336 6855 9 22 N SUSPTEXAS (3) N SUSP 457 137 22 298 0 0 0 X SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.9 D 2.8 D 3.9 0 2.9 D 0.0 D 0.0 D ExCESS32.1 3.2 64.4 0.1 0.2 X SUSP 4.3 X 4.0 X 6.5 X 4.3 2 0.0 X 0.0 X X HIGH

13

48

TEMPLE ISO' ENROLL 7783 5131 1663 977 3 9 N SUSPTEXAS N SUSP 501 154 277 70 0 0 0 2 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.5 D 3.1 D 3.8 D 2.9 0 0.0 D 0.0 D EXCESS65.9 21.4 12.6 0.0 0.1 X SUSP 6.4 X 3.0 X 16.7 X 7.2 X 0.0 X 0.0 2 2 HIGH 4A

VICTORIA INDEPENDENT SCH DIST ENROLL 12322 6801 1094 4425 0 2 N SUSP 39TEXAS (3) N SUSP 838 410 85 343 0 0 0 X SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.2 D 2.5 D 2.5 D 4.1 D 0.0 D 0.0 D EXCESS 4455.2 8.9 35.9 0.0 0.0 I SUSP 6.8 2 6.0 2 7.8 i .7.8 i 0.0 % 0.0 X 2 HIGH

OGDEN CITY SCHOOL ENROLL 15163 12678 499 1783 87 116 N SUSPUTAH N SUSP 735 497 55 182 0 1 0 X SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.4 D 2.4 0 2.0 0 2.6 0 0.0 D 2.0 0 EXCESS 3083.6 3.3 11.8 0.6 0.8 X SUSP 4.8 X 3.9 X 11.0 X 10.2 X 0.0 X 0.9 X X HIGH 37

SAN JUAN COUNTY ENROLL 2713 1370 1 73 1265 4 N SUSP 15UTAH N SUSP 78 28 0 4 46 0 0 X SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 4.4 D 2.0 D 0.0 0 1.5 D 6.1 D 0.0 D EXCESS 1150.5 0.0 2.7 46.6 0.1 X SUSP 2.9 X 2.0 X 0.0 2 5.5 X 3.6 X 0.0 X X HIGH

ARLINGTON COUNTY SCHOOLS ENROLL 22029 18070 2730 614 44 521 N SUSPVIRGINIA (1) (3) N SUSP 1155 644 468 32 0 11 0 % SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.5 D 2.4 D 2.4 D 2.2 D 0.0 D 2.5 D EXCESS82.0 12.4 3.1 0.2 2.4 X SUSP 5.2 X 3.6 2 17.1 X 4.7 2 0.0 2 2.1 X X HIGH

KING AND QUEEN COUNTY ENROLL 1108 235 864 0 9 0 N SUSPVIRGINIA ,
. N SUSP 58 22 36 0 0 0 0 X SUSP

WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 4.3 D 3. D 5.0 D 0.0 D 0.0 D 0.0,0 EXCESS
0 0 0 X X HIGH 14

49



NORFOLK CITY'
VIRGINIA
WHITE BLACK SPAN.
49.3 49.5 0.4

ORANGE COUNTY
VIRGINIA
WHITE BLACK SPAN.
70.7 29.3 0.0 0.0

PORTSMOUTH CITY SC4DOLS
VIRGINIA

(3)
ASIAN
0.6

ASIAN
0.0

ENROLL 48701 2';'2:4 24120
N SUSP 4458 1505 2882

216
4

54
O

287
67

LENGTH 5.0 0 4.2 5.4 D 1.8 D 0.0 D' 6.2 D
X SUSP 9.2 Z 6.3 % 11.9 Z 1.9 X 0.0 X 23.3

ENROLL 3605 2548 1057
N SUSP 522" 276 246

0 0
O

0
0

LENGTH 1.9 0 1.9 2.0 D 0.0 D 0.0 D 0.D D
1,SUSP 14.5 Z 10.8 Z .23.3 X 0.0 % 0.0 % 0.0

ENROLL 24464 10449 13986
N SUSP 2822 10$9 1732 1

11
O

11

0WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 5.2 0 4.1 D 5.8 0 0.0 0 0.0 0.042.7 57.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 =Z SUSP 11.5 Z 10.4 Z 12.4 X 0.0 t 0.0 Z 0.D t

RICHMOND CITY
VIRGINIA

ENROLL 43825 12901 30746
(,3) N,SUSP 3103 495 2606

40 31
0 2

107
0WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.4 0 4.8 D 3.1 D 0.0 0 0.0 0.D 029.4 70.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 X SUSP 7.1 3.8 $.5 0.0 Z 0.0 % 0.0 X

VIRGINIA BEACH CITY SCHOOLS
VIRGINIA

ENROLL 47919 42366 4855
(3) N SUSP 3380 2753 573

301
34

133
11

264
9WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.2 0 2.0 0 2.8 1.8 0 2.5 0 1.6 D88.4 10.1 0.6 0.3 0.6 X SUSP 7.1 6.5 X 11.3 ; 11.3 X 8.3 Z 3.4 X

GRAND CDVLEE DAM SCH DIST 301J ENROLL 1530 1287WASHINGTON N SUSP 87 61
25
4

9
O

201
22

6
0WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 2.9 D 2.8 D D D.0 D 3.2 0 0.0 D$4.1 1.6 0.6 13.1 0.5 t SUSP 5.7 t 4.7 t 0.0 0.0 10.9 Z 0.0 I

SEATTLE
WASHINGTON

ENROLL 75239 56024 10837
(31 N SUSP 1830 1091 638

916
3D

960 4502
56 15WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 0.0 D 0.0 0 0.0 D 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 077.1 14.4 1.2 1.3 6.0 SUSP 2.4 Z 1.9 X 5.9 t 3.3 Z ,t 5.8 X 0.3 X

TACOMA SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUSPWASHINGTON

:(1101.1p. 34453 29166 3760
309 225 59

372
7

594
15

541
3 SUSPWHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH '4.8 D 5.4 3.9 D D 1.7 0 3.0 D84.7 10.9 1.1 1.7 1.6 ;,SUSP 0.9 0.8 X 1.6 Z 1.9 X 2.5 % 0.6 t

MOM SCHOOL DISTRICT 0207
WASHINGTON

ENROLL 3058 1439
N SUSP 84 34

5

O
160
L9

633
30

121

WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 3.9 D 3.9 0.0 D 4.2 D 3.9 0 3.0 047.1 0.2 28.1 20.7 4.0 Z SUSP 2.7 X 2.4 Z 0.0 X 2.2 X 4.7 X 0.8 t

MILWAUKEE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
WISCONSIN (1)

ENROLL 127986 $4386 38060 4460
(3) N SUSP 10199 4109 5401 434

771
73

309
11WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.3 D 2.3 0 2.3 V 2.2 D 2.5 0 3.Y D65.9 29.7 3.5 0.6 0.2 Z SUSP 8.0 X 4.9 Z 14.2 t 9.7 t 9.5 t 3.6 t

RACINE
WISCONSIN 11)

ENROLL 31309 25586 4126 1536
13) N SUSP 1796 1064 473 156

30
2

31
1WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN LENGTH 2.7 D 7.7 0 3.4 D 2.6 D 0.0 D 0.0 D$1.7 13.2 4.9 0.1 0.1 SUSP 5.7 4.2 Z 11.5,Z 10.2 t D.0 Z 0.0 t

SHAWANO
WISCONSIN
WHITE BLACK SPAN. IND. ASIAN

ENROLL 3492 2539
N SUSP 152 T4

0
O

0
O

951
78

2

0
LENGTH 2.1 D 1.9 0.0 D 0.0 0 2.2 D D.0 D72.7 070 0.0 27.2 0.1, % SUSP 4.4 t 2.9 % 0.0 t 0.0 t 8.2 t 0.0 X

173.

N SUSP 27 49 19
O SUSP

39

N SUSP
O SUSP

EXCESS
Z HIGH

N SUSP
O % SUSP

EXCESS
HIGH

N SUSP 50
O SUSP

EXCESS 38
% HIGH

N SUSP 44 lb
O SUSP

EXCESS
X HIGH

N SUSP
O % SUSP

EXCESS 32

N SUSP
O Z SUSP

EXCESS
Z-HIGH

O PX4

EXCESS

N SUSP
O X SUSP

EXCESS
Z HIGH

31

43

41

25

28

4,30

*1*
*34,

40
14

32
19

11

*6*

40

30

21

: SUSP *9* *641 *8* 25 *9*

EXCESS *6*
Z HIGH

N SUSP
100 X SUSP

EXCE$S
Z HIGH

N SUSP
O t SUSP

EXCESS
Z HIGH

*4* 13 *7*

35
43

4,13.

4,54.

25
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Appendix B

TABLE 3
SCHOOL SUSPENSION DATA FROM OCR FOR 1972.73

BY DISTRICT
DISTRICT NAME / ETHNIC RATIOS RANK UMOEM OF JISTmICT

TOTAL WHITE BLACK SPANISH INDIAN ASIAN UNKNUWN TWOSIA
WAUWATOSA ENROLL 10559 10411 65 23 . 20 40 N SUSP
WISCONSIN 13) N SUSP 357 342 13 2 0 0 0 X SUSP
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 1.9 0 1.9 0 2.2 0 0.0, 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS
98.6 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.4 X SUSP 3.4 t 3.3 X 20.0 : 0.0 t 0.0 I 0.0 t t HIGH 32

ALBANY COUNTY SCHOOL GIST NO 1 ENROLL 4216 3722 40 400 17 37 N SUSP
WYOMING 13) N SUSP 173 128 4' 41 0 0 0 X SUSP
WHITE BLACK SPAN. INO. ASIAN LENGTH 3.2 0 3.2 0 0.0 0 3.,4 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 EXCESS
88.3 0.9 9.5 0.4 0.9 X SUSP 4.1 'X 3.4 X 0.0 X 10.3 t 0.0 X 0.0 X X HIGH 31



Appendix B
TABLE 4

Twenty Worst Districts in the United States for All Students

Elementary and Secondary Combined

Rank District Name
Number
Susp. District Name

Percent
Susp.

1 Chicago, Ill. 28645.0 Gridley Union., Cal. 40.9
2 New York City, N.Y. 19504.0 Oroville Union, Cal. 32.2
3 Philadelphia, Pa. 18431.0 Joliet, Ill. 32.0
4 Duval Co., Fla. 12644.0 Bloom, Ill. 31.3
5 Cleveland, Ohio 11988.0 Bridgeton, N.J. 31.1
6 Dallas, Tex. 10851.0 Drew, Miss. 28.8
7 Jefferson Parish, La. 10567.0 Proviso, Ill. 27.58 Prince George Co., Md. 10333.0 Downe, N.J. 27.1
9 Milwaukee, Wis. 10199.0 Central Union, Cal. 26.4

10 Orleans Parish, La. 9734.0 No. Burlington, N.J. 25.2
11 Pittsburgh, Pa. 9587.0 Minidoka Co., Ida. 25.0
12 Memphis, Tenn. 9367.0 Asbury Park, N.J. 24.9
13 Houston, Tex. 9156.0 No. Chicago, Ill. 24.9
14 Indianapolis, Ind. 7681.0 Hughson Union, Cal. 24.7
15 Pinellas Co., Fla.. 7672.0 Bremen, Ill. 23.9
16 Baltimore Co., Md. 7167.0 Lower Camden Co., N.J. 23.8
17 Hillsborough Co:, Fla. 6930.0 Roseville Union, Cal. 23.3
18 East Baton Rouge Pr., La. 6919.0 Lemoore Union, Cal, 22.0
19 Caddo Parish, La. 6857.0 Thornton, Ill. 21.520 Dade Co., Fla. 6812.0 So. Gloucester, N.J. 21.3
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Appendix B
TABLE 5

Twenty Worst Districts in the United States for Black Students

Elementary and Secondary Combined

Rank District Name
Number

District Name
Percent
Susp. District Name

Excess
Number

District Name

Percent
Above
White
Rate

1 Cleveland, Ohio 8412.0 ,Joliet, Ill. 63.9 Detroit, Mich. 3820.7 Joliet, Ill. 38.92 Orleans Parish, La. 7993.0 Proviso, 53.1 Duval Co., Fla. 3712.6 Zion-Benton, Ill. 38.03 Duval Co., Fla. 6628.0 Bloom, Ill. 49.6 Dallas Ind., Tex. 3711.7 Proviso, Ill. 31.0
4 Dallas Ind., Tex. 6324.0 Central Union, Cal. 48.0 Milwaukee, Wis. 3547.7 Millville, N.J. 29.2s Memphis, Tenn. 6173.0 Zion-Benton, Ill. 47.2 Cleveland, Ohio 3526.0 Worth, Ill. 28.96 Pittsburgh, Pa. 5694.0 Roseville Union, Ca). 43.6 Memphis, Tenn. 3287.5 Bloom, Ill. 25.27 Detroit, Mich. 5560.0 Fremont, Ohio 42.2 Pittsburgh, Pa. 2885.5 No. Chicago, 25.0
8 Milwaukee, Wis. 5401.0 Worth, Ill. 40.4 Houston, Tex. 2826.3 Fremont. Ohio, 24.8
9 Houston, Tex. 5181.0 Thorton, Ill. 40.1 Orleans Parish, La. 2783.9 Thorton, 111. 24.4
10 IndianapoliS, Ind. 4643.0 Merced Union, Cal. 40.0 Indianapolis, Ind. 2670.6 Monmouth, N.J. 23.8
11 Prince George Co., Md. 4438.0 No. Chicago, Ill. 38.0 Prince George Co., Md. 2455.4 Lockport, Ill. 23.7
12 Caddo Parish, La. 4262.0 Oroville Union, Cal. 37.0 Dade Co., Fla. 2413.0 Delano Union, Cal. 23.2
13 Jefferson Parish, La. 4014.0 Millville, N.J. 36.5 Washington, D.C. 2288.5 Central Union, Cal. 23.114 East Baton Rouge Pr., La. 3960.0 Monmouth, N.J. 35.2 Jefferson Parish, La. 2236.5 Merced Union, Cal. 22.515 Dade Co., Fla. 3634.0 Ewing, N.J. 35.0 East Baton Rouge Pr., La. 2186.0 Roseville, Cal. 21.5
16 Atlanta, Ga. 3354.0 Bremen, Ill. 34.8 Compton, Cal. 2002.7 Ossining, N.Y. 20.0
17 Richland Co., S.C. 2018.0 Delano Union, Cal. 33.6 Hillsborough, Co., Fla. 1893.4 Asbury Park, N.J. 19.7
18 Richmond, Cal. 3011.0 So. Gloucester Co., N.J. 33.2 Rinellas Co., Fla. 1824.3 Sweetwater Union, Cal. 19.7
19 Norfolk, Va. 2882.0 Henderson, Ky. 33.0 San Diego, Cal. 1707.6 Aubdrn, Ala. 19.6
20 Hillsborough Co., Fla. 2850,0 Sweetwater Union, Cal. 32.2 Caddo Parish, La. 1673.0 Tyrrell Co., N.C. 18.9



Appendix B
TABLE 6

Twenty Worst Districts in the United States for Spanish Surnamed Students

Elementary and Secondary Combined :

Rank Oistrict Name
Number
Susp. District Name

Percent
Susp. District Name

Excess

Number
Susp. District Name

Percent
Above 4.

White
Rate )

1 Denver, Col. 1497.0 Columbia Co., Ga. 100.0 New York City, N.Y. 661.5 Columbia Co., Ga. 97.02 El Paso, Tex. 1369.0 .Zion-Benton, Ill. 60.0 Albuquerque, N.M. 551.8 Zion-Benton, Ill. 50.8'3 Houston, Tex. 1360.0 So. Gloucester Co., N.J. 44.4 El Paso, Tex. 486.9 So. Gloucester Co., N.J. 26.24 Albuquerque, N.M. 1279.0 Roseville Union, Cal. 31.8 Bridgeport, Conn. 460.9 Newport, R.I. 19.35 Dallas, Tex. 1086.0 No. Chicago, Ill. 31.7 San Diego, Cal. 425.4 No. Chicago, Ill. 18.76 East Side Union, Cal. 985.0 Central Union, Cal. 30.1 Denver, Col. 423.1 Essex Co., N.J. 17.27 New York City, N.Y. 975.0 Lower Camden Co., N.J. 29.5 Dallas, Tex. 389.2 Asbury *Park, N.J. 1?.78 Sweetwater,Union, Cal. 947.0 Fremont, Ohio 29.2 Houston, Tex. 372.2 Huntington, N.Y. 13.69 Dade Co., Fla. 939.0 Lemoore Union, Cal. 29.0 Pueblo City, Col. 363.2 Ukiah, Cal. 12.710 San Diego, Cal 891.0 Merced Union, Cal. 25.3 East Side Union, Cal. 353.6 East Ramapo, N.Y. 12.011 Corpus Christi, Tex. 860.0 Asbury Park, N.J. 25.3 Sacramento, Cal. 271.8 Fremont, Ohio 11.812 Pueblo City, Col. 827.0 Gridley Union, Cal. 25.0 Sweetwater Union, Cal. 244.6 Houston Co., Ga. 10.613 San Antonio, Tex. 722.0 Joliet, Ill. 24.8 Milwaukee, Wis. 216.8 Penns Grove, N.J. 10.214 Bridgeport, Conn. 720.0 Newport, R.I. 23.1 Norwalk-LaMiranda, Cal. 178.0 Somerville, N.J. 9.915 Bassett, Cal. 704.0 Proviso, Ill. 22.4 Colorado Springs, Col. 172.6 Roseville Union, Cal. 9.716 Montebello, Cal. 695.0 Healdsburg Union, Cal. 22.3 Alhambra City, Cal. 171.8 Sandusky, Ohio 9.617 Sacramento, Cal. 564.0 8loom, Ill. 21.6 Clovis, N.M. 165.9 Escambia, Fla. 9.518 Fresno, Cal. 549.0 Kerman Union, Cal. 21.1 San Jose, Cal. 159.2 Mendota Union, Cal. 9.419 Austin, Tex. , 514.0 Oroville Union, Cal. 19.6 Austin, Tex. 157.2 Muscogee Co., Ga. 9.120 Edgewood, Tex. 485.0 Essex Co., N.J. 19.2 Richmond, Cal. 151.9 Bridgeport, Conn. 9.0
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Appendix B
TABLE 7

Twenty Worst Districts in the United States for American

Elementary and Secondary Combined

Ind!an Students

Rank District Name
Number
Susp. District Name

Percent

Sus District Name

Excess
Number
Susp. District Name

Percent
Above
White
Rate

$1 Memphis, Tenn 379.0 Memphis, Tenn. _:* Memphis, Tenn. , 378.0 Memphis, Tenn. --*
2 Gallup, N.M. -191.0 Berkeley Co., S.C. --* Henry Co., Ga. 92.0 Berkeley Co., S.C. --*
3 Minneapolis, Minn. 165.0 Oroville,Union, Cal. 49.3 Minneapolis, Minn. 91.8 Centinella Valley, Cal. 41.0
4 Oklahoma City, Okla. 151.0 Centinella Valley, Cal. 48.3 Oklahoma City, Okla. 62.4 Clovis, Cal. 29.3
5 Robeson Co., N.C. 119.0 Clovis, Cal. 36.4 Shawano, Wis. 50.3 Lakeside Union, Cal. 20.7
6 Window Rock, Ari. 114.0 Richmond, Cal. 31.4 Seattle, Wash. 37.9 Richmond, Cal. 18.5
7 Henry Co., Ga. 92.0 Lakeside Union, Cal. 23.3 'Milwaukee, Wis. 35.5 Oroville, Union, Cal. 17.4
8 Shawano, Wis. 78.0 East Side Union, Cal. 20.4 Montezuma-Cortez, Col. 29.6 Escondido Union, Cal. 9.3
9 Milwaukee, Wis. 73.0 Santa Rosa, Cal. 16.5 Clovis, Cal. 29.0 Park Rapids, Minn. 9.2

10 Tulsa, Okla. 59.0 Sacramento, Cal. 12.5 Red Springs, N.C. 25.0 American Falls, Ida. 8.7
11 Seattle, Wash. 56.0 Lakeport, Cal. 11.9 San Juan Co., Utah 20.1 East Side Union, Cal. 8.4
12 Greater Anchorage, Alas. 52.0 Delnorte Co., Cal. 11.4 Delnorte Co., Cal. 19.8 Lakeport, Cal. 8.1
.13 North Star, Alas. 51.0 Escondido Union, Cal. 11.1 P:,rk Rapids, Minn. 19.5 Sacramento, Cal. 1 7.8
14 Central, N.M. 48.0 Grand Coulee Dam, Wash. 10.9 Klamath Trinity, Cal. 18.4 San Diego, Cal. 7.6
15 San Juan Co., Utah 46.0 San Oiegc, Cal. 10.9 Paul, Minn. 18.3 Montezuma-Cortez, Col. 7.0
16 Montezuma-Cortez, Col. 42.0 Park Rapids, Minn. 10.9

,St.

North Star, Alas. 18.2 Ukiah, Cal. 6.7
17 Albuquerque, N.M. 41.0 Southampton, N.Y. 10.8 San Diego, Cal. 16.7 Santa Rosa, Cal. 6.7
18 Delnorte Co., Cal. 39.0 Ukiah, Cal. 10.6 Ukiah, Cal. 16.5 Glendale, Cal. 6.3
19 Red Springs, N.C. 38.0 Collidge, Ari. 10.4 Espanola, N.M. 16.2 Grand Coulee Dam, Wash. 6.2
20 Clovis, Cal. 36.0 Oroville City, Cal. 10.2 Elko Co., Nev. 15.3 Southampton, N.Y. 6.1

*More students reported suspended during 1972-73 than were enrolled in October, 1972.

.
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Appendix B
TABLE Pr

Twenty Worst Districts in the Unitl:ctStates for Asian American Students

Elementary and Secondary Combined

Rank District Name
Number
Susp.

1 San Francisco, CAL 199 0
2 Oakland, Cal. 100.0
3 Sacramento, Cal. 68.0
4 Norfolk, Va. 67.0
5 Jefferson Union, Cal. 59.0
6 long Beach, Cal. 55.0
7 San Diego. Cal. 53.0
8 Oxnard Union, Cal. 51.0
9 Richmond, Cal. 51.0
10 Sweetwater Union, Cal. 43.0
11 Cairo, 35.0
1: Etna Union, Cal. 29.0
13 Monterey, Cal. 28.0
14 Delano Union, Cal. 25.0
15 Oklahoma City, Okla. 25.0
16 Salinas Union, Cal. 24.0
17 Pittsburg, Cal. 21.0

Percent
Excess
Number

Percent
Above
WhiteDistrict tie- Susp. District Name Susp,_' District Name Rate

Cairo, Ill.
Oklahoma City?

--*
37.3

Norfolk, Va.
Cairo, 1'1.

49.0
34.8

Cairo, Ill,

Oklahoma City, Okla.
--*

31.4Norfolk, Va. 23.3 Oxnard balon, Cal. 21.1 Norfolk, Va. 17.1Oxnard Union, Ctrl. '19.5 Oklahoma City, Okla. 21.0 Gary, Ind. 15.4Gary, Ird. . 18.0 Oxnard Union, Cal. 8.1Jefferson Union, Cal. 17.7 Delano Union, Cal. 5.6Delano Union, Cal. 16.0
Pittsburg, Cal. 12.7
Sweetwater Onion, Cal. 11.9

I 1
More students reported suspended during 1972-73 than were enrolled in October, 1972.
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- Appendix B

TABLE 9
-

SCHOOL; AGE CHILDREN SUSPENDED AT LEAST ONCE,

ARIAS SURVI-YED

Number 4,1 (
Sawed

Age
(647) .Number

Chddtels-.. Sub.
urvered eled

Children Ages 6.17 Suspended
At 1 east Onse

''.2 e1 All '").
Children Number 4.smale ''
Sutroyst .4 Ss s Igo. '

1647) moons retitled

'7'
Mite
bus.

tended

Number
So.

pe Jed

ALABAMA,
Autauga Counts. Total 170 10 2 7 10 . 1.6 * 4.0 9Beat 10 ,, Black 137 5 16 5 1.4 6.3 5

White 231 5 2.1, 5 1.7 2.7, 4

Montgomery , Total 187 5 2.7 I I 2.2 3.1 4
Census 'tract 1 Black 82 3 3.7' 9 . 2.5 4.8 2

White 104 2 1,9 2 2,0 1.8 2
Oriental I 0 0 0 ---- 0 0

Montgomer y-Northgate Total 102 3 2,9 5 0 5.5 3
Housing Protect (All Black)

COLORADO' Total 101 ,2 20 6 0 4,1 2Miner Mexican American 12 0 0 0 0 0 0Census Tract 101 White 89 2 2.2 6 c-'0 4.4 2
Denver Total 111 22 7,0 41 :1 0 9.8 16Census Tract 8 Black 70 10 14,3 12 12 0 15.6 5

Mexican American 210 9 4 3 24 1 9 6.7 8
White 29 1 10,3 5 5,9 16.7 3
American Indian 4 0 0 0 0 0 0

Denver Total ;53 19 12.4 50 18.1 7.4 16
Census Tract 41 01 Black 147 18 12,2 4'3 18.6 6 5 IS

White 3 1 33.3 1 -* 33,3 1

Oriental 3 0 0 0 o 0 0

GEORGIA.
Hancock County Tom! 356 0 0 0 0 0Militia Districts Black 277 0 0 0 0 0 0

102 & 113 White 79 0 0 0 0 0 0
Macon 1 Total - 223 7 3.1 8 2,9 3.4 7 -

Census Tract 127 Black 185 7 3.8 8 3.7 3,9 7
White 38 0 0 0 0 0 0

IOWA.
Davenport Total 119 7 5,9 10 8.6 3.3 6

Census Tract 107 Black 76 6 7.9 9 12.8 2,7 c
Mexican American 6 0 0 0 0 0 0
White 37 1 2.7 1 0 4.5 i :

Davenport
Census Tract 123

Total '
Black

122
I

1

o
0.8

0
2
0

0
0

1.6
0

1

0,
White 121 1 0.8 2 0 1.6 I

KENTUCKY
Floyd County

Mud Creek- Area
, Total

(All White)
834 2 0.2 2 0.2 0.2 2

Children Ages 12.17 Suspended
At LeastrOnce

-.4

% MA11
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3.4\ 4 3.3 3.4

3.9 '.. 9 2.1 5.5
4,2 \ 7 -0 7.8
3.8 `.2 4.0 3.6
,, 0 '0 ..- 0

5.3 5 0 8.8

4.1 6 0 9.5
0 0 0 0

4.4 6 0, 10.0

10.3 32 5.2 15,4
.17.2 6 10.0 21.1

7.5 21 3.6 11.8
17,6 5 10.0 8.6

0 0 0 ' 0

25.0 45 30.0 19.4
24.6 44 31.3
50.0 1 --* 500

0 0 0

0 0 0 10
0 0 0
0

,0
0 0 0

6.5 8 5.7 7.3
7.8 8 7.1 8.3

0 0 0 0

Art--
9.8 8 e/e-13.3 6.5

12.8 7 18.2 5.9
0 0 0 0,

5.3 1 0 8.3

1.6 2 0 3.0
0 0 0 0

1.6 2 0 3.0

0.5 2 0,5 0.5
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0
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Table 9 (coot.)

Number of
School.AREAS SURVEYED Age
16-1't

( Haien
Surucsed

--
Number

Sus
penJed

( haren
At

of AU
I hildten
urseted

16.17s

ARCS 6.17 Suspended
least Once -

i
Number 1 erne,.
of Sus- Sus-

pensions rattled

Mite
Sus
pended-- Number

Stiv
Pemled-

SOUTH CAROLINA
_ _

Columbia,
Census Tract 5

Total li
Black

ii 26
26

11.6
11.9

71
71

6 2
64

17.0
17 6

24
24

White 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
Columbia Total 75 3 4.0 16 0 11.1 3

Census Tract 22 Black n 39 3 7.7 16 0 21.4 3
White 36 0 0 0 0 0 0

Sumter County Total 222 17 7.7 24 45 10.9 17
Precinct 2 Black 96 12 12.5 18 6.3 18.8 12

White 126 5 4.0 6 3.1 4.8 5

Sumter Counts Total 398 45 11.3 108 11-5 11.1 41
Precincts I and 2613 Black 391 45 11.5 108 II 7 11.3 41

White 7 .0 0 0 0 0 0

WASHINGTON. Dr,
Census Tract 74 04

Tot al
Black l).
White 2

27
27

. 0

5.7
5.7

36
36
0

4.4
4.5

0

6.9k
6.9

0

24
24
0

Total - Black 2.952 216 7.3 430 6,4 8.2 193.
Total Mexican American 228 9 3,9 24 1.7 6.3 ,8
rota! - Puerto Rican 580, :6 4.5 57 2.7 6.0 24
Total -.Portuguese 326 2 0.6 4 0 1.2 2

Total - White 3,388 77 2.3 108 15 3.1 70
Total - American Indian 4 0 0 0 0 C 0
fowl -Oriental S 0 0 0 0 0 0

GRAND TOTAL:2 7,483' 330 4,4 62'3 3,4 5.4 297-_ - _ - -
'None surveyed.

1 Surce) data gathered between July 1973 and March 1974
See Appendix I for further discussion

Of the 310 children suspended 126 were female and 2(4
were male, Of the 126 females suspended. 92 were black.
2 v.e,e Mexican American, 7 were Puerto Rican, and 25
were white. Of the 185 males, suspended, 124 were Mack.
9 were Mexican American, 19 were Puerto Rican. 2 were

luldrep Ages 12.17 Suspended
At I rust Once-

of All
(hildten Number kemale
Sunned of Sus . Sus-
tt2-17, pensions penned-- kilte

Sus-
pended

20.9 68 11.1 32.7
21.6 68 11.3 34.7

0 0 0 0

7.5 16 0 2(5.0
14.3 16 0 30.0

0 0 0 0

14.3 24 7.8 21.8
22.2 18 10.3 36.0
7.7 6 5.7 10.0

17.4 95 16.7 18.3
17.6 95 16.9 18*

0 0

10.3
1 8.5 11.9

10.4 31 8.h 11.9
0

_
0

12.8 388' 10.9 4 14.8
7.1 2'11- 3.4 't 11.1
9.4 55 5.1 13.0
1.2' 4 0

2.6
2.7

* 4.1 101 5.5
0 0' ' 0
0 0 0 0

7.9 569 5:9 9.8

Portuguese, and 52 were white.
Of the 297 children between the ages of 12 and 17 sus-

pended, 112 were female and 185 male. Of the' 112 fe-
males suspended. 81 wcrc hlack, 2 were Mexican Anted.
can, 6 were Puerto Rican, and 23 were white. Of the 185
males suspended. 112 were black, 6 were Mexicari Amer-
tcan, 18 were Puerto Rican, 2 were Portuguese, and 47
were while.



Appendix C
CHILDREN'S DEFENSE FUND

of TN WASHINGTON RESEARCH PROJECT. Inc.
1744 CAMBRIDGE STREET

CAMBRIDGE. MASSACHUSETTS 02131

December 19, 1974

Peter, Holmes, Director

Office for Civil Rights
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare

Washington, D. C.

Dear Peter:

(417) 412-4334

The Children's Defense Fund of the Washington Research Project has just
completed d study on Children Out of School in America. The report contains (1)
the results of our own survey of 8,500 households in nine states and thp District
of Columbia; (2) our analysis of 1970 U. S. Census data pn nonenrollment; (3)
our analysis of data submitted to your Office for Civil Rights (OCR) from school
districts in five states on school suspensions and expulsions as well as the
school districts in our survey who reported to you; and (4) our analysis of data
submitted to OCR from 505 school districts in five states on children enrolled
in educable mentally retarded (EMR) classes and from the districts in our survey.

Subsequently, we were able to obtain with the c000eration of your office,
which we greatly appreciate, the unedited 49-state data reported to you on
school 'suspensions and on special education placement. While these latter data
are not included in this first report, we have now analyzed the national school
discipline data. Our detailed analysis of your suspension data covering more
than 2,800 school districts and 24,188,681 children will be set forth in a
subsequent report on school discipline poliCies and practices.

However, we wanted'to share with you some of our key findings in the school
discipline area at this time, particularly our concerns about the strikingly
diSpropOrtionate impact of disciplinary exclusions on minority children which
require your immediate and comprehensive action. We also wanted to share with
yop our concerns about OCR's data. collection procedures and quality and to make
specific recommehdations for their improvement. While we have had a number of
communications regarding OCR's survey questionnaire and scope, we know now with
much geeater specificity how your data might be improved in order to ensure an
effective compliance program. Most importantly, we wanted to set forth our
views on the kind of compliance standards that must be adopted and enforced by
OCR if thousands upon thousands of children are not to be lost to the educational
process because of racially discriminatory or otherwise arbitrary and unnecessary
school suspensions.*

*
At'a later date, we will share with you the problems we have identified in the

racially disproportionate assignment of minority children to certain types of
special education classes, particularly classes for the mentally retarded.
Chapter 4 of our reF6710oints out that Black children are twice as likely to
end up in mentally retatIded classes as white children. In some districts it is
as high as 10 times as likely. We believe that, in large part, the attitudes and
processes that result in minority children being placed in these classes are the
same as those resulting in their disproportionate victimization by school dis-
ciplinary devices.

N4I141nel 011144: 1743 PI STREET, 14 W. WASHINGTON. D.C. 30004 (302) 4134470
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Peter Holmes

What We Found

OCR Suspension Data

2 December 19, 1974

School suspensions are rampant all over America and deprive hundreds of
thousands of school children annually of needed education. The Children's
Defense Fund's analysis of suspension data submitted to your Office for over
2,800 school districts reveals that during the 1972-73 school year, at least
1,012,347 children were suspended at least once for over 4,062,408 school days
or 11,130 school years.

Among secondary school children and among minority children, schooling
deprivation through suspension is especially acute. Light percent of all second-
ary school children in these districts were suspended at least once. While 6
percent of white secondary school children were suspended, 12 percent of the
Black secondary school children were suspended. At the secondary school level
and overall, Black school children were suspended almost twice as much as wnite
school children -- 3.1 percent versus 6 percent.

In our view, even these figures substantially understate the suspension
problem. Many districts underreport suspensions or call them by other names,
such as voluntary dismissal, cooling off periods, etc. For example, the city of
Los Angeles reported zero suspensions. "Chicago and New York failed to give an
ethnic breakdoio of the more than-50,000 children they admitted suspending.
Moreover, these figures only represent instances where children were suspended
at least once. We found, for example, that cf the children suspended in our
survey, 40 percent were suspended mOre than once.

CDF Suspension Data*

Our survey corroborates OCR's data regarding the disproportionate suspension
of minority students. At the secondary school level, Black students in our
survey were suspended more than three times as often as white students -- 12.8
percent compared with 4.1 percent.

In eight areas we surveyed, over 15 percent of the Black secondary school
students were suspended, and in six areas over 20 percent of the Black secondary
school-age males were suspended. In three areas, over 30 percent of the Black
males were suspended: New Bedford, Massachusetts Census Tract 6510 with 36
percent; Sumter County, South Carolina Precinct ? with 36 percent; and Columbia,
South Carolina Census Tract 5 with 35 percent. In two areas, over 30 percent of
the Black secondary school-age feMales were suspended: Denver Census Tract
41.01 with 31 percent; and flew Bedford Census Tract 6526 with 33 percent.

* The use of expulsion does not appear in OCR data to be as striking as the
suspension problem. However, we found in our survey that school officials use
devices tantamount to expulsion, for example "voluntary withdrawals" but do not
report them as expulsions on their records or to OCR.
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Peter Holmes 3 December 19, 974

The next highest suspension rates at all levels were among Puerto Rican and
Mexican-American school children: 4.5 percent and 3,9 percent. At the secondary
school level, 9 percent of the'Puerio Rican and 7.1 percent of the-Mexican-
American children in our survey were suspended.

Frequency and Duration of_Susatnsion

In our own survey we were able to go oeyond existing OCR data by examining
the frequency of suspensions. Among students suspended at all, 24 percent were
suspended three or more times, 40 percent were suspended twice and 60 percent
were suspended once. Black students were more frequently the Victims of multiple
suspensions than were white students. 42 percent of Black students had been
multiply suspended versus 2/ percent of white students.

While a discriminatory pattern seea, apparent from the frequency with which
minority students are suspended, in our survey we found no apparent racial
pattern in the duration of suspensions. Our analysis of OCR data, howelor,
shows that Black students are suspended 25 percent longer than white students:
an average of 4.5 days compared to 3.5 days.

Reasons for _Suspensions

OCR data does not provide reasons iot suspensions. In our own survey,
though, we found that 63.4 percent of all the suspensions were for offenses that
were neither dangerous to persons nor to property; 24.5 percent related to
truancy and tardiness. Only 3 percent of the children were suspended for de
struction of school property, "criminal" activity, or the use of drugs or alcohol
In some surveyed areas the 9ercentage of students suspended who were suspended
for truancy and tardiness was amazing:

Springfield, Massachusetts
Census Tract 8008 50%

Columbia, South Carolina
Census Tract 5 41%

Hew Bedford, Massachusetts
Census Tract 6510 38%

Sumter County, South Carolina
Precinct 2 35%

Denver, Colorado
Census Tract 41:01 31%

Holyoke, Massfithusetts
Census Tract 8112 30%
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Peter Holmes 4 December 19, 1974

Frequently, suspensions are a unilateral process with little or no chance
for children or their parents to be heard. Only 3.4 percent of the parents and
children in our survey had been informed of a hearing and only 2 percent requested
and were given any kind of hearing. And they are often imposed so arbitrarily
that they lack all semblance of fairness or rationality.

Our report shows that the out-of-school problem in America is grave. That
exclusion through suspension is a major contributing factor is evident.* That
racial discrimination permeates their use is equally evident from the startling
disproportions of minority children affected. Those of us who have long worked
in minority communiti(s have known about the racially.di_criminatory practices in
this area. With confirmation from ouranalysis of OCR data and our survey, we
believe there can no longer he any excuse for your office failing to take swift
and effective action to weed it out. The educational futures of thousands of
Black children are al stake. OCR data shows that at least 188,479 Black
children would not hive been suspended if they had been suspended at the white
rates

We think it is important to point out, however, that while Black and other
minority children suffer most, suspension is not just a minority, problem.
Wearly 1/2 million white children's suspensions are shown by your data. Reform
in this area for minority children would serve the broader purpose of helping
all children remain in schoorWhi is our overriding goal.

\\

OCR's Responsibility )

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 mandates your office to eliminate racial
discrimination im the area of school discipline.. Because we feel the urgency of
this problem, we are setting forth below specific steps and procedures CDF feels
are required to. alleviate the problems found by minority children in this area.
They are neither radical nor impossible to implement. Some simply require more
efficient use of existing resources and leadership from you and your staff.
Others will require additional staff resources or a reallocation of existing
staff resources.**
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disciplined exceeds by 5 percent the percentage of "minority' students in the
"base population" or if the percentage excess is over 2 percent and 75 percent
of the individual schools within the system report totals indicating at least
such an excess in their own disciplinary process.

The rationale behind the first criterion is obvious; the rationale of the
second is not. CDF's statistician has compared this latter methodology to the
process of assessing the fairness of the coin and the coin-flipper by studying
the distribution of "heads" over a number of flips. Taken by itself a 2 percent
excess might not be a powerful indicator of racial bias; however, if we break
down the total figure into school-by-school components, and 15 out of 20 report
at least suet an excess, then we have the same reason to be curious about the
fairness of the r,- ess as we would be if a coin turned up 15 heads in 20 flips.
If no racial is present, we would expect whites to outnumber Blacks, adjusted
for percentages, at least as often as the reverse.

OCR might argue that there are too many school districts which would meet
the first part of'the test and that OCR could not enforce such a program with
its limited staff flijs could also be pointed out with use of the Chi- Square
test or any test;` But,the existence of this problem would be in itself evit..:nce
of the magnitu0 of apparent racial discrimination which demands correction so
urgently.° The', ans-..ler should not be a do-nothing stance. Rather steps should be
taken to begin correcting the problem, including requesting the requisite staff
for OCR to act effectively. Moreover, OCR Auld have to cstablish priorities to
guide its selection of districts for further review and termination hearings if
necessary. Such priorities could relate to the percentage excess and/or to the
absolute number of minority children apparently affected by discriNtnatory
action.

For example, from OCR data, we have nationally ranked the 20 worst districts
for total suspensions, white suspensions and black suspensions as well as hv
percentages of school populations, by race, and by average length of suspensions.
Similar breakdowns have been done on a state-by-state basis. As our subsequent
report will show, where to begin will be guided in large part by the data's
indication of where the greatest suspension problems are.*

If the 5 percent and Chi - Square tests are potentially overinclusive, the 75
percent of schools tests may be underinclusive. The severest disciplinary
problems and accompanying racial discrimination tend to arise at the junior and

*
While we are aware that a comprehensive investigation is underway in New York

City and contemplated in several other major cities, this single effort is no
substitute for adoption of compliance standards for all districts. School
officials should have a standard against which to judge their actions. Indeed,
many school official: with leadership from yuu might voluntarily seek to comply,
or at least pay closer attention to their discipline practices. Parents and
children would have d framework against which to judge school officials' actions
and to take action.themselves. Moreover, the New-York City investigation is not
specifically on discipline. It has been in process for about two years and pro-
mises to hang on indefinitely. Such a compliance investigation in one place
should not be permitted to biock compliance efforts-in the seven other regional
offices.
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O
senior high school levels. Relati%ely few elementary school children are dis-
ciplined though in absolute numbers the fact that 119,071 elementary schooj
children were suspended in the 1972-73 school year for at least. 483.517 scnool
days warrants our dismay. 8ecause most school systems have many more elementary
schools than junior and senior high schools, the 75 percent test per se might
not identify systems which are in fact discriminating. Therefore,.one answer
might be to use this test whenever 75 percent of the junior and senior high
schools sholi the 2 percent excess. This latter 3poroach ray raise a Potential
problem in school systems witn so few schools that the 75 percent index might be
rendered unreliable. This could be remedied, however, by a written rule requiring
a minimum number of eight schools in the sample before the 75 percent method
would come into play.

Test

In any scnool system with 5,000-15,000 students, it shall be prima facie
evidence of racial discrimination in the disciplinary process either if the
percentage of "minority' students disciplined relative to all iTUdents disciplined
exceeds by 8 percent the percentage of "minority" students in the "base population"
or if the percentage excess is over 5 percent and 75 percent of the individual
schools within the system report totals indicating at least such an excess in
their disciplinary process.

The earlier discussion of Test 1 pertains here as well. In addition, as
the number of students decreases, the possibility of distorted results increases
because of the emph4sts on poccntarle diffcrPriti41:. Piot ouidelines or priority
rules could take into account such possible prehlems,

Test III

In any school system with under 5,000 student:-, it shall be prima facie
evidence of racial discrimination in the disciplinary process either if the
percentage of "minority" students disciplined relative to all students disciplined
exceeds by 10 per,..ent the percentav of "minority" students in the 'base popula-
tion" or if the percentage excess is over 5 percent and 75 percent of thp indivi-
dual schools with-n the system report totals indicating at least such an excess
in their disciplinary process.

These four statistical tests focus on the school system. Though the 75
percent trigger depends on disaggregating the system into component school
units, they are insufficient titi,,re a school system as a whole appears to be
nondiscriminatory except for one or two schools. Possibly, complaints from
parents and students can help identify such situations and organized parental
activity remedy them. Student and parental input in the discipline process is
an essential component that must be mandated Indeed, they should be involved
iA the formulation of such local policies and procedures. there the overall
system appears to be wking e bond fide effort to be fair, as measured by
objective'datd, flexible and informal prodding by parents and by your office
should be sufficient.
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Data Problems

In relying on statistical tests to shift the burden of proving nondiscrimi-
nation onto individual school districts, OCR would have'to institute major
quality control standards and procedures in the National School Survey. We
think the Survey is a useful instrument upon which to b,:ilcfa compliance program.
However, substantial improvement must occur both in the kinds of questions asked

on school discipline, issues (see our letters to you of March 22, 1974 and April
12, 1974 reap-mending changes in the survey's questions) and in the timeliness
of your data analysis.

Quality iontrol

In preparing, ur report of the incidence of students suspended from schools
based on your data, we encountered an indefensible number of errors in the data.
Poor workmansi.i2 by the contractor was evident throughout. Many of the mistakes
were so blatant -- for example, New York City was listed twice: -- that it is
apparent that no one had edited it for any possible use. We threw out over 40
districts because of the dubious nature of the data.

Attached is Paul Smith's (COF's statistician) description of some of the
data problems we confronted. A further technical memorandum will be prepared by
him and forwarded to your data people. Most of the problems set forth in his
memorandum are correctable and all are detectable. He would be happy to work
with OCR staff and co/II-actors to ensure that such problems are not repeated.--,

Survey Questions

In addition to the kinds of questions set forth in our letters in March and
April, your questionnaire seeks no information from school districts on discipline
policies, due process procedures, offenses, avcrege length of punistmient by.race
and by offense; etc. This information could and should be the basis for further
tests to trigger compliance efforts. Alternatively, such information could be
colletted upon failure of school systems to mcct the initial statistical tests.
Such failure could then trigger a form letter follow-up survey seeking information
on policies and procedures which might be answered within 30 days. Alternatively
or additionally, on -site reviews might solicit such information. However, it is
crucial that school systems be advised of the necessity of their maintaining
certain kinds of information. Attachment II is our draft suggested letter/survey
form incorporating such questions.

Procedural Due Process

Failure to accord due process is endemic in school districts throughout
America. Discipline is still, for the large part, hidden in the recesses of
principal and sometimes teacher discretion. Parents and children have Aittle
voice or protection as Chapter 5-of our, report shows. This is not only unfair
to students, but it makes it difficult to monitor discipline figures submitted
by school systems. While fair procedures,are not the sole answer to the rampant
use of suspensions, they are a beginning threshold for judging the fairness and
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validity of a school system's practices in this area. Even if there is agreement,
for example, that students who "threaten" a teacher should be suspended, it will.
not be at all clear from looking ,t raw figures of students suspended for such
an offense how many actually did so, unless one makes the entirely unjustified
presumption that existing school procedures which lack elemental due process are
impeccable in their fact-gathering and evaluating capacities. The U. S. Supreme
Court has before it now the issue of whether constitutional due process requires
a hearing in public school suspensions. the record in this case, Goss v. Lopez,
reveals that the stated policy of the Coiumbus, Ohio school board isco accept a
teacher's description of an incident as determinative, without giving a student
any chance to offer his or her own story of what occurred. Regardless of the
Court's decision, however, OCR has an independent obligation to encourage a,
system, of fair procedures for purposes title VI.

We urge in our report that due process procedures prior to a student's
exclusion from school is not only a neces:,ary legal prerequiqte but is an
essential educational prerequisite. It i. crucial that public school children
believe schools are fair and just. They rannot do this unless in fact schools
are fair and just.

Test IV

I propose another test, therefore, for establishing a case of prima facie
discrimination which involvesevaluation of procedures, to wit:

In the absence of procedures guaranteeing full due process to students
prior to disciplinary exclusion (except where there is a clear and immi:diate
danger of violence), including but not limited to written notice, confrontation
and cross-examination, access to counsel or other advocate,and written decisions
by impartial hearing officers, it shall be prima facie evidence of racial dis-
crimination in the disciplinary process either if the percentage figure of
"minority" students disciplined relative to all students disciplined exceeds at
all (or alternatively by 2 percent) the percentage of "minority" students in the
"base population" or if 75 percent of the individual schools within the system
report totals indicating any such excess.

Test V

.This test would attempt to look at a variety of indices that may indicate
discrimination. Problems such as unequal levels of punishment or unequal kinds
of offenses (certain offenses are only minority offenses) may also serve to
exclude children unfairly. Information as to the kinds of offenses levied for
what kinds of studepts and for what duration and/or severity would have to be
elicited. We propose that it should constitute evidence of racial discrimina-
tion whenever the average punishment of minority offenders for given offenses
exceeds the average punishment accorded non-minority offenders. It should also
constitute evidence of discrimination if,the average punishment for any given
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offense has increased or if the kinds of offenses punishable have increased since
the beginning of desegregation of a formerly segregated school system and if the
percentage of minority students disciplined for any such offense exceeds their
base percentage vis-a-vis the non-minority school population. If evidence of all
these exist, such evidence should constitute a prima facie case of discrimination.

While this guideline sill be useful mostly in systems that are currently or
recently desegregating (Bost0A, for example, has suspended more than 1,500
pupils since September when its desegregation plan took effect), OCR should take
care that future problems are alleviated by collecting data on these issues and
monitoring' school systems as desegregation proceeds.

By proposing 'these tests we do not intend in any way to hamper the complaint
process for parents and children as a way to trigger investigation and response
by you.

There remain other complex questions. But I hope that the discussion here
can serve as the basis for a serious and continuing set of discussions with you
in the near future. CDF and other groups long involved in ensuring equal educa-
tional opportunity are committed to seeing that something is done. I do not
claim that CDF's suggestions are the last word on these complex issues. Indeed,
I have tried to candidly point out some of the potential problems that are
presented by our rropo 2d tests. But I believe that these problems are soluble
with reasonable eff3rt.

The time is long Overdue for a decision in this area. The nation and its
children must end the educational and personal waste that is reflected in the
thousands 'of educational 'lives lost now through disciplinary exclusion, many for
unnecessary reasons and others by unfair means.

/mr

Encls.

6 Sincerely yours,

Marian Wright Edelman
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PROPOSED SURVEY FORM FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS FAILING TO MEET PROPOSED STATISTICAL
TESTS on RACIAL/ETHNIC-DISPROPORTIONS IN USE OF SUSPENSIONS AND/OR FOR PURPOSES
OF ESTABLISHING A PRIMA FACIE FIIDING OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION UNDER TEST 17

DRAFT

1. For each length of suspension which is permitted in your district, check the due process procedures
which must be follosNed in the course of the suspension decision:

Written notice of suspension
to student:

Written notice of suspension
to parent:

Right to a hearing:

Right to counsel or third-
party advocate:

Right to sumon and cross-
examine witnesses:

Impartial hearing examiners:

Written hearing decision:

Appeal of hearing decision:

Check if suspensions,for the
indicated length in days are
not allowed in your district:

Indeter-
minate*

Length of Suspension Period in Days

. 2 3 5 6-9 10 over 10

*A suspension is considered for purposes of this report to be indeterminate only if a student does not
know the length of his or her suspension after all administrative procedures have been completed.
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2. Check the due process procedures used in your school system when
a student is expelled:

Written notice of expulsion to student

Written notice of expulsion to parent

Right to hearing

Right to counsel or third-party advocate

Right to cross-examine

Impartial hearing examiners

Written heai-ing decisions

appeal of hearing decision

3. Does your school system publish.and distribute written policies

on suspensions and expulsions which include a list of offenses
which may result in suspension or expulsion and the penalties
for such offenses?

Yes No

If yes, check those persons who receive copies of the policies.

Students

'Parents

Teachers

Principals

Other school
officials

If no, do principals determine offenses which may result in
suspension or expulsion?

Yes No

If no, do teachers determine offenses which may result in
suspension or expulsion?

Yes No
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4. If your system has adopted written policies on suspension and
expulsion, were teachers, parents and students involved in their
formulation?

Teachers - Yes

No

Parents Yes

No

Students - Yes

No

5. Is there any provision for regular participation in disciplinary
policies and practices of:

Teachers - Yes

No

- Parents Yes

No

Students - Yes

No

If yes, describe such provision for each group.

6. List below the types of disciplinary measures other than suspension
and expulsion used in your school system to remove children from
their regular classrooms for any period of time including but not
limited to disciplinary transfers, in-school detention, etc.
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7. Does your school system allow the use of voluntary or consensual
withdrawals in lieu of suspension or expulsion?

Yes No

If yes, for what kinds of offenses or situations.

8. List below the offenses for which students may be suspended and the
length of the suspensions. 'Please be as specific as possible.
Define any broad categories of suspensions listed such as "violation
of school rules", insubordination, "disruptive behavior," etc.

9. List below the offenses for which students may be expelled. Please
be as specific as possible. Define any broad categories of expul-
sions listed such as "repeated violations of school rules," "repeated
insubordination," "disruptive behavior," etc.
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10. For each type of offense above, and for each junior or senior high
school or school with grade 7 or above, list on a separate page,
the number of students suspended, the number of students expelled,
and the suspension days by race and national origin. Use the
format below:

Offense:

Students
Suspended

Suspensi6ns
one day
2-3 days
4-10'days
11-20 days

Students
Expelled

Offense:

(same as above)

Am.

Ind.

Black
Am.

Asian
Am.

Sp. Surn'd
Am.

Others Total

..,

,
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11. Does your school district take steps prior to Suspension or expul-
sion to solve the problem requiring exclusion?

Yes

If so, please indicate procedures followed:

Conference with child

Conference with parent

Referral for counselling

Referral to diagnostic
services

In-school detention

Other?
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CHILDREN'S DEFENSE FUND
01 The WASHINGTON RESEARCH PROJECT, Inc.
1)13 R St. N W. Wash D C. 20001 (202) 483-1.10

MEMORAND1M

Cambridge. Massachusetts Office
1746 Carnbridg SIt1
Carnbridga, M3S. 0213$
(GM 492-11350

TO: Marian Wright Edelman

PROM: Paul Smith XN-

RE: Office of Civil Right,: 1972 and 1973 Elementary and
Secondary Survey Data Jase on Magnetic Tape, Data
Set Names: LDMSOUT and LDMS73

I. How We anal zed OCR Suspension Data

In preparing our report of the incidence of students suspended
from schools, we made use o1 the data base for 1972-73 and for
1973-74 provided to the Children's Defense Fund by the Office of
Civil Rights. Since the same data base will be used by the Office
of Civil Rights for their own analyses, I will list some of the
conditions we encountered in using the magnetic tapes and the documenta-
tion prepared by the Office of Civil Rights contractor.

Because the remainder of this memorandum is rather technical
(and meant to be of use, primarily, to the Office's data processing
specialists), I offer here a plain language summary of our experience.

.186

1. The documentation that we received was incorrect
with respect to the most basic properties of
the data. It was incorrect about the physical
length of data blocks on the data tape. It was
incorrect about the sequence in which data for
different school districts would appear on the
data file. It was incorrect about the logical
structure in which the data is arranged in the
data base.

2. The contents of the data bases show evidence
of either incomplete processing or of poor
workmanship in the editing of school district
reports onto the files. For example, there
are two entries on the 1973 tape for New York
City! (I can't see how even the federal govern-
ment can overlook a second New York.) Georgia
contains a "school district" named "CITY", and
bearing OCR district code 2000037. It contains
no children, but does contain invalid codes in
some data fields.
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3. The school suspension data collection format
requires the matching of suspension figures
reported on the 1973-74 reports to enrollments
reported on the 1972-73 reports. It is obvious
that the OCR school code was never designed for
such matching across years. Since the grade
structure of a school may change from one year
to the next, even as simple a "split" as between,
elementary and secondary students requires that
we match records school-by-schcol.within district.
We found 15.308 individual schools which had the
same 11.6.157E7TOCR) school code within district,
but which bore different names in the two years.
If even a small fraction of 15,308 were anything
other than spelling br name changes, we will have
very inaccurate elementary/secondary breakdowns.
In 8 cases we found two schools within a district
which had different U.S.O.E. school codes but
bore the same name. These are almost certainly
errors of an undetermined sort and our checking
for this condition was not exhaustive.

'. There were 47 school districts which were present
in the 1973-74 data but which were not present
in the 1972-73 data. Some of these are doubtless
trash records left on file from the contractor's
incomplete editing in 1973-74 (and so no matching
1972-73 data were expected)`. However; there were
84 schools reporting suspensions among the 'i7 districts,
so clearly some of these districts did exist in the
previous school year.

5. It is possible that there are two distinct
districts, both named Pleasant Grove, Oklahoma
(U.S.O.E./OCR district codes 4624330 and 4624360)
but neither has a matching 1972-73 record. (This
condition rather overtaxed the editing capacities
of our programs!)

6. Lastly, even the most elementary editing on the
reported numbers (and days) suspended was not carried
out. The districts reported figures for five
ethnicities, plus total. Over a thousand districts
had totals which exceeded the sum of the five detail
counts (which is logically possible if ethnic
classification was not established); but almost 100
districts gave totals that were smaller than the sum
of the five details (and that is not logically
possible).
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The following is an expression of opinicin. The conditions
described above (and in technical detail below), may ultimately
derive in some instances from faulty preparation of forms by
local school districts although many are the typical result of
keypunching errors. The essential point is that, regardless of
their origin, they are the conditions which any reputable data
processing contractor (a) detects in postfiLe-construction
validity edits; (b) corrects immediately where keypunching or
programming nous are the demonstrable source; (c) notifies the
client where source documents are suspect. Further, reputable
work will include providing the client with editing and updating
programs, check totals that balance to source document counts, and
accurate documentation. The fact that such conditions can be detected
is demonstrated by the fact that we detected them. I cannot reA.st
adding that OCR would have detected them, also, had they made
routine proKision to draw preliminary reports from all data bases
immediately upon receipt from a contractor. Using the data pre-
vents abusing the data.

I must add that the data processing staff of the Office of
Civil Rights, and in particular, Ms. Barbara G. White of the
Management Information Systems Branch, 'were very helpful and
very competent. Indeed without their assistance, we might still be
looking for another New York.

After our editing, we retained 2,862 school districts with
38,866 schools (in 1972-73), 20,618 of them reporting suspensions
in 1973-74 for the school year 1972-73.

In order to be retained in our analysis, a district had
to have data in each of the two reporting years, had to have real
schools with non-zero enrollments (at least in 1972-73), and had
to have its records unduplicated in either file. In each of the
652 districts where the numbers of schools or the grade' structures
of the schools had changed from 1972-73 to 1973-74, the district
records were examined to see that there was no mismatch or other
basic flaw in the data. We will doubtlessly have undercounted
the number of suspenSions, both because of the 84 schools with
suspensions thrown out for lack of enrollment data, and because
some schools with suspensions were closed in the subsequent year,
and ,o filed no reports. It is reasonable to assume, also, that
since disproportionately many of the ethnically unidentified
students appear in large city, reports (New York, Chicago, and Los
Angeles) which contain higher than average concentrations of non-
white students, we are also under-reporting the incidence of suspensions
among non-white students.

In general, we have made use of only data as "clean" as possible
(short of field reconfirmation of district reports), and have chosen
to let the remaining biases understate the extent of suspensions
among school children.-
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II. Basic Properties of the Datasets:

1. DCB tinformation: The correct DCB's that will allow in
the 1972-71 data set (DSN=LDMSOUT) and the 1973-74 data set
(DSN=LID1S73) nre as follows:

DSN=LADMSOUT,VOL=SER=045570,
DCB=(RECFX=VSB,LRECL=SO4,BLKSIZE=4024)

DS4DMS73,VOL=SER=039799,
1)CB=(RECFM=VSB,LRECC=804,BLKSIZE=3220)

The documentation supplied us gave a block Size of 4024 for the
1973-74 data sct, LDMS73, and i8 wrong. I don't know whether the
reblocking took place when the tape was copied, or whether the
actual data base file supplied by the contractor is also at 3220
bytes, but I suggest that OCR check before using it.

2. For both files, the documentation dfrectory specifies that
the records are in "alphabetical order by state" but that the school
districts are in "no particular order" within a state, Based on a
telephone dell to OCR, we were assured that the districts were in
"alphabetical order" within state. On both files the districts are
in strict ascending order by U.S.O.E. district code. The district
code is a seven digit number whose first two digits indicate the
state. There has been no editing on state name or district name in
the data records, which are merely hand coded sections of the district's

I mailing address. Common sense requires that data file directories
correctly describe the sequencing principle for a sequential data
set. Without that information, we might have done several unnecessary
(and very costly) full file sorts prior to matching across years. As
it stands, the file contains many variant spellings for state names,
and the district names are not necessarily those that would be used
to. sort to alphabetical order by district name within state.

At the very least, it ought to be possible to:

a) provide OCR with a correct description of the
file sequence of the data base, and

b) edit the state names for consistency

From other indications to be described later, I suspect that
the contractor made no provision for deleting a district record.
The fudging about the file sequence may have come about because
the contractor had to process by U.S.O.E. district code in order
to,match his file, but-when a district name change occurred, he
had to leave the original sequence (which was, nearly, alphabetical
by district name within state) as it sLood, since to reorder the file
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by the new names would destroy the 1.S.O.C. sequence. An example of
such ti situation is Sierra Vista, Arizona, U.S.O.E. district code
1201463. It precedes, say, Cartwright, Arizona, U.S.O.E. 1201680
both in the actual file sequence, and in U.S.O.E. district code order,
but not alphabetically. 1 suggest a very simple remedy. bet the
contractor place another sequence numer on the district headers,
whieh will give the strict alphabetical order for district names.
This will correspond to U.S.O.E. number in all but a few districts,
primakily those hich have uedergone a name change, or which are newly
assigned V.S.O.E. codes. This number ould be used to sort to district
name order (usually within state code), and it would avoid (as the
current U.S.O.F. code usually does) the problem that the alphabetical
district name on file is not the correct one for sorting. An example
of the latter difficulty is, say,

Sort Order Desired

Gateway Borough, Alaska
Greater Anchorage Borough
Greater Sitka Borough

Actual Name on File U.S.O.E. District rode

Gateway Borough 1100150
GTR ANCHORAGE 1100180
GREATER SITKA 1100240

Note that the current U 3.0.E. district code gets the alphabetical
order correct, hile the actual name on file would place GRE ahead
of GTR if sorted blindly. Since the assignment of unique alphabetical
sequence numbers for district name would have to take place only once
per district (not once per year) except when name changes occurred,
and since the current U.S.O.E. code provides a good sequence for all
except a tiny fraction of the districts, the idea might be practical.
It would, of calirse, pay for itself many times over since all alphabetical
reports by distriet could sort on the four bytes of numeric data instead
of 32 bytes of alplabetically coded district name. And the contractor
could continue to Irocess in U.S.O.F. code order, making district name
changes without res quencing the file. The cost to the contractor
would .be the programiiing needed to detect when a district name change
occurred, so that a new alphabetical sort sequence number could be
assigned but then he ought to have been monitoring that right along.

3. My copy of the Directory prepared by the OCR contractor
gives a "baby talk" walking tour through the wonders of.a fieldcoded
replacementvalues4only data structure. It was a bit skimpy in
offering warnings that trash district header records had been left
in the file, and that these records did not contain all the necessary
replacement values to, at least, zero out the data from the preceeding
district's records. My personal favorite was U.S.O.E. code.2000037,
district name "CIT1" in Georgia, from the 1972-73 data base. In this
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instance, OCR might be better otf in getting the contractor to make
his 'file resemble his documentation, rather than the reverse. I

suspect that "CITY" was a keypunth error for data meant for Americus
City, Georgia, but I have no way of being sure. In any ease, is there
any-pirotsible reason uh the eontiactor cannot prohibit Incomplete
district headers from going on t. le?

III. 'rata Structnee:

1. There are some district .ecords which are in such disarray
that it is impossible to know what happened. The best. that I can
do is to de.scribe what is on Tile in each of the two years.

"CITY", Georgia, V.S.0.E. title 2000037. Present on the 1972-73
file, with no matching U.S.O.E. code on the 1971-74 file. The distriet
contains no school records. and its header is incomplete.

FAIRFIF1D TOUNF,RIP, N.J., V.S.O.E. code 4005010 and
FAIRFIELD TWNSHIP, N.J., V.S.O.L. code 4005040 are both

present on the 1971-74 file, wit": no match by U.S.O.E. code to
the 172-71 file, and both contwn two school records.

NEW YORK CITY, N.Y., V.S.0.1% code 42205SO and
NEW YORK CITY, N.Y., V.5.0.1 code 422210. The first New

York City is the real one, and it is present on both files. The
second New York City has no schools and is present only on the
1972771 file. It was the "coincislence" of the digit error in the

code which suggested to me that the contractor has trouble
(a) keypunching and (b) faulty records from the file.

PLEASANT GROVE., UHL 1. , ii.5.0.E. code 464110 and
PLEASANT iRuVL, ohLA., V.S.o.E. code 4624160. these are both

Pr"::'nt on the 1971-74 rile, and neither is present on the 1972-71
file. But the school data fur these two districts are different,
the first having one school and the second two schools.

My guess is that "CITY" Georgia, and the second New York are
trash records, while the other two cases are erroneous duplications
in some stage of completion. Has OCR considered establishing check
counts of the number of districts (and perhaps even the number of
schools) to which the contractor is expected to prove?

2. The next list of districts that I provide shows those
districts that did have schools reporting in 1971-74, but which
weren't on the 1972-71 file (that is, the whole district was missing
in 1972-71). Ihere is a good possibility that these districts are
all leg,itirate, and are either newly created or reporting for the
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first time. I !lave no way to check further on the validity of the
data for these districts (we dropped them from our report), and 14
merely provide the list for OCHtstuse:

1001690 Guntersville City, Alabama
10u1710 Hale County, Alabama
1002160 Midlield, Alabama
1003510 Wilcox County, Alabama

1201463 Sierra Vista, Arizona
1204971 Mesa, Arizona

130567 Lakeside, Arkansas

e43 Coachelle Valley, CaliTornia
1416500 Hanford Joint Union, California

1505130 East 'Otero, Colorado

2603540 Atchison, Kansas

3604440 Box Elder, Montana
3605011 Brockton, Montana
3605160 Browning, Montana

401?-.)50 Wctodbory, New Jersey

.70

4100250 Bloomfield, New Mexico
41420 Chama Valley, New Mexico
4100510 Dulee, New Mexico
4101230 Hatch Valley, New Mexico
4101530 Las Vegas City, New Mexico
4101S6Q Mora, New Mexico
410204n Pent:, en, New Mexico
4102160 Questa, New Mexicic
4102400 Santa Rosa, New Mexico

4302560 Lee County, North Carolina*

400490-0 holey, Oklalloma
4606000 Byn', Oklahoma
46097s0 Dewar, Oklahoma
4611920 Hartshorne, Oklahoma
4625050 Preston, Oklahoma
4625200 Pryor, Oklahoma
4620730 Salina, Oklahoma
462ti7'0 Stilwell, Oklahoma
46322"0 Weleetka, Oklahoma

*1 do have some difficulty believing, that Lee County, N.C. is either
a new district, or has first attracted the attention of OCR in 1973-74.
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5139540 Andes Central, South Dakota
5175420 East Charles Mix, South Dakota

5312640 Cameron, Texas
5326010. Lamesa, Texas
5328620 Lyford., Texas
5334410 Pawnee, Texas
5338820 San Diego, Texas

5701920 Cusick, Washington

3. Because the data base for 1972-7; contained many districts
added for that year only as part of special studies, I did not draw
off the corresponding ltst of di:,Iricts that did have 1972-73 records,
but which did not have 1973-74 records. There were 5,194 districts
that fell into this category. Of course, among these 5,194 are some
which ought to have reported in 1973-74, but did not. In addition,
there are surely some which will "match" by name (not by U.S.O.E.
code) to some of our problem districts already listed. Since we had
about two weeks and a budget of under .600 for our whole report,,
something had to give and the scan of these 5i494 districts for
individual discrepancies was what gave.

4. We now come to the problem of matchtng schools within districts,
across years. I will first describe the problem. Each school record
contains a school code that is assigned by the contractf'r each year.
The documentation make. n* no proMises that these codes have any connection)
Cron year'to year. based on a telephone call to OCR, we assumed that
the school codes ustualy were- the same, from year to year (with 5 or
10 percent errors). We found that 15,308 scbool records carried the
same school code number (within district) bull; had a differently spelled
school care us name. Obviously most of thesOust be just nominal changes
in spellings or abbreviations. Nonetheless, even a small percentage
of true mismatches Would, of,:course, throw off our split between
elementary and secondary totals, although it would hwie no real, effect
upon our district. totals.

We also found 8 schools which had the same name but which had
different school code numbers in the two years. Further, our, scan
for this condition was strictly lioi'ed, and there ;is no stay that
Lean guess how many times the condition occurred, butremained un
detected by our programs. .(In other words, we, didn't read back and
forth over the whole district list of schools looking for a name
match when we found a code match failure; we only looked ahead or
back one seho014)
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1 have one otner clue to present. There were 228 districts
which had exactly the same number of schools in 1975-74 as in 1972-75,
but where the school codes did not match for one or more schools.
For these districts, the codes failed to match for 599 out of 3,110
individual schools, or a fail=ure rate of 19.2 percent. That is just
too high to be an occasional replacement campus or similar small
change.

For our purpose, since we can trust the district totals, even
if not the elementary/secondary breakdown, the problem is only a
nuisance. But doesn't OCR ever study school-by-school changes in
the racial composition (say) within districts? How do you carry out
these studies with accuracy?

At the very least, the contractor should provide a "logic"
edit to control the coding of school codes. Each school campus
report ought to specify whether or not it is a new campus this year.
If it is not, then the edit programs should force it to match an
existing school campus record for that district by name, or issue awarning if it does not. The edit programs should also "balance"
the numbers of schools ftom year to year, so that discrepancies could
be detected - including failures to report previously existing schools.
Notice that this procedure only requires very minor modifications to
the reporting forms, since data on new campuses are gathered now.
The edit programs would have to be new, since it is obvious that
nothing resembling Control over school campus identification exists
today.

a. In case OCR contractors argue that it is impossible to match
,hand coded names because of the extensive variations in spellings and
abbreviations that we non-electronic humans use, I offer the following.
Every direct mail house has a "duplicate name finding" .scan program
routinely used to purge duplicate names ',from consolidated mailing
lists, and school buildings are named fi_Or real people in the-. vastmajority of districts. Such programs operate in two stages. In the
first stage the program uses the duplicate name algorithm to "guess"
which names input match names on file, and prints out a list of its
matches (actually, only of its matches where the match was less than
perfect, or nearly perfect).* People who are still much better than

*OCR has school campus addresses as well as names, so the actual
failure-to-match-correctly rate will be very low. Scanning a correctly
matched school will surely take under 15 seconds per school. That
means 40,000 schools can be scanned in 180 clerical man/hours, or fura cost of under $1,000. Assuming a 5 percent miss-match rater and 5mihutes per input correction (both way too high), another 1$0 hours
and $1,000 will males ,the corrections. That is roughly $2,000 for
the whole job annually, and doesn't count the intellectual stimulation
to the OCR contractor gained in &Sing something right for a change.
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computers at this task - just scan the computer's matching to see
where they disagree. The second stage receives input coded only for
those cases .here the human scanners disagreed with the computer's
tentative match-ups, and the input overrides the computer's assign-
ments. The rest,of the assignments go through as the computer first
suggested. Of course, the programs do not just match letter-by-letter
(as ours did' due to lack of time), but first purge all expected
abbreviations (EL, ELEM, SCH, SCHOOL, 'HS, GRADE, etc.) and then
matches "by length in order with skips allowed", for example:

Thomas Alva Edison
T A Edison
Thomas A Edison
T Edison
TA Edison

Edison Falls
Thomas

Are all allowed matches, with the-last tWo obviously doubtful to
a human, but not to a computer. The 5th, TA EDISON might be flagged
by the computer as suspicious. although to a human it is an obviously
allowed variant.

In summary, I have no idea whether OCR wants to improve the
school-by-school matching, but it can be done. Although, unlike
the other suggestions that I make, this one does have real and
perhaps substantial costs attached (for the clerical ,scanning - the
computer passes are very cheap.)

IV. Input Field Validity Checking:

1. The actual numberson file for schools can crr (or appear
to err) for three reasons:

a) The district just made a mistake.

b) The contractor made keypunching erro ?s, and either
is not verifying or is allowing, his verify operators
to "red button" by a mismatch rather than to pull
and repunch the data.

c) Some very unusual condition occurring in the local
district has resulted in the district coding (to
the best of its ability, correctly) very odd figures.
This is usually a case where the forms were just not
flexible enough to cover the local circumstances, and
is quite understandable.
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, It is important to OCR that they know or at least have 2
a chance to know, what happened in each instance. In some cases
they may wish to hate the local district correct the return, in
some instances OCR may itself choose to :"fix" the data, and in
some instances OCR may want to leave the anomolies just as they
are, but be in a position to recognize them later (and even inform

a. helpless innocents like COP about their existence). Some anomolies
may attract field office attention from their very nature for
instance; Los Angeles' total absence of any suspensions. In any
case, OCR has a right to be present as these conditions are handled,
and that requires that the contractor produce a postfile creation
validity edit for all testable fields on the data base.

2. I will list the kinls of anomolies that we detected among
the very small proportion of the data fields that we used in our
report.

a) Some districts coded total numbers of students suspended
at least once, and total number of suspension days that were less
than the sum of the detail for the five ethnically distinguished
groups. It is logically,possible for the total to exceed the sum
of the detail (and it certainly does, often enough) when some suspensions
have occurred among ethnically unidentified students. -But there is
no logical way for the opposite to happen.

b) It is logically possible for the number of students suspended
at least once to exceed the number of students enrolled in October
,(many more students enroll during the year, and old and new are
suspended-with gay abandon during the year). .But it is 1,64wrdifficult
for me to believe that Spanish Surnamed students in Columbia'County
Georgia; American Indian students in Memphis, Tennessee and Berkeley
County, South Carolina; and American Asian students in Cairo, Illinois
were all suspended at the rates indicated. Obviously, OCR needs a
listing of such discrepancies, since the action to be taken in each
case is a matter for judgment and perhaps field investigation.

c) It is also the'case that OCR ought to receive discrepancy
lists for districts that leave the ethnic composition of their sus
pensions largely unidentified: Phoenix Union High, Arizona;
Bardstown, gentucky; Baltimore City, Maryland; Downe Township, New
Jersey; Roselle, New Jersey; Cumberland County, North Carolina;
Philadqlphia, Pennsylvania; Chicago, Illinois; Willingboro, New
Jersey; North 4ergen, New Jersey; Mount Healthy City, Ohio; New
York City. (the first), New York; Waterbury, Connecticut; Peoria,
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Illinois; Rudyard, Nichigan; and RocheSter, Neu York, All left more
than 75 percent of their suspensions ethnically unidentified. It
would certainly also be of value to pick out those districts with
unusually low numbers of suspended students (like Los Angeles,
California, iith none) if only for praise (if merited).

Of course, the same kinds of validity reviews can be defined for
most of the other fields in the data base. The cost of scanning
the new files for discrepancies is very small, and the value to OCR
is Auite high.

The procedure that COP used in its report, namely listing the 20
' worst districts for a variety of test quantities, is a very simple

and effective way of monitoring the condition of fields on file, as
well as an excellent first look at the kind and scope of real conditions
(once the keypunch errors have been corrected).

12/1.3/71t
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February 14, 19!5

Poser ,..

0(.fico of Civil 1--.!,1:s

Depart of Education
and Welfare (

t'ashington, D. C.

Dear Peter:

( U.

On December 19, 1974, we presented a letter to you reoardivg cur findings
on children out of school in America. We discus,ed ,sp,xifically the great
racial disparities in suspension rates which we found in our analysis of OCR
suspension data and in our own survey data. We urged OCIl (1) to draft and dis-
seminate a specific compliancd policy under Title VI of the Civil Rights A-t, er
1964 outlawing racial discrimination in disciplinary practices and (?) to
design a specific compliance progrem in order to prevent and correct racial
discrimination in school disciplinary practices. UP set forth five specific
tests OCR might adopt to achieve this latter goal. jhee of these ice,ts wei-*
statistical: (1) the Chi Square test; (2) the difrerential proportions test, 6!,,'
(3) the frequency test for schools within districts. We promised to pre,iate
f6ward to you our analysis of how these statistical tests would in ract
This letter is the result of our application of th" various plopoced 1,cic 11 15
school districts in the state of Connecticut.

Statistical tests alone cannot "prove" that a disparity in susvnsic.;
is due to unjustified racial discrimination (though OCR could creite (.n iii...-

butable presumption at certain levels). What theycan do is rule out as hir.uly
improbable sera "innocent" explanations of apparent bias. The tests ve pro!lo,,

are designed primarily to indicate which districts do not show evidence or
racial discrimination: suspension rate disparities are explainalAe in teic , of

"innocent" factors such as the small size of the district br Of relative inf-r
quency of suspensions. Since OCR's resources are limited, eliminating diOrl.
for which such "innocent" explanations are teVable will allow more and.wore
extensive reviews of the remaining districts.'

1 Our tests show that an "innocent" explanation ray exist not that it in far!
does exist. It would not be legitimate to conclude that a district not sole( `_l
for further review is proved to be free of racial discrimination in SUSpen,1,
practices. However, we believe that a uniform and clear OCR policy combin-..!
with procedures for parents to complain will adequately cover these.dlstri, :
Moreover, neither our tests, nor any statistical tests, require OCR to
any prior or external information which it may have respecting racial car''.
in local districts.

Nolen.1 °thee '170 111 STAFCT, 11 W WA';'43.4(170., DC 2001 (M) 0)117)
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are very conservative. )1evertheless, our Connecticut
e.. s'orc districts will show a prima facie case of racial

- could adequately review. That as not a "fault" of th-
tos-s. :s a drar,atic illustration of the e\tent of the racial problem
in s. 5 sting the burden of proof to districts who meet the pima
f1cSr -:al -,.sts for racial discrimination is crucial therefore to an
ef`ec'iv; i t program./

1:e rec-c--er:1 stratification of districts by size of enrollment: Large
districts ;:lth er.-0711--nts over 15,000 students; medium districts with enroll-
ments bet:,aer, 5,000,and 15,000 students; and small districts with enrollments
under 5,030 students.3 This will help OCR acquire information about the
problems of enforcement across a reasonable spectrum of districts.

Lplication of Our Proposed Tests: 15 Districts in Connecticut

We examined 15 Connecticut school districts with data available on the
1972-73 and 1973-74 data sets for suspensions during the 1972-73 school year.
Connecticut was not selectod because it showed severe suspension problems. It
was selected because it was typical in the variety of problems it presents
although only 15 districts reported to OCR. Since black student suspensioa
ras display larger and more pervasive disparities vis-a-vis majority sto1ant
s4.4ension rates, and ware enrolled in relatively large numbers in all 15 dis-
tricts, we applied our tests only to black and white suspension rates.4

2
OCR should select a smAller group of the most egregious districts for field
reviews. This does not mean that no action can bejaken before a review. Use
of the followup survey we proposed earlier might be an appicpriate step to take
short of selected field visits. Whilethe rankings and measures our tests
provide may be useful in determining priorities, their use in decisions for on-
site reviews cannot be determinative. Available resources and problems encoun-
tered when suchreviews are mounted would have to be considered as would othci
information OCR may have about a district beyond the survey. Statistics are
only an aid to and not a substitute for human judgment.

3
It would,be reasonable to,hold giant (over 200,000) metropolitan districts by

themselves because of the time commitments that their review would entail.
There are 8 such districts containing approximately 20 of the minority student
population. OCR may also wish to review districts separately by states groupd
according to regional offices, since both the resources available to each
regional office and the type of suspension practice's encountered vary.

4
Similar calculations would have to be made for each distin.A minority group fcr

which OCR collects data.
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total enrollments of the 15 districts, the numb -r of
TZ- 0c,ober, 1972, tivi nuilber of students suspendA during

151: fo-. bl,c1, other (including Spanish Surualhed Awrican,,Pmeriu,
Inf,-, si A-,rican students), and the total for each district.'

I.

A. Pdrp,-...se

If wa consider a hypothetical district in which white and black students
in fact had exactly equal probabilities of being .,tispended, there would si,ill
b: small chance fluctuations in the proportions of white and black eniollments
suspended. Equal probabilities of suspensions are compatible with small
variations in the actual ratios suspended. Stated simply, if we had a jar
containing 90.pencent blue candies and 10 percent green candies, in ten candies
drain from the jar strictly at random, we would not be surprised to find either
no creen candies or two or three green candies in the 10. If the differences
between white and black suspension rates within a real district were so slight
as to be explicable by just such small chance fluctuations then it would not be
reasonible to conclude that the real disparity was itself prim facie evidence
of racial discrimination.

The Chi Square test insures that no district is selected for review if the
racial disparity_ in suspension rates is reasonably compatible with such chance
fluctuations,. The test does not prove that such disparities, are in fact duo
to change fluctuations.

B. How Chi Square Works

Chi Square's initial hypothesis, called the "null hypothesis", is one of
equality, i.e., suspensions within a school district are carried out in d
manner that white and black students have equal probabilities of suspension.
It then calculates the likelihood that an observed disparity in suspension
rates could have appeared in a district with equal probabilities of suspensions

Accurate.ethnic reports are essential. Using the school district data we
apply (1) the. Chi Square test; (2) the differential proportion tests (OPT);
(3) the frequency tests (FT) for schools within districts; and (4) ranking
tests for determining relative severity among districts for whom a pyir!ia.
case of racial discrimination has been established. Some districts did not
give ethnic identification for some of the students that they suspended.
The number of students which the district reported as 'suspended at least
once, but for which tht district did not supply an ethnic identification, is
shown in the column labelled "unidentified". It will be important in apply-
ing oUr formulae to recall that "unidentified" suspensions do exist necessi-
tating slightly different methods of calculation.
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1:ner) the likelihook is fcr exdple, less than 1 in

t-rJard, we can say :at the uispliity is unlikely to have

!Nos fluctuations of equal susoension rates. Uhm the
;'s thon 1 in20,we can con,lude that the observed disparity

in iS compatible with chance fluctnations.6

Cni Square because legal precedent for its use exists. (See
pa,J 7 of c.,.f 1et:?r to you of December 19, 1974.) But there are other stat-
istical tests .alc% perform the task of determining a prnia facie case of
racial dis:rin:inatIc.,n equally well.

C. Chi Squire Calculations

Chi Square involves five steps.7

(1) Arranging the relevant data from the district for which the
calculation is to be made.

6 1n order to ascertain the likelihood of chance fluctuations as a compatible
explanation for observed disparities in suspension rates, we compute a number,
called the Chi Square value. This number can range from zero upward without
limit. tie then compare the calculated Chi Square value to a reference value
set by statistical theory. If our observed Chi Square value exceeds the
reference level, then we conclude that the observed disparities are "signifi-
cantly" different from those that might be brought about by chance fluctua-
tion;. the word "significant" is used here in its statistical sense, which
roughly, means "improbable" and does not have its usual meaning of "important".

The reference value that we propose be used is the one which would be
exceedad by chance in data from a non-discriminating district only one time
in twnty. This reference level is alternatively known as 'the .05 level of
significance" and as the "5 percent rejection region"; both are merely differ-
ent ways of saying that non-discriminating districts will exceed this reference
value by chance only one time in twenty.

Detailed statistical descriptions of the theory of Chi Square testing
can be found in Kendall and Stuart (1967), chapter 33, volume II (reference
(1)). Detailed desci:iptions of the distributional theory from which the
values for the reference levels were selected can be found in Lancaster,
chapter 11, reference (2); this citation also contains extensive material
defining the power and performance characteristics of Chi Square tests in 2
by 2 tables, a small portion of which was used to develop the warnings
offered in our section on calculation.

7 Each step is described in order, and some brief explanation is offered as to
why each step is needed to insure that inferential validity is maintained.
We show the calculations both in symbolic formulae and with real data from
Stratford, Connecticut.
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that the expected value, of nu ,b,irs suspended are
a to threaten the test's validi,y.

for,ala for the Chi Souare value to the district
data a; ;.rranjed in step (1).

(."-) f tre calculated Chi Square value to the reference level
'defy .05 level of significance and concluding that a
prira = 'P case of discrimination exists if the calculated

exc.ves the reference level.

(5) After calculating and comparing the Cni Square values for all
the districts in a set (the nation, an enforcement region, a

state, etc.), checking to insure that the reference level (the
.05 level of significance we propose) is operating conservatively
despite the number of such tests carried out or all the dis-
tricts in the set.

1. Arranging the Data for_Calculation

For each district., the data from the Annual Civil Rights Survey Report
should be arranged in the two-column by two-row format shown in Table II attached.

The only numbers entering the tabulai- array are those for either the
white (.,ajority) students or the black (minority) students. Black suspen-
sion rates are not compared to pooled suspension rates for other minority
groups because a district oughtlnoi be allowed to justify suspending black
students beyond white rati -s because it also susdands Spanish surnamed students
beyond white rates. Thus each minority766up should be compared separately
to the majority rates.

2. Checking Expected Values by Cochran's Rule

The Chi Square reference value that We employ is an approximation to the
exact value. Districts with very few students or with very low suspension
rates may produce calculated Chi Square values for which the approximation is
inaccurate. Cochran, reference (3), p. 417 et seq. shows that two simple
'restrictions will insure the approximation's accuracy. We recommend that
both restrictions be used, and in a form some.ihat stronger than Cochran pro-
posed, so that no dispute regarding the accuracy of the approximation may.

First, Chi Square should not be applied to any district with fewer than
50 stuants (Cochran proposed 40) in the combined sum of the majority and
minority enrollment (white and black enrollment in our Stratford example, ri4.4,

in general). Since the enrollment of whites and blacks combined is 9,670 in
Stratford, over 40,, the first restriction is inapplicable. In fact, it will
apply to no district in Connecticut and to only a handful in the nation. It
must nevertheless be checked to insure the soundness of the inference of
prima facie discrimination.
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'es:HT,:tien requires so. e calculation. For each of the four
cell:, in :^e o= the data array shoan in Table II, we define an "expected

is, NH is the exucted value for tho cell in the ith row
and t-e 4 6f the rr4y, where i and j can range over 1 and 2.)

m.. = (n
i+

n
+j

)
ij

n

0

Table III shows the expected values calculated for each of the four
cells in the Stratford table. The expected va.lues are the number of students
who would have been suspended, or not suspended, if both the number of
students and the number of suspensions had been exactly equal and the district
had in fact suspended black and white students at equal rates. In Stratford,
the expected number of suspensions (under exactly equal rates) for white
students is higher than the actual number of suspensions observed, while the
expected value for the number of suspensions for black students is lower than
the number observed.

Cochran's second restriction is that Chi Square should not be calculated
for any district where the smallest of the four expected values does not
exceed 10 Cochran recommenEd 8): Since the lowest expected value in the
Strltford dAta is 56.6, which exceeds 10, the second restriction does not
apply. In Connecticut, the second restriction will apply to no district, and
it will apply to only a handful of districts across the country. Dui.as with
the first restriction, it should be checked to insure the soundness of the
inference of prima facie discrimination.8

In sum, these restrictions are meant to avoid singling out a district for .

further review when the statistical procedures might overestimate the extent
of the discrimination in that district. They are not meant to imply that very
small districts cannot discriminate but merely insure that the statistical
.procedures are applied where accuracy is verifiable.

3. Applying the Chi Square Formula

.The calculated value of Chi Square, X2, will ,be:

X2 = 1144. (I1112 n21 nll n221- 1/2 n+.1.)2

n
1+

n
2+

n
+1

nf2

8
For nontslack minority group styclents, both restrictions will come into play

more frequently. They constitute'small numbers in many,districts. When .

either restriction does apply, OCR has two choices. It can conclude that the
number of stud,:nts in 4istrict is too small to use, statistical procedures
for a pri7, fasip finding or review. Or OCR can use fisher's exact test (c2e
Kendill any SEiirt, pp. 550-552), which does not depend upon any approximation
in setting reference levels.
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t; t the positive absolute difierenix should
Wh.-n tf!: , "ItrNlr !,!t', is negative, it indicate', discrimMultion
011:e SrU: " ilniwity students is being tesftd. While this

cis:, not appeor frequently, it post be treated
exactlj' as tso _ loo situation of discrimination against-iainority grou,
students. no stetisticolly significant, discrimination e;:ists against
white studeets ;r s, of our 15 Connecticut districts. Thus, applying the
formula &bove to S'-atf6rd's data, we have:'

X? = 9670.( 78.8268 - 679-645 1/2 9670)2

9670( 644904 - 437955 - 4835)2

9670( 202114 )2

395020167191370
43-645102791021

= 9.05

The Chi Squ'are value for Stratford is 9.05.

4. comning_the. Calculated Chi Square to the Peferencelevp1

h
The calculated Chi Sf;uar value is compared to the following reference

leve r .

Likelihood of Ob-,erYitiq ci
value as high or higher
from chance variations: (significance) Reference Level

1 in 1000 .001 . 10.83
1 in 100 .01 6.64
1 in 20 .05 3.84
1 in 10 .1 2.71

9
This formula uses Yates' correction for continuity by subtraction within the
squared term iin the numerator of -he quantity 1/2 nF. This correction is
required whenever.a district "fixes" the number of suspensions in advance,for
eAample, by having a policy of suspending no more than 10 percent of its
studt,nt body. Most districts do not, in fact, establish any such lioitation
on the number of suspensions, As Plockett (1961, reference (1)) has shorn,
the correction is only needed whenever such a district policy'vrists. Since
the effect of mating the .:,..reection when it is hOi needed, for districts aich
dij not limit their number of suspensions, is to make the test even more con-
servative, we recormend its use in every Cd:;C, There isnothing in the Civil
Rights Survey to indicate whether a limit on the number of students saspe.led

X exist:, for a district. Yates' correction was established in Yates ( reference
(5)) and further corrections, which are not needed in our case, are discassJ
in Fisher and Yates '(pp. 4-8, reference (6k).
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The :iSt,'ICt'S disparity from explainable chance variations. the
greeter ca'ee'::ed Chi Square value. Uhen the calculated Chi Square value
exceed: a re'Eee-:-e level, tie can therefore conclude that the observed di%-
parWes sus,7,:rsion rates are significant at the exceeded level.

In our example district, Stratford, Connecticut, the calculated Chi
Square value is 9.ai; which exceeds the .05 or 1' in 20 level of significance
we recc:merd. Indeed, the observed Chi Square value exceeds a one -in -a-
hundred level and almost reaches a one-in-a-thousand reference level. Yet of
all the districts injonnecticutwhich show statistically significant_aunt

dof iscrim,r1:ion, Stratford-has theiowest calculated ChiSquare,valuel. Every
other Connecticut district t.i.ich displays aprima facie case of discriu natIon
does 53 at a level Whi r than the one-in-a-thousand reference level.

Table IV shows the calculated Chi Square values for-all 15 of the
Connecticut districts reporting to OCR. Three of the districts, West Haven,
Meriden, and Ansonia, are clearly shown to have disparities in suspension
rates consistent with chance variations among equal probSbilities of black and
white suspensions. The remaining 12 aistricts are clearly shbwn to have prima,
facie racially discriminatory patterns in their suspension rates. As ccinser-,
vative as our reference level is, this determination does not depend upon
Using our 1 ins20 reference level as a criterion. The determination would .

have been the same if the 1-in-a-hundred level were used. If ttm 1-in-a-thou-
sand level were used, only Stratford would not exceed the mark."'

That the choice of reference level has little effect on the determination
of the selected districts is because Chi Square's ability to distinguish

sharply between discriminating and non-discriminating diSlricts is very great
when the districts have several thousand enrolled students as most districts
do. Moreover, Chi Square metaphorically obeys the Biblica4 injunction to let
its "Aye be aye, nay be nay". Any reasonable choice of reference level will
select more districts for possible subsequent review than OCR can handle. That
is because the discriminating districts are discriminating'so severely that no
possible "random" explanations exist for the obseiwed disparities in tF it
suspension rates, regardless of the conservativeness of the selected reference
level. These considerations should alleviate any OCR reticence to demand that
the districts justify such disparities.

10
OCR might decide not to review I-in-20 districts until the,districts with

the greatest disparities have been reviewed. Indeed, Stratford would not be
reached until reviews have been made in the 12 districts that exceeded the
1-in-a-thousand level even though it exceeds the 1-in-a-hundred level. The
reference levels shown above were taken from Table 6,12 of Meredith (reference
(7)), but are widely available.' In all cases the reverence levels are thole
for to-by-two arrays of data, and thus correspond to a single degre, of
freedom.
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! Corr.0!% Pefer.:,:.ce Level

"ee
February 14, 'l c.6

A lcgical not practical possibility exists that thg reference level
was set tco lc.. sere is d 1 in 20 likelihood that a non-discriminating
district eir a pattyrn of disparity (thrpugh chance fluctuations) as high
as the revere, : 1-riel. In a fiery laNee sample of completely fair districts, 5
percent of the )euld be selected for:review )f the .05 reference level were .

used. To be sJee that:the reference level has been set sufficiently high, OCR
should always determine thit the numtier Of districts selected exceeds the refer-
ence level peeortion of the nurser of districts tested by a substantial amount.
for example, r.e tested :15 districts in Connecticut, using the .05 reference
level. Five percent (the reference levgllof 15 districts is less than one
district, yet we observed 12'districts whip exceeded the .05 reference level.
Thus we selected substantially more districts thin the reference level pro-,
portion of the number of districts tested. ,;!But, had we, for example, selected
only two or three districts out of 15, using the .05 reference level, then we
would shift to a higher reference -level - perhaps the .01 or even .001 levels.

While this check should be .made to preserVe the validity of the inference
of prima facie discrimination when carrying,putmultiple Chi Square tests, on a
number ordisTricts, in practice, as the case of Connecticut shows, there will
be no need for an upward adjustment in the choicsoof reference level because the
degree of discrimination is so great and the proportion of districts discrimin-
,ating is so large.

D. The Problem of Ethnically Unidentified Suspensions

Only two of the 15 districts in Connecticut failed to give ethnic identi-
fication for all of theie.,suspended students. However, the problem occurs
frequently enough theOughout OCR's survey to be worth noting. This is e$peci-
ally important because sore of the giant districts like New York City and
Chicago, with large numbers of suspensions, failed to provide complete data.

Conceivably, though unlikely, the ethnically unidentified students may
come disproportionately from the ethnit group with the lower suspension rate..

1 The district may therefori"be less discriminatory than would appear from their
report. Out OCR should not reward districts that submit incomplete returns by
omitting those with incomplee data from compliance reviews. This will con-
stitute mere license not to report accurately. We propose that the Chi Square

O
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test b ?pbliz:! to the ethnicaljy categorized suspensions from districts
with data. We also propose that any district that leaves a sub7
s tar4fre ;' ;3 of its si4engion5 incos,pletely TePot'ie'd
for runic... tr s. Vie results of statistical tests. HoWever,sucif
aiit'riats 5-7,..;a be invited to complete their returns within a time certain
before the review de,isionis finalized.

We cannot stress enough the importance of making districts understand f
t,at failure) to report completely or accurately is not to their advantage and
that persistent or extensive under-reporting that we know now from OurCDF survey
occurs, is going to be investig4ted."

E. ,Districts That May Be Cheating: Low Chi Square Values

Chi Square has a less common use.' Districts may file reports in which
minority - majority suspension rates are so equal that they are inconsistent
with random fluctuations. Chi Square's accuracy as an inferential procedure
is not verygreat when used to discover improbably "equal'' suspension rates.
since it ignores the fact that only-wholeinumbers are reported. Even bleating
districts w11.1 "round" their calculated figures to the nearest whole number of
students. However, very low Chi Square values, for example, values lei% than
0.01,ought to be inspected further, by a simple procedure.

In Connecticut we have one district, Ansonia, which has a calculated Chi
Square value. of only 0.00783. Ansonia reported suspending 188 out of 3,888
enrolled students. That gives an overall suspension rate of 188/3,88 -
4.8354 percent. Ansonia also reported that their total enrollment was made
up of 3,346 white students, 514 black students and 2& other students. If we
compare the actual numbers reported suspended to those that would have been
calculated by a cheating district which merely applied its overall suspension
rate to the total enrollments for each ethnicity separately,-we would find;

NUmber Enrolled:

Calculated by applying the
overall rate to each group -
calculations carried to three
decimal places:

CalcuWod figures rounded down
for min,Jrities, with the white--
figures adjusted to add up to
the total:

Ans6nia's reported number
suspended by ethnic-group:

Total White Black Other

3,888 3,346 514 28
A'

188

188 4,7'

188 161.182 24.854 1.354

163 24 1

19, 24 1

"

0

a

11 For example, Hayes Mizell, until December, 1
Richland County #1, South Carolina notes a dis
suspensions reported to OCR and those reported
reported no suspensions of less than 10 days
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Tn:t tro,,c;%a3it:,0 nus.bei of susperdel studdnts equal the actual numb,ns
A'::-AA C20,i not constitute a prj,m facie case of cheating. E,ocr

or evtr likelihoods cannot be ea.;ily calculated when rounding is
taken into cons'!r:tIon (as it need nbt be in the case of honest districts
faitbf,a3ly re:.-2-7tr: children who really do come In whole'number,quantities).
But if the si :3e calculations outlined above are carried out, and match the
district's re;o.tocu,7bors, it would certainly seem reasonable to inquire
intothe source 3f the reported numbers.

This procedure will not catch sophisticated cheaters. On the other hand,
if OCR's inquiries into falsc statements on the Annual Survey reports become
common knowledge, it might make even sophisticated cheaters consider whether
they would 14ke to present suhstantiation for their reports at a compliance
hearing. Methods to detect a substantial proportion of sophisticated cheaters
exist, but in our view should not be.published jn.order to avoid reducing
their eficacy.12

F. Chi Square as a Priority Ranking Device for OCR Follow-Up Review

So far, we-have been discussing establishment Sf a prima facie case of
discrimination sufficient to shift the burden of proof to school districts to
disprove racial discrimination. Additionally, OCR is going to need to set
priorities for its own selected follow-up investigation of districts showing
a prima facie case of racial discrimination. In Connecticut, not a state
where the suspension problem is most severe, 12.,Out of the 15 reporting dis-
trictsmet the prima facie test using Chi Square. An 80 percent selection
rate, if duplicated' everywhere else, could call for about 2,400 fieleinvesti-
gations per year by the Office of Civil Rights. Since that level of effort
is clearly burdensome, the importance of having clear policies and standards'
for districts to judge and to correct their own practices is crucial. ,We
would hope that many will move to do so voluntarily.. All should be asked in
the first instance to explain or justify such disparities under our'proposed tests
where they exist. Follow-up information should be sought. Those without
adequate explanations should be required to take immediate remediative steps.
It is from this pool of districts that OCR must decide which ones to purSue
further.

HoW then should OCR select districts for follow-up investigation;? Would
the ranking established by the calculated Chi Square value be a reasonable
method of setting priorities? For example, should OCR go first to Norwalk,
because its calculated Chi Square value was 958.101, higher than any other
district in Connecticut assuming no convincing explanation and remediative
steps from them? We think not for the following reasons.

1. The calculated value is predicated on the assumption of the "null
hypothesis!' that the district was not discriminating. The higher the value,
the less likely that the "null hypothesis" was true. It is not reasonable to
conclude from the'same data that a hypothesis is untrue and that calculations
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z.atll'are valid administrative derision tools. Once it is
strict rcets a prima facie case of discrimination, Chi
5e pat aside.

2. 7°5 7. S-u4ie value is not a "transparent" number enabling' the statis-
tically :2 intuitively grasp its relevance and implications. An
i fore_. ::14: at the review level should be based upon criteria that most
schouf z-d citizens will understand. Chi Square serves to insure
that e-,,dis:rict an available "innocent" explanation is selected for review.
Choosin;,; whlch_of t'le selected districts to pursue further with field investi-
gations ought to include measures or criteria that blend readily with prior or
collateral information about the districts such as the kind of response the
districts rake upon notification of a prima facie-showing and the kinds of due
process procedures in force,etc.

3. Chi Square has One unattractive property as a ranking tool. Of two
districts with identical tack and white suspension rates and with
identical total enrollments, the Chi Square value will be slightly higher for
the more integrated distrjct (i.e., for the district which nears a 50/50 split
in enrollment). This is because Chi Square only answers its primary question
of the likelihood of obserying a disparity in rates. That likelihood is smaller
when both groups are of equal size rather than one being very small. That is
correct for the purpose for which we propose its use--establishing a prima_
facie case--but would be unattractive as a ranking measure.

4. There are more suitable measures for setting investigative priorities
as we later recom-land.

II. The Differentiallyroportions Test (DPT)

A. Purpose

Chi Square serves to remove from further review _districts that display
'disparate racial suspension rates consistent with random departures from
equality._ It would also be reasonable to exclude those districts which did
show slightly 'statistically different racial suspension rates that might be
explained by systematic, i.e., non-random, but relatively minor and varied
causes.

For example, brack children might attend school bore frequently than
white children, and-thus have slightly more opportunities for committing an
infraction of school, rules than white children. Or the black student popula-
tion might contain a.slightly higher proportion of males, and males might be
more Me-ly to violate school miles more frequently than females. While we.

do not intend to prove that such innocent explanations are in fact the true
explanations for racial dispacitiesin suspencionyates, we wish to eliminate
froq further OCR review districts which may provide such an excuse. These

explanations should be forthcoming frba the district once a prima facie case
is established.
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T-e of tr.e differential proportions t9st is to make the prima
facie o> :ian even more conservative than the Chi Square test itself:- DP1 .

only those districts with a subltantial and systematic_patt=xn-
Of racial d:saa-;:y will be identified as meeting a prima facie case of dis-

B. Po.r CIPT Uorks

Since OCR already uses this test, we will not belabor the procedure. It
simply compares the percentage of suspended students who are minority to the
percentage of enrolled students who are minority. If the percentage of the
suspended students who are minority exceeds by a certain amount which we have
establisPed according to district size, the district is presumed to be engaging
in racial discrimination until shown otherwise.

It is important to note two aspects of DPT. First, it is not a probablis-
tic test and.does not use any assumptions regarding statisticariffstributions
or random processes. Second, it is not a recogn4zed measure in classical
statistical inference and has no theoretical rationale apart from OCR's own
experience with it. But OPT behaves like most classical measures of the
strength_of an association in that it is equal to zero in a non- discrinVinating
district and reaches a maximumtof 100 percent in a district with very few
minority students yet where only minority students are suspended.

C. Calculation of the OPT

Using Stratford's datazgain as set forth in Table II and involving only
black and-white students, we took four steps:

1. The data for the district is arranged as in Table II.

2. We checked to see that the numbers of students suspended were large
enough to avoid percentages involving one or two students. We feel that if
the number of students suspended is less than 100, DPI ought not be applied.
In a hypothetical small district with only IO students'suspended, the suspen-
sion of one less or one more minority student would make a 10 percent change
in the percentage of suspensions that were minority students. Thus the dis-
trict's status would depend upon the suspension of a single student. By I

requiring that at least 100 students be suspended before the test is applied,
we insure that (a) the district does have a substantial policy of suspending
students and (b) the events surrounding the suspension of a single student
affect at most a one percent change in the test quantity.

Stratford's data show that the district suspended 765 students. All of
the repenting districts in Connecticut, and most of the districts in the .

nation, suspend more.than 100 students per school year.

3. Ue calculated the test quantity, i.e., the difference between the
minority percentages suspended and the hinority_enrollment.
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For Stra:::.r.:. Connecticut, the calculations are:

10 78 - 100 723
757 9670

10.304 - 7.477

2.8 percent

Febrwav 14, 197')

4. We then compared the calculated differential proportion to a standard
defined for each size of school district. We have suggested a standard of 10
percent for small districts (under 5,000 enrollment), 8 percent for medium size
digricts (5,000 to 15,000 enrollment) and 5 percent for large districts (over
15,000 enrollment). If the calculated differential proportion exceeds the
standard, the district is held to show prima, facie discrimination.

Stratford has a total enrollment of 9,826. If we compare the calculated
differential proportion for Stratford, 2.8 percent, to the standard for medium
size districts, we find that Stratford will not exceed 8 percent, and thus does
not display RilimA:Wie discrimination by this-test.

That Stratford wet singled out for further review by the Chi Square to-,t,
but not as discriminatory by DPT illustrates two facts: (1) Chi Square test
is very powerful when applied to school districts, and (2) DPT is doing its
job of preventing districts with relatively small degrees of dispatity from
being selected.

DPT does not "show" or "prove" that Stratford was not discriminating. All
it does is limit the selection to districts in which tfte evidence for the
prima facie case does not depend upon the suspension or non-suspension of only
a few students. In Stratford's case, the evidence of discrimination rests upon
fewer than 25 of the more than 700 suspensions. Had the race of any 25 students
in the 700 been changed, the district would have shown parity.

D. Unidentified Students and the DPT

DPT must be'applied only to those suspended and enrolled students whose
racial identification has been supplied. Ethnically unidentified suspended

students must be omitted from the talculution.

Waterbury illustrates why the unidentified group must be excluded.

9).
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Ethnicity_ of Students

Total White Black Other Unidentified

Suspene.cJ 2,031 183 153 34 1,661

Not Susperded 15,771 12,455 3,469 1,389

Enrolled 17,802 , 12,638 3,622 1,542

Percentage of
Suspensions 9.0% 7.5% 1.7%

Percentage of
Enrollments 71.0% 20.3% 8.7% 0%

If we did not exclude the 1,661 ethnically unidentified students from the
suspended student total used as a base for the calculation of the percent of
suspensions, we would reach the non-sensical conclusion that Waterbury is strongly
biased in favor of whites, blacks, and 'other" at the same time. lh effect, the
district waiThave been rewarded for incomplete reporting by. receiving immunIty
from review. An unreasonable conclusion.

E. Application of DPT

Below is the calculated differential proportion for all 15 Connecticut
districts along with the reference percentage we suggest (whether or not the
district differential proportion exceeds the reference percentage).

Calculated Differential Yroportions

DistriCt

Stamford
8 port

.orwark
New Haven
4aterbury
lolmfield:

Danbury
Middletown
New London'
New Britain
Hartford
Stratford
West Haven
MerOen
AnsoniS

212

Size

For 15 Connecticut Districts

Differential,
Proportion (%)

Reference
Percent
(by Size)

Excess Over
Reference
Percent

Large 35.2% 5 30.2%
Large 30.4 5 25.4
Large 29.0 5 24.0
Large 25.7 5 20.7
Large 23.3 5 18.3
Small 22.2

,
10 ' t 12.2

Medium 20.3 8 12.3
Medium 19.8 5 11-.8
Small 19.2 10 '9.2
Medium 13.4 8 ,. 5.4
Large 5.4 5 0:4
Medium 2.8 8
Medium 1.3

.

8
Medium 0.7 . 8
Small -0.5 10
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singled out by Chi Sea:re,only Stratford is excluded
hy r ,71'y ,Irtford is near thereference percentage in the rulainino
11 distri:.3. T other districts exceed the suogested reference perceuta5.:,
by a vary Chanuing.the referemo percentages from the levels Le
sugcasoald tes':Fore have very little lilreact upon the proportion of all
reperti4 districts established as meeting a prim facie case of racial discri-
r_ination rates. Indee 1, they world have to be raised to 13 percent
before ar, eis:r;ctlesides Stratford and Hartford would escape selectiorlt As
in the case of Cni Square, this is not-a flaw in the measure. It is a re ec-

-tion of the severity of the suspension problem.,,

F. OPT as a Priority Ranking Device

AS DPT works only to prevent selection of districts where disparate suspen-
sion rates depend on the racial identification of a few suspended students, its..
is a poor device to select the "worst" districts for purposes of ranking
priority for on-site or follow-up OCR review. Indeed, it will perform even
worse than Chi Square which we earlier,recos-mended againseusing for this
purpose.

DPT has two severe defects as a ranking device. First, it is absolutely
indifferent to the number of suspensions and will rate,as "worst", districts
which, although they discriminate, do so while suspending relatively few
stuJen-ts -Fran+ any race. _For example, Stamford shows the highest value for
differential proportions. Yet Stamford has the lowest total suspension rate
(1.8 percent suspended) in the slate, and shpws the third lowest suspensiqn
rate for black students (4.4 percent suspended} in the state. That Stamford
shbws a prima-facie pattern of racial discrimination in its relative rates'o:
suspension is unquestionable. But the suspension problem in Stamford in
general and among black students is far from the worst in the State of Connect -
icut. Second, DPT will single,out an integrated district as relatively worse
than a district that is almost all white or-almost all minority even-though
the suspension rates in the districts are the same.

Connecticut does' not supply a good example of this latter protIlem. But
we can take a hypothetical example of three districts. Each district suspends
one percent of its white students and five percent of its black.students:- Each
has exactly 10,000 students enrolled. 'They differ only in that they are 10
percent, 50 percent, and 90 percent black respectively.

In our hypothetical distripts, DPT will strongly point towards the 50 percent
black district as substantially "worse" than the 10 percent black district
and dramatically "worse" than the 90 percent black district. This would be
an unreasonable result.

This is a defect in the use of the differential proportions test as a
ranking device. The test itself is fine when used correctly for its intended
function. For our three hypothetical districts, the test correctly suggests
that the racial disproportions depend upon the racial identificatOn of tiv
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feast 3er 3 st-_:ets in the 90 percent black district. The inference of
Is :.13..21y based in thel0 percent district, and least dependent

on s all r--bers in th 50 percent integrated district.

Pypctnetical District Figures Showing the Values of the
Differential Proportion Test for Three Districts of

ider:.ical Size and With Identical Suspension Rates for
Whites el blacks, but Having Different Overoll Racial Proportions

'District "A", 10 percent Black enrollment:

White Black
Suspended 90 50 D = 100 ( 50 - 1000) = 25.7%
Not suspended 8910 950 P 140 Togs

Enrolled 9000 1000

District "Be, 50 percent Black enrollment:

, . bWhite Black
Suspended 50 250 D = 100 (250 - 5000) = 33.3%
Not suspended 4950 4750 p 300 TOW

Enrolled 5000 5000

.

District "C", 90 percent Black enrollment.

White Black
Suspended 10 450 D = 100 (450 - 9000) = 7.8%
Not suspended 990 8550 460 TOW

Enrolled 1000 9000

III. The Frequency Test for Schools Within Districts

A. Purpose

The frequency test is proposed for use,in large school districts with many
schools that suspend students,as a secondary standard for the detection of
patterns of discrimination. Its chief use.will be to corroborate the results
of the Chi Square and differential proportions tests in determining a prima
facie case of discrimination in a district's reported. suspension ratet. It is
iii6-usable to detect mild but pervasive patterns of discrimination in dis-
tricts which suspend onegroup of students at a slightly higher rate throughout
the district. Since districts which disproportionately suspend students of one
group usually do so_massively, the second, function of the frequency test will
seldom occur.
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Z*-E Test Ope)Ate;

Sup se :hetical distrct sut:peiiddstudents fro,a mojority and
minority gro.:,,os ,.1:rout discrimination. Chaoce, fluctuations would lead to

higner s'isi7ensio7, proportions for one group in some schools, while
other schools weJic show slightly higher proportions of the other group sus-
pended. Since tn,'1, suspension probabilities are eoual for all students, the
odds that one grtr,.p will sho,r. the higher suspension rate in each school will

be equal.

State4differently, the suspension rates in any one school will be like the
flip'of a fair coin. There are equal probabilities that one or the other of
the groups will come out slightly higher just as the coin may land _heads or

tails. As the district is assumed to be large, it is as if a fair coin were
flipped many times with each flip an independent trial of its fairness.

Since we.know the number of schools in the district (corresponding to the
number of flips of the coin) and we also know the number of schools in which

.one group had a higher suspension rate than the other (corresponding to the
number of times the hypothetically fair coin landed heads), we can calculate
the probability of a genuinely nondiscriminating district having the suspension
rate; for one group exceed that of the other in as Many schools as the observed
district reports. The probability will equal that calculated from the cumula-
tive binomial distribution function. When this probability it very low,'we
can conclude that the pattern of discrimination qt served is very unlikely to
occur by chance in a nondiscriminating district."

This testlooks at a slightly different aspect of discrimination than
either the Chi Square or the differential proportions test. Chi Square
inquires into the likelihood of a chance explanation for the overall dispro-
portionality in suspension rates. The differential proportions test inquires
into how substantial the disproportionality in suspension.rates is in compari-
son to the minority composition of enrollment. The frequency test inquires

into the pervasiveness of discrimination without regard to the overall numbers
suspended. All three tests look at different aspects of the pattern of
discrimination. The frequency test is a secondary standard because it would
not be reasonable to use it to exonerate a district as a whole. For example,

a district that suspended disproportionate numbers of black students, but
which did so only because of very large disparities at a few schools rather
than smaller disparities at all schools would nonetheless show a prima facie
case of discrimination. However, it would clearly be useful to OCR to know
which kind of discrimination was occurring, i.e., whether the problem was per-
vasive or localized.

T1
The frequency test is a classic statistical test known as the binomial test

or as a Bernoulli test against a fixed probability (in our case the fixed
probability is .5, or equal odds, the same probability as would be used to
test a coin for fairness). It is presented in virtually all elementary texts,
and a complete discussion is given in Chapter 10 of Freeman, reference (8).
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f2nli Cr! Sz.rare; the frequency test makes no approximations. Unlike
theAiffer:r:ial proportions test, it does not require a large number of sus-
pended st,den:s. But it does require some preliminary checking to insure that
the test neains valid. Once the preliminary checks have been done, it is
necessary only to count the total number of schools in the district and the
number of tnose schools suspending minority students beyond majority rates.
When the proportion of all schools suspending minority students beyond majority
rates exceeds .75 (75 percent); the discrimination will be considered pervasive.

D. Checking the Data

Since we are going to compare the suspension rate for one minority group
to the majority group, both groups must have a sufficiently large enrollment
in each school to insure that the proportions are not unduly affected by the
suspension of one or two students. Thus the test should only be applied to
those schools which have at least 100 enrolled students in each racial group.

Second, the test ought not apply to schools that do not suspend any
students. If the relative 'disparity in suspension rates for any school would
change direction if.one more student from the group with the lower suspension
rate was suspended, or if one less student from the group with the higher rate
had notbeen suspended, then that school ought to be excluded from the fest.

Third, the number of schools which pass both of the above checks must
equal at least 10. If at least 10 schools in the district have (1) at least
100 students in both the minority and the majority groups, (2) have suspen-
sions, and (3), the suspension disparity rates do not depend upon the suspen-
sion of a single child, then the test can be applied to the district.

E. Applying the Test

We will let N be the number of schools in the district. In a district

with exactly 10 schools that meet all the above criteria, N would be 10. We
then calculate 75 percent of N, rounded up. (If I were 10, 75 percent of N,

rounded up, would be 8.) The number of schools in the district in which the
Minority rate of suspension exceeds the majority rata will be designated M.
If M exceed 75 percent of N (rounded up), then the district can be said to
display a pervasive pattern of discrimination unlikely to arise by chance in
a nondiscriminating district. If the number of schools in which the minority
rate exceeded the majority rate were 9 in our example (i.e., M equals 9), then
since 9 exceeds 8, or 75 percent of the number of schools, rounded up, the
district would be said to show a eon- chance pattern or pervasiveness of dis-
crimination. 0,

like all of our tests, the 75 percent standard is very conservative. For

example, the exact probability of observing 9 out of 10 heeds in a flip of a
fair coin is about .01, or about 1 chance in 100. For districts with more

a
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than 10 schools, the probability will rafl pff very rapidly as the num5er of
schools iiicreases. Thus the test is even more conservative with larger dis-
tri.cts.14

F. Limitations of the Current Applicability of the Frequency Test

At the present time the Annual School Campus Civil Rights Survey Reports
contain current school year enrollments but give the suspensions for the pre-
ceding school year. Thus school-by-school examination of suspension rates
would require the matching of school records across years. Because of techni-
cal problems in the computer data base in which OCR maintains the data, year-

a to-year matching is difficult and suspect. Thus we cannot give an example
from the Connecticut records and OCR could not apply the frequency test to
its data until the computer procedure is changed. However, the test could be
applied during an individual review of a selected school district, since no
problem exists once the actual school-submitted documents are available.15

IV. Ranking Tests for Determining Severity of DiscriMination

Thouglf the thrust of our tests is to shift the burden on a case-by-case
'basis to school districts who show a Rrima facie case of discrimination, there
will be a peed for selected OCR follow-up investigations in districts which
show extreme racially discriminatory patterns in suspensions and/or who persist
in such practices. Which districts to single out for priority follow-up com-
pliance efforts will depend on a number of factors. We would simply indicate:
three atributes which should be considered in ranking criteria: (1) they
should be easily discernible to laymen; (2) they should be specific to the
suspension issue, that is, should not be tied to the racial composition of
the school district as a whole since that may have no bearing on the degree
of discrimination in suspension rates; and (3) they should incliide some pro-
vision for magnitude comparisons of the suspension problems among the districts
investigated.

We think that the best ranking measures for purposes of OCR on-site
review are: (1) the difference between the minority and majority
suspension rates, and (2) the number of minority students suspended who would

not have been suspended had their suspension rates been equal to the majority
rate. Table V gives the ranking of the 15 Connecticut districts by each of
these two measures.

111
The exact probability levels, if needed, can be found in National Bureau of

Standards. Tables of the Binomial Probability Distribution, 1950, reference (9).

}5 As As with our previous tests, the frequency test should be applied only to
the data of one minority group and the majority group. Different minority
groups should not be pooled. Similarly, ethnically unidentified suspensions
should be'excluded entirely, for the same reasons set forth iii our other
test..
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Finally, en rarch62 and April 12, 1974, we wrote to 4ou about the need to
refine and strengthen OCR's Annual Elementary and Secondary School Civil Rights "
Survey. re.-bers of the CDF staff met with OCR. staff members. We expressed our
great concern not only about the problemg we discovered as to what questions
were z.sked and not asked, but about your plans to cut back on the number of
districts covered by the survey. The need is for more and better data, not
less. Ue were therefore extremely surprised and dismayed to hear that you are
considering conducting the survey every three or four years instead of annually.
This is inexcusable and unacceptable. It would undercut any possible compliance
program by OCR.

We would like to know if You are in fact no longer planning to conduct the
survey on an annual basis, and if so, why. Aild we want to be clear that we will
do everything we can to challenge such an action. ,

We would appreciate a response from you at the earliest date. We look
forward to meeting in the very near future with you on OCR's proposed policy to
meet the, problems described here..

?

/m

Encls.
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Sincerely, yours,

4

Lk --
Marian' Wright Edelman



Table I. EnrollMents and Suspensions in 15 Connecticut Districts

District Nxio

Largo Districts

Students Enrolle,l'in Oct. 1972
Total Whit,: Black 0ther

Students Suspended at least Once La 1972-73
Total White flack Other Unidentified

Uartford 28,060, 8,130 13,855 6,084 2,104 541 1,171 392 C

Bridgeport 24 310 10,770 8,343 5,197 3,820 542 1,545 723 1,010
0

New Haven 6,979 12,338 2,184 903 90 774. 39 0

Stamford 20,422, 14,825 4,508 1,089 v366 142 200 -24 0

Waterlvary 17,302 12,638 3,622 1,542 2,031 183 -153 34 1,661

Norwalk

nediun Districts

17,157 13,207 3,131 819 1,688 328 769 91 0

New }ritain 13,562 11,017 1,207 1,338 SS3 373 113 67 0

Meriden 11,377 9,899 511 967 419 355 21 43 0

Danbury

Stratford

11,129 9,923 944 277 292 206 84 2 0

9,326 8,947 723 156 755 679 78 8 0

Wost.Haven 9,511 8,539 863 109 447 395 46 6 0

Middletown 6,628 5,589 916 123 402 259 133 10 0

Small Districts

New London 4,676 3,171 1,175 33C 397 201 173 23' 0

Bloomfield 4,222 3,162 1,019 41 234 124 108 2 0

Ansonia. 3,888 3,346 514 188 163 24 1,
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Table II

Format of Data for the Calculation of Chi Square Values

(Figures are 1972-73 data from Stiatford Connecticut)

Suspension Status
of Students

Number:Suspended
at least once:

Number Not Suspended:

Total Number of
Students:

Ethnicity of Students
Majority Minority
(White) (Black)

Total Number
of Students

n11 = 679 , n12 = 78 = 757 (Total Suspended)'

se8268 n
22

= 645 n
2+

= 8913 (Total Not Suspended)

11.1.1 = 8947 :1+2 = 721 : n+.1. = 9670

(Majority (Minority (Total of Majority
Enrollment) Enrollment) plus Mincirity Enrollment)



Table III

Expected Values for the Stratford Data

Ethnicity of
Suspension Status of Majority Minority
Students (White) (Black)

Number Suspended at
least once:

nll = 679 u
19

= 78

mll = 700.4 m = 56.612
Number not Suspended: n

21
=,8268 n2 = 645

m21 = 8246.6 m
22 -= 666.4

Total Number of
-Students: n

+1 = 8947 n
+2 = 723

m+1 = 8947 m
+2

= 723.

Students
Total :.umber
of Students

n14. = 757

m1+ = 757

110+ = 8913

m
2+ r. 8913

n++ = 9670

m
++ 9670
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Table IV

Calculated Chi Square Values
or the Null Hypothesis of
qual Suspension Probabilities

For White and Black StudengS
In 15 Connecticut Districts

District Size Chi Square Discrimination Against

Norwalk Large 958.101 *** Blacks

Bridgeport Large S77.638 *** Blacks

Ne:: Haven large 257.957 *** Blacks

Stamford . Large 238.730 *** Blacks

Danbury Medium 151.971:*" Blacks

Middletown Medium 134.072 *** Blacks

Waterbury Large. 105.846 *** Blacks

New Britain Medium 100,213 *** Blacks

New London Small 75.571 *** Blacks

Bloomfield Small 64.364 *** Blacks

Hartford Large. 22.803 '" Blacks

Stratford Medium 9.051 ** Blacks

West Haven Medium 0.720

Meriden Medium 0.247

Ansonia Small 0.007S3

Statistically significant beyond the .001 level.
Statistically significant beyond the .01 levol.
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Table V

.Percenta!es of Blaeh and Idliteinrollments
Suspended at Least O ince n the

.15

District Name

Connecticut Distriels

Percent Suspended at. Least Once
Lehi le Black Difference

Bine). - White

Ansonia 4.9 4.7 - 0.2

Bloomfield 5.9 10.6 6.7

__Brid!,:eport- 5,0 ls.5 13.5.

Danbury 2.1 b.9 6.8

Hartford* 6.7

Meriden 5.6 4.1 0.5

Middletown 4.6 9.9

New Britain 3.4 9.4 6.0

New Haven 1.1 6.3 5.0

New London 6.3 14.7 8.4

Norwalk 643 24.6 18.3

Stamford 1.0 4.4 3.5

Stratford 10.S 3.2

Wqterbury 1.4 °'1.2 2.8

West Haven 4.6 5.3- 0.7
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON O0 20213

:',1AR 7 , 1975

Ms. Marian Wright Edelman
Children's Defense Fund

of the Washington Research Project, Inc.
1746 Cambridge Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Dear.Marian: U
We have received your letters of December 20, 1974, and
February,14, 1975, in which you discuss your findings in the
school discipline area, and describe a number of statistical
tests that may be applied to data on student-discipline actions
in the school districts we have recently surveyed. You also
have urged this Office to develop and enforce a compliance
program that will address effectively the disproportionate
impact of disciplinary exclusions on minority children.

A reading of your letters encourages me to think that your
staff and mine are on the same track as to the need for hard e-b
selective criteria in making a determination of districts which
tatistically appear to be in violation of Title VI. As you
know, OCR, through our Policy and Program Development Branch,
is working out criteria based onedifferential propprtions. The
data comes to us from the DBS Corporation, which had the con-
tract to compile student-discipline statistics reported on the
OS/CR 101's and 102's for 1973. (Two copies of their findings
were given to your star two weeks ago.) Further, we have
shared your discussiorss o ..statistical tests, with one of our
consultants whose review and comment will be of great assistance
to us.

We have reviewed your proposed survey form for certain school
districts that might fail to meet suggested statistical tests,
and believe that-the response data from such a survey could be
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Page 2 - Ms. Marian

instrutive in our investigations.

My letter of February 7, 1975, to you advised you that members
of my staff are in the process of putting together ideas for a
policy statement, which when it is in a workable draft fotM
we would be happy.to discuss with you along with the numerous
other issues you have presented for our consideration.

tie appreCiate your continued interest and support.

,SinCeely yours,,

Peter E. Holmes
Director
Office for Civil Rights

cc: Director, Office fcii Civil Rights, Region I
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON, 0 C. 20201

MAY 2 0 1975

Ns. Marison Wright Edelman

Children's Defense Fund of
The Washington Research Project, Inc.

1763 R Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20009

Dear MariV'depn:

When you wrote me last December, the Children's Defense Fund had
just complete a study of Children Out of School in America. This
study performed a valuable service in focusing attention on the in-
sufficiently acknowledged problems of children excluded from public
education. The Office for Civil Rights, in particular, appreciates
the service of your findings and proposals and will apply them in
every appropriate way.

We have also reviewed Paul Smith's memorandum to you concerning the
quality of the elementary and secondary data base. Most of Mr. Smith's
comments are based upon an apparent lack of understandingof the OCR
survey process and perhaps his unfamiliarity with the details of the
data processing system employed. Many of these problems could have
been explained and resolved through additional inquiries to my staff
or the data processing contractor. Such assistance was offered to
Mr. Smith on_several occasions? The following summary is a discus-
sion of the commenii-and-questions raised by'Paul Smith.

1. The documentation provided is correct with regard to
physical record length and data sequence. We did not
specify record length on one of the tapes provided, and
record length on the other was given correctly. The
sequence is alphabetical within states, but as your,
memorandum points out, abbreviations and spelling de-
viations do present problems. OCR uses the OE code
to avoid these problems.

2. The, OCR school code was not 'designed for matching from
year to year, as you noted. The OE school code can in
act remain constant while the name changes from year
to year.

3. School districts of special interest to OCR were added
to the maple. Spacial attention was given to include
all of the ESAA funded districts in 1973. Some of
these ware not previously sampled because of their size.
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4. There are multiple districts with the same name ctly i
eluded in they For example, there are two chool-aii:.

tricts named Jeasant Grove with validly differe t OE codes.
One is in Seminole County and one is in Pottawat mie County.

5. The contractor was not required to perform certain is noted

as having been omitted. These include the suspension a
for 1973 and verification of alphabetical order. The 'co rac-
tor's overall performance met OCR's requirements.

6. The'school districits identified as difficult to verify ar

all valid. Six oethese are contained in the 1972 direct ry,
including one singled out - -Lee County,'Forth Carolina, fo
on page 1000. Others were included for the first time for
the reasons noted in Item 3 above.

If you feel that we need to discuss this matter further, please let me
knov.

Sincerely yours, s''''.
i 1, tsl i ',.

S... i : 1 '. . 1 ''. t7,...
0.4 '...4...1,4 . ..**, -.c.1 '.., , s. zNel.s....r4oh-.....- ',-

Peter E. Holmes
Director
'Office for Civil RightsN,
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Appendix D
STATUTORY PROVISIONS FOR SUSPENSION AND EXPULSION

State
Statutory
Provision

Grounds For
Local Authority

To Report
Grounds To
The State

Procedure: Notice: .
Hearing;
Follow-up

School Officials
Must Report

Suspensions and
Expulsions To State

Suspension 1 Expulsion Suspension ExpulsionAlabama None

Alaska Official
state policy
set by
statute

-Willful disobedience
-Physical or mental
condition

-Conviction of
felony.

None None None No

-Behavior inimical
to welfare of
other students

Arizona Official
state policy
set by
statute

-For good cause -Open defiance
-Habitual profanity
-Misconduct

None None No

Arkansas Official
state pojicy
set by
statute

Ammorality
-Refractory
conduct

-Insubordination

None None None No

-infectious disease
-Habitual uncleanli-
ness

-Conduct which
impairs discipline
or harms others

California Official
state policy

For good cause
including:

Fot good cause
including: Written notice Right to appeal No

set by
statute

-Willful disobedience
-Habitual profanity,
-Defiance

-Willful disobedience
-Habitual profanity
-Defiance

-Assault and
battery

-Assault and.
battery

-Threats -Threats
-Abuse -Abuse
- Smoking -Smoking
-Use or possession -Use or possession

of drugs of drugs
0-Violation of

school district
rules

-Violation of
school district
rules

-Misconduct -Misconduct
-Injuring school
property

-Injuring school
property

Colorado Official
state policy
set by
statute

-Disobedience
-Damaging school
property

-Behavior harmful
to others

-Disobedience
-Destruction of
school property

-Behavior harmful
to others

None Hearing without No
counsel

-Physical or mental
disability
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STATUTORY PROVISIONS FOR SUSPENSION AND EXPULSION

State
Statutory
Provision

Grounds For

Local Authority
To Report
Grounds To
The State

Procedure: Notice;
HearHearing;
Follow-up

School Officials
Must Report

Suspensions and
Expulsions To StateSuspension J Expulsion - Suspension 1 Expulsion

Connecticut

Delaware

D.C.

Florida

Georgia

Hawaii

Iowa

Policy set by
local
administrators

None

None

None

Policy set by None
local
administrators

Official
state policy
set by
statute

None

Official
state policy
set by
statute

Official
state policy
set by
statute

- Willful disobedience
-Profane language
-Serious or repeated
misconduct

-Being charged with
drug-related felony

-Detriment to
school morals
or discipline

-Poor work

-Habitual truancy
- Incorrigibility
-Conduct disrupting

school
-Presence detrimental

to pupils' health
and safety

Policy set by -Gross disobedience
local -Misconduct
administrators -Membership in

secret society

Official -Conduct con-
state policy stituting
set by interference
statute with school

purposes

Official
state policy
set by
statute

- Incorrigibility
-Abnormality
-Unable to
benefit

-Presence harmful
-Immorality
-Violation of rules
-Tobacco
-Liquor
-Drugs
-Membership in

"Conduct inimical
to best interest,of
the school"

None

-Being convicted of
drug-related felony

-Detriment to
school morals
or discipline

-Poor work

-Habitual truancy
- Incorrigibility

-Conduct disrupting
school

-Presence detrimental
to pupils' health
and safety

-Gross disobedience
-Misconduct
-Membership in
secret society

-Conduct con-
stituting
interference
with school
purposes

-Incorrigibility
-Abnormality
-Unable to
benefit

-Presence harmful
-Immorality
-Violation of rules
-Tobacco
-Liquor
-Drugs
-Membership in

No Policy set by local
administrators

No None

Written notice

Right to appeal in
detriment to school
morals or discipline
Cases

None

No None

No None

None

-Written notice
-Hearing

None

-Written notice
-Hearing without
counsel

Right to appeal in
detriment to school
morals or discipline
cases

-Notice
-Ilearingwithout
counsel

Only expulsions

No

No

No

No

None No

None Only expulsions

None No



Kansas

Kentucky

' Louisiana

Maine

Maryland

Massachusetts

Michigan

Official -Violation of
state policy board of education
set by rules
statute -Conduct disrijptive

to school
-Conduct impinging

on rights of others
-Conviction of
criminal offense

-Disobedience likely
to disrupt or
imping upon others'
rights

Official -Willful disobedience
state policy or defiance
set by -Habitual profanity
statute

Official - Disobedience
state policy -Acting with ,
set by intentional disrespect
statute I -Making unfounded

charges against
school staff

-Profane language
-Immoral practices
-Conduct injurious
to associates

-Violates rules and
disturbs
school

-Injures school
property

-Carrying weapons
-Leaving class or
school

-Any serious offense

Official s None
state policy
set by
statute

Policy set by -Violating rules of
local county board of
administrators education

Official None
state policy
set by
statute

- -
Official s -Gross misdemeanor
state policy -Persistent
set by disobedience
statute

-Violation of
board of education
rules

-Conduct disruptive
to school

-Conduct impinging
on rights of others

-Conviction of
criminal offense

-Disobedience likely
to disrupt or
impinge upon others'
rights

-Willful disobedience
or defiance

-Habitual profanity

-Any suspendable
offense

-Shall be for 4 or
more suspendable
offenses

-Conviction of
felony

-Incarceration in
juvenile institution

Written notice
Hearingswith
counsel for
expulsions and
suspensions over
5 days

None

Written notice
Right to hearing
on appeal only

Written notice
Hearing with
counsel for
expulsions and
suspensions over
5 days

Parent has
opportunity for
hearing

Written notice
Hearing with
counsel

No

No

No

-Obstinent
disobedience

-Disorderly conduct
-Membership in
secret society

None None No

-Violating rules of Yes - For If exceeds summary Hearing with No
County board of suspensions over Suspension period. counsel
education 5 days or

expulsions
notice and hearing
with counsel

-Misconduct None - Hearing without
counsel

No

-Gross misdemeanor Written notice Written notice No
-Persistent
disobedience

Conference Conference
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STATUTORY PROVISIONS FOR SUSPENSION AND EXPULSION

State

Minnesota

Mississippi

Missouri

Montana

Nebraska

Nevada

Statutory
Provision

Grounds For

New Hampshire

Official
state policy
set by
statute

Official
state policy
set by
statute

Official
state policy
set by
statute

Official
state policy
set by
statute

Suspension I Expulsion

-Sufficient cause -Sufficient cause

-Misconduct
-Where best interest
of school requires it

-Mental or emotional
abnormality

- "Good cause'
-Damaging school
property

-Membership in
secret society

- Conduct prejudicial
to good order and
discipline

-Refusal to comply
with school rules

-Refusal to pursue
required courses

-Defiance of school
authorites

-Damaging school
property

-Harming or
threatening to
harm another

-Good cause

Official -Gross misdemeanors
state policy -Immorality
set by -Persistent
statute disobedience

- Violation of
rules ,

-Prespnce detrimental
to school

Official -Not submitting to
state policy 'reasonable and
set by ordinary r ulcs of
statute order and discipline"

Official -Gross misconduct
State policy
set by
statute

Local Authonty
To Report
Grounds To
The State

Procedure: Notice;
Hearing;
Followup

-Misconduct
-Damaging school
property

-Membership in
secret society

-Conduct prejudicial
to good order and
discipline

-Refusal to comply
with school rules

-Refusal to pursue
required courses

-Defiance of school
authorities

-Damaging school
property

-Harming or
threatening to
harm another

-Good cause

-Gross misdemeanors
-Immorality
- Persistent
disobedience

- Violation of
rules

-Presence detrimental
to school

-Not submitting to
"reasonable and
ordinary rules of
order and discipline"

-Gross misconduct
- Nonconformity to
school rules

Suspension

None

None

Notice (unspecified)
Hearing
Right to appeal to
board arises where
exceeds summary
suspension

Policy set by local
administrators

Expulsion

None

None

School Officials
Must Report

Suspensions and
Expulsions To State

Notice (unspecified)
Hearing

Policy set by local
administrators.,

When suspended by Written notice
local board Right to appeal
Written notice
Right to appeal

None Norte

If exceeds summary Right to appeal
suspension period
Right to appeal

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No



Niw Jersey

New Mexico

New York

North Carolina

North Dakota

Ohio

Oklahoma

Oregon

Official
state policy
set by
statute

None

Official
state policy
set by
statute

Official
state policy
set by
statute

state policy
set by
statute

Official
state policy
set by
statute

Official
state policy
set by
statute

Including but not
limited to:

-Continued and
willful disobedience

-Open defiance of
school authority

-Dangerous conduct
-Physical assault
-Taking another's
personal property

-Damaging school
property

-Unauthorized
occupancy of
school property or
Incitement of such

-Incitement of
truancy

-Habitual use of
profanity

-Insubordination
-Disorderliness
-Conduct endangering
other,'

-.W.--ntal or physical
condition

Including but not -
limited to:

-Continued and
willful disobedience

-Open defiance of
school authority

-Dangerous conduct
-Physical assault
-Taking another's

personal property
-Damaging school

property
-Unauthorized
occupancy of
school property or
incitement of such

-Incitement of
truancy

-Habitual use of
profanity

None

None

No If exceeds summary
suspension period
Hearing with right.
to counsel

Ncne No

Hearing with No
right to counsel

-Willful and persistent -Willful and persistent
violation of school violation of school
rules rules

-Immoral or dis--Immoral or dis-
reputable conduct ' reputable conduct

-Menace to school -Menace to school

None None No

-Insubordination None Notice (unspecified) None No
-Habitual disobedience

None None Written notice Written notice No

-Immorality None Right to appeal None No-Violation of public
school regulations .

-Possession of dangerous
%capons or controlled
dangerous substances

Policy set by -Willful disobedience
state -Open defiance of
administrators teacher's authority

-Profane language

-Willful disobedience
Open defiance of
teacher's authority

-Profane langiiage
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STATUTORY PROVISIONS FOR SUSPENSION AND EXPULSION

State

Pennsylvania

Rhode Island

South Carolina

South Dakota

Tennessee.

Texas

Utah

Vermont

Statutory
Provision

Grounds For

Suspension Expulsion

Policy set by None
local
administrators

Official -Disobedience
state policy -Misconduct
set by
statute
Policy set-by -Bad conduct
local -Violation of school
administrators regulations

Official
state policy
set by
statute

-Crime
-Grois immorality,
misbehavior

-Disobedience
-Violating school
rules

-Presence detrimental
to school

Official -Insubordination
state policy -Habitual dis
set by obedience
statute

Official -Truancy
state policy -Violence
set by -Immoral conduct
statute -Possessing gun

or knife
-:Possession of drugs
-Violating school
discipline

-When erogress or
efficiency of school
requires

Official -Incorrigible
state policy conduct
set by
statute

None

Official -Belonging to a
state policy secret society or
set by fraternity
statute

None

None

None

-Crime
-Gross immorality,

misbehavior
-Disobedience
-Violating school
rules

-Presence detrimental
to school

-Incorrigibility
-Insubordination
-Habitual dis
obedience

None

-Incorrigible
conduct

-Being a child whose
personal habits,
Infirmities or
influences harm the
school

-Belonging to a secret
society or fraternity

Local Authority
To Report

Grounds To

Procedure: Notice;
Hearing;
Followup

School Officials
Must Report

Suspension and
u nsion Ex ulsionThe State Ex ulsions To State

Hearing for
permanent
suspensions

Hearing No

Hearing for
permanent'
suspensions

Hearing No

No None None No

Written notice Written notice No
Right to appeal Hearing with

counsel

Due process
standards set by
State Board of
Education

Hearing for
permanent
suspension; follow-
up
Written notice

Due process
standards to be
set by State Board
of Education

Hearing* without
counsel
Written notice

No

No

None None No

Notice (unspecified)
Hearing without
counsel

O

None, except
in secret
fraternity/
society cases which
involve:
-Notice (unspecified)
-Hearing without
counsel

No



Virginia

Washington

West Virginia,

Wisconsin

Wyoming

Policy set by None
local -
administrators
Official -Disorderly conduct
state policy ;-Anti-social conduct
set by
statute

Official
state policy
set by
statute

-Disorderly,
refractory,
indecent, or
immoral behavior

Policy set by -Endangering health,
local safety or property
administrators of others
Official -Disobedience
state policy -Defiance
set by -Destruction or
statute t defacing school

property
-Behavior detrimental
to welfare, safety,
or morals of others

-Torturing or
abusing pupils

-Maltreating pupil
or teacher with
physical violence

None

None

-Conduct detrimental
to the progress and
the general conduct
of the school

-Endangering health,
safety or property
of others

-Disobedience
-Defiance
-Destruction or
defacing school
property

-Behavior detrimental
to iirlfan, safety
or morals of others

-Torturing or
abusing pupils

-Maltreating pupil
or teacher with
physical violence

No Appeal
Written notice

State Board of
Education sets
due process guide-
lines for local
boards

None

No Right to appeal

Written and oral
notice '

Hearing if
suspension exceeds
summary suspen-
sion period, with
counsel

Appeal No

State'Board of No
Educatan sets
due process guide-
lines for local
boards

investigation No
required

Hearing with
counsel

Written and oral
notice
Hearing* with
counsel

No

No

Source: State statutes and constitutions.

silearmg given only if suspension or expulsi n exceeds a specified minimal time period.
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Appendix E

Statement of =

Judge Robert I. H. Hammerman

. Robert 1. H. Hammerman
Judge

Supreme Bench
of '-

Baltimore City
June 4, 1970

FOR RELEASETUESDAY, JUNE 9, 1970

The Juvenile Court of Baltimore City is em-
barking on a new policy in dealing with children
who are school truants. As the presiding judge in
this Court / will no longer commit am child to a
training school hose offense is solely truancy.
This a policy I have already begun to follow.

I am thoroughly 'convinced that the practice of
sending truants to training schools is an archaic
and discredited one. It is a practice which has
existed in our country since the advent of juve-
nile courts and subsists today. However, it is an
alternative which is non productive and achieves
absolutely nothing for the child, the school or the
community. On the contrary, it produces serious
deleterious effects.

The truancy problem is a serious one and
becoming mom so each year. The Department of
Education brings to the Juvenile Court those
truancy cases which it considers to be incorrigi-
ble and the Court in effect becomes the dumping
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Court House
Baltimore. Maryland
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ground for these children, and when they are sent
to a training school the only thing that is accom-
plished is to clear up the rolls. The training
schools are nut designed or equipped to
straighten out this type of youngsterthey are
oriented for the delinquent youth who commits
crimes. When a child who has committed no
crime is placed in this setting for many months,
surrounded by hundreds of boys of criminal
tendencies, many of the hard core type, he can
only be hurt. Institutionalization of a truant in
no way is a protection of society. When this child
is released from the training school he will not
hae any greater motivation to attend school
than when he went in. In all probability he will in
fact be more bitter and frustrated. Nothing, in
other words, is accomplished and much is lost.

Sending truants to a training school merely
sweeps the problem under the rug. All of us
concerned with children should instead concen-



trate our best thought and energy on w hat the
root problems behind mimic!) are and what can
be done to cope With them. -I o do otherwise. to
follow the old. ineffective remedies is to punish
the child for the crimes of others.

I Limey is not a simple proposition. it is not
something which merely reflects a had attitude
on the pail of the child but is. lather a sy Lupton]
and manifestation of substantial underling
problems problems that cannot he treated by
the simple expedient of sending a child to
training school set up for .childicn who commit
crimes' There are many causal factors that are
deeply embedded. different factors affecting
different children The principal causes include.
among others:

A lack of interest in the eurriculr, a
rejection of the academic curriculum
which has been our traditional concept in
this country here are thousands of
young people in our city who halve no
aptitude for or orientation to wa rds acade-
mie work, and yet our school system to
such a great extent is trying to push square
pegs through round holes.

There is a great need for substantial
re\amping of the curriculum at the lower
grade le ci% where so many children are
irretrievably lost Particularly there is the
need for proper early testing to accurately
determine a student's aptitude shortly
alter his entrance into the school system.
I here is the need to broaden extensiely

curricula geared to SocatIonai and trade
pursuits not merely on the high schOol
leel (where thousands neer reach) but
particularly on the junior high and even
elementar% loci. This must also he done
in a way Which will remove the stigma
attached to this type of course and which
causes many to look at these students as
second class citiiens.
I he frustrations of many young people
who go into junior high school with read-
ing and arithmetic keels at the first, sec-
ond and third grade and totally unable to
achiee and keep up.
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3, Many' lack the material essentials for
attending school such as clothes and
shoes.

-1. Many. particularly in the slum areas,
sutler Irani illnesses and chronic diseases
which ate not properly treated.

5. The great instability in thousands of
homes and famines. We tend sometimes to
measure things by middle class standards
and eXperiences. However, in thousands
of homes the economic and cuilural depri-
at ion is such that the child is surrounded
by little if any motivation. The consider-
able family difficulties and crises make
attendance at school not a paramount
consideration and so often a virtual

O. Many families (so many of which have no
lather figure) do not recognise the impor-
tance of regular attendance at school.
Although many other families do have
such awareness they lack the to
effectkely translate this.

7, I he feeling among so many ofthe poor
that no amount of schooling i going to
improve their chances in life.

8. The fear of many students and many
parents that their children are not safe on
the streets alone. even in broad daylight.
The'emotional disturbances in thousands
of children which are undetected and or
untreated.
Ihe use of drugs by many children.
Os ercrowding, which in some schools,
forces pupils to attend classes in auditort-
UMS, cafeterias and makeshift roonis,
I here arc thousands who must get up at a
very early hour in the morning to get to a
morning shift and thousands of others
who do nothing ail morning and do not go
to school until the afternoon and finish at
dusk.
A decline in adult authority. This mani-
fests itself in the defiance of many
students.

13, I he fact that truants arc rarely caught
the impunity with which most can play
hooky.

9.

10.

II.

1?,
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I he pru_e we are ming for a high truank.) rate
is enormous. and it should he borne in mind that
the truant of today is the dropout of tomorrow
when he becomes sixteen. There are thousands of
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) utak!, our Lt) %1ith no eduk.ation, no skills, no
woi I. or stud) habits. no prospeLts thousands
on their relentless v. .t to an empt) unfulfilled
adulthood.



Appendix F

Review of Selected Studies
of "School Violence"

Congressional Studies
A New York Times editorial of July II, 1975.

entitled. "Violent Schools," begins:

Recent CongresSional studies indicate a seri-
ous nationwide increase of crime, violence and
vandalism in the schools.

The editorial was based on the report of hearings
conducted in the Spring of 1975 by the Subcom-
mittee to Investigate JuNrenile Delinquency of the
Senate Committee on the Judiciary, chaired by
Senator Birch Bayh, entitled, "Our Nation's
Schools A Report Card: 'A' in School Violence
and Vandalism." Because so much publicity has
been based on this study, we attempted to ana-
1j7e the data as well as the handful ofother major
studies of school violence. We ha% e concluded
that most of the violence studies, including the
Bayh Subcommittee study. are of doubtful valid-
ity We have found only two studies of school
disorders which were conducted with some care
and interrireted w ith caution so that their conclu-
sions, although limited, are relatively
trustworthy.

Bayh Subcommittee "Report Card"

Though the Subcommittee has not supplied
CDF with either the raw data from which the
estimates in the "Report Card" were derived, or
the tabulations showing the methodology used
to calculate the final published figures, Subcom-
mittee staff members have explained, in tele-
phone conversations, the general method of

calculation which they employed. The following
critique is' based on the explanation the Commit-
tee staff gave.

The Subcommittee mailed out questionnaires
to the 748 largest school districts in the United
States and all the public school systems with
more than 10,000 students en ro Iled.1 The "sam-
ple" was neither a random sample, a census, nor
a judgment sample intended to be representative
of the enrolled student population. Instead, the
design was essentially a census of the largest
(primarily urban and consolidated county-city
districts) school districts in the nation.

The Subcommittee supplied no information
on the response rate to their questionnaires. Ilan
748 districts responded, the combined enroll-
ment of the districts would have been approxi-
mately 21,000,000 students in the 1973-74 school
year. This would be approximately 47.2 percent
of the total enrolled public school population in
the 1973 74 school year. If the response rate was
lower than 100 percent, the enrolled population
in the responding districts would be less than the
figures just cited. Without knowledge of the
actual enrollments in the responding districts,
the actual incidence rates of the several types of

X list of the school ~}stems can he found in the Edticatzon
Ihret tun 1973 1974 Pzibht StIzool &whim. Office of
['ducat n. !MEW, publication number DILL% (OL)
74-11701. Government Printing Office, Washington.
Dr 1974 (Since we have not seen the questionnaires. v,e
do not know if the match between the respondents and the
published list is exact, but it should he kery close.)
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crimes and disorders sur5eyed cannot he
computed.

I he Subcommittee did not attempt to estimate
incidence rates, but instead took a shortcut in
calculating the li.gures that Isere published. he
questionnaires contained tw o blanks for each
"item" (a speedie, offense, carne, belia5 kir, etc.,
one asking the district to report the number of
occurrences of that item in 19'0 and the other
asking the district to report the number of
occurrences in 19'3. l'he Subcommittee simply
totaled the number of reported occurrences (for
each ;item separately ) in 1970 and in 1973 across
all districts. I h us, the Subcommittee took the
simple total of modem% reported in 19'0 and the
simple total of incidents reported for 19'3, and
ealydated the "percentage increase" from 19'0
to 19'3. !lowest:I-, these totals ignore completely
(a) the proportion of schools responding for
each of the two periods, and tb) the relationship
of the re ported numbers of incidents to the sin of
the enrolled student hod in the reporting
districts.

What are the eonsequenee% of the Subeommit-
tce 's approach? f irst, all questionnaires were
being answered in late 19'4 Some school dis-
tricts will has e had figures a% dila bit: for the just-
completed school year, 1973 '4, but w ill not
has c kept figures for the 1970 '1 school year. (It
is likely that the re% erm: situation where figures
for the earlier pc 'od were as allable but those for
the later period s el e not was relati5ely uncom-
mon.) But 55 her a district failed to supply data
fur the earlier pc -Rid, tLat district was counted in
the total as if its true incidence had Ken /en)
Sine, it is likely tli.it Oleic was mule nomespon.c
for the earlier period than for the more recent
period, the "percentage increase" calculated
from the simple totals across districts will he
oserstated by an unknown amount.

I he preferable method of Late illation is to
total both the incident counts and the numbers 01
students enrolled for both the periods.
Nonresponding districts has ing both incident
counts and enrollments should he entered as
/en), I hen. for each period separately, the num-
ber of incidents per 1.000 enrolled students
should lusc been calculated, producing an nu'
41( the role, I rum this, the percentage increase in
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the incidence rates could hase been legitimately
presented tothe public. Such a calculation would
not has e been completely free of non response
bias the more heasils affected districts could
has e been more likely to respond in one period
rather than the other but it would eertain'y not
he nearly as badly biased as the shortcut formula
is gisen systematic underreporting of past data.

I he second difficulty, w ith the Subcommittee's
approach is that the number of students'enrolled
in public schools w ithin districts with o5, el 10.000
enrollments changed slightly, between 1970 71
and 1973 74. In the tall of 1970, the reported
enrollment of the 748 largest districts was
21,534.846 while the reported enrollment of the
748 largest districts (not necessarily the same
diStriets, although the merlap is %cry great) was
21,206.455. [has, there was a 1.5 percent decline
in enrollment between f970 and 1973. This
decline would cause a slight andere,stunate of the
"percentage increase" when the Subcommittee's
shortcut formula was used. assuming that the
responding districts were comparable to all dis-
tricts in the two periods, Without access to the
actual responses (so that enrollments can he
totaled) it is impossible to determine the actual
bias introduced by the slrght decline in enroll-
ments from 1970 to 1973 in the our since' districts.

!had. the Subcommittee, like almost all
pro wets curs t*s of "school 5 mlence." failed to
ask responding school districts whether the "inci-
dents" reported were committed by onolled
5tniknr.5 w hi intruders, In the only data asail-
able to CD! on 5 iolenee in the hook which can
he assumed to he reasonably, complete in Bos-
ton during the first y ear of desegregation there
was one serious incident of an attack by an
enrolled student upon another enrolled student.
But there were more than a do/en incidents of
attacks upon students and faculty which were
committed by adults or by youths of school age
not attending school at the time the incident
occurred. I or example. one Sc hool administra-
tor was shot (and only slightly, wounded). by
ouths lot wed on the root of a buthling a ro,s,s

from the ,school.
It is Sad! to determine whether or not the

actual incidents of schools uilenee that do occur
arc committed by enrolled students so that



remedies can be appropriately designed. Harsher
school discipline po: ...es, for example, do, not
reach n9nattending youths and adults. Indeed,
the question of who ho is committing the offenses
that are frightening parents. students and teach-
ers is so important that the Subcommittee's
apparent lack of attention to this is inexplicable.
Moreover, this failure exaggerates the apparent
extent of ,student-to-student and student-to-
faculty violence to an unknown degree.

Fourth, the Subcommittee reported ori/j the
percentage increase in the counts of incidents
from 1970 to 1973, not the raw county them-
selves, or the preferred incidence rates. The
reader is therefore left with the impression that
violence is increasing rapidly, but without the
opportunity to judge if violence has become
widespread. For example, the committee re-
ported that, "Homicides increased by 18.5 per-.
cent They did not state that the increase was
from 85 deaths in 1970 to 100 deaths in 1973
among schools with over 21,000,000 enrolled
students. Even if all the incidents reported were
in fact homicides and were in fact committed by
enrolled students (neither of w hich is likely to be
true), that would be an incidence rate of .005
homicides per 1,000 enrolled students, or about
one homicide for every 7 large city school sys-
tems in the country. (The real rate would be
slightly higher because of the unreported
nonresponse from some districts, although the
increase might be less). Even though one homi-
cide for every 200.000 enrolled students is one
too many, it can not be used to justify 1,000,000
student suspensions.

Senate Survey of Violence in Schools
Occurring from 1964-1968

The "Report Card" wr4s not the first
Congressional study to :..se Ow retrospective
survey method. It is almost an exact copy of .the
earlier stifle) by the Sub,:ommittee, published as
"Survey of Violence in Schdols Occurring from
1964 Through 1968," (Government Printing
Office, Washington, D.C., 1970). The earlier
survey was limited to the 110 largest school
districts, containing about 10,000,000 enrolled
'students at the time of survey. Unlike the recent
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study, the earlier study published the raw counts
of violence. However, it failed to (a) compute
incidence rates, (b) report nonresponse sepa-
rately by year, and (c) distinguish between
student-caused offenses and those caused by
outsiders or adults.

1970 House Subcommittee Study
on Disruption

Other minor surveys relaie to the problem of
school violence. The House Subcommittee on
General Education of the Committee on Educa-
tion and Labor reported the results of a survey
dining hearings in 1970. The survey question-
naire was sent to all 50,000 schoolslistricts in the
United States, and achieved a response rate of
about 50 percent (by district, the response rate
was higher as a percent of reporting enrollment,
although the enrollment data was not used to
compute incidence rates). But the House survey
was directed to "disruptions" of school during
the period 1968 69, IA hen political protests were
common among youths. It did not distinguish
between legal and illegal protests, nor did it

"specifically ask whether "violence" (under any
definition) occurred. About 18 percent of the
districts responding reported one or more "seri-
ous ,protests." The chief causes of protests re-
ported were disciplinary rules, dress codes,
school sere ices and facilities, and curriculum
policies not political issues. Racial issues were
involved in the causes of the protests in about 10
percent of the schools reporting protests.'

Other Studies .

The National Association of
Secondary School Principals

NASSP surveyed school districts about "any
activity out of the ordinary" during the school
year 1968 69. Of the 1,000 districts surveyed, 670
responded. About 59 percent or those respond-
ing reported some activity out of the ordinary.
About 43 percent reported protests or disrup-
tions lasting for a half a day or more. Again, no
measures of school violence were taken, and no
incidence ,rates were calculated. The study is
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reported in "Student Activism and Conflict,"
'VASS P Bulletin, 55 (January 1971). p. 70.

A Report on Conflict and Violence
in California's High Schools (1973)

The California State Department of Educa-
tion published the results of an.opinion survey
among students, teachers, administrators and
some community residents. Approximately
1,000 persOlis were surveyed from 32 schools
throughout the state. The most interesting find-
ings were the percents of respondents agreeing
about the causes of violence in schools:

TABLE 1

Percent of Respondents Agreeing that Gangs,
Intruders, and Racial/Ethnic Friction

are Causes of School Violence

Percent Agreeing with the
Following as Causes of

School Violence

Racial!
Ethnic

Respondents Gangs traders Friction

Students 65 56 61
Teachers 79 61 70
Administrators 84 47 85
Community Residents 85 58 87

The California study did report student caused
incidents of violence in Los Angeles High
Schools in the form of An average number of
crimes per month during the period January to
April, 1972. That data allows us to calculate
actual incidence rates, using an assumed enroll-
ment in Los Angeles Secondary Schools of
280,000 secondary pupils.(See Table 2.)

These rates are far less than the violent crime.
rates in the United States, and, of course, still
further below the violent crime rates in Los
Angeles.

National Education Association

An opinion poll of public school teachers,
conducted by the National Education Associa-
tion in 1974, and published in "Today's Educa-
tion," September-October, 1974, reported that
among 1,000 randomly selected teachers, 3.0
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TABLE 2
Crimes Per Month by Enrolled Students and
Incidence Rates in Los Angeles Secondary

Schools during January to April, 1972

Monthly, Crimes
Average Per 1,40019
Number Enrolled

Crime Per Month Students

Homicide 0 0.000
Assaults on Teachers 28 0.100
Assaults on Staff and

Guards 18 0.064
Assaults on Students 74 0.264
Weapons Offenses 86 0.307

Total 206 0.736

Source: (as above) Calculations of incidence rates by
CDI: assuming 280,000 enrolled secondary
students.

percent reported being physically attacked by a
student during the year; 76.8 percent reported
that violence was not a problem at their schools;
96.8 percent reported that it was not a major
problem; and 11.4 percent reported having their
property damaged during the course of the year.

Academic Studies

Two academic studies of disruptions in
schools not necessarily of violenceincluded
both a reanalysis of the data collected in the 1966
U.S.O.E. survey (the "Coleman Report") and an
analysis of new data collected for the studies.2

Although both reports are too lengthy to
summarize here, they are both generally excel-
lent and provide useful guides to the general
question of the relationship of school violence to
school disciplinary policies. Perhaps the major
conclusion of the report by Meyer, Chase-Dunn
and Inverarity is:

John W. Meyer. Chris Chase-Dunn. and James Invcrarity,
"The Expansion of the Autonomy of Youth: Responses of
the Secondary School to Problems of Order in the
19604s," Laboratory for Social Research, Stanford Um-
versity, Stanford.:California, August 1971 (mimeo). and
Stephen K. Bailey, "Disruption in Urban Public Second-
ary Schools," National Assowation of SeLondary School
Principals, Washington, D,C. (no date. circa 1970),
partial reprint of a study conducted at the Syracuse
University Research Corporation. Syracuse University.
Syracuse. New York.
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, the problem of crime and order among
)(fling people must he seen as a problem in the
relation 01 youth and societ), not primarily
one located to (or to he dealt with in) the
schyols.'

I he I \ panNion of Ultinon)), ot p 2
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The stud) b) Bailey found that while disrup-
tion laws were higher among integrated high
schools than either among all black or all white
high schools, they were lowest of all' among
integrated high schools Which also had inte-
grated faculties.
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Appendix G

Sample Discipline Code

he following discipline code is included as a

sample Of the kinds of regulations a school
district can adopt, This code was prepared by the
Commission on Administrative Behavior Sup-
portive of Human Rights of Phi Delta Kappa a

professional education fraternity dedicated to
the promotion and. improvement of publicly

supported and universally available education.
The bracketed phrases in the code have been
added by and are the responsibility of C D with
the permission of Phi Delta.Kappa. In adopting
such a code, each school district should also
review appropriate federal, state and local regu-
lations.

A MODEL STUDENT CODE

Prepared by

The Commission on Administrative Behaviors Supportive of Human Rights

PHI DELTA KAPPA Bloomington, Indiana 47401 1974

WILLIAM 0. ZI MM ERMAN, Chairman'
Superintendent of Schools
Wayland, Mass. 01778

ALAN K. GAYNOR
Dept. of Systems Development

and Adaptation
School of Education
Boston University
Boston, Mass. 02215

IRA EYSTER, Executive Director
Teacher Education Project on

Human Rights
555 Constitution Avenue
Norman, Okla. 73069
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J. HAROLD FLANNERY
Acting 'Director
Center for Law and Education
Harvard University
Cambridge. Mass. 02138

ROBERT A. EAVERLY. Principal
Sayre Junior High School
58th and Walnut Streets
Philadelphia, Penn. 19139

DONALD W. ROBINSON
Staff Representative
Phi. Delta Kappa
8tIand Union
Bloomington. Ind. 47401



Model Student Code
1.0 Rules Governing Student Dis ip!Ine
2.0 Student Records
3.0 Searches of Students
4.0 Possession and Distribution of

Literature
5.0 Freedom of Expression and Assembly
6.0 Freedom of Religion
7.0 Equal Educational Opportunity
8.0 Temporary Suspension
9.0 Suspension

10.0 Expulsion and Involuntary Transfer
11.0 Involuntary Classification
12.0 Education for ExcludedStudents
13.0 Corporal Punishtpent

1.0 Rules Governing Student Discipline

1.1" This Code and any Additional rules
governing student discipline shall be distributed
to students and their parents) or guardian(s) at
the beginning of each school year and shall he
posted in conspicuous places within each school
throughout the school year. Changes in the rules
shall not. take effect unti' they are distributed to
students and parents.

Comment The Commission believes that human
rights in the schools are not-fostered by reliance
on unwritten, ad hoc, or ex post facto rules
governing student discipline. Rather, to insure
that teachers, students, and administrators have,
an opportunity to know and understand disci-
plinary rules, the Commission recommends that
such rules he written and distributed bet ore they
take effect.

2.0 Student Records

hunk/mien. Commeni. The Commission re-
commends'that students have greater access to
and more control over their personal school re-
cords Greater access w ill guard against inacLu-
rate. irrelevant. and obsolete material entering
and remaining in the record. More control over
the dissemination of records will reduce misun-
derstanding and misuse of these highly personal
data.

2.1 Swam! records shall he defined as any
material concerning individual students main-
tained in any fo'rin by the school hoard or its
employees, except personal notes maintained by
teachers and other school personnel solely for
their own individRal use and not communicated
to any other person.

Omuent: Student records are maintained in
many places and many forms by a school sys-
tem. If access to student records is to be meaning-
ful. the Cominission believes that all these re-
cords, with specific exceptions. should he

accessible, One such exception is stated in this
section. Notes on students that teachers, coon,-
selors, and other personnel maintain for their
own individual use should he protected from
student and parental access. It is not profession-
ally feasible to require that such notes he open to
students or parents. Moreover, because the sub-
stanLe of these notes is not communicated to
anyone. no harm from their maintenance can he
suggested which would outweigh the 'neon% e-
nienLe Lamed by granting access to them.

2.2 All records. on a student, with the excep-
tion of personal evaluations submitted in confi-
dentiality before the adoption of this section.
shall he open to that student's pa rends) or
guardian(s). Such records shall also he open to
the student with the _consent of one of his par-
ent(s) or guardian(s), except that consent is not
required forany student in the 10th. I 1th. or 12th
grades The school shall provide whatever assis-
tance is necessary to enable the student and his
pa rends) or guardian(s) to understand the mate-
rial in the record.

Comment: The Commission believes parents
have a bask. right to inspect all records on their
own children maintained by the school system.
Ile only exception should he personal evalua-
tions submitted before the adoption of this Code
with the understanding that they would not he
accessible to the student or parents. 1 hrough
ninth grade the student cannot inspect the re-
Lord without the consent of one of his parents.
Thus, while the student is in the first nine grades.
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parents will judge whether material in the re-
cords is appropriate for the student's inspection.
After that, parental consent is not required.
\\Aimee er harm might result from a 10th. 11th.
or 12th grader dewing personal data is out-
weighed by a judgment that a student of this age,
should !ore an independent right to inspect his
own recoi d. Because some of the material in the
record may not he readily understood, the school
should provide whatever o ra I tic. written ex p lana-
ti(*n is necessary to knowledgeably inspeet the
record.

2.3 Any personal evaluations submitted in

confidentiality prior to the adoption of this Code
shall either he destroyed within one (I) year of
the adoption of this Code or the source And date
orally such evaluations shall he listed and this list
shall he made al, ailable with the other portions of
the.record yy ithin one (1) y ear of the adoption of
this Code.

Comment: Section 2.2 recognised the need to
withhold from student and parental access per-
sonal in:dilations submitted in confidentiality
before the adoption of this Code this excep-
tion tithe general rule of accessibility is recom-
mended in fairness to pei.sons who submitted
personal evaluations under an explicit or im-
plicit condition that such evaluations would not
he iewed by students or parents. [he Commis:
sion belie\ es that school systems can honor this
condition while simultaneously min im wing any
ha rm ul-ef ects stemming from the maintenance
of confidential materials. One way of achice mg
both obicem es is to destroy all confidential re--
cords. Another is to identify any confidential
documents with enough specificity to allow the
student and or parents to find the source of the
documents and request their voluntary release.
Although this section requires lull compliance
within one year of the Code's adoption. the
Commission recommends that until full compli-
ance cs acluoed school systems should destroy
or list all confidential documents in any files
inspected by students, parents. or outside
parties.

2.4 I he student and his her parent(s) or guard-
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lams) shall be allowed to submit any material to
the record including, but not limited to, written
response to any material unfavorable to the
student contained in the record. he principal, or
the next superior school official not in\ oh ed in
the record entry, may under appropriate circum-
stances expunge material .from the student's
record upon the request of the student or his her
parents.

Commem..01s a further means of reducing any
potential harmful effects of student records: the'
Commission believes that students and parents
should he allowed to insert material of their
choice in the ,record. Examples of the types of
materials which may he inserted under this
section are results of outside testing and evalua-
tion, medical or psychological reports. and ex-
planations of unfavorable material appearing in
the record, It is also essential that appropriate
school officials he authorind to expunge mate-
rial from a student's record upon the request of

/ the student or his her parents. Examples of
mates. is for which a student or hisher parents
might lequest expungement are harmful anec-
dotal entries, results of testing which occurred on
a day w hen the student was under an emotional
or physical strain, or obsolete and irrelee ant
materials.
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2.5 rhe consent of the student and one parent
or guardian shall he required each time and for
each Item in the student's record divulged toasty
person except certificated professional personnel
employed' by the local school board and having
direct educational contact with the student. The
consent of a parent or guardian is not required if
the student is in the 10th, llth. or 12th grades.

Omuneni: [he Commission believes that
students and parents should determine what
persons, if any, outside the local or state school
department should inspect the student's record,
[Ilk section applies. but is not limited in its

application, to pH% ate and governmental agen-
cies, colleges and universities, branches of the
military, credit bureaus, and businesses. A stu-
dent may grant athanee permission to release his



record to specific persons or institutions. Of
course, this section would )ield to a valid seara
warrant or a subpoena issued by a court.

2.6 An) research involving student records
shall he subject to the provisions of this Code.
Any reports or publications based on such' re-
search shall not contain the names of ind iv id ual
students [Release of summary compilations of
data, not containing the names of individual
students. shall not require student or parent

nsent.1

Comment' This section is necessary to indicate
that research conducted by persons either inside
or outside the school system is not exempt from
the provisions of this Code, Further protection
against potential abuse of student records by re-
searchers is pros ided by prohibiting the use of
student names in any research reports based on
student records.

3.0 Searches of Students

3.1 Searches of a student's,aerson. his her
personal possessions, or his her locker without a
Nalid search warrant shall he prohibited unless
the principal has a, reasonable basis for believing
that the student is concealing material the
possession of which is prohibited by federal,
state, or local law'or the provisions of this Code.

Comment: One purpose of this section is to
eliminate general searches where without prior
notification all students are required to open
their lockers for inspection by the school staff.
Another is to require that searches of a particular
student's person, personal possessions, or locker
may proceed only If there is a reasonable behet

vflu contraband is hidden in that locker.

4.0 Possession and Distribution
of Literature

4:1 Students shall have the right to distribute
and possess any form of literature, including but
not limited to. newspapers. magaiines. leaflets.
and pamphlets. except that th may
prohibit a specific issue or a specific publication

it there is a substantial factual basis for believing
its possession or distribution w ill cause or is
t,ausing substantial disruption with school activ
ties. This right of distribution shall extend to
si.hool grounds and buildings. absent the requi-
site finding of disruption.

4lommem. Sections 4.1 4.3 apply to literature
ublished in or off campus and to literature

sponsored or not sponsored by the schsool sys-
.m. The Commission believes that it is no longer

consistent with human rights in the schools to
restrict student possession and distribution of
literature meld) because its contents are con-
troversial or because certain words offend a part
or even a majority of the population. Extraordi-
nary circumstances arise. however. where the
prini.ipal believes that possession or distribution
of particular literature will material!) endanger
the normal functuns of the schools. this section
allows the principal to suppress a specific issue of
a specific publication under appropriate
circumstances.

4.2 The principal or any member of the school
staff shall not require that literatut,e, including
school-sponsored publications, he submitted for
approval or consent prior to distribution. The
principal may require that no literature he dis-
tributed unless a copy thereof is submitted to the
principal or his designee no later than the time
distribution commences.

Comment. Prior review of literature may inhibit
the exercise of First Amendment freedoms.
Accordingly. student possession or distribution
of literature should not await administrative
approv al, Students d istributingliterature may be
required to submit a copy tb the principal no
later than the time on-campus diStribution be-
gins. Students possessing literature and not
distributing it to others shall not he required to
submit such literature under this section.

4.3 The time, place. and Manner of student
distribution of literature may be reasonably reg-
ulated by the principal pros ided such regu-
lations:
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a. are uniformly applied to all forms of
literature:

h. do not prohibit distribution at times or
places either inside, or outside the
school building for which no tactual
brims exists to conclude that any inter-
ference with school aetkities would
occur:

e. are specific as to places and times where
distribution is prohibited,

d. do not inhibit any person's right to
accept or reject any literature distrib-
uted in accordance w ith the rules.

Commoti: I he primary purpose of this section is
to allow regulation of literature distribution so
that this activity will not infringe upa'n school
acti rues. It may he desirable, for example, to
ban distribution near the doors of classrooms
white class is in session or near building exits
during fire drills. But these regulations must he
reasonable, they may not 1-'0:legate literature
distribution to remote times and plugs which are
unnecessary to avoid interference with school
actk ices,

5.0 Freedom of Expression and Assembly

5.1 Students shall hike the right to express
themsel es by speaking, writing. vearing, or
displaying symbols of ethnic. cultural, or politi-
cal alues such as buttons, badges, emblems, and
armbands, or through any mode bf dress or
grooming style or through a n other medium or
form of expression: except that the principal may
regulate expression proided there is a.factual
basis for belioing a specific form of expression
b a specific student will cause or is causing
substantial disruption of school actiities 4t11-
dents shall also hike the right to refrain yorn
expressing theinsel es

Cimunoti. The courts ha e clearly indicated that
the I irst Amendment rights of students do not
stop at the door to the school house, The right of
students to freely express themsel es, in the
absence of a finding of substantial disruption,
has been firmly established.

5,2 I he freedom of students to assemble in a
non - disruptive tune, place, and manner shall he
preser ed.
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Conunew. In exercising their freedom to assem-
ble, students need not he allowed to disrupt or
disturb classroom instruction of to unduly in-
con emence school officials with untimely
meetings.

6.0 Freedom of Religion

6.1 Students Shall hike the right to refuse to
participate in or attend any tom of religious
actk ay, including but not limited to, prayers,
songs, readings, meditations, and seasonal
programs.

GAnunoti. I.,Iforts persist to reestablish religious
observances in the M.11001S, e the out-
come of these efforts, the Commission belie es
that the right,e2i1 each student to iehain from
engaging in an Corm of religious acti it in the
schools must remain in iolate. I untie!. school
officials hike an allirmatie iesponsibilit to
e>,

a old an harm! a effects being isacd upon
students exercising their right to refuse participa-
tion in religions actkities.

7.0 Equal Educational Opportunity

7.1 1 he right of a stud e'nt Co participate f Lilly in
classroom instruction and extractn rieular activi-
ties shall not he abridged or impaired because of
age, sex, race, religion, national origin [financial
condition] pregnancy, parenthood, marriage, or
for any other reason not related to his her
indIN id tia I capabilities,

C imunew. I he ( ommu,sion behees that d Is-
i.runmation has no place in public education.
Schools should he open to all who wish to enjo
their benefits. Fills ri.jht should not he curtailed
because- the student possesses characteristics
which do not conform to majority patterns. I he
list of prohibited discriminatory factors in this
section is not intended to he exhaustive. The
commitment to equal educational ,opportunity
extends to all lactoi s upon which the impair ment
of educational ser lees cannot he rationally
based,

InIrochie Ion Gonnients to See !was 8 12. Be-
fore school systems adopt these provisions, they



should ,deterrinne it statutes in their state would
coniket \cull this Code. Indiana. for example,
ha enacted a detailed statute goNerning sus-
pensione.% and expulsions w filch %could appar-
en th preclude the adoption of Sections ',..( 1 1 of

this Code be local Indiana school hoards. \Ian>
other states hack, enabling statutes granting
sehool (tine ials broad autholvation to suspend
and expel pupils I hese statutes do not generally
preclude local school boards twin adopting
policies to gaffe students gie'ater protection as
school o;ticials e \LELINC their statutur> authori-

\ t) I c en in these states, how ec er. statutes ma>
c \1st go% oiling a 'MI 101\ aspect of the sus-
pension-expulsion poet:dime cc Inch \\ ould con-
the t \\ ith this Code. In short. a sound approach
\o this Code would iequire a thorough re% iecc of
tatutes (and case law I on student disopline,

I theii e sections of suspension and-expulsion
l\irm the heart of an> student disemlinat> ( ode.
lihc Commission belieses that human rights in
tfile schools can he losteied it the procedures
gi?.ef nmg suspensions and expulsions are
spA'led out in sufficient detail so that misuse and
mislunderstanding of the s> stem do not OlL111. As
a "..tneral principle in drafting these pro\ hams.
the ,Commission determined that prueedutal
prottetions tot students should merease as the
se% erlit) and potential long term ef feels of disci-
pinak measures increase. I Las. in this ( ode.
more \lroc.edural safeguards are pros ided before
expulsoin than before suspension, and more
before suspension than before temporar> sus-
pi:11qm\ 16 addition, the Commission attempted
to redude the unneeessar> collateral effects any
harmful\ effects upon the student be>ond the
%alien\ determined exclusion Iroin sellout
caused b) these ihselplinar> measures. I

achiese this obicetice it ma, neeessai) to care -
fulls ro OA policies regarding student record,.
academie punishments. and access to instruction
during exclusion

8.0 Tempkirary Suspension

-8.1 \ student ma) he temporard> suspended
his the bullifing principal onl\ it the principal has
reasonable cause to belies e that:

jl the physical safet> of the student or of
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others, is3iihstantiall> endangered and
ill continue to he endangered. or

ft. the student is causing and ,sill continue
to cause substantial interference with
classroom Instruction.

tiue h.tempoiat> suspension shall be preceded b>
an informal conference betsseen the student, the
principal. and the teacher in super ism who
referred the student to the pi merpal. At this
eonfet (mei: the student shall he informed of the
reason I or the dISLIplIndi \ action [and the nature
of the es idence against him or her.] and shall be
green the ()ppm Runt> to pel snack the principal
that the temponn) suspension is not %cart anted.

8.2 \ tempinal> suspension shall terminate
\\ hen it is icasonabl> deteinuned that the stu-
dent's presence in the school \\ ill not result in.a
situation ccarrantingtemporar) suspension un-
der section 8 1. and in no case shall it last he and
the end of the school dad folloccing the da> the
temporal-) suspension began.

8.3 Within tccent> -lout (24) hours of the
beginning of a teinpolar suspension. the princi-
poi shall mad ai -mite to the pa rent( s) or guard-
mills) of the suspended student stating, the spe-
cific act(s) for w hieh the temporal-) suspension
\\ as ordered O,. oelore the da> such notice is
postmarked. the principal shall make a reason-
able cif oa t to contact the parentis) or guard lam s)
of the student his telephone to einumumeate
directl> the information contained in the written
notice

8.4 cA student ma> not be ,xeluded !tom school
under temporal> suspension for more than eight
(8) school days or portions thereof in one school
sear unless on or before the ninth (9th) day of
temporar> suspension and at the begintilicig of
an> subsequent teniporar> suspensions. the
principal commences the notice and hearing
procedure prowled m 9.1 9.10. All records and
documentation regarding a temporar> sus-
pension shall he destro> ed at the end of each
school year \o information about a temporar>
suspension shall he communicated to an> person
not directl> inxolced in the disciplinary pro-
ceedings..



8,5 1 second temporary suspension shall not
he ordered within fiv e (5) school days of the first
unless the principal recommends a suspension or
expulsion hearing and follow s the procedure
outlined in 9 I 9 10. This second temporary sus-
pension may last until the suspension or expul-
sion hearing if the principal determines that the
continued presence of the student would result in
a situation warranting temporary w?uspension
under section 8.1.

Comment: Many school systems allow
principals to suspend students for any reason
and without notice or hearing. The permissible
length of these discretionary', summary sus-
pensions varies, but may range up to ten days or
more. In, recent years. the courts have become
increasingly uneasy about this carte blanche au-
thority to suspend students and have imposed
numerous procedural safeguards. The Commis-
sion has examined these cases and has.attempted
to formulate a disciplinary process W:hich rho-
% ides adequate due process protection for stu-
dents while allowing school officials to maintain
order.

The Commission believes that the power of
temporary suspension should he used only under
the extraordinary conditions described in section
8.1, This will allow the principal to cope with any
emergency warranting the immediate exclusion
of a particular student. Even under these circum-
stances, the Commission believes it is possible
and fair to have a conference with the student
inlorining,him her of the reasons for the tempo-
rary suspension and allowing the student to
contest the suspension. For example, the student
ought to have an opportunity to persuade the
principal that this is a case of misidentification,
or, for some other reason, the penalty is not
warranted.

Not only should the use of temporary sus-
pensions he limited to extraordinary circum-
stances, but should he limited in length and
frequency as well. Thus, section 8.2 limits each
temporary suspension to 2 day s and section 8.4
limits temporary suspension in any school year
to a total of 8 days. Once the 8-day limit is
reached, the student can he temporarily sus-
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pended only if notice and hearing procedures are
commenced. Likewise, section 7.5 regulates the
frequency of temporary suspension, II-extraordi-
nary circumstances recur within 5 dins after the
student has been reinstated from a temporary
suspension, the princip tt. ry temporarily sus
pend the student agaii. ,ion ided notice and
hearing procedures are commenced. his sec-
ond temporary suspension may last until a sus-
pension hearing is held.

9.0 Suspension

9.1 The principal shall not recommend sus-
pension unless the student while on school
grounds or during a school activity off school
grounds:

a. intentionally causes or attempts to
cause substantial damage to school
property or steals or attempts to steal
school property of substantiarvalue; or

b. intentiomilly causes or attempts to
cause substantial damage to priv ate
property or steals of attempts to steal
valuable private property: or

c. intentionally causes or attempts to
cause physical injury to another person
except in self-defense: or

d. knowingly possesses of ,transmits any
firearm, knife, explosive, or other dang-
erous object ofrio reasonable use to the
student at school; or

e. knowingly possesses, uses, transmits, or
is under the influence of any narcotic
drug, hallucinogenic drug, ampheta-
mine, habituate, marijuana, alcoholic
beverage, or intoxicant of any kind; or

f knowingly uses or copies the academic
work of another and presents it as his
own without proper attribution: or
repeatedly and intentionally defies the
valid authority of super\ isors, teachers,
or administrators.

g,

9.2 If the principal chooses to recommend a
suspension not to exceed seven (7) school days.
he she shall mail a notice to the student and to
the student's parent(s) or guardian(s) within
twenty-four (24) hours of the alleged act(s) upon
which the recommendation is based or w ithin 24
hours of the time he she learns of such alleged
act(s). Such notice shall he in the language of the
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parent(s) or guardians) asW ell as in English and upon the student's request to enable the student
shall contain: to secure the presence cif an adult.

a, a complete description of the school
regulation(s) allegedly violated by the
student; and

h a full statement of the facts leading to
the principal's recommendation for sus-
pension; and

c specific reference to the student's right
to has e a private hearing before an
impartial hearing officer at which a tape
recording will he made and at which the
student and his pa rent(s). guardian(s),
and adult representame. ifan . shall he
allow ed to question ads erse witnesses,
contradict written statements of absent
ss itnesses. and present es idenee in the
student's defense, including the present-
ation of lis e witnesses; and

d the time and place of a hearing to he
held no later than four (4) school day s
from the date the notice is postmarked.
except the principal shall not schedule
the hearing at a tinie prior to w hen
he she would reasonably expect the
'notice to arrive at the home of the'
parecith) or guardian(s), The student
shall he informed of his light to a
reasonable postponement of the hear-
ing date for the purpose of preparing
his her defense:

e. specific reference to the student's right
to base access to his her records as
provided by sections 2.1 2.5 of this
Code.

'9.3 On or before the day the notice in section
9 2 (or section 10 2 in the case of an expulsion or
involuntary transfer) is postmarked. the princi-
pal shall make a reasonable effort to contact the
parent(s) or guardian(s) of the student by tele-
phone to communicate directly the inforrnation
contained in the written notice,

9.4 Unless the student is temporarily sus-
pended under the provisions of sections 8.1 8.5.
he she shall continue to participate in regular
classroom instruction pending the hearing.

9.5 11 the student's paren t(s) or guardian(s) are
unable or unwilling to attend the hearing, the
student may designate an adult to he present at
the hearing, lite hearing shall be postponed
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9.6 I he hearing shall conform to these
guidelin .s:

An impartial hearing °nice!. ssho maY,
he an employee of the school board but
not assigned to the school where the
student is enrolled, shall he appointed
by the superintendent of his designee to
conduct the hearing,

h. "I he student shall be, present during the
presentation of es idence. If witnesses
against the student testify at the hear-
ing. the student and his parent(s).
guardian(s), or representative shall he
allow ed to question such witnesses. If
written statements of sitnesses against
the student are submitted as evidence.
the w itnesses shall he identified by
name, and the student. his pa rent(s).
guardian(s), or representatives shall be
allowed to contradict these statements.
Me student shall he allowed to submit
evidence in his own defense including
the presentation of live witnesses.

L. The hearing shall be private unless the
_studentrequests that it be public.

d. A tape recording shall he kept of the
entire hearing and a copy of this reco-
rding shall he as ailable to the student at'
no cost upon request,

9.7 Within twenty-lour (24) hours of the
hearing, the hearing officer shall determine.
based only on the evidence presented at the
hearing, whether there is substantial evidence
that the student violated a specific written regu-
lation of the school board, If the hearing officer
determines that a violation has occurred, he shall
further determine the appropriate penalty but in
no case shall a suspension exceeding seven (7)
days he ordered, If the student was temporarily
suspended under section 8,1 8.5 in connection
with this violation, the number of days of tem-
porary suspension shall he deducted from the
length of the suspension determined by the
hearing officer,

9.8 file hearing officer shall fully record his
findings of fact, Within twenty-lour (24) hours of
the hearing, one copy of the fc''lings shall he
mailed to the student, one copy tu his pa rent(s)
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ui gthirdtan(s), one cup) to the aces &sq..
rimed hearing represcntatise, it any and one
copy to the principal, and one copy to the
superintendent.]

9.9 It the hearing otticet determines that no
violation has occuried, the student, it tempotai-
dy suspended, shall he immediately reinstated,
all recoils and documentation regAiding the
disciplinary proceedings shall be immediately
destroyed. and no information regarding the
hearing shall he placed in the student's perma-
nent record or file or communicated to an
person except is pros ided m section 9.8.

9.10 If suspension Is ordered, no academic
penalties shall he imposed upon the student
while he she is excluded from school A sus-
pended student shall he allowed to complete all
assignments and tests missed during the sus-
pension. \II records and documentation regal&
mg the suspension shall he lieqr0)ed at the end
of the school year. and no inkmnat ion regarding
the suspension shall he placed in the student's
permanent record of tile or communicated to
any person except as pros ided in section 9.8

9.11 It suspension is ordered, the student shalt
use the right to request an appeal huffing
befine the superintendent. I his appeal hearing
shall he held within one week of the date such
request is made.

9.12 I he superintendent shall speed wally
determine it there was slain:lent es idence to t Ind
that the alleged siolatiolusi occurred and it the
pctialfy imposed was appropriate for the
nom At the appeal hearing.

a I he superintendent shall res, less all
ss men documents in the ease and it
requested res rest the entire recording of
the heating below or those portions
thereof designated by, the student and
principal.

h. I he student and his repLesentatise.
including an attorney, may address the
superintendent on the es idenee at the
hearing below and the appropriateness
of the penalty.

9.13 I he suPet anemic:tit shall teach a decision
ithai folly-eight hours. It the superintendent

determines that no adat ion occurred in that the
penalty imposed was inappropriate lot the stOlit-
tionts), all records and documentation regal d ing,
the disciplinal y proceedings at.14. suspension
shall he immediately destroy edind no informa-
tion regarding the hearing shall he placed in the
student's permanent recind or file or communi-
cated to any person except as pros ided to Section
9.8.

omment: Section 9,1 delineates the types of
student misconduct NA arranting suspension. I he
Commission recogruies that school sy stems mm
wish to add to or delete from this list depending
on policy considerations in their locale. Any
additions should clearly describe the prohibited
actisity and should he limited to beim% an for
ss Inch suspension is an appropriate penalty.

1 he remainder of the sections on suspension
reflect the principle that when the penalty in-
ci eases so should the procedural safeguards.
Accordingly., section 9.2 pros ides for notice. 9.6
for a hearing before an impartial hearing officer.
and 9.8 for findings of tact.

Section 9.10 is designed to nuninuie any

unnecessary collateral effects of suspensions.
Hie put pose of the suspension is to punish the

student by excluding him troni regular class-
room instruction. It is unwise to add ,to the
punitise effect of the susN sion by imposing
academe penalties such aCrothreed grades. Hie
Commission believes that a suspended student
should he gis en every encouragement to benefit
from classroom instruction when he she returns
to school Flue imposition of academic penalties
during suspension only discourages the student
and tends to lead to the same behavioral prob-
lems which caused the suspension. For the same
reason, the Commission believes that the student
should he allowed to complete assignments and
tests during exclusion. Finally the Commission
does not believe that records on a suspension
should he maintained beyond the end of the
school year The record serves no legitimate
purpose and can have potentially harmful effects
on the student long after the penalty has been
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10.0 Expulsion and Involuntary Transfer

10.1 I he principal may recommend expulsion.
which shall he defined as exclusion from regular
classroom instruction'for any period exceeding
so en 1") school days, or ins oluntary transfer to
the regular classroom program of allot het school
(luring the school )ear only it the student persist-
ently siolates section 9 I of this Code in such a
manner that his remmal is necessary to protect
the physical safety of other s or to pies ent sub-
stantial interference with the right of others to
pursue an education.

10.2 If the principal recommends expulsion 01

ins oluntary transfer, he she shall mail, within
twenty-lour (24) hours of the alleged acts) upon
which the it:commendation is based or \N 1111111

tssent\ -tour (24) hours of the time he she learns
of such alleged acts, a notice to the student and to
his parent(s) or gnat-chants). Such notice shall
contain:

a a statement that the principal is reco-
mmending expulsion or in5 oluntary
transfer of the student and. in the ease
of an in\ olumary transfer, the name
and address of the school to which
transfer is recommended:

h. the length of time for which expulsion
or imoluntary transfer is being reco-
mmended:

c a complete description of the school
regulation(s) allegedly %rotated by the
student:

d. a full statement of the facts as known to
the principal leading to the reco-
mmendation for expulsion.

e a fist ut the witnesses against the student
and the nature of their testimony.

1, the time and place of a hearing to he
held no sooner than fi5 C (5) SC(1001days
from the date notice is post mai Ised
unless an earlier hearing date is re-
qtlested by the student:

g, spe-cilie reference to the student's right
to has e a hearing, to has e an attorney
represent him her at the hearing, to
present witnesses, to cross-examine ad-
Serse witnesses, and to has ea serbatim
transcript or tape recording of the hear-
ing pros ided by the school board at no
cost to the student, and to hale access
to Ills her school records as pros 'Lied
by sections 2,1 2 5 of this Code:

tf, the addresses and telephone numbers of
all local legal sen lees offices and other
sources of free or mexpense legal
assistance.

10.3 I he principal and hearing of ticer shall
ollow sections 9 3 9.10 in establishing and con-

ducting the hearing, except:

a. 1 he hearing shall he conducted bet ore a
healing panel, which 55111 he composed
of the hearing officer as Uhl)) pC1S011
and soting member, '2 teachers elected
by the teaching faculty, and 2 students
elected by the student body at the begin-
ning of each school )ear. In expulsion
proceedings, findings of fact and pe-
nalties shall he determined by a major-
ity \Luc of the hearing panel.
All witnesses presenting testimony
against the student shall appear in per-
son at the hearing. The student, his her
parent( s) or guardian(s), and his her
attorney shall he allowed to cross-
examine such witnesses,

C. A tape recording or 5e1 haunt transcript
of the heating shall he made and a cop)
shall he as ailable to the student on
request at no cost.

h.

10.4 I o impose expulsion. the hearing panel
must find that:

a, the student s rotated section 9.1 of this
Code at least three (3) times during one
1I) school sear and that each Siolation
was serious enough, In the absence of
other \rotations, to warrant sus-
pension: or

h the continued presence of the student in
school would endanger the physical
safety of others or cause substantial
interference with the right of ()diet, to
pursue an education.

10.5 No expulsion shall extend beyond the end
of the school year during which the acts leading
directly to the expulsion occurred.

10.6 In any case where the hearing panel
imposes expulsion. the student shall have the
right to request an appeal hearing before the,
school hoard, or before a committee consisting
of at least three soting members of the school
hoard Ellis appeal hearing shall be held \\ 'thin
one week 01 the date such request is made.
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10.7 I he board or committee thereof
conducting the appeal heating shaft specifically
determine it there was slit icient es idence to I ind
that the alleged iolation(s) occurred and if the
penalty imposed %%as appropriate for the
tion(s). Al the appeal hearing.

a. 1 he hoard or committee shall roles% all
written documents in the case and if
requested rev less t he e nt ire recording or
transcript of the hearing below or those
portions thereof designated by the stu-
dent and principal.

h. The student and his representative,
including an attorney. may address the
hoard or committee on the es idence at
the hearing below and the 1ippropriate-

, nes, of the penalty.

10.9 I he student shall participate in regular
classroom instruction pending the appeal hear-
ing unless the hearing panel specifically finds
that continued presence of the student in school
%sill endanger the physical safety of others of
substantially interfere ssith the right of others to
put sue an education. flie number of days the
student is excluded from school tinder this sec-
tion and under sei5tions 8.1 8.5 shall he deducted
Iron the length of the expulsion or Involuntary
transfer if such expulsion 01 ins °tummy transfer
is for a specific number of days.

(omment: Expulsion and involuntary transfer
arc %cry serious disciplinary measures. They
should he imposed only after the student has had
lull procedural ptotectiun. Consequently, the
procedures pl tor to an expulsion or ink oluiltary
transfer are more elaborate than those preceding
a suspension. 1 hg additional protection plo-
dded a student in an expulsion case includes
has ing an attorney present at the hearing (at the
student's expense), confronting all ads else
nesses, conducting the hearing before a panel.
and has mg the right to appeal the panel's deci-
sion to the school hoard or a committee Om cot.

11.0 Involuntary Classification

11.1 Before any student is ins oluntarily
classified into special classes for mentally, emo-
tionally, behas of physically impaired
children, the student and his paientts) or guardi-

t
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ants) shall he entitled to all rights of notice. hear-
ing and appeal contained in sections 10.2 10.9
except:

a. in the notice required by section 10.2,
the pal ent(s) ut guardian(s) shall he
informed of their right to obtain an
independent diagnostic evaluation of
the student at the school hoard's ex-
pense and shall he gis en the names,
addresses, and telephone numbers of
appropriate local diagnostic agencies:
and

h. in the notice required by section 10.2,
the parent(s) of guardian(s) shall he
specifically informed of their right to
have copies of all tests and reports upon
which the proposed action is based and
to present expert medical. psychologi-
cal, and educational testimony at the
hearing: and

c. the student, and his her pa rent(s) or
guardiants) shall he given sufficient
time to prepare for the hearing, except
that if the student is temporality sus-
pended pending the hearing tinder sec-
tion 8.5 the hearing shall he held no
more than 30 days from the day the
notice in section 10.2 is postmarked:
and

d. to impose involuntary classification.
the hearing panel must find that place-
ment in' a special school class or pro-
gram would substantial ), -improve the
student's ability to benefit from school
attendance.

(c mmott. Although involuntary classification
is not always imposed as a disciplinary measure,
there are enough such cases to warrant special
procedural safeguards prior to all types of major
ineuluntar classification. And, in addition to its
potential use as a disciplinary measure, ins olun,-
tary classification can has e adverse long-run
effects on a student's opportunities in later life.

all the procedures required prior to an
expulsion %sere incorporated into this section
and sonic additional safeguards were provided,

12.0 Education for Excluded Students

12.1 Any student temporarily suspended, sus-
pended or expelled from regular classroom
insti uction shall he allowed full use of his her
regular textbooks and shall he provided ssith the



assignments and tests for the classes from which
he she has been excluded. In addition, the stu-
dent shall be allowed to participate at no cost in
.any alternative forms of instruction such as night
school. tutoring. televised instruction, or
correspondence courses pros uled to the public
b the school board.

Comment' Please sec eignmenr following
Suspensions, section 9.0.

13.0 Corporal Punishment

13.1 Students shall not be subject to corporal
rtiiiZpeht,

Comment' l'he Commission belie es that cor-
poral punishment is inconsistent with the ;dues
expressed in this Code. Furthermore, there is no
need to resort to corporal punishment because
this Code provides ample authority to deal with
disruptive students without inflicting phsical
pain upon them.
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Appendix H

People Interviewed
for this Report

In addition to over 300 school officials and
community leaders whom we inter iewed for
Children Out of Sdiool .-inierua. we spoke to
or °% kited the following people about school
discipline and suspensions:

GORDON At S FIN. Head Teacher. Farragut
Outpost. Dk 'mon 1791 Better Boys Founda-
tion Family Center. Chicago. Illinois

ROLAND 131 FTS. Former At.sistant Principal.
rnglewood Middle School. Englewood. New
Jersey

JO I IN CAW THORNE, Principal. I over
School. Massachu .etts Experimental School.
Roxbury. Massachusetts

HOWARD DEN I ON. Assistant to the Deputy
Superintendent. Chicago Public Schools. Chi-
cago. Illinois

(311.13ERT DERR. Administrator for the Bu-
reau of Socially Maladjusted Children. Chi-
cago Public Schools. Chicago. Illinois

' ERB1R-1 G. ELLIS. Director. Garfield Pupil
',mice Center. District Nine. C Imago Public
Schools. Chicago. Illinois

JOHN ELSON. Lawyer. Mandel Legal Aid
Clinic. Unkersity of Chicago Law School.
Chicago. Illinois
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CAROL I IN E BE=RG. Project Manager. Beacon
Light Schools Program Linkages. The Learn-
ing Cooperati% e. Board of Education. New
York City. New York

LEONARD FINKELSI EIN. Director of Al-
tertian% c Programs. Philadelphia Public
Schools. Philadelphia. Pennsy kania

IDA MAC FLETCHER. President. United
Concerned Parents. Teachers. Cituens. dud
Concerned Organisations of the West c Je.
Chicago. Illinois

JOHN GIBSON. Assistant Principal. Industrial
Skill Center. Chicago. Illinois

JUDY GOTTSEGEN. EduCation Department.
American Eriends Service Committee. Chi-
cago. Illinois

crRT.'S I) ARSTAD. Director. Children in
Trouble Division of the John [toward Asso-
ciation. Chicago. Illinois

W 1111 AM HOWELL. Director. Walk-In
School. Richland County School District No.

Columbia. South Carolina

NANCY 13. JEFFERSON. Executive Director.
Midwest Community Council. Chicago. Illi-
nois



11 ,11 N F .11-N.N. I NGS, Principal, St Paul Open
School. St Paul Public SchA, St. Paul,
Minnesota

W II I I \M JON I S, Ducool, Bureau of Drop-
out Pre\ cntion Piograms, (Imago Publu_
Schools. Chicago, Illinois

S I I.1 R K INSK1 Student Ombuds-
man. I.S. 44. New, lurk Cu), Nem, 1 ork

I3ERN RD K. K AR I IN, Consultant in Special
I.ducation, Department of Special Education,
Chicago Public Schools. Chicago. Illinois

S %It Fl K WIZLCK, Chief. Dropout Pre-
\ cilium Program. E S Office of rducation.

ashington,

1R1 KIRBY. I told Director, Shalom Peer
Counseling Program, Department of Youth
, \ cti mesArchdiocese of Philadelphia.
Philadelphia, Penns) k aria

JOS! PH W !FF. District Superintendent.
District Nineteen, Chicago Public Schools,
Chicago. Illinois

SIS I FR MARIE MADELEINE- BOYD, Direc--
tor. Shalom Peer Counseling Program, De-
partment of Youth Acts 'ties. Archdiocese of
Philadelphia, Philadelphia. Penn* I\ arEa

GI R.\I I) H MAR FIN. Master I eacher,
SAND. Hartlord Public Schools. Hartford,
Connecticut

PRIMES \l 00 fR1 Better 130)s I oundation
Center. Chicago, Illinois
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KENNON MENDY, Super of Office for
Student Placement, Seattle Public Schools,
Seattle, %Vashington

K N NE E. OSVOLD, Director, Careel
Studs Centers I and IL St. Paul Public
School~, St. Paul, Minnesota

R. ROACH, Adnunistratk e Assistant,
Ilartford Public Schools, I Itirtford. Connecti-
cut

JOSE Pll ROSEN, I)istrictN upermte.ndent,
District I en. Chicago PublicNehools, Chi-
cago, Illinois

RED E. 10 AN, Director, FSF A VIII Drop-
out Pre ention Project, 1-all River Public
Schools, Fall River. Massachusetts

I IHER W. SEAI3ROOK. Principal, LS, 44.
Nem, York Cit New, York

EAR! SHEPARD. Education Coordinator,
SAND, Hartford Public Schools. Hartford,
Connecticut

P1111 IP A. VISO. Principal. Industrial Skill
('enter. Chicago. Illinois

S I A NI.E1' J. VOPA I , Assistant Principal.
King Education Vocation Guidance Center.
Chicago. Illinois

GWENDOLYN WI LKS. Master leacher.
SAM), Martford Public Schools. Hartford,
Connecticut

MOM AS WOLFE. National A Itemati e
Schools Project, ersit, of Massachusetts.
Amherst, Massachusetts
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